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aragonl8k preamplifier
the value of music

An informed and rational consumer makes purchasing decisions based
upon quality and value. Aragon's new 18K preamplifier was created for
this person. The 18K was engineered for the person who understands that
musical reality does not come from marketing hype, and quality is not
determined by the number of switches on the front panel.
The fully discrete Class A 18K is manufactured using parts engineered
to military and medical tolerances. The IPS power supply is housed in a
separate chassis for the quietest possible performance. The machined
aluminum knobs operate with the utmost precision and feel.
We invite you to compare the $995 18K with preamplifiers selling for
three times the price, and discover what reviewers around the world have
discovered.. .Aragon. Made in America and internationally acclaimed as
the finest quality and value attainable.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

2Elm St. Ardsley, NY 10502 •914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199
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C OMING

A TTRACTIONS

Stereophile's writers have been spending their
summer days listening to loudspeakers. Our
September issue will contain their thoughts on
the Acarian Alón 1, Dahlquist DQ28, Harman/Kardon 50, Linn Keilidh, Martin-Logan
Aerius, Mission 753, NHT 23A, Soundwave
Fidelity VR2, Spica Angelus, and Vandersteen
2ce. In addition, Jack English will describe his
experiences with the Pioneer PD-S95 CD
transport, Robert Harley will report on his
auditioning of the Sonic Frontiers PH-1 phono
preamplifier, and Michael Ullman will survey
jazz from the '50s.
Now an apology: When Icompiled the scor-

ing for the room with the best sound at our
March Show in San Francisco, Iinadvertently
listed the speakers used by retailer Stereo Unlimited as being Avalons. In fact, they were
Alón IVs (see "Manufacturers' Comments").
My apologies to Acarian Systems and to Stereo
Unlimited. Finally, aclarification: In June (p.17),
we published aletter from aBranko Bozic, of
Belgrade. We have since received aletter from
another Branko Bozic, of the UK-based, highend distribution company Audiofreaks, who
would like it made clear that he is not the correspondent whose letter was published.
—

John Atkinson
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Ken Gould offers ahigh-end retailer's views on the rise of home theater.

LETTERS
Topics this month: no video in Stereophile, please; possible dangerfrom
electromagneticfields; thefuture of stereo; what's right and what's wrong with "Records
to Die For"; what's wrong with one of the RCA "Living Stereo" reissues; and
comments on Dick Olsher's recent DIY subwoofer design, the Zap.
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NDUSTRY UPDATE

High-end newsfrom the US, France, and the UK, including the dealer-promoted
manufacturer seminars taking place in August, the selection of an HDTV standardfor
the US,J. Gordon Holt on Dynaco's advertising of its inexpensive surround-sound
processor, Peter Mitchell comparing Dolby's Digital cinema sound system with a
traditional 70mm magnetic soundtrack, the Linn Sondek LP12's 21st birthday, and
reports from the 1993 NAB Convention and the 1993 Festival du Son.

BUILDING ALIBRARY

Stephen Francis Vasta surveys recordings of Mahler's Symphony No.2, the
"Resurrection."

RECORD REVIEWS

This month we match our "Building aLibrary" on Mahler's "Resurrection"
Symphony with amini-"Library" on his Tenth—Eliahu Inbal's new recording of
which also happens to be our Recording of the Month. Elsewhere in Classical are minisurveys of new recordings of Mozart piano concertos, Rachmaninoff symphonies, three
new Nutcrackers, and bravura pianisticsfrom Shura Cherkassky and Alfred Brendel.
In jazz, new discs (audiophile & othenvise) from Keith Jarrett, Dial & Oatts, and
Peggy Lee, plus Riverside's exhaustive Wes Montgomery box. In rock, it's the Revenge
of the Singer/Songwriter: new ones from Chris Isaak, Daniel Lanois, and Bryan
Ferry, plus designer-digital remasterings of vintageJoni Mitchell discs. Then there's
Rhino's nine-disc "DIY "punk retrospective and. ..well,just too much to list here.

M ANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
THE FINAL WORD

Larry Archibald examines high-end issues raised at the recent Summer CES.
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Adcom's GFP-565
Preamplifier:
Pure and Simple.
•••••••••

Pure Convenience

In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the
GFP-565 — the world's first affordable
preamplifier with direct, linear gain path
circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with
any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can
experience the exceptionally lifelike sound
which has astonished even the most
demanding critics.
Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility
You can use one or more sets of
outputs: I) BYPASS -direct-coupled before
tone controls, filters, etc. for the most direct
path to your power amplifier while retaining
control of volume and balance. 2) LAB direct-coupled with no output-coupling
capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL -same as LAB but
with highest quality output capacitors for
use with amplifiers needing the extra
protection of ultra-low-frequency roll-off.
Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are
easily accommodated by this flexible
arrangement.

The minimalist aesthetics of the
GFP-565 are deceptive in their simplicity.
Without being overly complicated to use,
this preamplifier is able to integrate and
control all of the components in the most
sophisticated of music systems. There are
five high-level inputs as well as aphono
input. A separate front-panel switch allows
the use of an external processor, only when
needed, leaving both tape circuits free. And,
of course, you may listen to one input while
recording from another.
More Sound, Less Money
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
Pure and simple.
e›
0
î
details you can heat

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NI 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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KEN GOULD 1OFFERS AHIGH-END
RETAILER'S VIEWS ON HOME THEATER

A

hot topicfor discussion in recent issues of
Stereophile has been the impact Home
Theater has had on the High End. Some
of the magazine's contributors—J. Gordon Holt
and Corey Greenbeig, for example—have written that the advent of Home Theater means that
we should expand the audio context of the magazine
to include reviews of video components.2 Others,
including Bob Harley, Tom Norton, and myself
feel that we should stick to what we know and
love—audio—and enter the newfield only to advise
Stereophile's readers on how to achieve the best
soundfivm aHome Theater system. However, missingfrom the debate in our pages sofar have been
any commentsfrom those in the business ofselling
and demonstrating high-end products and, increasingly, Home Theater systems. Accordingly, this
1Mr. Gould is President of high-end retailer Audio Nexus
of Summit, NJ.
—JA
2See "As We See It," March and June '93, p.7; "Industry
Update," May '93, p.41; and "Letters" in this issue, in May
'93, p.15, and in June '93, p.18. Corey Greenberg's views were
also posted in the CEFORUM section of the Compuserve
computer bulletin board in May.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

month Iam running aguest editorialfrom aman
who perhaps typfiies the high-end, specialist retailer:
Ken Gould ofAudio Nexus. Please note that Mr.
Gould's opinions are his own and do not represent
those of the magazine.
—John Atkinson

H-

igh-end audio is avery, very special calling. It has been said many
times that those who are involved
in the design, manufacture, or sales of highend components do so for the love of it, not
in any expectation of getting rich. This love
of the field is both the strength and weakness of the High End. No mega-giant, massmarket elechonics manufacturer whose products are designed by committee for trendy
appeal and price-point targets will ever be
able to produce components worthy of the
designation "high-end." Yet the small, dedicated audiophile/designer/manufacturer who
endeavors to produce the ideal audio product
usually lacks the business acumen to have a

WorldRadioHistory
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major impact on the worldwide electronics
marketplace. However, as long as he's good
enough to stay in business, and as long as he
is faithful to the standards that permit highend components to give superior performance to those of the mass market, those
other things don't matter.
It is critical to understand that the strength
of the High End resides solely in adherence
to this vision of perfect music reproduction.
That is our playing field; that is our home
game. If we stray from that fold, we will be
eaten alive by the mega-manufacturers who
can do everything better in the electronics
world except design perfectionist audio components.
Against this backdrop of basic "truth
and beauty," we now see emerging from the
wings the newest market forces: Home Theater and multi-room remote systems. Iwant
to make it clear right now that this is not
going to be adiatribe against either of these
formats. They are valid additions to the world
of 20th-century electronics, and there is no
reason why people should not enjoy them
and get more use out of their audio-component investment by tying them together. That
has never been the issue. But for some reason achange in attitude has overtaken the
high-end industry.
In the past, commercial considerations
have never been able to sway the vast majority of high-end designers and retailers from
their goal of bringing superior music reproduction to people's homes. Not car audio,
1970s-style four-channel stereo, bells and
whistles over performance, or any other
style-over-content audio trend has succeeded
in making serious inroads into our beloved
High End. But now this has changed.
Our best, stellar designers are now designing for Home Theater in ever-increasing
numbers. And they are doing so in the full
knowledge that these Home Theater products are aserious sonic compromise over
what these designers would normally produce Their justification for this compromise
is, inevitably, that while this Home Theater
product is not as good as traditional highend products, it's still the best available in the
Home Theater genre. One speaker manufacturer known exclusively for his design of
world-class products told me that his in-wall
speaker was the most successful new product
introduction he had ever had! And he admits,
8

unblushingly, that this product's performance is not the equivalent of his traditional
loudspeaker designs.
My god, what is going on here? The people who define and maintain our unique
high-end industry are being seduced in everincreasing numbers into the commercial
world of monetary success, asuccess which
inevitably must come with asacrifice of highend standards. So what is the harm, one
might ask, in our best designers raising the
standards of Home Theater? The harm, my
friends, lies in the seduction of our irreplaceable high-end personnel into commercial
ventures in which monetary success becomes
more important than "truth and beauty."
Once you ally yourself with the dark side of
the force, you can rationalize just about
anything.

E

CONTINUED VITALITY

OF OUR INDUSTRY RELIES
UPON A DELICATE
"MUSIC TRIANGLE" OF
HIGH—END DESIGNERS,
HIGH—END STORES, AND
HIGH—END LISTENERS.
And what are the consequences of this pact
with the devil? The first and most obvious
is that adesigner who is spending his time
designing for Home Theater is not spending his time trying to eke the next, minute
increment of performance out of his (formerly) beloved amplifier, preamp, or speaker
design. He is busy trying to make audio
standards for an inherently inferior audio
medium. And Ido hope that no one will be
lulled into afalse sense of security by believing that there will always be anew, idealistic
perfectionist waiting to take the place of those
who have abandoned the High End. The
continued vitality of our industry relies upon
a delicate "music triangle" of high-end
designers, high-end stores, and high-end
listeners. If this triangle is broken at any of
the apices, it will collapse. A few designers
tinkering around in their basements will not
be enough if the balance breaks down. The
second consequence is that, if the trend continues, we will sacrifice all of the specializa-
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The new B&W DM-600
and

DM-610

monitors

have received the highest
accolades and rave reviews from the demanding British audio press.
Their sound is unmistakably

B&W. Your B&W
dealer ran show you the

reviews. Better yet, listen
and you'll see.

=•=•.=

B& W Loudspeakers of America, P.O. Box 8,
North Reading, MA 01864-0008
WorldRadioHistory
Fax: (508) 664-4109

Tel: (800) 370-3740

Jitter. More than abuzzword, it causes your CDs to sound,
/111

CD

well.. .digital. And it took C.E.C. to seriously address its
fundamental causes.
The result is the TL 1. The first, and only, belt drive CD

The precision
belt drive is so unique,
it's patented.

transport in the world.
You might have expected that an original equipment
manufacturer of the finest analog turntables to be the first

to engineer belt drive for digital. What you might not have expected are the
extraordinary results. Sound so sweet, so amazing, it's as though you've hooked up
not just asuperb audio component, but the full emotion and vitality of live music.

W HY You SHOULD
SPEND THOUSANDS O N A
CD TRANSPORT BUILT A ROUND
A RUBBER BAND.
You see, all other CD transports use ahigh-torque motor with the disc perched
directly on the spindle. Its miniscule bearings can only support the scant weight
of the CD —which, in itself, is prone to warping and resonances. The resulting
microvibrations contaminate the data stream with, you guessed it, jitter.
So, how does the TL 1minimize jitter? C.E.C. uses asmooth-as-silk, low-torque
motor isolated by adrive belt. This allows an independently suspended bearing
to support an enormous CD stabilizing clamp —with over 26 times the rotational
inertia of the typical transport. Inspired by the great analog turntables, the TL 1
combines massive amounts of steel, aluminum and
brass to weigh arock-solid 38 pounds.
To fully appreciate the sonic virtues
of the TL 1, visit your C.E.C. dealer
And hear the finest CD transport in
the world —built around arubber band.

PARASOUND
C.E.C. is distributed exclusively in North America by Parasound Products, Inc.
WorldRadioHistory
950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 •800-822-8802 •Fax 415-397-0144

tion that keeps our industry alive. Let me
explain why Ibelieve this is so.
When audio and video are combined,
audio inevitably takes aback seat to video.
That is why the audio standards of the video
industry have been execrable for so long. The
sound is always asecond-class adjunct to the
picture—never, never acoequal partner. People's concentration and attention are directed
primarily at the picture, and the sound is
merely in the background. That is not to say
that many people will not appreciate improved sound along with their pictures, but
it will never be apriority for the vast majority
of viewers. (Please note that Isaid viewers,
not listeners. When did you ever hear atelevision watcher described as alistener? Even
the English language is constructed so that
Ihave difficulty in describing avideo participant without words that allude to sight.)

WHEN AUDIO AND
VIDEO ARE COMBINED,
AUDIO TAKES A
BACK SEAT
TO VIDEO.

sacrificed the uniqueness of "vision" that
made the High End possible. And then the
Japanese and the mass marketeers will have
accomplished with dollars what they could
never have accomplished with their ears.
Is this all too melodramatic? Idon't think
so. The pressures on manufacturers and stores
are enormous and impossible to resist. Virtually all of the competing stores in my area
have metamorphosed into Home Theater
exhibits, and the day is not far off when our
own store will have to install its first theater exhibit as well. Iam being told that the
audio-only store will go the way of the
dinosaur, and that only ahandful of audio
tweakers will want non-video systems. Well,
perhaps that is so. Ican assure our audio customers that we will continue to do our best
to make our high-end music systems as
extraordinary as possible, even as we do our
best to bring as much high-end sound as
possible into our theater demos.
Ionly hope that, afew years from now,
extraordinary advances in high-end products are still being made for us to incorporate
into those video systems. Who knows? Maybe the dinosaur will evolve into abeautiful
bird instead of becoming extinct.

Most people would immediately admit to
being able to choose the sharpest, clearest
picture from agroup of TV sets, but most
would not believe that they could hear differences in audio components until it were
proven to them that they can. With most
audio stores concentrating on Home Theater demonstrations, there will be fewer and
fewer stores capable of educating those
potential audiophiles. Most of the money
invested in improving Home Theater systems
will inevitably go toward improving the
picture, not the sound. Yes, the sound that
accompanies the picture in future video systems will be better than it is today, but it will
never even approach true high-end sound for
the vast majority of users.
What will most Home Theater installations sound like? Most of them will sound
like most of today's mass-market audio systems; maybe not even as good. Some "audiophile" theater systems will be better, but they
will never have the ultimate performance of
apurist, high-end audio system. Audio will
again take aback seat to video. And to achieve
this nebulous improvement we will have
STEREOPH1LE, AUGUST 1993
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Arevolutionary cable
design for accurate
music reproduction.
Setting anew standard
in listening enjoyment.
High resolution Analog, Digital,
and Speaker cables
with exclusive, patented
Standing-Wave Suppression
(415) -962 -1078
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THE ATOM,
$159*/PAIR.

Souncl&Vision
CRMC'S CHOICE
ARARD

V
The

ATOM represeMS an

amazing

price

break-

through in high performance sound. Although
diminutive and designed to
fit into small spaces, and
small budgets, the ATOM is
first of all designed for
superb sound!
That swhy superior components are used, such as the

cooling/damping. The multi-element crossover is
frequency/phase corrected.

PARADIGM built bass/midrange

The ATOM must be

drive unit that has no

heard to be

less than aprecision

believed. It is

diecast chassis,
polypropylene cone

completely nat-

and kapton former.

ural and true to

The tweeter is a wide-

1̀81

live music. And at
$159/pair it's not just abest buy, it's asteal!

dispersion polyamide dome with ferrofuild

For mon,information on the .Atom as melt as other fine Paradigm
spealcers visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Dealer, or write:
AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada: Paradigm. 101 Hanlon Rd., Woodbridge, ON L4L 3P5
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it
anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.
Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address
more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and adaytime telephone number.

SEX IN THE MOVIES

Editor:
Indecent analog?
My vote for the sexiest twosome in the
movie Indecent Proposal: VP! TNT turntable
and ET 2tonearm!
GARY DANKO
Los Angeles, CA

DIGITAL OR ANALOG?

Editor:
In response to the letter in the June Stereophile
(p.35):
Digital
Is still
Grungy,
Think
Anonymous has
Lost his hearing.
All I
Need is
Another
LP for
Overjoyed, musical
Gratification!
BRIAN ARTHUR
Stylus-in-the-Groove, England

No VIDEO. ..

Editor:
Please cancel my subscription. After following your advice and purchasing the Melos
SHA-1 headphone amplifier/line preamplifier, Ino longer have the time to read your
august journal. The music is just too wonderfully captivating to allow part of my
attention to be diverted for reading, or doing
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

anything else. The Melos has rejuvenated my
LP and CD collections.
I'm just kidding about the cancellation—
who knows what the future holds in terms
of equipment, and there is always the music
and the letters, the accessories and the tweaks.
But not video!!!
Whether it's teevee or video, it does not
interest the vast majority of Stereophiles
readers. Sex, like video, is often associated
with music, but Idon't see you covering that
subject. As for the debate about whether
video is afine art or just aboob tube: it
doesn't matter awhit, for video is—and
should remain—beyond the scope of your
magazine. IfJ. Gordon Holt is bored with
reviewing sound equipment, let him review
recordings or wax philosophical about audio
topics, but please, no reviews of un-sound
equipment.
NAMHCIR CRAM
Washington, DC

No PERSPECTIVE ...
Editor:
Ifully support JA's position on the coverage
of video topics in Stereophile, as given in the
reply to J. Gordon Holt's "As We See It" in
June? I'd even go so far as to say that in spite
ofJA:s policy, too much stuff abou,t video and
Home Theater still manages to creep into
your pages. ..
My Sony VCR is capable of surprisingly
1Videophiles should note that although Ialways publish letters representing both sides of any argument, in this case all
the letters Ireceived by the time we went to press were from
readers not wanting any coverage of video in Stereophile.—JA
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NAD comes from the old school.

A school with

an old-fashioned buzz-word... Value. Unprecedented value.

Another departure is our

thinking about gadgets.

We know how much

the competition values gadgets - an excuse to
sell their "newest" model.

We think otherwise.

At NAD, we care about one thing - the music.
NAD invites you to hear the difference -with
the 705 receiver and 502 CD player.

For the discerning who select hi-ii equipment with their ears.
For your nearest NAD dealer call TOLL - FREE 1-800-263-4641

WorldRadioHistory

good, high-end-quality sound—better than
that of some CD players I've heard that claim
to be high-end. But it can only do that if Iget
rid of all sources of electromagnetic interference and ground loops. That means unplugging the TV set and taking the antenna
off the VCR. Connect them back up so that
Ican watch TV while listening, and it's instant mid-fi, the sound becoming flat and
artificial-sounding. Once this has happened,
it doesn't matter how much worse it gets, as
long as it doesn't get so bad that Ican't
understand the dialog.
The answer to why I'm not interested in
high-end picture quality is similar. JGH said
that the goal of high-end video is to reproduce the image that was on the original film
as accurately as possible. That's wrong. The
goal is to reproduce the original event that was
filmed as accurately as possible. A flat, twodimensional picture—any flat picture—falls
so far short that it doesn't matter how good
or bad the picture is, provided it isn't so bad
that Ican't tell what's going on.
Isaw some pretty good 3-D image projections at the Disney World haunted house.
Primitive, but avery promising preview of
what might one day be possible with video,
where characters will be able to move around
in 3-D space, with surround-sound that
makes their voices come from the right place
Accomplish that, and maybe I'd be willing
to spend some big bucks to get it.
But better flat pictures? Why? And sound
that can come from places where the visual
images can't go? Ifind that more distracting
than helpful. I'll pass on both. Please keep
Stereophile audio-only.
Bos BLASE
New Paltz, NY

AND NO TELEVISION, EITHER

Editor:
In Jack English's discussion of soundstaging
in "The Sonic Bridge" (May '93, Vol.16
No.5), he notes in parentheses on p.83 that
placing atelevision set between the loudspeakers will destroy the sense of image
height (with the LEDR test on the first
Chesky Test CD).
Could you explain why? Is Jack referring
to the size and placement of the TV (or any
large physical object), or is there something
specific to aTV's electronics that causes this
problem?
JASON SERINUS, CMT.CH
Oakland, CA
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

It is not agood idea to have any large resonant and/or
reflective structure between or near loudspeakers.
The early reflections of the soundfrom aTV positioned between the speakers will obscure the stability
and precision of the system's soundstaging ability,
and its cabinet resonances will both add colorations
and affect the precision of imaging in thefrequency
region where the resonance lies. With asystem capable of very high resolution, this will negate alot of
the additional performancefor which you've paid.
The LEDR test track on CheskyJD37 mentioned
byJE is avery sensitive testfor the presence ofsuch
reflections and resonances. First without the TV,
then with, listen to the stability of the et-tone image
as it rises up above each speaker, then moves in an
arc between and above the speakers. Unless your
speakers have avery narrow dispersion, you should
hear the manner in which the image moves to be
both much better defined and more stable without
the TV present—unless your loudspeakers are not
very good, in which case you can put the TI/where
you like. If you must have your TV in the same
room as your high-end sound system, then place the
TV asfar back as possible and the speakers asfar
out into the room as possible.
—JA

THE FUTURE OF STEREO?

Editor:
The letter to the editor from James Iverson
that you titled "Vidiocy, or aChallenge" in
your May 1993 issue (p.15) reminded me of
an article that Ihad read some years ago, and
whose conclusions have not yet entered the
debate regarding two-channel vs morechannel audio. Mr. Iverson said, "the question of realistic re-creation of ambience is one
of the last nearly unviolated frontiers." The
article Iremembered is by Mikio Tohyama
and Akira Suzuki of the Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone Corporation, and was published in theJournal of the Acoustical Society of
America in February 1989 (Vol.85 No.2,
pp.780-786). It is called "Interaural crosscorrelation coefficients in stereo-reproduced
soundfields." While that's amouthful, what
the authors studied is directly pertinent to
Mr. Iverson's question. What they did was
to compare two- and four-channel reproduction systems for their capability to reproduce
adiffuse soundfield when driven with adiffuse source Thus they quantified that characteristic of reproduction which is the spatial
character of ambience for the two systems.
What they found was that the two-channel
system could not reproduce the reverberant
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field correctly spatialized, while, under spedfled conditions, the four-channel one could.
The result of their listening experiment was
that "These results confirm that it is difficult
to reproduce the subjective diffuseness in a
reverberant field using the conventional twochannel stereo reproduction."
The conditions for four-channel reproduction to be optimized include not placing the
loudspeakers left and right, front and back
symmetrically, as in old quadraphonic systems. They did not test what might be the
best possible position for surround loudspeakers, only testing the old quad setup and
finding it lacking. By the way, their work was
done without acenter front channel, since
that idea had not achieved prominence when
they were writing, but there are many reasons to use one for music as well as film
sound, as Ioutlined in arecent article in Audio
(April '93). An idea which is parallel to the
two- vs multi-channel debate for the reproduction of ambience is, of course, the Home
THX idea; it is useful to have aloudspeaker
for the surround channel(s) with aspecial
radiation pattern that emphasizes the reflected
energy over the direct to make it more
diffuse.
For me, the future of stereo is the past of
stereo. When stereo was invented independently in England and the US in the 1930s,
use was made in both systems of three front
channels, for good and sound reasons. When
it entered the movies in the 1950s, the "effects" channel was added in the auditorium,
which changed over time to become the surround channel of today. Thus, stereo at its
founding had three channels and grew to
four. The detour into two-channel stereo
came about as aresult of the geometry of the
phonograph record, and its ability to store
only two channels without resorting to
amplitude-phase matrix recording—or ultrasonic carriers on the discs (the quad record).
Unfortunately, the Compact Disc copied the
capability of the phonograph record only.
The future of stereo lies, as the past did, in
multi-channel reproduction, where each part
of the reproduction chain is better optimized
for its task, rather than trying to shovel
direct-field sound, early reflections, and
diffuse-field reverberation all through just
two loudspeakers. It is remarkable how many
of the world's standards organizations, in
such diverse fields as classical-music broadSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

casting, high-definition television, and the
movies, have all come to agree on one common multi-channel system for the future—
five (full-range) channels and adedicated
subwoofer channel, the so-called 5.1-channel
system. There will be both apaper session
and aworkshop on these topics at this fall's
Audio Engineering Society meeting in New
York.
TOMLINSON HOLIVIAN
LucasArts Entertainment Company
San Rafael, CA

PLASTIC OR PAPER?

Editor:
For years I've subscribed to Stereophile, loving
each and every issue. And I'd like to thank
you for ajob well done. Stereophile gives me
tremendous satisfaction! Ido, however, want
to comment on your choice of packaging
materials for mailing. The plastic wrapping
does do an admirable job in protecting the
magazine, but it is not reusable, recyclable,
or degradable. My household is extremely
careful about the products we buy and their
impact on the environment. National Geographic has been using brown paper for years,
and I've never received adamaged issue. The
paper is easily recycled in my area and most
others. Our state is also considering legislation which would ban products that don't
meet the three "R"s stated above.
Please, please consider converting from
plastic to paper!
Tom DODGE
Williston, VT

GIVE THE KIDS ABREAK

Editor:
Ihave made ajourney. At the age of 12, I
picked up an issue of Stereo Review and immediately was afflicted with audio-itis. I
would go to the library every day to get back
issues. As the disease progressed, Ifound
myself drowning in performance specs, some
of which Iunderstood, others that could have
been written in Swahili. Ifound that S/N
ratios and dynamic range did not actually tell
how the darned component sounded!
Iwent out and bought myself a$600
schlepp-system to try to cure the disease. It
was amiracle! Iwas totally cured. Not for
long. This past summer, Inoticed that the
local purveyors of "fine books and magazines" had started stocking adigest-sized
audio journal. Ihad just seen my future. Ihad
five smackers in my pocket and persuaded
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my less frivolous side to buy it. SHAZAM!
My dear worshiped one, Stereophile: Your
publication has brought me to realize that
audio isn't $600 Japanese crap (Thank you,
Mr. Ginoza), but mean, hot Krell monoblocks, take-out-a-loan Levinsons, and runand-hide Thiels. Audio writing (the type in
Stereophile) is not just specs, but flowery,
highly descriptive language. It is talented
writers like Sam Tellig and the Esteemed
Master, Corey Greenberg, Ph.D., MD,
DMD, DDS.
Iwill never again bring myself to read the
unemotional, made-for-the-trash writings
in so-called "stereo magazines." Iwant
AUDIO. Idon't want to quibble over hundredths ola percentage point of distortion.
Iwant hipsters like CG to review the products, not no-names whose last work was at
Popular Mechanics. Iwant my Stereophile!
Iwill not find terms like "bloom" and "air"
in one of those other magazines. If the
reviewer is abit deft, he might bring himself to write "projection." It is the language
of Stereophile that sets it apart from the runof-the-mill. However, even with the audiospeak in Stereophile, Ihave no way of telling
what these writers mean! Give me abreak:
I'm 16. Idon't make enough money in ayear
to purchase even some of the interconnects
you advertise. Most young'uns my age are
just getting CD players. They listen to badly
dubbed cassettes in $20 Walkmans. If every
16-year-old were asked what clock jitter is,
most would cock their head and ask if it's the
new Seattle grunge band. When Isee friends
ogling the new Mini-Disc recorder, Ifeel like
vomiting for awhile.
It seems that there will be no "next generation" of audiophiles. The Wayne's Worldinflected, tuned-out, turned-off; dropped-on
youth of today have no care for anything
other than loud, mega-bassed-to-death
music. They can't comprehend awarm, loving tube amp. Let's just say Mr. Holt would
drop dead on the floor.
Without money and audiophile friends, I
am but afantasy audiophile. My biggest
audio purchase this year might only be a
renewed subscription. Iwonder if there is a
Fantasy Audiophile League? How about a
new magazine—"Fantasy Stereophile"?
Maybe aline of Fantasy components. For $5
you'd get areview and performance sheet.
Servicing would be adefinite problem. Until
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

then, I'll just lie around, drooling on Stereophile as Iread it.
R. J
OSEPH WEST
Pittsburgh, PA

DEDICATED
Editor:
Ihave been asubscriber to Stereophile for
approximately three years and would like to
say at this time that Iam very grateful to your
magazine for steering me in the right direction when it comes to stereo components. I
have benefited greatly from your knowledge
and insight.
Iwas originally an uninformed, mid-fi,
signal-processing, equalizer, dynamic-rangeexpander fool who was enlightened by your
magazine into separate components, tube
amplification, and developing agreater appreciation for vinyl vs CD.
Additionally, Iwould like to comment on
the subject of having adedicated AC line
installed for stereo components, as recently
suggested by Corey Greenberg. Idid note
that my system was sounding different at
different times of the day or at different
periods, with an occasional loss of precision
in imaging and adecrease in bass response.
At times my system sounded very good and
at other times mediocre; Icould never figure out what the problem was.
Icalled alocal electrician who was able to
install, for about $100, two dedicated lines
with two separate frises going to afour-plug
socket. Iplugged the CD player, tuner, turntable, and cassette deck into one line, and preamp and amplifier into the other.
After listening to my system with the new
dedicated lines, Iwas amazed at the difference in the sound. Corey Greenberg was correct in that it does sound like an amplifier
upgrade, but in my case, more so—as if Ihad
retubed my VTL amplifier. He was correct
in stating that the bass response was definitely
deeper and more visceral, but, more important, the soundstage was deeper and wider.
Imust say, despite the fact that Ido not
exactly care for Corey Greenberg's writing
style, Ido trust his judgment and do appreciate his reviews of equipment.
PAUL A.KARAZIJ
I, MD
Des Moines, IA

FIRST, NOT SECOND
Editor:
Robert Hesson's review of the John Tavener
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Protecting Veil (April 1993, p.292) strikes a
sympathetic chord. It is interesting and one
wants to return, but is there really anything
to get into? One feels as might an octopus
with amorous designs on aset of bagpipes!
But Itake Mr. Hesson to task: This (contemporary) John Tavener is not "the second
in English music history," as he states, but the
first. As presumably was John Tavemer of the
16th century!
Roy A. WOOLAND (not Woodland)
Ontario, Canada
Ihave adim memory of once reading that thefirst
John Tavener is adistant descendant ofthefirstJohn
Taverner but Ihaven't thefaintest idea when and
where. Anyone out there able to confirm or deny
this?
—JA
ESSENTIAL JAZZ
Editor:
Thank you, Michael Ullman, for your article,
"The Essential Jazz Recordings: the '40s"
(April '93). As ajazz fanatic, it is always ajoy
to see an intelligent, accurate, and wellwritten feature about my favorite flavor of
music! My listening and reading the last few
years have made me more aware of how
important this decade was for jazz music and
musicians, and Mr. Ullman portrayed and
illustrated this significance well.
Three things especially pleased me. First,
this is one of the few articles about this period
that did not mention, in every other paragraph, drug use and abuse as being aprominent factor in the environment ofjazz musicians and the "jazz scene." Second, Iwas very
pleased to see just attention given to Thelonious Monk's important contributions during this era. Finally, Iwas happy to see mention made of Denon's resurrection of the
Savoy label and the fine reissue series finally
being offered for sale here in the US.
Mr. Ullman's article was the highlight of
an otherwise excellent issue. Your staff writes
the most entertaining reviews in the field. Yes,
they are informative. Yes, they are observations about some of the finest equipment
available. But, above all, they're fun!
LON ARMSTRONG
Austin, TX

I
T'S THE MUSIC THAT MATTERS
Editor:
I'd like for you to know how much Irespect
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

Stereophile's music reviews. Ihave referred to
your "Records To Die For" listings more
times than Icare to count, keeping the issues
containing "R2D4" close by for speedy
reference.
It was not always this way. Iused to concentrate primarily on equipment reviews,
looking for new products that promised to
vault me closer to the exalted plane of perfect audio reproduction. Istill read equipment
reviews which pique my interest, but since
I've been deprived of my upgrade budget for
about 18 months, the music has resumed an
importance that maybe it should never have
relinquished.. .
Thank you, Mr. Lehnert, for introducing
me to the music of Tim Buckley. And ofJoe
Henry. And of many other artists hitherto
unknown to me. Thanks, Mr. Baugher and
others, for your comprehensive coverage of
Frank Zappa's music. Make aJazz Noise Here
was an excellent recommendation.
And thank you, Mr. English, thank you
for your willingness to explore music that
straddles genres and defies pat categorization. Ifeel there is amonumental body of
such work that needs exposure and that
open-minded readers would surely latch
onto. Groups like Uakti (Brazil) and Makam
(Hungary), and artists such as Steve Shehan
(America) and Bebo Baldan (Austria) come
to mind.
How about running "R2D4" twice ayear?
And expanding Stereophile's record-review
section? Pleasssssse?
DONALD W ITT
Baltimore, MD
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!
Editor:
Enough is enough! Every year you charge
the Stereophile lads with the task of coming
up with alist of "Records To Die For:' and
every year it's the same. In spite of having 21
people making decisions, there have been
only five categories. Of some 293 selections
in 1991 and 1992, 121 (41%) were classical,
61 (21%) were classical collections, 6(2%)
were show and film music, 29 (10%) were
jazz, and 76 (26%) were acombination of
rock/pop/folk.
Although Ihave the utmost respect for
Stereophile's combined talents for testing and
judging equipment, Isubmit that your personal bias toward classical will always overweigh that category at the expense of other
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types of music. "R2D4" is agood idea with
poor execution. As an alternative suggestion,
perhaps you could send one of your staffinto
alarge record/CD store to catalog 15 or 20
music categories. You could then ask your
readers to submit their choices in each category. The winners could then be critiqued
on their recording quality by your Stereophile
lads. This system would: a) give your readers
abalanced list of music and the ability to participate in the selections; b) make selections
based on what people like rather than technical excellence; and c) let the Stereophile lads
do what they do best—critique quality, not
content. This plan would further enhance the
commitment Stereophile has always shown
toward voicing reader opinions.
W ILLIAM B. W ILLES
No return address

PLEASE: LESS MUSIC BY
DEAD GUYS
Editor:
Perhaps your staff will consider this letter as
another attempt to kick adead horse, but in
my eyes the correspondence regarding your
record reviews is far from closed.
The problem, basically, is that reviews like
Richard Lehnert's of works from an artist like
Tom Waits (May '93, Vol.16 No.5, p.195) are
simply too few and too far between. What
Iassume is going on is that whenever anyone on your staff tries to bring up adecent,
honest rock album, you are flooded with letters of protest from vocal, uptight, regressive classical fans with far too much free time
on their hands. [Actually, no.—Classical Fan
Ed.] Granted, there can be no dispute on matters of taste. Nevertheless, you should consider the possibility—however alarming it
might seem—that your classical-fan readers
are not more numerous, but simply louder
and willing to spend the 29¢ to write and
whine. Take aguess: Given the choice of
writing to the editor every time Iread a
review of music Idon't care for, or giving
Waits's Swordfishtrombones another spin,
which would I, the young rock fan, choose?
Let me give you aclue: Iam not planning on
writing again.
Please, please give us less music by dead
guys! Many of them were dead centuries ago.
They were brilliant, but they're dead. Please
set up some sort of system where records are
rated (le, 1-5) on: a) sound quality; b) perforSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

mance; and c) packaging—is there adecent
booklet, are lyrics included, is it worth the
money as aproduct, etc? Those non-Englishlanguage magazines—you know, the European ones with better-quality paper, color
photos of all tested products, and people on
the phones to answer questions—already
have such systems, yet you've often led me
to believe that you don't think they are up to
Stereophile's standards. Have another look at
European magazines, Mr. Atkinson. You
may be surprised. Stereophile is agood magazine for now, but I'd hate to see you find
yourselves outdated in the near future.
Just trying to be constructive,
S.DIMITRATOS
Orange County, CA
Mr. Willes: Even our rock reviewers tend to pick
at least one or two classical recordingsfor "Records
To Die For"—not because they have a"personal
bias toward classical music," but because most popular music is so abysmally recorded. Remember,
"R2D4" candidates must be excellent as both
recordings and performances.
Mr. Dimitratos: Though it puzzles me why you
would want to "read areview of music [you] don't
carefor" in thefirst place, keep in mind that just
because acomposer is dead does not mean that his
(or her) music is moribund. Should Stereophile
no longer review newly released recordings byJimi
Hendrix orJohn Coltranejust because they've been
dead aquarter-century? Though classical recordings
constitute asmall part of the marketplace—around
4%—serious buyers of classical recordings are a
large part of Stereophile's readership, and to a
degree (as revealed by our readership surveys) quite
accurately represented by the proportion of such
reviews in our Record-Review section.
-RL

THE RECORDED &LIVE
EXPERIENCES

Editor:
Iwould like to give my thoughts re: Robert
Harley's "The Real Thing" in"As We See It"
(Vol.16 No.4, p.7). This is in terms of arecent
and very involving experience which allowed
me to compare the "real thing," the Metropolitan Opera's performances ofDer Ring des
Nibelungen with my treasured recordings of
the same, done by Solti and the Vienna Philharmonic some 30 years ago.
My wife and Iare indeed fortunate in living near Philadelphia and close to New York
City. But on to the story.
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We attended the four performances of the
Ring just three weeks ago. It was an exhausting and very exciting experience, both on the
stage of the Met and in the audience. Because
the people around us were from all over the
world (many of our English friends came
over!), we heard Japanese, German, French,
Spanish, Thai, and other accents during the
intermission. All were serious pursuers of the
art, particularly the art form that is the Ring.
The stage performances were wonderful,
and the orchestral playing was first-rate.
However, for several weeks before, and immediately after, Iplayed and studied the fabulous Solti/Vienna Ring discs. My wife and
Iwere fortunate to have been present in the
Sofiensaal during the recording of several of
those music dramas, so the recordings have
always been near and dear to us.
My conclusion: The Met performances
were fabulous, and not to be missed. The
Solti discs were and are fabulous. The Vienna
Philharmonic, one of the two great orchestras
of the world (you can guess which is the
other one), played incandescently—better
than the Met Orchestra. The artists who
played the various roles were invariably better
on the discs. And the entire experience of
hearing them hundreds of times over the
years is more intense in along-term sense
than was the fabulous experience of hearing
the Met Ring.
As amatter of course, the Solti recordings
were done at atime when my friends from
English Decca were experimenting with the
stereo stage (you can read the story in Ring
Resounding, by John Culshaw, one of the
incredible recording people who was there,
along with Gordon Parry and the mind of
the great Arthur Haddy, who invented
"FFRR"). The sound effects—such as the
Dragon roars, the tumbling down of Valhalla
in the Immolation scene, etc—were wonderful at the Met, but much more vivid on the
recordings.
In short, these were two distinct experiences, and we are happy that we could experience both. As between them, if achoice had
to be made, Iwould rate the sublime experience of hearing the Ring in my home (on
an. ..
ahem ...
pair of speakers able to reproduce the sublime heroics and dynamic range
of the Ring as recorded some 30 years ago)
as being somewhat higher than that of attending the Ring at the Met!
24

Similarly, and again because we are fortunate to live near Philadelphia, we are able
to hear that city's very great orchestra (one
of the two best?) at will. Just aweek ago, we
had the opportunity to compare that orchestra with the very fine Cleveland Orchestra,
in live performances just three days apart. We
talked with afew (the very few) who actually knew the differences between these two
orchestras, at the performances—again, this
is apart of the live experience, the interplay
of emotions and feelings and knowledge
with others.
But, before and after these performances,
we did listen to recorded performances of
both orchestras. We were able to compare
them directly, and also to compare the halls
of the recordings (Severance Hall is amasterpiece; the Philadelphians have to record in
old buildings in our Fairmount Park). In
short, we made amusical crusade of the comparisons of the live orchestras, their recorded
performances, and even of their recording
sites!
In summary, Ithink that the recorded
experience is in many ways more enlightening and more exciting than the live performance. However, having both available, as
we are fortunate to do, means that each contributes to the enjoyment and realization of
the nuances of the other. Ifeel that anyone
who rejects recorded playbacks of such
masterpieces as the Ring in favor of the very
scarce (and generally flawed) live performances of it throughout the civilized world,
is merely making conversation which reveals
that he or she is inherently really not involved
in the musical experience, be it live or recorded!
Iwould agree with Bob Harley, based on
such experiences as the above, and alifetime
involvement with both the live and the
recorded experience, that the anonymous
anti-high-end audio writer Harley quoted
in April's issue is dead wrong—and probably doesn't like music very much!
I
RVING M. FRIED
Fried Products Corporation
Norristown, PA

BEWARE ELECTRICAL FIELDS

Editor:
As most readers know, there is mounting evidence that low-frequency electric fields may
cause or contribute to cancer, leukemia, and
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r ot most, the benefits of apre/power amplifier set-up is
11— rarely considered as many combinations cost thousands of
dollars-most are discouraged well before ademonstration.
Rotel, winners of What Hi-fl? "Best product of the year 1991
and Best System 'has an affordable solution. Rotel introduces
the 360watt 8ohms (Bridged Mono) amplifier that can be bought
in stages.
Aclaimed by Audiophile 11/91), the RB980 can form the heart
of
by your
usingaudio
one RB980
system,with
it can
120watts
grow as
nominal
your system
per channel
grows. and
Begin
then add another when you need. Audio Review (2/92,
measured the RB980; 137watts @ 8ohms per channel, 267watts
0 4ohms per channel, 388watts O 2ohms per channel. Audio
Review noted, "a really great performance. The sound quality
is extraordinaryfor products in this price range."
Drive your amplifier with Remote Control AM/FM
tuner/preamp RTC950 motor-driven volume control and 20
presets or RC980 preamp with its non magnetic chassis which
cancels hysteresis distortion. Whichever you select, the sound
quality is going to be incredible. Also, check out the
Rotel CD players. They have

received worldwide aclaim. Hi-fl Choke aim Rotel CD player
RCD965 'Best Buy' produces the sort of sound that many
highend products wouldn't have ahope of
achieving" 111411 World (11/911
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RCD965

"effortless sound quality..." CD &
HID Buyer (12/91) again reviewing
the RCD965 "bass is tight, deep and
where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control.
High frequencies are sweet
and clear..."

RTC 950
RC D965
RD9135

Designs developed in England by
audiophile Tony Mills, Rotel amplifiers truly are built from the
inside out using only premium parts. Selected for sound qualit
resisitors and capacitors come from Germany and the UK, while
special semiconductors orginate in USA. If you're on abudget
then consider the Rotel RB960 power amplifier, its of dual mono
design and capable of 60watts per channel in stereo. By bridging
apair of amplifiers you can feed your speakers with astunning
180watts. What RIAT (3/92) says, "a thoroughly commendable
performance Great sound quality for price."
Designed in Britain Enjoyed

Worldwide
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Virtual Reality.

Imagine, if you will, the first product of its kind in the world
A digital processor with true reference performance in the

The PS Audio

area of D to A conversion. At the same time, acomponent
which meaningfully brings digital recording to the home,
and enhances it in the studio.

Reference Link L

State of the art Analog to Digital conversion; as well as
Digital to Analog. A digital tape loop. An analog tape loop.
Line stage preamplification of the highest possible quality
No mechanical pots or switches in the signal path. Digital
volume and balance. And micro-processor based remote
control operation.
Suppose, in addition, this product legitmately laid claim to
superior sound quality whether the source was analog or
digital. And beyond even this, that it offered true step-up
performance to the now famous PS Audio Ultratink.
What you have would undoubtedly be called revolutionary
We simply call it the Reference Link LS, by PS Audio.

PS
,Audio

PS Audio, Inc.
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805/481-4844
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other serious illness. Iam very concerned to
see Clark Johnsen promoting the use ofbulktape demagnetizers for use on CDs. Demagnetizing aCompact Disc will produce ashortlived improvement to the disc's sound quality. This tweak works, but at what cost?
Ihave measured the field output ola Radio
Shack bulk-tape demagnetizer that's similar to the unit promoted by Clark Johnsen.
It produced a60Hz output of over 2000
gauss? (An effective bulk-tape demagnetizer
must have avery high output.) By comparison, aTV set, computer monitor, or an electric blanket radiates considerably less than 2
gauss, and in most cases the radiation is actually in the milligauss range.
Ihad the opportunity to speak with Clark
at the '93 Winter Consumer Electronics
Show. Clark was making the rounds with his
tape demagnetizer, giving demonstrations.
Iraised the question of health risks, to which
Clark expressed little concern. Ihave the
utmost respect for Clark Johnsen, but Ithink
he is way off base on this issue. My tests indicate that the improvement to aCD is not permanent, necessitating the use of the demagnetizer each time aCD is played. Playing
three or four CDs per day will expose the
user to extremely high levels of 60Hz electric
fields in proximity to one's chest and head.
Governments all over the world are beginning to recognize the dangers of spurious
electric-field radiation, and are establishing
limits. Ihave enclosed asmall sampling of
data and information on the possible health
consequences of exposure to low-frequency
electric fields? Ifeel it's important for audiophiles to understand that there may be serious health risks involved with the use of
such powerful devices. Until aconsensus is
reached—as it was with asbestos exposure
and cigarette smoking—I choose not to use
or recommend this tweak. Guilty until proven
innocent!
GEORGE R. TICE
Tice Audio Products, Ronkonkoma, NY
2Measurements were taken with aCalibrated F.W. Bell model
4048 gauss meter at an AC line voltage of 122.7V
3These included The Body Electric, by Robert O. Becker, MD,
and Gary Selden, William Morrow and Company, and anides
from: Science News, April 14 and June 30, 1990; Nature, June
7, 1990; The New EnglandJournal ofMedicine, Vo1307 No.4;
The Lancet, January 29, 1983; and Electronic Engineering Times,
September 17, 1990—all of which suggest that some link does
exist. The September 28, 1991 issue of Science News (Vol.140
No.13) also featured an article summing up the evidence for
low-frequency electromagnetic fields having adeleterious
effect on the health of human beings.
—JA
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A CABLE PLUG
Editor:
Regarding Peter Mitchell's "Industry Update" piece on digital broadcasting in the US
(Vol.14 No.11, p.46):
Icertainly urge anyone slightly interested
in music to look into this new service. From
my local cable company Igladly receive 30
formats (not stations) of music with no commercials and no discjockeys, 24 hours aday.
Everything from reggae to classic jazz, chamber to rap, big band to classic rock, show
tunes to heavy metal, etc.
Sonically, it can sound rather bright, but
has solid bass and good dynamic range (at
least through the Scientific Atlanta/DMX
system Iam supplied with). In other words,
it's much better than FM broadcasts. Especially if you don't live in ametro area.
The hand-held remote informs the listener
of the tune, artist, and label. A near-perfect
source to audition and expose yourself to
new, old, different, or just strange music. As
for the 10 bucks amonth, it adds to my
already inflated cable bill. See ya later, HBO.
STEVE SUFtBAUGH

Kilei, HI

A CABLE DIFFERENCE
Editor:
Ihave some observations regarding subjective listening and cable matching based on
my decision to upgrade the inexpensive
AudioQuest interconnect linking my NAD
5000 CD player to my (excellent!) Rotel preamp. Ipurchased a3/
4-meter Monster Cable
Reference 2interconnect ($80) based on the
fine performance Iobtained with ameter of
same between the preamp and my NAD
2100 amp.4Iwas also influenced by PWM's
advice against mixing cables from different
manufacturers.
With the Monster in, Iheard increased bass
definition, enhanced midrange and treble
detail, and greater clarity. Neville Marriner's
Brandenburg Concertos (Philips) became musical for the first time. McGegan's Water Music
was rendered more three-dimensional. On
Dohnányi's fine Telarc recording ofBeethoven's Ninth, the violins extended across my
lawn, the brass sat in the kitchen, and the
4My system also includes aSOTA Satellite turntable with
PT6 tonearm and Sumiko Bluepoint and Vandersteem 2Cis,
bi-wired with el-cheapo Monster Cable, placed on spiked,
lead-filled stands.
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Data basic
CD Transport
Innovative anti-jitter technology unique to Theta
Digital makes the Data basic perform far beyond its
price class.
The only thing it compares to is Theta's Data II
Universal Transport, still the reference standard for
CD transport performance.
We work just as hard to bring you the best sound for
your money as to extend the edge of the art.
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Digital Done Right
Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079
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music smoked! The singers on Harnoncourt's Don Giovanni dropped by.
Unfortunately, these improvements were
overwhelmed by hardness and glare in the
upper midrange and lower treble. For example, the massed strings on RCA's "Living
Stereo" reissues of Richard Strauss and
Piatigorsky were rendered unlistenable. Phil
Woods's sax on Here's to My Lady, less
homogenized, was overlaid with such hardness that it did not matter that the pitch of
bass and drums was better defined and spatially distinct, the cymbals more filigreed, the
piano more Steinwayed.
Iwas allowed one week to audition the
cable, insufficient time to determine how it
might break-in. Iconcluded that the Monster, although afine cable, laid bare too many
faults of the inexpensive NAD 5000. Out
came the Monster, back went the AudioQuest, haze and all, and back came the enjoyment of listening to music.
What else did Ilearn?
First, Idid not arrive at my conclusions by
playing switch-it: je, listening to one cable
on arecording, switching cables, and listening to the same recording. Despite copious
notes, Ifailed to detect any differences at all!
It was only when Irelaxed and listened to the
music that Icould hear the differences.5
Second, Ihad been sympathetic to, but
remained skeptical of; RI-I's opinions regarding blind testing, but no longer. Iam certain
that Iwould hear the differences blind—I
should need only to determine when my ears
stopped bleeding—but only in my setup, and
only in arelaxed frame of mind.
Fellow novices: PWM is probably correct,
but only if the cables are right for your system, and only after careful auditioning. As
there is only one high-end dealer in my area,
and they stock only Monster Cable, Iwill
remain satisfied for now.
Finally, my experience illustrates the value
of adealer that allows one to audition components in one's system at home Fortunately,
American Audio of Greenville, South Carolina, is such adealer.
Keep up the good work. Cuirris S
IMON
Clemson, SC

5Iwas once subjected to acomparison between the Ftotel
Giant Killer and the NAD 5000 in which we would compare
30-second snippets from various recordings. In retrospect,
Ishould have run, not walked, out of the store
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

DEAD OR ALIVE?
Editor:
Ihope your reviewers will listen to the reissue
on Compact Disc of the RCA "Living Stereo" recording of the Dvorák Cello Concerto
and conclude, as Ihave, that the remastering
is awful.
While Piatigorsky is playing his guts out
in the greatest recording ever of the concerto,
the BMG Classics engineers are muzzling
his passionate performance (including the
grunts) by cranking up the orchestra so it
drowns out the cello entirely or needlessly
competes with the featured instrument. If
that isn't bad enough, the CD also introduces
aseverely botched edit seven minutes into the
first movement that unaccountably boosts
the sound level and changes the tonal character of the cello.
BMG's promotional literature unabashedly touts the "expert remastering" by reissue
producer John Pfeiffer, his "golden ears" and
his "matchless musical sense" All are missing
from the Dvorák remastering under his
direction. An anonymous brilliant producer
demonstrated how the concerto should
sound in adigital remastering RCA released
on record and tape—but not CD—in 1985.
To preserve the reputation of "Living Stereo" as the "standard for musical and technical excellence," BMG needs to take the
extraordinary step of recalling the Pfeiffer
abomination and reissuing the CD as the
concerto was originally recorded in 1960 or
remastered in 1985.
J
AMES A. EBERLE
McLean, VA
The edit at 7:12 in the Dvorák's first movement
is indeed extremely audible—on headphones, the
whole soundstage perspective lurches—and is
preceded at 6:48 by the image ofthe violins moving
toward the center. Ican only assume that the
producers had no choice in the matter, due to
damaged or missing master tapes. But thefact that
the edit point is in the middle of aphrase is
unfortunate—it actually occurs acouple of measures after the cello starts anew section. Usually,
fa sonic deference between two takes is unavoidable,
placing the splice at amusical change makes the
deference in sound less disturbing. This is the philosophy Ipursued, for example, when supervising
the editing of Stereophile's Poem and Intermezzo albums.
Regarding the balance struck by RCA's and
BMG 's producers and engineers between the solo
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cello and the orchestra, this is always aproblem in
concerto recordings. Despite its leading role in the
music, the solo instrument is always quieter than
the orchestra (unless it is apiano). Musically, this
makes sense,for although the soloist and orchestra
are in asense protagonists, the solo instrument should
achieve dominance through charisma, virtuosity,
and leadership, not through volume.
Ionce measured the sound pressure levels during
an Itzhak Perlman performance of the Beethoven
Violin Concerto in London's Royal Festival Hall.
The solo instrument hardly ever went above 65dB
at my Row-N listening seat, while the orchestra routinely went above 85dB. Goingfull-tilt in aMahler
symphony, the same orchestra could reach 112dB
in the same hall at the same seat. (All levels are true
peak, unweighted, which givesfull measure to the
loudness of bass instruments, the timpani in particular.) If recording engineers captured atrue concerto balance, therefore, listeners would complain
about the apparent short sonic measure given the
soloist.
Ihaven't heard the earlier releases ofPiatigotsky's
Dvorak performance, but Ihave listened at length
to the new "Living Stereo" CD release (RCA Victor 09026-61498-2). Isuspect that the earlier stereo
balance that Mr. Eberle is so enthusiastic about,
mixed downfrom athree-track original tape, heavily
spotlighted the solo cello, as was thefashion three
decades ago when this recording was made. ("It's
acello concerte, goddammit, so let's hear the cello!,
When the mixdown and remasteringfrom the original three-track tepe were performedfor this release,
Iconjecture that the cello was reduced in level to
something alittle more akin to what would be heard
in the concert hall. That this was what happened
is lent credence by the orchestral image on the new
release, which is somewhat pulled to the sides, something that would not have been the case if the cello
track, presumably from acentrally located microphone, had been mixed in atfull level.
Personally, Iprefer this more realistic attitude
to orchestral balance, though 'found the orchestral
image on this release alittle too close (apartfrom
the horns, which are suitably set well back). But
Iagree with Mr. Eberle about Piatigorsley's playing.
This isfull-blooded virtuosity at its most powerful.
—JA

LYLE STANDS TALL

Editor:
Irecently purchased aSumiko Blue Point
Special from Lyle Cartridges. It arrived
promptly and was mounted on my Maplenoll turntable. The cartridge had aloud periSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

odic pop in the left channel from the moment
it was first played. After afew hours of frustrating time was spent, Idetermined that the
problem was indeed the cartridge Icalled
Lyle and they said to send it back and they
would have to send it to Sumiko in California
for final word on areplacement. Icarefully
examined the Blue Point Special, finding no
visual things wrong, and sent it back to Lyle.
After two weeks, Icalled Lyle. They had
received the cartridge, examined it, and found
no visual defects, and then forwarded it to
Sumiko.
Sumiko received the cartridge, examined
it, and according to Lyle, found that the stylus
was broken in not one, but two places Sumiko
refused to replace it, as this was not covered
under Sumiko's warranty.
Lyle called me back, informed me of the
above, and replaced the cartridge out of
pocket, at no cost to me.
Lyle Cartridges represents the finest in
responsible business practices. Iwish Icould
say the same for Sumiko. Neither myself nor
Lyle Cartridges, upon close visual examination, found the stylus to be broken or
damaged in any way.
RALPH ABELOW
President, Carpets Unlimited
Frederick, MD

M ISSING REFERENCE

Editor:
The Music Reference RM 9is amusical,
powerful, reliable, versatile, American-made
tube-amplifier bargain. The RM 9's deletion
from April 1993's "Recommended Components" is both puzzling and troubling.
DR. HOWARD M. HOROWITZ
President, Audio Center, Fort Lauderdale, FL

M ISSING COMPONENTS

Editor:
Ihave a question regarding Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" list: Why are
several components, previously well-reviewed
—Acurus components, Legacy speakers, and
Classé audio separates, etc.—omitted from
the list?
ILLEGIBLE SIGNATURE
No address
6There has been some discussion on Compuserve and The
Audiophile Network of apparent sample-to-sample inconsistency with the Sumiko Blue Point Special. Corey Greenberg's enthusiastic recommendation in April (p.203) should
be regarded as provisional, therefore, until we do aformal
"Follow-up," though readers should note GL's enthusiasm
elsewhere in this issue for the sound of the Special when
mounted on SOTA's Comet turntable.
—JA
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W HAT ABOUT THE UNRATED?
Editor:
Iam presently in the market for apair ofrelatively low-priced ($200-$500) bookshelf
speakers, but am having adifficult time
because of the countless models on the market and because of my inability to judge what
is going to sound satisfying in the long term,
with varying types of music, and based on
alisten on ashowroom floor. Ihave ahard
time judging speakers because it's not so
much what they bring to the music but what
they succeed in not taking away. The speakers
in this range that Ihave liked the most are the
B&W 600 and 610, but you don't list them
in "Recommended Components." Were they
auditioned?
As much as Ifind "Recommended Components" useful, Iwould find it even more
useful if you could somehow include alisting
of those models that you auditioned but did
not give arating.
Iappreciate that your rating is no basis for
afinal decision on high-end equipment, but
it is most useful in screening the many
models available, for suggesting models that
might not otherwise come to mind, and for
giving equipment acomprehensive workout that is not always possible in asales situation. Your January review and rating led
me to buy aused pair of Thiel CS2 2s that
are marvelous.
SAM LONGSTREET
Alexandria, VA
"Recommended Components" is exclusively concerned with equipment that one or more Stereophile reviewers have used in their own systems,
which means that only components that have been
formally reviewed in the magazine stand any chance
of being included. As we have never published
reviews of the B&W, Acurus, Legacy, and Classé
components mentioned in these letters, they are not
included in "Recommended Components." Regarding Mr. Longstreet's suggestion that we expand the
concept of "Recommended Components," presumably to include all the components we have reviewed,
this is just not practicable within the size limitations of amonthly magazine. Regarding Howard
Horowitz's plea for the Music Reference RM-9,
'feel that, withoutfurther auditioning, it is generally
not appropriate to continue our original review's recommendation for more than three years, given the
rapid rate ofchange and product development in the
High End. Unfortunately, this does mean that without renewed reviewer enthusiasm, excellent but older
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

products do tend to be droppedfrom "Recommended
Components."
Incidentally, tf we receive aletter that is anonymous and/or does not have areturn mailing address,
it stands almost no chance of being published unless
it raises an important issue. It also helps to include
atelephone number. If correspondents do wish
anonymity in the magazine, then this should be
requested in the letter and will be respected if the
letter is published. Incidentally, to all those who want
to know why their letters haven't appeared in Stereophile, the competition isfierce. We have space
only to publish asmall fraction of the letters we
receive, so ¡I-you want to increase the chance ofyour
letter appearing, it helps to addressjust one topic and
to keep the letter as short as possible.

A BRAVE NEW WORLD

Editor:
Hey! Did somebody change Ohm's Law, or
what? I'm surprised the venerable JGH (In
Whose Ears We Trust), always astickler for
detail, didn't beat me to this one (or maybe
he did!). Ifind myself wondering if Imissed
the memo, as Idid when they changed
"Black" people to "African-Americans!'
Whoa! Talk about being out of the loop! You
saunter down to the water cooler for afew
minutes, and BAM, it's aBrave New World.
I'm referring to CD-player and DIAconverter reviews which refer to "I/V conversion!' What the hell is that? Iknow that
"I" is current and "R" is resistance, but what
is "V"? In physics, V represents velocity.
Shouldn't adescription of current being
transformed to voltage more correctly refer
to I/E (electromotive force or voltage) conversion? Or are we actually talking about
Intra/Venous conversion? Or Inexcusable/
Vehemence? Intolerable/Verisimilitude?
So which is it? Does E still equal IxR, or
have the PC police now decided E is too
Egalitarian and that we should all just refer
to voltage as V and get on with it?
Yours from the Frozen North,
GREGORY CAMPBELL
Hancock, MI
As with the English language, Mr Campbell, usage
tends to overshadowformal rules. In the case of the
circuitry present in aCD player or DIA processor
which turns the DAC's output current (I) into an
output electromotive force or voltage (E), yes, it
strictly should be an I/E converter. But perhaps
because the phrase "I/V conversion" rolls off the
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tongue rather more easily than "I/E conversion,"
and perhaps because the rule of "E"for the concept and "V"for the actual unit of electromotive
force seems less strong than, say, "I"for current,'
the digital engineering community has adopted the
former, which is the stylefollowed by Stereophile
and, indeed, byJGH.
—JA

SPEAK ABOUT ZAP
Editor:
Iwould like to sit up and speak on Dick
Olsher's "Speak and Zap" article (March '93,
p.151). It is clear that the SPEAK program
can come close to simulating the response of
agiven speaker/subwoofer design, along with
whatever enclosure and crossover used. It is
not perfect to the real world, but close.
Iwould also like to suggest that DO be
encouraged to explore other subwoofer
designs, especially transmission lines. It
would be very interesting to hear the results.
DAVID VONSICKLE
Aurora, CO

LEAP ONTO ZAP
Editor:
Ihad afew comments on Dick Olsher's
"Zap" subwoofer article that appeared in
March. Idiscussed the passively assisted technique to some extent in the Fourth Edition of
The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook eand was not
particularly encouraging to readers about it
because of the increased excursion demands
at low frequencies and the severe decrease in
damping. Anyway, Iused Dick's data to do
some simulations on Audio Teknology's
LEAP program. Here's how it looks:
Fig.1 shows the response of the Madisound 15" woofer, both with the crossover
and 160 grams of added cone mass (dashed
line) and without either crossover or mass
(solid line). (The simulation was done at 1W
in half-space.) The response curve of the Zap
mod looks pretty much the same as what
appeared in the magazine (DO's fig.10). Fig.2
shows the cone excursion before and after,
also looking the way it was published (DO's
fig.16). Fig3 shows the group delay changes.
7For example, while all my reference books are careful to use
Efor that which is measured in volts —cg, "E 110V"—
the second edition of EL Jesse Phagan's Mastering Technical Math
(TAB Books, 1992) does state without any drama in its chapter
on Ohm's Law (p.16) that "In. .
.
formulas, the letter Vmay
be used [for voltage] rather than E."
—JA
8Published by The Marshall Jones Co. Available from Old
Colony Sound Laboratory, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH
03458-0243. Tel: (603) 924-6371.
—JA
34

The shallow 8ms group delay of the "before"
speaker (solid line) is typical of awelldamped sealed box, while the Zap group
delay curve (dashed line) looks like avery
poorly damped, vented box with avery
sharp knee in the delay and amaximum
magnitude of 36ms, which is high. The
impedance effects of the network are shown
in fig.4.
My concern was what happens at higher
volume levels. The next simulation (fig.5) was
done at a20V input level, which increased

Fig.I Madisound 15" woofer, ca culated frequency
response for I
W input in sealed box, no
crossover (solid line), and in Zap with 160gm
added mass and DO crossover (dashed line)
(5dB vertical div.)

Fig 2Madisound 15' woofer, calculated excursion
vs frequency for IW input in sealed box, no
crossover (solid line), and in Zap with 160gm
added mass and DO crossover (dashed line)
(0.25mm/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Mad'sound 15" woofer, calculated group
delay vs frequency in sealed box, no
crossover (solid line), and in Zap with 160gm
added mass and DO crossover (dashed line)
(10ms/vertical div.).
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HYPER-BALANCE
Hyper-Balanced Re-Defines State-of-the-Art
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eginning with the first Mark Levinson°
products, we defined quality in audio,
using superior components and
craftsmanship to heighten the experience
of music in the home. Twenty years later
we not only continue this tradition, but
enhance it with state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing, so that
today's Mark Levinson audio equipment
is a world-wide reference standard. The
Nº 23.5 Dual Monaural Power Amplifier is
one example of this evolution.
An improved version of the widely
acclaimed Nº 23 amplifier, the N° 23.5 is
not the sort of update that merely takes
advantage of newer and better parts, or
that corrects flaws in the original design.
Rather, it incorporates substantial
improvements in four areas: self-referencing voltage reference in the power
supply regulator amplifier, a new active
balanced input stage, an enhanced

current mirror, and differential cascode
bootstrapping. If you don't understand this
technical jargon, consider that it took
a team of engineers using advanced
computer-aided design tools over a
year to perfect the NQ 23.5 and bring it
into production. Such sophisticated engineering requires tools and skills seldom
found at high-end audio manufacturers,
and demands aquest for perfection that is
at odds with supplying the mass market.
The sonic improvements are as easy to
hear as the electronic theory behind them
can be difficult to grasp: greater dynamic
contrasts and clarity of fine details and
harmonic structure yield a new level of
musical excitement. The results are available for your evaluation at your nearest
Mark Levinson dealer. Audition the
Nº 23.5 for yourself, and learn why Mark
Levinson products remain your best
investment in home music reproduction.

NJ' 23.5

uvinson
Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781, Middletown,
CT 06457 FM[2031346-1540
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the amplitude to 102dB for the Zap and
105dB for the original unit. The corresponding cone excursion curve (fig.6) shows the
sealed box to have apeak excursion of5.4mm
(Xmax for the driver is 5.5mm), which means
it is still operating in its linear range. The Zap
woofer, however, is peaking at 8mm at 25Hz.
If this woofer was asked to reproduce some
20-30Hz program material at this level, it
would become severely non-linear; maybe
not enough for the voice-coil to actually
jump out of the gap, but close. Ithen tweaked
the input level until the Zap woofer would
produce just enough excursion to equal
Xmax plus 15% (6.32mm), which means it
is producing perhaps 3% THD at this point.
The amplitude response is shown in fig.7 and
the excursion curve in fig.8. This shows its
maximum linear output to be about 100dB,
which is not all that bad, but you might want
to warn readers about high spis with this
configuration. Iactually don't think the performance is all that bad, outside of the horrendous group delay response, which is semiforgivable in subwoofers. But the analysis
seems incomplete without looking at both

group delay and excursion at operating voltages.. ..
VANCE DICKASON
Editor, Voice Coil
Lake Oswego, OR
Ido want to thank Vance Dickasonfór his effort
in taking Zap for a"walk" through LEAP. Mr.
Dickason raises several issues that require comment.
Let me emphasize that my article outlined two
distinct applicationsfor the Madisound 15254 15"
woofer. The stock woofer is suitablefor use in either
a60- or 100-liter closed and unfilled box with an
850µF series cap. This alignment preserves the sensitivity of the original driver, and, used with an elec-

Fig 6Madisound 15' woofer, calculated excursion
vs frequency for 20V input in sealed box, no
crossover (solid line), and in Zap with 160gm
added mass and DO crossover (dashed line)
(0.25mm/vertica div.).
410

•

Fig.4 Madisound 15' woofer, calculated
impedance vs frequency in sealed box, no
crossover (solid line), and in Zap with 160gm
added mass and DO crossover (dashed line)
(10ms/vertical div. .
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Fig 5Mad'sound 15' woofer, calculated frequency
response for 20V input in sealed box, no
crossover (solid line), and in Zap with 160gm
added mass and DO crossover (dashed line)
(5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig 7Madisound 15' woofer, calculated frequency
response for I4.5V input in Zap with 160gm
added mass and DO crossover (solid line)
(5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.8 Madisound 15" woofer, calculated excursion
vs frequency for I4.5V input in Zap with
160gm added mass and DO crossover (solid
line) (0.25mm/vertical div.).
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tronic crossover, the subwoofer may be blended with
avariety of satellite speakers. Optionally, one may
mass-load the cone to the tune of 160gm to match
the Zap's output level to that of my Black Dahlia
loudspeaker. Ofcourse, it is ordained in heaven that
the additional mass shall reduce the subwoofer sensitivity, and, thus, the achievable sound pressure
levels (spls). Vance's 105dB for the stock woofer,
and about 100dBfor the mass-loaded Zap, sounds
about right—as aworst-case estimatefor music signal around 30Hz. And Vance is absolutely right
in that this is useful information for prospective
speaker builders. The point is that this level ofperforniance is typical of woofers in this class. The stock
driver is no better or worse than other 15" drivers
with an average magnet and a1/
4"excursion limit.
Higher spis are possible with more sensitive drivers,
but this is pro-sound territory.
Vance's group delay results are not surprising,
and should in fact resemble those of bass-reflex
speakers. It has been said that apassively aided (PA)
alignment is a"closed-box bass reflex." Hence, it
isn'tfair to compare the Zap to aconventional closedbox alignment. Rather, acomparison with abassreflex system would be more appropriate. The beauty

of aPA alignment (of which there are many possibilities) is that it offers bass extension similar to
that of abass-reflex without the complication of the
vent and vent noise, and provides better damping
below system resonance. Note that the peak excursionfor the Zap occurs at system resonance. However, below resonance, woofer excursion is wellcontrolled (ve, better damped), and hence PA designs
feature subsonic immunity superior to that of traditional bass-reflex designs. Another advantage is the
rising impedance magnitude in the deep bass and
subsonic regions, which limits power-ampleer current demand. Ithereforefind Vance's negative reaction to PA alignments puzzling.
—Do

'
DUE J
EWELBOX ART
Editor:
Please tell your readers when they get Ray
Charles's My World (Warner Bros. 926735-2),
to turn the booklet to where Mr. Charles's
full photograph in color is on the front of the
jewelbox. This could qualify as one of the
very first CDs whose jewelbox cover reaches
art-form integrity.
RICHARD AUSTIN
Atlanta, GA

Sanusbysterns
Component Foundations
•Heavy steel framework has spiked feet and may be filled with shot or sand.
•Large 20" by 18" shelves are constructed of MDF resting on isolation studs.
These are the largest and least resonant shelves available.
•Component Foundations feature various trim kits, allowing them to match any
living environment. Oak, Walnut, Black Lacquer, and Rose, Emerald, Gray &
Sand Fountainhead kits are available.
•Component Foundations are modular. Towers may be bridged together with
either one or two Video Bridges to create ahigh performance wall unit. The
Video Bridge will accommodate up to a35" monitor. A Video Leg allows two
Bridges to be used with asingle tower. Seventy configurations are possible!
AboveCF35 with Solid
Oak Trim

LeftBasic Audio with
Black Ash Vinyl
Shelves

Little Canada Nlinnerota
1800)359-552U ram612)4142-053n
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'Overall, however, the Sanus was the best looking of the units under
evaluation. In the more important functional area, the Sanus Rack
comfortably accommodated anything we wished to place on it."
The CF45is, however, the most suitable as the support fora full-up audiovideo system (with two of the racks and the optional Video Bridge)."
Thomas J. Norton Stereophile
Racking It Up Vol. 14 No. 11 November 1991
"Even without the sand, it was very rigid and tolerated 6 large tube
amplifiers without any problems.'
"I can't believe Idid not install this sooner. It is a very good unit. HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED'
Bound for Sound
It4 The Artful Roger No. 12a 1991
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Ihave mentioned before that dealers who
were putting on seminars should let me have
the details so Ican give them some free publicity in "Industry Update." Progressive
Audio, 1764 North High Street, Columbus,
OH, is presenting Steve McCormack and
Joyce Fleming of McCormack/The Mod
Squad on August 2; and Bruce Brisson of
MIT on September 22. Seating at these presentations is said to be limited, so call Progressive at (614) 299-0565 for times and
reservations.
Stereo+Plus, 2201 Market Street, San
Francisco, CA, has Matthew Bond of TARA
Labs demonstrating "the cable that God
uses" on August 11, and Geoffrey Marks
from Velodyne demonstrating how subwoofers can aid Home Theater and audio
system sound quality on August 25. Again,
seating is said to be limited, so call Stereo+
Plus at (415) 861-1099 for times and reservations.
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo, 235 South Main
Street, Rochester, MI 48307, is presenting
Steve Portocarrero ofiCrell at 7pm, Tuesday,
August 10. Tel: (313) 650-1700.
Finally, UltraSystems' Manhattan showroom has RooniTune head honcho Michael
Green available for personal customer consultation on room acoustics and treatment,
clamping devices, and speakers until June
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

1994. Michael will also make house calls, but
as all consultations are by appointment only,
those interested should call UltraSystems at
(800) 724-3305, or Fax (215) 297-8661.
Dealers holding similar events should Fax
me the when, where, and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks before the month
of the event —ie, if you're putting on something in November, you should get the information to me by September 1. Mark the Fax
cover sheet "For the attention ofJohn Atkinson—Dealer Bulletin Board."

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In mid-May the ten-year battle to select a
broadcast standard for high-definition television was settled. This decision, together
with several other recent developments,
established that the future of television is alldigital. In particular, as we've suggested before in this space, digital bit-rate compression schemes will be the basis of all new
home-delivery formats in this decade for
both audio and video. The new system for
HDTV will use perceptual coding (digital
coding with low bit rates) for the widescreen
video image and for five-channel surround
sound.
We don't often discuss video in these pages,
but once information has been encoded in
digital form and is being manipulated by
computer chips, it matters little whether the
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CS135

original information was an audio signal, a
video program, or amonth's transactions in
your checking account. As Iobserved in June,
audio-only recordings are becoming only a
tail ola much larger multimedia dog, and
decisions about audio-for-video will affect
the future of audio recording formats for
music.
The HDTV race actually began in the late
'70s when NHK, Japan's public TV network,
developed standards for awidescreen format
that would double both the spatial and temporal resolution of NTSC TV. During the
1980s, 23 proposed HDTV formats were
submitted to the FCC for US adoption.
Thirty companies combined forces behind
the Eureka-95 project to develop European
HDTV, but major Japanese manufacturers
all united behind the NHK standard. The
NHK system was so far ahead of everyone
else that its eventual adoption here seemed
inevitable. Many HDTV enthusiasts hoped
for its worldwide adoption as well, because
that would overcome decades of incompatibility between the TV formats in different
nations (NTSC, PAL, SECAM, et al). But
even in Japan, the 30MHz bandwidth of the
NHK signal made it unsuitable for broadcasting, so apractical substitute called MUSE
was developed whose 12MHz bandwidth
would fit into two conventional TV channels for direct broadcast from satellite. In
1990, when the FCC set adeadline for formal
proposals for an American HMV standard,
aversion of MUSE was aleading candidate.
The shape of the competition changed
suddenly when Zenith introduced ahalfdigital proposal. This "spectrum-compatible" system, described in these pages in June
1990, promised to fit the entire HDTV broadcast into asingle 6MHz channel. It needed
only alow-power transmitter and didn't produce the severe adjacent-channel interference
that other systems did. The FCC was mightily impressed by the practical advantages of
the Zenith proposal. When an all-digital system was proposed by General Instrument
(GI, asatellite-relay company based in San
Diego) just aweek before the FCC's deadline, it was the last straw: The FCC canceled
the deadline, postponed its tests, and invited
the industry to submit anew round of alldigital proposals.
Other factors may have contributed to this
1990 decision. Entire books were published
STEREOPHILE, AuGuer 1993

claiming that the HDTV race would determine whether our semiconductor industry
could recover from its losing battle with
Japan, whether the US would still be afirstrank economic power in the next century,
and even whether the Pentagon would become critically dependent on foreign suppliers for advanced technology. Analyses by
the Congressional Budget Office cast doubt
on these claims, arguing that the microcomputer industry has already played alarger role
in each of these areas than the HDTV industry ever will.
FCC commissioners denied that their
decision to postpone achoice while inyiting
digital HDTV proposals was intended to kill
offJapanese proposals; but some admitted
they knew it might be the result. Through
mergers and alliances the flock of entries soon
boiled down to four digital systems and one
analog (the NHK's modified MUSE system).
The advantages of the digital systems became
obvious to all, and NHK finally dropped out.
Extensive tests were conducted at alaboratory in Virginia to evaluate the technical and
practical aspects of each proposed HDTV
system—picture quality, bandwidth, transmitter power, fading in areas with marginal reception, mutual interference between
sound and picture, susceptibility to interference from broadcasts or from other sources,
tendency to cause interference into other signals, and the conversion cost for TV stations.
Further subjective evaluations of picture
quality were conducted in Canada.
The four digital finalists were: an all-digital
version of Zenith's spectrum-compatible system (using compressed-digital video coding developed at AT&T's Bell Labs); two
different proposals from General Instrument
(with input from MIT engineers); and asystem from acoalition of European-owned
companies: Thomson Consumer Electronics
(the French owner of the RCA brandname)
and Philips (the Dutch owner of Magnavox,
Sylvania, et al). During 1992, as the testing
continued and engineers from each company
observed how well they and their competitors were faring, each identified anumber of
improvements that they intended to make to
their system before putting it into production.
One of these involved sound. When the
digital proposals were submitted to the FCC,
compressed-digital coding systems were
available only for two-channel stereo. While
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The Ve&dyne 15" Subutoofen

Controlling Brute Force Through Superb Engineering
High-output, low distortion bass response can
only be achieved by creating and controlling the
power of brute force. Perfection of such an
accomplishment demands superb engineering,
critical manufacturing, and dedication to ideals:
Afeat, according to the audio press
and listeners worldwide, that
has been attained only by
Velodyne Acoustics.

HIGH DENSITY FOAM SURBOUM)
SPIDER PNENOIJC IMPREGNATED LINEN
AND SPACER To handle the long, 5/8 inch
peak-to-peak cone excursion, Velodyne
uses the strongest, most durable
surround and spider available.

3OUNCE RESLV

RELVFORCED
CELLULOSE CONE
Disatisfied with
"off the shelf"
cones that flex
and distort when
called upon to reproduce the lowest
bass frequencies,
Velodyne designed
the strongest and
stiffest cone ever
produced.

More than adecade
of engineering excellence has generated
Velodyne's "High
Gain Servo" speakers
to the forefront of
the audio industry.
Velodyne's patented
speakers are built inhouse, to the most
exacting specifications, using the finest
materials available.
With their superb
design, engineering,
and error-correction electronics, Velodyne's subwoofers
remain the standard by
which all others are judged.

STEEL BASKET
Specially
designed to
accept the deep
cone and voice
coil structure.

3nves EDGEWOUND COPPER
VOICE COIL Carefully
matched to the massive magnet
structure, it assures constant
linearity and instant response.

HOLE PATTERN LV CONE
Used to break up unwanted
standing waves radiating from
the throat of the cone.
LOW MASS (2.5 GRAMS)
ACCELEROMETER The brains of
Velodyne's patented "High Gain Servo System,"
this amazing device is
mounted directly on
the voice coil, and
measures the actual
movement of the
driver. The information is sent to a
circuit, which makes
corrections for any
deviations from the
pure input signal.
This "error correction" circuit virtually controls the motion of the
driver, and eliminates distortion.

26 LB. TOTAL MAGNET
STRUCTURE One of the largest
magnet structures on any speaker,
it provides the necessary torque
required for maximum highoutput, low distortion bass
response. Includes:
STEEL TOP AND BOTTOM HATES
¡OLE. C.ERAMIC MAGNET
STEEL POLE PIECE
31/2 LB. CERAMIC SHIELDEVG MAGNET

Velodyne
The Bottom Line In Ban
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-7270 800/835-6396
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the HDTV tests went on, Dolby and Musicam introduced AC-3 and Musicam-Surround respectively, compressed-digital coding systems for five-channel surround sound.
By the beginning of 1993 each HDTV contender had decided to incorporate one of
these in its coding. Another issue that became
important during this period was flexibility,
the ability of each system to do split-screen
displays or to show subsidiary information
such as stock prices and TV program schedules in on-screen boxes. Another, promoted
by Apple Computer chairman John Sculley,
is "interoperability"—the ability of computers and digital HDTV sets to accept the
same digital video signals.
The FCC test results were announced in
February 1993, and nobody won. The two
proposals with interlaced scanning delivered
the best picture quality, while the two systems with progressive-scan signals were
more resistant to interference problems. Since
no one proposal was aclear winner, and since
all four systems had already been redesigned
enough to make the 1992 tests somewhat
irrelevant, amore demanding retest was
planned for later this year. The US-owned
developers (Zenith, AT&T, GI, and MIT)
agreed among themselves to share the royalties if any of their three proposals was the
winner. So observers and FCC commissioners urged the Philips/Thomson consortium to join the others in aGrand Alliance
that would voluntarily combine the best features of all of the proposed systems and share
the eventual royalties.
During the National Association of
Broadcasters convention in mid-April, the
participants gave that effort only a50-50
chance of success. A month later they agreed
that they could work out their differences,
and the alliance was announced. On-air tests
of the final system will begin this fall over a
transmitter in Charlotte, NC to see if any
bugs remain in the design. With luck, the
FCC will evaluate the results and endorse the
system next spring as the official US standard, which may give broadcasters and set
makers enough time to prepare to air the
1996 Summer Olympics in HDTV from
Atlanta.
In Japan the HDTV broadcasts that have
been on the air via satellite for two years are
losing money, because not enough people are
buying the $8000 HDTV sets. In Europe a
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

partly digital system called D2-MAC has
been under development for several years as
atransitional format that was intended to
provide a gradual upgrade path to true
HDTV. The British government recently
decided to cut off further subsidies for the
project, on the ground that it would be wiser
to invest in afully digital system. The HI711/
race is beginning to resemble the classic fable
of the tortoise and the hare. The US, which
for along time seemed to be taking the
slowest and most confused route toward
HDTV, is emerging as the winner.
Despite losing the race in Washington,
DC, Japanese companies stand ready to reap
big profits in HUD/ hardware. Since laserdisc players already exist in Japan for the
NHK system, it will be easy for Pioneer and
others to turn out alaserdisc player for the
much lower bit rate of the new American
HETV format. More than ayear ago Toshiba
showed aprototype VCR for HDTV that
combined an 8mm mechanism with GI's
DigiCipher compressed-video technology.
And a few months ago both Sony and
Hitachi showed HDTV VCRs that combined
aVHS mechanism with circuitry for the
Philips/Thomson/RCA system. The race will
be on now to select astandard for HD VCRs.
Were it not for that delay, Iwould fully expect
to see HD VCRs at the Chicago CES in June
1994, probably using an 8mm (or similarly
small) cassette. Unlike VHS VCRs, which
record mediocre copies of broadcast signals,
HD VCRs will record avirtually exact copy
ola broadcast—stimulating new demands
from Hollywood for an SCMS-like system
to limit video dubbing. And since all HDTV
products will include the discrete fivechannel surround-sound that is now arriving
in digital movie soundtracks, pressure will
soon start building on the record industry
to standardize an audio-only five-channel
disc or tape format for music.
Since this isn't avideo magazine, Iwon't
waste space describing the remarkably high
quality of the compressed-digital HDTV
demonstrations that Isaw during the NAB
convention. Suffice it to say that both US
manufacturers and North American consumers are very lucky that the FCC decided
to delay astandard until digital technology
was available to do the job properly and well.
Fierce competition among the contenders
(Zenith, AT&T, GI, MIT, RCA, et al) has pro-
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The new Naim CDI
Getting things right the first time is
atradition at Naim Audio.
Which is why our first CD player,
the CDS, has received such worldwide acclaim.
We are now delighted to introduce
a second model, the Naim CDI.
The Naim CDI incorporates all of
the technological innovation and
expertise gained from the development of the CDS. Designed to be the
best in its class and devoid of
gimmicks, here is an affordable player
capable of providing true musical
enjoyment.

It's a
Peach

Our efforts are bearing fruit.

Now you know what's in aNaim.

Imo naim audio-north america-inc.
"PP

1748 North Scdgwick Street •Chicago •lIIinui, 6061-1 •Tel (312) 944 0217
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duced an HDTV system of astonishing capability, flexibility, and visual power.
Happily, the delay has also given the
industry an opportunity to select agoodsounding five-channel surround system for
HDTV. During the summer and fall—in
addition to making the final choices about
video coding, interlaced vs progressive scanning, et al—the contenders in the Grand
Alliance will also choose an audio coding
scheme.
The leading candidate is AC-3, the heart
of Dolby Digital film sound. Hundreds of
movies with AC-3 sound will be available
by the time HDTV goes on the air in 1995/
96. But when amovie is transferred to video,
its Dolby Digital soundtrack can easily be recoded to produce Musicam Surround or the
five-channel version of the AT&T PAC (Perceptual Audio Code) which Imention in this
month's "Update" report from the NAB
convention. We can only hope that the Grand
Alliance will conduct careful listening comparisons to select the best of these compresseddigital five-channel systems to be the standard for HDTV.

US: J. Gordon Holt

During Stereophile's early years, one of its services (and entertainments) to readers was the
deriding of misleading print advertising,
some of which went so far as to be fraudulent. That kind of thing is rare these days, but
arecent spate of ads from one company has
reminded us that the practice of presenting
flawed information as fact in ads is still alive.
I'm referring to Dynaco's ads for its
surround-sound "decoder." Originally sold
as the "Quadaptor," for decoding SQ-type
quadraphonic recordings, Dynaco's new
"Matrix System" is asimple passive difference-signal extractor. It allows apair of surround loudspeakers to be connected between
the Land R "hot" terminals of the main stereo amplifier and offers control of the rearsignal level. It extracts the hall ambience from
those recordings that have it, and can often
add anice feeling of space and warmth to an
otherwise conventional stereo system.
The ambience which is reproduced is actually that of the original recording space, and
the thing that allows it to be "separated out"
from the direct sounds of the instruments is
that much of it is out-of-phase energy,
whereas the direct sounds are more or less
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

correlated—they are similar in both channels.
Simple L-R extraction is the least expensive way to sample the advantages of true
surround reproduction (which, as far as Iam
concerned, is shamefully underrated by most
audio purists). All you need is the decoder
box and one or more modest (but smooth)
loudspeakers of the same (or higher) efficiency as your front speakers. It also has the
purist appeal of having no effect on the main
front channels, unlike the logic-steered
decoders designed for Home Theater use.
But it is adefinitely less-than-satisfactory
way of reproducing surround-encoded films.
This is the reason Dynaco's ad got my dander up: They tout their Matrix System as
being better than logic-steered decoders for
film soundtracks, and use amuddled argument to support their contention.
Consider this quote from the ad: "Time
delay is technobabble for reverb."
Wrong. Time delay is time delay. Reverb is
awhole bunch of echoes all strung together.
Yes, the echoes are delayed, but one echo doth
not reverb make.
The ad continues: "The Dynaco Matrix
System doesn't need [time delay] because all
the L-R signals are being passed to the rear
speakers. .."
Wrong. That's precisely why the Dynaco
Matrix System does need it: Because front
images between the center and the stereo
speakers (which are neither correlated nor
uncorrelated) are not canceled from the surround channel. A short rear-channel delay
invokes the Haas precedence effect' to keep
front images up front, where they belong?
While it's true that you don't need alogicsteered decoder to enjoy film surround at
home, it's also true that you'll enjoy it alot
more if you use one. Even Dynaco would
have to admit that.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In "Industry Update" for October 1992, TJN

1The direction of first arrival of asound at the ears is perceived as the source of the sound.
2Iexperimented at length with a"Dynaquad" or "Hailer"
setup in the late '70s, using apair of LS3/5as at the rear to handle the L-R difference signal and Quad ESLs at the front. Ultimately. Igave up on the system because the fact that Ihad to
sit closer to the rear speakers than the ones at the front meant
that, too much of the time, frontal images would suddenly
and unpredictably fold round to the back, due to the precedence effect mentioned by Gordon. Time-delaying the signal
to the rear speakers means that you always hear the front
speakers first, eliminating this problem.
—JA
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tape approaches saturation). Bass fiddles and
other low-frequency sounds were taut, deep,
and clearly defined in Aladdin, but overly rich
and thick in Beauty.
In summary, my overall impression tends
to support TJN's initial suspicion: Dolby
Digital film sound is currently less natural
than 70mm magnetic sound. The latter is
more full-bodied, more rounded in timbre,
and smoother at high frequencies, though its
loudest passages are somewhat flattened and
congested by the onset of tape saturation. A
digital soundtrack is particularly vivid and
crisp in its definition of discrete details, but
becomes alittle congested in complex textures. It provides amazingly deep and powerful bass, but tends toward thin, bodiless
reproduction of voices.
Of course, it's impossible to say how much
of this apparent difference may have been
caused by Hollywood's recent tendency
toward brighter, more aggressive equalization. This comparison was valid only if
Buena Vista studios applied consistent standards to the making of these two films.
Unfortunately, Dolby reinforced the impression of brightness at CES with anon-THX
Cineplex Odeon theater that was equipped
with anew array of JBL speakers. Dolby
Digital soundtracks (Aladdin, Under Siege) that
sounded only moderately over-bright in
some of Hollywood's best theaters became
aggressively and unpleasantly bright in
Dolby's CES presentation.
Incidentally, when agroup of Stereophile
writers visited Dolby Labs in March, Dolby
engineers demonstrated the potential of AC3 coding to handle discrete five-channel
recordings of music. During the past year,
Alesis and Tascam have introduced remarkably affordable eight-track digital recorders,
based on S-VHS and 8mm VCR mechanisms, respectively. They are rapidly being
adopted by both large and small recording
studios. Since AC-3-decoding ICs will be
available for use in consumer products in a
year or two, Dolby is encouraging record
companies to begin exploring the benefits
of discrete five-channel playback. Judging
from the examples we heard at Dolby, it's
likely that the advent of five-channel sound
will revive the worst excesses of the quadraphonic era two decades ago, placing voices
and instruments in every quadrant of the
compass.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

Ireminded aDolby engineer in March that
Dolby Digital's arrangement of channels
(three speakers across the front, plus two surround channels) is aperfect match for the
microphone array that Telarc uses for orchestral recordings, and Iurged them to do some
joint experiments to see how well AC-3 coding can reproduce anatural concert-hall
soundfield. As of June, that had not been
done, but Dolby's loan Allen emphasized
that the central purpose of surround-sound
is to heighten the realism of on-screen events,
not to call attention to the rear. The same
principle should apply to surround-sound
recordings of music (substitute "stage" for
"screen"), but many record producers will
choose to regard discrete surround-sound
as anew creative medium rather than as atool
for improving the realism of reproduced
sound.

UK: Ken Kessler

Torn as Iam between unbridled admiration
for the longevity of any hi-fi product which
lasts beyond two CESes and for the stillvivid memories Ihave of the purgatory that
was British hi-fi in the late '70s/early '80s,
Imust devote this month's column to a
genuinely noteworthy event in hi-fi history:
The Linn LP12 turntable is 21 years old.
Stifle those yawns. Iknow that anumber
of you with long memories are able to ratde off other long-lived products, though few
components pass the double-decade mark
by ayear. Linn has every right to boast about
the LP12's staying power. Other long-term
survivors, products which made it past at
least 10 seasons, include: the BBC LS3/5a
(still around after 18 or so years); various
Revox tape decks; the original Quad electrostatic loudspeaker; the Decca London cartridge (now 25 and still available); the AR
turntable (1962 to ca 1990, with ashort interruption); the Bose 901 (no comment); the
Dynaco Stereo 70 (back after acouple of
decades' absence); aThorens or two; and not
that many others.
What makes the LP12's 21st birthday so
special?
For starters, the black vinyl disc is all but
dead in 1993.. .
right? Even though certain
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apar with the Porsches and Mercedes-Benzes
parked in the middle of Dubai's duty-free
shop. And it could only work with Virgin
Atlantic, because—despite the fact that the
record company is no longer part of the
airline—the typical passenger is youngish
and likely to be aVirgin Records customer.
The airline thrives on its rock'n'roll image.
A Linn system (or any decent hi-fi system)
in any other airline's first-class lounge would
probably be ignored.
Then there are recent honors gleaned by
Linn in the US ...
in the real world, away from
audiophile lunatics and hi-fi politics and hi-fi
shows, and, yes, vinyl-spinning turntablelovers. In asurvey undertaken by Inside Track,
the weekly US newsletter subscribed to by
specialist audio/video retailers, this weird
Scottish firm—for the second year running—
was voted the overall best among the "Home
Audio Electronics" companies that supply
retailers in the US.
Judging was based on such factors as "Distribution Policies That Support Specialists,"
"Quality of Sales Reps," and "Prompt Resolution of Problems?' And Linn earned aperfect score in the category of"Product Quality
and Reliability," the first time this score has
ever been achieved. All of which is trebly
impressive.
For starters, Linn—like most British hifi brands, with the possible exceptions of
KEF and B&W—is about as well-known in
the (mainstream) US (and to your average
American audio/video retailer) as Moxie,
Pschitt, Poljot, Borsalino, and Oreos are
known in Scotland. Linn is not—whatever
Ivor tells you—on apar with Coca-Cola or
Nike in the US as far as fame is concerned.
For Linn to register any recognition among
US retailers is nothing short ola miracle. It's
sort oflike Chevrolet winning amotoring
award in the UK.
Iam impressed.
But not converted. Istill recall those hellish
days when Linn—or Ivor—also wrote the
book on hi-fi politics, harassment, and revisionist audio history. But since "history"
(some would say ancient history) is the operative word during these birthday celebrations, and since most of the victims are all but
forgotten, it's probably not worth opening
old wounds. The hi-fi community, after all,
has been blessed with amemory so short that
few will even remember the first word on this
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

page. And recent changes in world attitudes
—eg, political correctness—suggest that the
whole concept of history is useless. A waste
of time, as it were.
But maybe justice has been served in
another way: Linn—now amanufacturer
with aremote-control, multi-room, B&O
wannabee system—is everything Ibelieved
it never was supposed to be. At least, not
when it was courting all those who believed
the guff about CDs causing sterility, that
45rpm sucks, that there would never be a
quartz-controlled power supply for the
LP12, and all of the other fairy tales—all
those believers who made Linn what it is
today.
And I'll always remember vividly the day
Linn announced aCD player. Now there's an
anniversary to note.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

The race to select aUS standard for digital
audio broadcasting (DAB) is heating up. The
National Association of Broadcasters is
throwing its full weight behind proposals to
conceal digital radio signals beneath the analog modulation of existing AM and FM stations. This approach, called "in-band onchannel" (IBOC) digital radio, has also been
endorsed by James Quello, the new chairman
of the FCC. The NAB, representing 11,000
radio station owners, has argued that the
FCC should not even consider alternative
approaches, such as direct-broadcast satellite,
until aplan allowing for DAB involvement
from local stations is in place.
Project Acorn, discussed in the February
1992 "Industry Update" (Vol.15 No.2, p.57),
is the leading IBOC candidate. Most IBOC
proposals have focused on the difficulty of
fitting digital radio into an FM channel. But
during the NAB's April convention in Las
Vegas, Project Acorn succeeded at amore difficult task: squeezing digital radio into an AM
channel. Using alow-power transmitter in
North Las Vegas, CDs were simulcast in
both analog AM and digital code at the same
carrier frequency, 1660kHz. An RF spectrum
analyzer showed that the digital modulation
was hidden below the analog modulation and
was confined within the AM station's FCC-
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licensed spectrum "mask." (This is the signal
envelope set by the FCC to prevent interference between AM stations that may be
spaced only 10kHz apart on the dial. Fringes
of the digital signal spanned a32kHz bandwidth, but at such alow level that they were
legal.)
The sound of AM digital is far from perfect. It uses aversion of Musicam digital coding whose total bit rate for stereo is 96kilobits/second. Compressed 15:1 relative to a
CD, the average data rate is just slightly
greater than one bit per sample. Not surprisingly, the distortions involved in such
extreme data compression add acertain hardness to the sound. But in direct comparisons
with analog AM stereo, the decoded digital signal sounded impressively clear and
vivid. It was noise-free, and had afull 20IcHz
frequency range, crisp transients, wide stereo
separation, and pinpoint imaging. You probably won't want to listen to it through ahighend living-room system, but it would be very
effective in acar. By the usual standards of
AM radio, it was stunning.
Project Acorn's system of digital radio for
FM uses abetter-sounding version of Musicam with atotal bit rate of 192kb/s for stereo. An automatic tracking-notch filter in the
receiver cancels out the analog FM signal in
order to expose the digital carriers that are
buried 30dB below the analog modulation.
Plans to demonstrate this FM system, using
aprototype receiver in amobile van, ran into
asnag on the eve of the NAB convention
when apower-line voltage spike damaged
some crucial ICs. But the receiver had worked
fine two weeks earlier in Illinois during tests
that confirmed the system's resistance to multipath interference Reportedly, these tests also
demonstrated that digital and analog modulations can be combined at the same carrier
frequency without mutual interference Engineers found no detectable degradation in the
analog FM signal. Summing up, Project
Acorn executives claim that their system's
design is essentially complete. It has been
proven in field tests, could be licensed to
receiver makers now, and commercial digital
broadcasts could begin next year.
The IBOC approach appeals to broadcasters for several reasons. 1) Adding digital modulation to an existing analog radio
signal would be much less costly than building an entirely new digital transmitter. 2) If
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

the digital signal can be entirely concealed
under the analog signal mask, broadcasters
may be able to avoid the complex paperwork
and lengthy delays that would be involved
in obtaining aseparate FCC license for DAB.
3) A variety of profit-making data services
(such as stock market quotes) may be squeezed
into digital subcodes, generating extra cash
flow for station owners. 4) Station owners
want digital radio to be an enhancement of
existing broadcasts rather than atotally new
service requiring added manpower and new
programming. As they see it, the addition of
digital radio should resemble the conversion
to FM stereo ageneration ago—offering
improved sound quality for listeners who
buy new receivers, while allowing broadcasters and listeners to make agradual, painless transition to the new medium.
Another proposal for IBOC digital radio
has dropped out of the race But anew entry
was developed by Amati Communications,
using aperceptual audio coding (PAC) circuit
that was developed at AT&T's Bell Labs.
AT&T's exhibit at the NAB convention included acomputer editing workstation that
was set up to provide ablind comparison of
arecording vs aPAC-encoded copy. The latter had atotal bit rate of 160kb/s for stereo,
meaning an 8.8:1 compression ratio and an
average data rate of only 1.8 bits per sample.
My impression from abrief listening session
is that PAC is the second-best compression
system I've heard, after the 18-bit version of
the PASC encoder used in DCC—whose bit
rate of 384kb/s represents acompression ratio
of only 4:1.
In the blind source vs PAC comparison, I
heard aconsistent but remarkably slight
change in sonic texture Irepeatedly identified
the correct answer in the A/B/X choice,
which suggests that the difference was real.
But it was so subtle that Ican't describe the
character of the difference. Unlike other perceptual coders that I've heard, PAC did not
alter the timbre of musical sounds, add an
obvious metallic glare, cause complex sounds
to become more congested, or alter the
apparent width or depth of the soundstage.
Franldy, I'm amazed that such alow data rate
can sound as good as it seemed to in this brief
demonstration.
I'm eager to hear PAC at greater length,
and in afamiliar domestic listening environment, to see whether it really is good enough
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Kinergetics Research.
Digital Products for
the Analog Generation.
Back in the days when vinyl was king,
Kinergetics Research was leading the way
in analog technology.
Twenty years later, Kinergetics still leads
the way in the application of analog
technology — but today we apply that
technology to afull line of digital products.

For those of us who remember how good
those records sound but also want to be
able to enjoy the music of today,
Kinergetics' engineers have developed
the KCD-40 Platinum. The KCD-40
represents the state-of-the-art in
integrated CD players. Not only does the
KCD-40 employ four 18-bit DACs in a
balanced/differential configuration, but it
also utilizes afully balanced and discrete
analog section.
Performance, flexibility, and styling are the
reasons why the KCD-40 has become the
standard to which all CD players must
measure up to and has thus become the
favorite of the experienced music lover.

KCD-20 and KCD-40 Platinum Series
If analog is how we listen, then the KCD-20
Platinum is what we listen to. In the
KCD-20 our engineering team has
combined the most advanced 16-bit digital
circuitry available with our fully discrete
Hysteresis cancelling analog circuitry.
This design exemplifies our firm belief
that the digital section of CD reproduction
is only one part of the audio puzzle.
The two analog sections of CD processing
are equally critical and in the KCD-20
these sections are superior to analog
sections of all but the most costly
CD players.
Superior sonics and direct drive capability
make the KCD-20 the logical choice for the
CD-only listener who wants to learn what
vinyl was all about.

For the most demanding audiophile
and music lover Kinergetics offers a
masterpiece in audio engineering, the
KCD-55 Ultra. Four 20-bit Ultra Analog
DACs, aproprietary anti-jitter digital
interface, and adifferential digital and
analog stage are but afew of the technical
reasons why this processor has become
the primary listening source of record
lovers all over the world. The non-technical
reason is that the KCD-55 Ultra simply
sounds more like music.

KCD-55 Ultra Platinum Series
Audition these and other Kinergetics
Research products at adealer near you.
The experience will evoke memories of
music as it was meant to sound. Not
analog, not digital. Just music.
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to live with. Eventually, with practice, Imay
learn how to identify the particular distortions in PAC that now seem so subtle—just
as, many years ago, Ilearned how to hear the
scrape flutter of analog tape recorders and the
phase shift of infrasonic filters. (Ear training
is part of the life oían audiophile) In any case,
what I've heard so far is consistent with
designer Nikil Jayant's claim that PAC is the
best-sounding perceptual coder whose bit
rate is low enough for IBOC digital radio.
From the AT&T exhibit, Iwent directly to
the Dolby booth. There Ilistened again to
the demonstration of AC-2 coding that I
heard at last fall's AES convention. (See the
December 1992 "Industry Update," Vol.15
No.12, p.63.) Evidently the same racks of
equipment are trucked around from one convention to the next. The AC-2 rack included
alevel-matched A/B comparison between a
CD and an AC-2 copy, heard via Sony headphones. The good news is that the ambient
noise level at the NAB convention was much
lower than at the AES. The bad news is that
in the absence of noise, the glare that Inoticed
last fall in the AC-2 sound was even more
obvious.
In addition to the two remaining IBOC
competitors (Acorn and Amati/AT&T), two
companies are developing FM-band digital
radio systems that would operate in alternate
channels—ie, at blank frequencies between
existing stations. One sponsor is General
Instrument, which already owns the Jerrold
Digital Cable Radio service. The other is
AT&T, whose engineers believe that digital
radio would work better in alternate channels, with fewer interference problems than
IBOC systems that use the same carrier frequency for both analog and digital modulations.
Meanwhile, specifications have been finalized in Europe for the Eureka-147 system of
digital radio that was first tested in Geneva,
Switzerland, in 1988. Extensive trial broadcasts next year in England, Germany, and
France will evolve into apermanent European system by 1995. The BBC will simulcast the programming ofits several FM channels in acomposite Eureka DAB broadcast
from aVHF or UHF transmitter in London.
France will place its Eureka DAB signals in
the 1500MHz band.
In Canada, which selected the Eureka system as its standard, the CBC expects to comSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

mence regular digital broadcasts this fall in
Toronto and Montreal, gradually expanding to anationwide digital CBC radio service by 1995. The campaign to adopt the
Eureka system as the US standard, which was
dropped by the NAB in favor of IBOC
proposals, is now sponsored by Thomson
Consumer Electronics. And while most of
Europe has abandoned any plans to launch
DAB from direct-broadcast satellites (DBS),
five American companies have filed applications with the FCC for satellite DAB. (A
sixth contender, Loral Aerospace, dropped
out of the race early this year.) In addition,
engineers from NASA and the Voice of
America have been testing asatellite DAB
system for possible international broadcasts
and for export sale.
In May's "Industry Update" (Vol.16 No5,
p.61), Imentioned adispute between the
NAB and the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) over who should control the
selection of aUS standard for digital audio
broadcasting. The dispute was settled by a
compromise: The responsibility will be
shared. Beginning in July, the EIA's Digital
Radio Committee will conduct ayearlong
program of tests involving all of the DAB
contenders—the two IBOC proposals, the
two alternate-channel formats, the Thomson/Eureka entry, the five proposed satellite
systems, and any late entries not yet
announced. On behalf of broadcasters, the
National Radio Systems Committee (NRSC)
will oversee (and help to fund) the EIA's tests.
As results emerge from the tests, the
NRSC will evaluate the data and select the
best IBOC format. If this system turns out
to be satisfactory in all important respects,
the NAB will adopt it as the national standard for local stations. But if transmitting
analog and digital signals in the same FM
channel turns out to have serious drawbacks,
the NAB may have to consider alternatives.
In the meantime, the EIA will be evaluating the test results for all the non-IBOC systems. If one of these turns out to have substantial advantages over the best IBOC
proposal, two US standards—an IBOC format for local stations, plus asecond, perhaps
DBS, system for rural areas and automobiles—could be adopted. (And existing digital radio via cable makes three!)
The planned EIA/NRSC test program was
outlined at the NAB convention. Of course,
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minimize skin effect and eliminate
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the plan includes subjective evaluations of
sound quality under ideal reception conditions. There also will be extensive tests of
many functional and practical aspects of each
system. These will include: how reception
degrades under weak-signal conditions; the
effects of multipath interference and airplane
flutter; resistance to static and ignition noise;
how DAB signals affect reception of AM or
FM at the same or adjacent frequencies; how
such AM or FM signals affect reception of
DAB; how quickly areceiver locks onto a
new DAB signal when the tuning is changed
or when the signal is momentarily interrupted; how DAB reception is affected by
Doppler shift (frequency shift) in amoving
vehicle; how much capacity each system has
for additional data services, etc. While waiting
for manufacturers to provide their equipment
for testing, the EIA began preliminary tests
in May at atest center in Charlotte, North
Carolina. The first goal was to explore the
effects of multipath on DAB using receivers
in amobile van in the Appalachian mountains 60 miles to the west.

home market. Or, to put it another way, there
are brands in France which don't seem to
leave the Republic. So Jadis and YISA and
Cabasse are not alone, and the Festival Du

France: Ken Kessler

At the same time as the Stereophile High-End
Hi-Fi Show in San Francisco in March, the
Parisians held the Festival Du Son at the Palais
de Congrès and one of the Meridien hotels.
Imust confess that this show is one of the
hardest to classify. Part CES, part tweakfest,
it's too big and too well-attended to group
with the pure specialist shows, yet it supports
enough in the way of oddball brands to entice
the most esoteric-minded of audiophiles.
And yet ...
it's nothing like the massive Berlin show, aCES, or even the Heathrow show.
It's, well. ..
French.
Which means classy and elegant. The
Palais de Congrès has facilities for both the
active-demonstration brigade and the massmarket types, while the Meridien Hotel
offers facilities for those who wouldn't dream
of rubbing shoulders with in-car hi-fi makers
or ghetto-blaster vendors. Which meant a
45-minute ride across town if you wanted
to visit both. But it was worth it, especially
because France, like Germany, has its own
high-end scene that seems to rely on the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

French mega-weirdness in the form of aspeaker
from J.M. Labs.

Son is the only way for un étranger like me to
hear the rare stuff.
Starting with the weirdest thing I've seen
in ages: Le Syntoniseur from PSI could be
abreakthrough or apremature April Fool's
Day ruse. Sadly, my French is even worse
than my Italian, so Ican only guess at what
this thing is supposed to be doing. A tiny little speaker—or what looks like aspeaker—is
placed on astand between the main speakers.
The device (price FF2800), which isn't connected and which sports what looks like a
pile of metal washers, apparently improves
the room acoustics, reduces listener fatigue,
and more. And I'm loath to crack wise about
it because the room sounded great—and
because I'm adevout Harmonix user.
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We've changed the way you'll
listen to headphones.
You've asked for it.
In discussions with customers and
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Headphone Amplifier &
Audio Image Panne«.

The Premium accepts high-level audio signals on two RCA plugs.
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Supravox showed aline of ribbon hybrid
speakers and awonderfully original pre/power amp combination that looked like
"domestically acceptable laboratory equipment!' The 20A preamp and 20B 120Wpc
power amp are low-profile, with up-andover handles like an old Radford tube amp.
The 10A places its controls on the top rather
than on avertical panel.
THangle/Nerno, too, produces unusually
styled gear, but their prototype 20-bit D/A
converter shown at Paris is just that: aprototype. Styling has yet to be finalized. Iwould
expect it to look like the existing units, which
feature a"sandwich" layout—two slabs containing the circuitry, with the knobs peeking out from the gap.
Meanwhile, Isem looks set to win awards
for sheer elegance. Its range of products contains preamps and power amps, but its star
of the show was the new top-loading player,
with amotorized lid and integral floating
puck. Called the Atenos, it uses single-bit
technology and aPhilips CDM9 Pro drive.
The price is ca FF20,000-30,000. All of the
Isem models look as if they were carved from
solid chunks of metal. Finished in asoft gray,

they're chic in aSpectral sort of way.
Weber Rehde was on hand to celebrate
Rehdeko's 25th anniversary. The company
produces unusual, high-sensitivity loudspeakers with astrong presence in the market
sector dominated by European professionals.
A main feature is an elliptical tweeter with
avery large membrane, designed for maximum dispersion. Tolteque showed its full
range of massive cold-plasma speakers,3
which really don't benefit from the tiny
rooms offered at CES. In Paris, the company
had enough space to demonstrate the 98"-tall
systems without compromise. They do
work. And, no, Ididn't suffer from any ozone
effects.
From Greece came the Analysis, aribbon
which—whatever the designer says—looks
exactly like an Apogee with ametallic-finish
baffle. Demonstrated in the YBA room, they
sounded fine, but Ithink somebody should
tell them about the tenacity and initiative of
American lawyers. YBA's full range of electronics was on display, including the new
3These were unsuccessfully demonstrated at the 1990 Winter
CES in Las Vegas, proving to be the least sensitive loudspeakers I'd ever encountered. See Stereophile, March 1990,
Vol.13 No3, p.71.
—JA
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CD1, again top-loading. Designer YvesBernard André insists that the lid makes a
difference to the sound, so you have to experiment with it fully opened, half-opened, or
closed. Oh, and you must polish the discs
with his special cloth.
For sheer bizarreness/bravery, the topend models from SD take some beating. The
Harmonie 2000 and 5000 consist of three or
more modules supported by struts, each with
26 sides. Looks like someone fell asleep in the
Pompidou Center and never recovered.
The French still love "les tubes." Courdol showed arange of CD players equipped
with valves, while Selac displayed its range
of nicely made amplifiers that employ EL34s
and have chassis which look like black Linn
LP12 plinths. JC Verdier's range of products is absolutely massive, filling rows of
tables bordering the room. The eye-catcher
was agigantic, four-chassis, true dual-mono
phono amp, with—as the four pieces suggest—separate mono power supplies. Other
models include 10W, 20W, 50W, and 70W
stereo amps, various monoblocks, preamps,
and alovely integrated amplifier with three
inputs plus tape and record-out facility.

Audio Sculpture also has amassive range
of products, including the Paraphrase preamp with special "CD phase" circuitry; the
class-A 52Wpc stereo Equilibre (four KT88s
provide the power), the Majuscule 30Wpc
class-A integrated amplifier, and the 12Wpc
Minuscule integrated amplifier. All are suitably retro, in that they use ample amounts of
wood for the chassis.
A couple of surprises from les Anglais were
in store as well, with Wharfedale showing
the prototype of anew floorstanding system,
definitely not abudget model and looking
as shop-ready as can be The system features
asectioned baffle, with the tweeter mounted
between the woofer and the mid-driver. And,
last, Isaw afull Lowther display, which ranks
up there with sighting the Abominable
Snowman or the Flying Dutchman.
Jean-Marie Hubert deserves around of
applause for organizing another slick and
successful Festival Du Son, which I'm told
attracted about 50,000 visitent.
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"Decidedly, a'bit' faster than the rest."
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AT
HOUSAND-DOLLAR S
YSTEM U
PGRADE
FOR $159?*
What improvement are listeners looking for when they
upgrade an amplifier or preamplifier? More impact. Better
dynamics. "Holographic" soundstaging. Natural high-end.
Improved articulation. Tight, well-defined bass.
Quantum III PLUSTM by Tara Labs isn't an amp, preamp or
magic black box, but it can make your current system

perform at its best. It's aspeaker cable that will dramatically
improve the performance of any system currently using
budget speaker wire or the stuff the salesman threw in
when you bought your system.
Tara Labs' cables have long been famous for "Class 'A'
performance at abudget price" and this speaker cable is
dramatic proof that that's no hype. We guarantee it."**
Visit your authorized Tara Labs dealer and try Quantum III
PLUS Speaker Cable for aweek at no risk to you. If you
don't hear asignificant improvement, just return it for afull
refund.
Call 503 488 6465 to locate your nearest Tara Labs Quantum
series dealer.
0 Copyright 1993 TARA Labs. Inc.
'Mfr.'s suggested list price for a10-ft. pair:
termination extra.
Most Tara labs dealers offer areturn privilege
if not completely satisfied with our product.
See your dealer for details.

TARA LUS
Space Er Time Audio Products
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J. GORDON HOLT CONTINUES HIS GLOSSARY OF
SUBJ
ECTIVE TERMS, WITH THE LETTERS D THROUGH R

I

nthe first part of this series,' Ioutlined my reviewing philosophy—that
hi-fi components should be judged on how good they sound—and
began aguide to subjective terminology, covering the letters A, B, and
C. This month's installment takes the glossary from D through R, while
the final part, as well as concluding the alphabet, will offer areverse glossary,
where listeners can find the words that best describe what they hear.
Iam indebted to Old Colony Books, of Peterborough, New Hampshire,
for permission to excerpt extensively from my book The Audio Glossary.
1July 1993, Vol.16 No.7, p.59.
2The author's complete Audio Glossary, containing definitions of almost 2000 audio and audio-related
terms, is available from Old Colony Books, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458. Single-copy prices:
$9.95 paperback, $17.95 hardcover, plus $1.75 Setli. Check or VISA/MC.
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The connectors are equally outstanding.

ntroducing ECLIPSE, the dazzling
star of the WIREWoRLD line, created

Phono plugs* are as gragying to use as
they are stunning to behold, with a

by noted cable designer David Salz.

jewelry-like finish and

Its unique design* utilizes

direct gold-plated solid

matched concentric con-

copper contacts.

ductor braids separated
by microporous Tent

ECLIPSE

speaker

cables feature

to elièctively minimize

precision-machined solid

electromagnetic

silver spade lugs and, like all

and electrostatic intermodulation, resulting in

WIREWDRLD

cables, carry alyètime

unprecedented spatial coherence, resolution

limited warranty. Hear ECLIPSE soon at

and harmonic integrity.

your dealerfor arare glimpse of heaven.
'Patna, Pending t"ThdPoor

WIREOCIRLD"
"'Mee
100% American-Made
3320 GRIFFIN ROAD
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FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33312 USA

TEL 305.962.2650

FAX 305.962.2603

THE GLOSSARY, PART 2"Or ete
damping The amount of control an amplifier seems to impose on awoofer. Underdamping causes loose, heavy bass; overdamping yields very tight but lean bass.
dark A warm, mellow, excessively rich quality in reproduced sound. The audible effect
of afrequency response which is clockwisetilted across the entire range, so that output
diminishes with increasing frequency. Compare "light."
dead Dull and lifeless.
decay The reverberant fadeout of amusical
sound after it has ceased. Compare "attack."
deep bass Frequencies below 40Hz.
definition (also resolution) That quality of
sound reproduction which enables the listener to distinguish between, and follow the
melodic lines of, the individual voices or
instruments comprising alarge performing
group. See "focus!'
delicacy The reproduction of very subtle,
very faint details of musical sound, such as
the fingertip-friction sounds produced when
aguitar or aharp is played. See "low-level
detail."
depth The illusion of acoustical distance
receding behind the loudspeaker plane, giving the impression of listening through the
loudspeakers into the original performing
space, rather than to them. See "layering:'
"transparency!' Compare "flat."
detail The subtlest, most delicate parts of the
original sound, which are usually the first
things lost by imperfect components. See
"low-level detail." Compare "haze," "smearing:' "veiling."
diffuse Reproduction which is severely deficient in detail and imaging specificity; confused, muddled.
dip A narrow area of depression within an
otherwise flat frequency-response curve.
Compare "dished:' "humped."
dirty Sound reproduction which is fuzzy,
cruddy, or spiky.
direct sound A sound reaching the ears in
astraight line from its source. The direct
sounds are always the first sounds heard. The
"critical distance" from asoundsource is
when the spl of the direct sound is equal to
that of the reverberant field. See "far field:'
"near field:' "precedence effect!' Compare
"reflected sound:' "reverberation!'
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

discontinuity A change of timbre or coloration due to the signal's transition, in amultiway speaker system, from one driver to
another haying dissimilar coloration.
dished, dished-down Describes afrequency
response that is depressed through the entire
middle range. The sound has too much bass
and treble, exaggerated depth, and alaidback, lifeless quality. Compare "forward!'
dissonant Unpleasant to the ear; uglysounding. Dissonance is an imperfection only
when the music is not supposed to sound
dissonant. Compare "consonant!'
distortion 1) Any unintentional or undesirable change in an audio signal. 2) An overlay
of spurious roughness, fuzziness, harshness,
or stridency in reproduced sound.
double (or dual) mono Reproduction ola
monophonic signal through both channels/speakers of astereo system, as when a
preamplifier's mode switch is set to A+B
(L+R). Compare "single mono."
dramatic Describing aperceived difference
between components: Very noticeable, unmistakable. A term misused by audio reviewers to demonstrate how incredibly sensitive they are to barely audible differences.
See "audibility."
dry 1) Describing the texture of reproduced
sound: very fine-grained, chalky. 2) Describing an acoustical space: deficient in reverberation or haying avery short reverberation
time. 3) Describing bass quality: lean, overdamped.
dull Lifeless, muffled, veiled. Same as "soft,"
only more so. The audible effect of HF rolloff
setting in at around 5kHz.
dynamic Giving an impression of wide
dynamic range; punchy. This is related to system speed as well as to volume contrast.
dynamic range 1) Pertaining to asignal: the
ratio between the loudest and the quietest
passages. 2) Pertaining to acomponent: the
ratio between its no-signal noise and the
loudest peak it will pass without distortion.

ease Pertains to reproduction which sounds
effortless, free from strain.
echo In an acoustical space: the repetition of
asound due to reflection of the original
sound from aroom boundary. See "handclap test:' "fluttery," "plastery," "slap."
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BRYSTON
THE

UNVEILS

INTENT:

TO

A NEW

DELIVER

GENERATION

THE

TRUE

OF

AMPLIFIERS.

EMOTION

OF

BEAUTIFUL

MUSIC

An original oil painting is displayed in aframe without glass. The artist's intent—the
emotion and interpretation, should never be filtered through any kind of veil.
Music is exactly the same. The closer you can get to the original, the more apparent
the truth and beauty of the emotion embodied in the music becomes.
That is the reason Bryston has always believed in accuracy above all in electronic
amplification. It is also why we have introduced our new generation of amplifiers. We
believe them to be, quite simply, the most accurate products of their kind, anywhere.
Distortion is easily measured; Bryston's performance numbers are second to none,
but we believe that this alone is not enough. True transparency is achieved only through
inherently flawless signal handling, rather than brute-force correction of non-linearity.
Bryston's new generation of amplifiers represent the culmination of 20 years of
research into the art and science of linearity as the best route to musical accuracy.
This is Bryston's way of removing the veil.

20
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WARRANTY

Du (31()L2
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MUSIC

Bryston Ltd. Tel (416) 746-1800 Fax (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel (802) 223-6159
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echoey, echoic Pertaining to an acoustical
space having excessive reverberation. Can
also (rarely) be characteristic ola loudspeaker
with excessive mid-frequency mechanical
resonances.
"ee" (rhymes with "we") A vowel coloration
caused by afrequency-response peak centered around 3.5kHz.
effortless Unstrained; showing no signs of
audible stress during loud passages. Compare
"strained."
"eh" (as in"bed") A vowel coloration caused
by a frequency-response peak centered
around 2kHz.
element One of the constituent parts of a
sonic characteristic. Bass, midrange, and treble are elements of frequency response.
Depth and breadth are elements of soundstaging.
error of commission Signal degradation
due to the addition of sounds that were not
present in the original signal. Distortion and
coloration are examples of errors of commission.
error of omission Signal degradation due
to the loss of information that was present
in the original signal. Smearing and treble
loss are examples of errors of omission.
etched Very crisp and sharply outlined,
focused to an almost excessive degree.
euphonic Pleasing to the ear. In audio,
"euphonic" has aconnotation of exaggerated richness rather than literal accuracy.
extension The usable limits of acomponent's frequency range.
extreme highs The range of audible frequencies above 10kHz.

F
far field Pertains to that range of listening
distances in which the predominant sounds
reaching the ears are reflections from room
boundaries.
fast Giving an impression of extremely rapid
reaction time, which allows areproducing
system to "keep up with" the signal fed
to it. (A "fast woofer" would seem to be an
oxymoron, but this usage refers to awoofer
tuning that does not boom, make the music
sound "slow," obscure musical phrasing, or
lead to "one-note bass!') Similar to "taut,"
but referring to the entire audio-frequency
range instead ofjust the bass.
fig The sonic effect of amoderate exaggeration of the mid- and upper-bass ranges.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

ABOUT
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Although frequency-response anomalies
(from flat) are readily measurable when
they exist, other things which are not
directly related to frequency response can
affect apparent frequency response.
Harmonic distortion can sound like
elevated treble response when, in fact, no
such rise is measurable, and phase shift can
cause an apparent thinning or dulling of
the sound. Some subjective terms which
are used to describe frequency response
describe the sound's apparent response
rather than its measured response.

Excessively "warm!'
flanging See "comb filtering."
flat 1) Having asubjectively uniform frequency response, free from humps and dips.
2) Deficient in or lacking in soundstage
depth, resulting in the impression that all
reproduced sound sources are the same distance from the listener.
floating A positive attribute that pertains to
soundstaging in which the phantom images
seem to exist independently of the loudspeaker positions, giving the impression that
the speakers are absent. See "beyond-thespeakers imaging:' "depth:' "layering!'
Compare "flat:' "vagueness:' "wander."
fluttery Pertains to arepeated echo recurring at arate of about 10 repetitions per second, common to small, bare-walled acoustical spaces. See "hand-clap test." Compare
"plastery," "slap!'
focus The quality of being clearly defined,
with sharply outlined phantom images.
Focus has also been described as the enhanced
ability to hear the brief moments of silence
between the musical impulses in reproduced
sound.
forward, forwardness A quality of reproduction which seems to place sound sources
closer than they were recorded. Usually the
result of ahumped midrange, plus anarrow
horizontal dispersion pattern from the loudspeaker. See "Row-A sound!' Compare
"laid-back!'
frequency range A range of frequencies
stated without level limits: ie, "The upper bass
covers the frequency range 80-160Hz."
frequency (or amplitude) response 1) A
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Music for
everyone

When was the last time, aside
from live music, that you got
"goose-bumps" listening to a
musical performance? When were
you able to reach out and touch
the performers of the musical
score in your own home? The new
30 Series of vacuum tube high
fidelity equipment will reveal the
delightful, sensual beauty of music
in your own listening room. The
SLP-30 preamplifier and matching
SLA-30 class Astereo amplifier
will keep you drawn into the music
hour after satisfying hour.

I

Discover how affordable vacuum tube hi-fi
from Car-y Audio Design can be by contacting
your favorite high end audio dealer.

adio Oesign

CALL 1-919-481-4494

FAX 1-919-460-3828

111 A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, NC 27511
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range of frequencies stated with level limits:
je, "The woofer's response was 20-160Hz
±3dB." 2) The uniformity with which asystem or individual component sounds as if it
reproduces the range of audible frequencies.
Equal input levels at all frequencies should
be reproduced by asystem with subjectively
equal output.
fizz, fuzziness A coarse but soft-edged texturing of reproduced sound. Like "hash," but
with muffled-sounding spikes.

G
gestalt response The evocation of acomplete memory recognition by an incomplete
set of sensory cues. A gestalt response to the
few things an audio system does outstandingly well can make imperfect reproduction
seem more realistic than it actually is.
glare An unpleasant quality of hardness or
brightness, due to excessive low- or midtreble energy.
glassy Very bright.
golden A euphonic coloration characterized
by roundness, richness, sweetness, and
liquidity.
grainy A moderate texturing of reproduced
sound. The sonic equivalent of grain in a
photograph. Coarser than dry but finer than
gritty.
gritty A harsh, coarse-grained texturing of
reproduced sound. The continuum of energy
seems to be composed of discrete, sharpedged particles.
grunge Sonic dirt, crud, roughness. Muffled grittiness.
gutsy Ballsy.
gutty Rosinous.

H
hangover Atendency for reproduced sounds
to last longer than they should. Most noticeable at low frequencies, where it obscures
detail.
hand-clap test The use of hand claps to
assess the reverberant properties of aroom.
See "fluttery," "plastery," "slap."
hard Tending toward steeliness, but not quite
shrill. Often the result of amoderate frequency-response hump centered around
6kHz, sometimes also caused by small amounts
of distortion.
harsh Gratingly unpleasant to the ear.
hash A very coarse texturing of the sound,
characterized by asharp-edged, spiky roughSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

ness. Caused by severe distortion with strong
transient content, as from agrossly mistracking phono cartridge.

ABOUT
HEIGHT I
NFORMATION

Although our ears can locate the height
of sound sources in front of us, stereo
microphones and reproducing systems
are not usually configured to handle
height information. (Only afull Ambisonic system is inherently capable of it.)
Imaging of vertical information is
unpredictable and anomalous, but all
good stereo systems will produce enough
vertical spread so as not to seem unnaturally flattened. Certain notes (and instruments) will often seem to detach from the
generally horizontal soundstage, appearing to come from above or below the
other instruments. Cymbals, for instance,
are often heard as "arching over the
orchestra:'
Since vertical information is not
(usually) recorded, the listener should try
to ignore any apparent height cues. Tall
tower-type loudspeakers, with their
tweeters at the top and woofers at the bottom, often produce avertically inflated
soundstage and pronounced vertical wander which is hard to ignore.

haze, haziness A moderate smearing of
detail and focus. The audible equivalent of
viewing something through agauzy veil or
adirty window.
heavy Excessively bassy.
heft Pertains to bass which has weight, solidity, and visceral power.
height The usually inadvertent production
of vertical directional cues, which make some
instruments sound as if they are above or
below the other performers. See "soundstaging."
HF High frequency(ies).
high-end Pertains a) to sound that closely
approaches the real thing, b) to audio equipment whose performance is near the top of
the quality scale, and often the price scale.
high-end audio The pursuit of and business
of realistic sound reproduction.
high fidelity 1) A kind of sound-reproducing system whose realism of reproduction
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Quiet Background

These are the first words music lovers have been using to describe
Transparent Cables. Most cables are very efficient at picking up and
radiating noise and other unwanted signals. At every product level,
Transparent Cables have been designed to reject noise. Because the
background is quiet, Transparent Cables reveal more low level detail
such as harmonic decay, timbre, and spatial information.
You don't know what you've been missing until it's there.
You don't know what should be missing until it's gone.
Audition Transparent cables at adealer near you.
Call or write Transparent Audio for more technical information.

Transparent Cable
aGiererDepeue@e30®
Transparent Cable is designed and manufactured by
Transparent Audio Laboratory
A Division of Transparent Audio, Inc. •Rt. 202 •Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553 •FAX (207) 929-4271
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is judged to be better than average. Stereo
reproduction can be high-fidelity or otherwise. 2) The pursuit of perfection in sound
reproduction, as ahobby or areligion.
high-frequency range 1) The audio range
above 1300Hz. 2) The usable upper limit of
that range. See "extension."
hole-in-the-middle In stereo reproduction,
weak or vague representation of center
images. Can result from out-of-phase loudspeakers or excessively widely spaced stereo microphones. See "out-of-phase!'
Holt's Laws 1) "The better the recording,
the worse the performance, and vice versa."
2) "The shriller the advertisement, the worse
the product!' 3) "Every component is imperfect, and every imperfection is audible!'
honky Pertaining to asevere "aw" coloration.
hooty 1) Pertaining to asevere "000" coloration. 2) Resonant colorations may cause
some lower-midrange notes to jump forward
or "hoot" at the listener.
horn sound An "ow" coloration characteristic of many loudspeakers that have ahornloaded midrange.
hot Very tipped-up high frequencies.
hum A continuous 60Hz or 120Hz noise,
caused by leakage of the household AC supply or its second harmonic into the signal
path.

HOLT'S LAWS
1) The better the recording, the worse the
performance, and vice versa.
2) The shriller the advertisement, the
worse the product.
3) Every component is imperfect, and
every imperfection is audible.

hump A broad frequency-response peak.
humped Sound that is forward, soft, and
lean. The apparent listening distance is upfront and immediate, yet the overall sound
is dull and thin. Caused by abroad midrange
rise with rolled-off lower and upper ranges.
Compare "dished!'

"ie

(as in "bit") A vowel coloration caused
by afrequency-response peak centered around
3.5kHz.
image See "phantom image!'
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

imagery Descriptive terminology intended
to convey an impression or mental image of
asubjective observation. Imagery is usually
employed to describe qualities in reproduced
sound in terms of more familiar sensory
responses like vision, taste, and touch.
imaging The measure of asystem's ability
to float stable and specific phantom images,
reproducing the original sizes and locations
of the instruments across the soundstage. See
"stereo imaging."
impact A quality of concussive force, as from
adeep, strong bass attack, which produces
abrief sensation of visceral pressure.
impulse An abrupt, extremely brief burst
of signal energy; atransient.
impulse noise Transient noise, such as
surface-noise ticks and pops.
inaudible A sonic imperfection which is
either too subtle to be consciously perceived
or is actually nonexistent. Compare "subliminal!'
infrasonic Below the range of audible frequencies. Although inaudible, the infrasonic
range from 15-20Hz can be felt if strongly
reproduced. Compare "subsonic!'
inner detail The sonic subtleties within a
complex program signal, reproducible only
by asystem having high resolution. See
"focus."
intolerable Unarguably and unforgivably
unlistenable. See "audibility."
involvement The degree to which areproduction draws the listener in to the musical
performance and evokes an emotional
response to it.

1

judgment A listener's assessment of how
well his perception of asonic element measures up to his concept of perfection. The
basic choices are "good," "not good," or
"undecided."

laid-back Recessed, distant-sounding, having exaggerated depth, usually because of
adished midrange. See "Row-M sound!'
Compare "forward!'
layering The reproduction of depth and
receding distance, which audibly places the
rows of performers one behind the other.
lean Very slightly bass-shy. The effect of a
very slight bass rolloffbelow around 500Hz.
Not quite "cool."
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1OOO
THE GREATEST
EVOLUTIONARY
. STEP IN SURGE
.

PROTECTION
AND LINE

er.A1
Your home entertainment center
has evolved into a valuable
investment. MAX 1000 provides
the surge protection and line
conditioning it deserves with
these state of the art features:
•Line voltage LED indicator constantly
monitors AC voltage.
•Indicator light shows the MAX•1000
is plugged in and is providing clean
power to the "Always On (unswitched) outlets.
•Master On/Off switch controls power
to the "Switched "and Delayed Turn
On' outlets.
•15 amp circuit breaker.
•10 tt.AC power cord (14 AWG).

•6 ft. AC master control power-sensing cable connects to master control
unit (18 AWG).
•8 AC outlets provide continuously
monitored, filtered and protected
power.
• 2 unswitched "Always On" outlets
provide power when the MAX •1000 is
plugged in. Components with clocks or
programmable features remain in
operation.
•4 switched outlets provide AC power
for the system accessories. Power
controled by front panel switch or the
master control.
•2 "Delayed Turn-On" AC outlets with
10 to 15 second delayed start-up/shutdown prevents amplfier "thump".

The Panamax printed circuit board features our
exclusive balanced circuitry for optimum performance and control. Superior components.
design and craftsmanship enable us to back the
MAX. 1000 with the Panamax Lifetime Product
Connected Equipment Warranty.

Call Panamax for a highly evolved
MAX 1000 dealer near you

THE SURGE STOPS HERE
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LF Low frequency(ies).
lifeless Sound that is dull, unfocused, unconvincing, and uninvolving.
light Lean and tipped-up. The audible effect
ola frequency response which is tilted counterclockwise. Compare "dark."
liquid Textureless sound.
listening distance The distance from the listener to the loudspeakers. See "critical distance," "far field," "near field."
listening fatigue A psychoacoustic phenomenon from prolonged listening to sound
whose distortion content is too low to be
audible as such but is high enough to be perceived subliminally. The physical and psychological discomfort can induce headaches
and nervous tension.
live 1) Describes an acoustical space having
agreat deal of reverberation. 2) Pertains to
the sound of actual instruments or voices in
performance, as opposed to the sound of their
reproduction.
localization In stereo reproduction, the
placement of phantom images in specific
lateral positions across the soundstage. Also,
the specificity of those images.
loose Pertains to bass which is ill-defined and
poorly controlled. Woolly.
low bass The range from 20-40Hz.
lower highs The range of frequencies from
1.3-2.6kHz.
lower middles, lower midrange The range
of frequencies from 160-320Hz.
low frequency Any frequency lower than
160Hz.
low-level detail The subtlest elements of
musical sound, which include the delicate
details of instrumental sounds and the final
tail of reverberation decay. See "delicacy."
lumpy Reproduced sound characterized by
anumber of audible response discontinuities through the range below about lkHz.
Certain frequency bands seem to predominate, while others sound weak.
lush Rich-sounding and sumptuous to the
point of wretched excess.

meter man A person who believes that measurements tell all you need to know about a
component's performance. An auronihilist.
Compare "mystic," "subjectivist."
MF Middle frequency(ies), the all-important
midrange.
midbass The range of frequencies from
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

40-80Hz.
middle highs The range of frequencies from
2.6-5kHz.
middles, midrange The range of frequencies from 160-1300Hz.
moderate A qualifier which describes asonic
imperfection which is clearly audible through
any decent system, but not annoyingly so.
See "audibility."
modulation noise A hiss or other extraneous noise which "rides on" the main signal,
varying in loudness according to the strength
of that signal.
monaural Literally "hearing with one ear."
Often used incorrectly in place of monophonic? Compare "binaural."
monophonic, mono A system or recording
with one channel or speaker. See "monaural,"
"single mono," "dual mono."
motorboating Low-frequency oscillation
of an active device, producing acontinuous,
rapid "bupupup" sound, like aone-cylinder
engine.
muddy Ill-defined, congested.
muffled Very dull-sounding; having no
apparent high frequencies at all. The result
of HF rolloff above about 2kHz.
musical, musicality A personal judgment
as to the degree to which reproduced sound
resembles live music. Real musical sound is
both accurate and euphonic, consonant and
dissonant.
muted Dark, lifeless, closed-in.
mystic An audiophile who attributes all currently unmeasurable sonic differences to
forces beyond human understanding.

N
nasal Reproduced sound having the quality of aperson speaking with his/her nose
blocked. Like the vowel "eh" coloration. In
aloudspeaker, often due to ameasured peak
in the upper midrange followed by acomplementary dip.
naturalness Realism.
near field Pertains to that range of listening
distances in which the sounds reaching the
ears are predominantly direct. See "far field,"
"critical distance."
neutral Free from coloration.
noise Any spurious background sounds,
usually oía random or indeterminate pitch:
hiss, crackles, ticks, pops, whooshes.
3As in Glenn D. White's otherwise excellent Audio Dictionary
(1991, second edition. University of Washington Press).—JA
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Van den g7etd
"
THE LINK BETWEEN TECHNIQUE AND EMOTION "

"THE FIRST" "
"THE SECOND"
THE FIRST NON METAL CABLES
THE FIRST DISTORTION FREE CABLES
THE FIRST VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE CABLES
THE FIRST AUDIO CABLES THAT NEED NO BURNING IN
THE FIRST CABLES WITH PERFECT TRANSMISSION PROPERTIES
THE FIRST CABLES WITH A NO OBLIGATION MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
VAN DEN HUL AND A. P.C. OFFER YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE THESE REVOLUTIONARY AUDIO
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DEALER IMMEDIATELY TO SECURE YOUR PAIR. AVAILABLE IN 1.0 METER, 0.8 METER AND 0.6 METER SETS.
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TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH, PLEASE CONTACT Mr. JEFF HARMAN OR Mr. GEORGE RENNER AT:
A. P.C. TECHNOLOGIES GROUP
7216 34TH AVENUE KENOSHA, WI
PH (414) 666-0717 FAX (414) 656-0718

How Much Should This Cartridge Cost ?
Because the sound of acartridge is
determined by its quality, not by
what you are charged, please
compare it to cartridges
costing up to $2000. Even
the esteemed Clavis might
feel afew moments of
apprehension. But since we
believe aproduct should represent good value,
even when it's the best, the Lydian costs $895. And please
don't send us anyone elses broken cartridges, CD players, toasters,
or other garage sale items. Just give your dealer $895 for afine
cartridge, with aclear set of instructions and plenty of screws. And
relax about the future, because when you decide to exchange a
LYRA cartridge you get an entirely new cartridge, not just aneedle.
Canwlisn and US distribution by IMMED1A Ph.(510)654-9035 Fax(510)654-9039
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noticeable In aural perception, any sonic
quality which is clearly audible to most
people.

o

objectivist A meter man. Compare "subjectivist."
observation The perceived attribute of a
sonic element, on which apersonal judg-ment
about its quality is based. Observations
are described by subjective terms such as
"smooth:' "woolly:' or "spacious."
obvious You'd have to be deaf not to hear
it. See "audibility."
"oh" (as in "toe") A vowel coloration caused
by abroad frequency-response peak centered
around 250Hz.
one-note bass The exaggeration of asingle
bass note, due to asharp LF peak, normally
due to an underdamped woofer but also
caused by room resonances.
"oo" (as in "gloom") A vowel coloration
caused by abroad frequency-response peak
centered around 120Hz.
opaque Lacking detail and transparency.
open Exhibiting qualities of delicacy, air, and
fine detail. Giving an impression of having
no upper-frequency limit.
out-of-phase In atwo-channel system, one
channel being in opposite polarity to the second, most commonly due to having one
speaker hooked up with the red (positive)
lead to the red (positive) terminal, the other
with the red lead to the black (negative terminal). As well as a"phasey" sound, the
result will be areduction in low frequencies.
See "phasey." Not to be confused with an
inversion of Absolute Phase or Polarity.
overblown Bloated. Excessively fat and rich.
overdarnped Pertaining to the audible effects
of excessive woofer damping.

I)
pace The apparent tempo of amusical performance, which can be different from its
actual beats-per-minute tempo. Pace is
affected by phrasing in performance and
speed in reproduction.
palpable Describes reproduction that is so
realistic you feel you could reach out and
touch the instruments or singers.
perceptible At or above the threshold of
audibility of atrained listener.
perspective The soundstage depth information that is conveyed by layering.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

phantom image The re-creation by astereo
system of an apparent sound source at alocation other than that of either loudspeaker.
phasey A quality of reproduced sound
which creates asensation of pressure in the
ears, unrelated to the intensity of the sound.
Phasiness is experienced by many people
when listening to two loudspeakers which
are connected out of phase with each other.
phasing See "comb filtering."
picket-fencing (Also called vertical-venetian-blind effect.) A tendency for stereo channel balance to vacillate from left to right as
the listener moves laterally with respect to
the loudspeakers.
pinched 1) Very cold, with a"nyeah" coloration. 2) Pertaining to soundstaging: Laterally compressed and lacking in spaciousness.
pinpoint imaging Stereo imaging that is
precise, stable, and focused.
pitch resolution The clarity with which the
pitch of (generally) bass notes is perceived.
Poor pitch resolution makes all notes sound
similar; good pitch resolution gives an
impression that you "can almost count the
cycles."
plastery A hard-sounding reverberation
having an "a" (as in "cat") coloration, characteristic of bare, plaster-walled rooms. Compare "fluttery," "slap."
plummy (British) Fat, rich, lush-sounding.
polite Laid-back.
pop A midrange pulse characterized by a
very sharp attack followed by ashort "o" or
"aw" vowel sound. Usually the result of a
severe LP blemish.
power range The frequency range about
200-500Hz that affects the reproduction of
the power instruments of an orchestra—the
brass instruments.
precedence effect The tendency for the ears
to identify the source of asound as being in
the direction from which it is first heard. See
"direct sound."
presence A quality of realism and aliveness.
presence range The lower-treble part of the
audio spectrum, approximately 1-3kHz,
which contributes to presence in reproduced
sound.
pristine Very clean-sounding, very transparent.
pumping 1) The exaggeration of abrupt
signal-amplitude changes, often due to the
malfunctioning of acompanding (compressing/expanding) noise-reduction system. 2)
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The Tuner
Introducing the audiolab 8000T
You simply must hear it!

.Uncompromised RF design on FM & AM

.Large backlit LCD display

• Rotary optical encoder for manual tuning
. Center tuning and signal strength meters

.39 mode-programmable presets
.Up-down preset scan & auto scan
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proven virtual reality
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DUNTECH SALES U.S.A.
111 South Drive, Barrington, IL. 60010
708 -526 -1681.
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Audible fluctuations of background noise in
the playback phase of compansion. 3) Large,
spurious subsonic motions ola woofer cone,
usually due to analog-disc warps or marginal
LF stability in the power amplifier.

qualifier An adjective which the listener
attaches to an observed sonic imperfection
(such as "peaky" or "muddy") in order to
convey asense of its magnitude. "Subtle" and
"conspicuous" are qualifying adjectives. See
"audibility!'
quality The degree to which the reproduction of sound is judged to approach the goal
of perfection.
quick See "fast!'

reaction A counterforce imparted to a
speaker enclosure in response to the air resistance to the motion of amoving diaphragm
or cone. On athick carpet, areacting enclosure will rock slightly back and forth,
impairing LF quality and overall detail. See
"spike."
realism A subjective assessment of the
degree to which the sound from an audio
system approaches that of live music. This
has meaning only when the recording purports to reproduce an acoustical event taking
place in areal acoustical space. See "quality!'
recessed Very laid-back.
reflected sound A sound which reaches the
ears after being reflected from at least one
boundary surface. See "critical distance "far
field," "near field:' "precedence effect!' Compare "direct sound!'
resolution See "definition."
reticent Moderately laid-back. Describes the
sound of asystem whose frequency response
is dished-down through the midrange. The
opposite of forward.
revealing Pertaining to aloudspeaker or a
system as awhole: Outstandingly detailed
and focused; analytical. Compare "pristine."
reverberation A diminishing series of echoes spaced sufficiently closely in time that
they merge into asmooth decay.
rhythm See "timing!'
ringing The audible effect of aresonance:
coloration, smear, shrillness, or bootniness.
rolloff (also rollout) A frequency response
which falls gradually above or below acertain
frequency limit. By comparison, the terni
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

cutoff (often abbreviated to "cut," as in "bass
cut") implies an abrupt loss of level above or
below the frequency limit.
rosinous (or resinous) Describes the "zizzy"
quality ofbowed strings, particularly of cellos
or violas.
rotated The sound of afrequency response
that is linear but tilted. See "tilt!'
rough A quality of moderate grittiness, often
caused by LP mistracking.

ABOUT

QUALIFIERS

Because the process is so subjective,
choosing the appropriate qualifier for an
observation is one of the most slippery
aspects of subjective reporting.
Whether an observation is judged to be
"subtle" or "conspicuous" will depend
on the reproducing system, the choice of
program material, and the listener's
mood, temperament, and acquired listening skills. What is "subtle" to one listener
may be "moderate" to another.
A magazine reviewer unsure of his or
her reputation for acuity will often inflate
the audibility of something in order to
demonstrate how extraordinarily perceptive he or she is. This misleads the reader.
The qualifier should be carefully chosen, and any misgivings about that choice
should be explained, such as "Through
my system, this was moderately audible!'
The system should, of course, have been
previously described in the review, and
perhaps characterized as "especially revealing" or otherwise.

rounding, rounding-off The shearing-off
of sharp attack transients, due to poor transient response or restricted HF range. See
"slow," "speed!'
row-A sound Sound which is up-front,
forward.
row-M sound Sound which is laid-back,
distant.
rumble An extraneous low-frequency noise,
often of indeterminate pitch, caused by physical vibration of aturntable or of the room
in which arecording was made.
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THOMAS .NORTON,
LISH,
BERT DEUTSCH,
ROBERT HARLEY,
LARRY GREENHILL,
J. GORDON HOLT,
AND COREY GREENBERG
REPORT FROM THE
1993 SUMMER CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS SHOW,
WITH PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM J
O} ATKINSON

THOMAS J. NORTON OFFERS AN OVERVIEW

/

missed 1992's Summer CES (the first
Summer CES Ihad missed since 1984),
having joined Robert Harley in Portland
for an AES measurements conference that
had been oddly scheduled to coincide with
Chicago's version of the semiannual consumer bash. Ibrooded about missing that
1992 Show—until Ifound out what adisappointment it had been. Not without reason
had it been called the "Wake on the Lake."
The Chicago Show has been losing ground
for years to the big Winter Show in Las Vegas
as the US's premier consumer electronics
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

showcase, and last year's attempt to resurrect the SCES by opening to the public for
the two weekend days caused more confusion than enlightenment. Many large exhibitors backed out last year, atrend that had
been growing for years, as companies like
Sony opted for their dealer shows prior to
Summer CES. Dealers stayed away in droves
from the '92 show to escape the invading
hordes playing see-it, touch-it, feel-it. Nothing resembling apublic stampede materialized in 1992, at least as far as the high-end
exhibitors at the Hilton Hotel were con-
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muse electronics
Muse Model One Hundred: "The Muse is one of those rare
products that's difficult to fault; the excellent performance
across the board makes it very easy to forget about it and
concentrate on the music; ahigher Coihpliment Ican't pay."
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cerned. They spent most of the public days
playing shuffleboard in the hotel corridors,
nailing the occasional consumer with the
puck and dragging him into their rooms for
alisten.
This year, things were different. There
were three trade days and one consumer day,
and all the manufacturers Italked to at the
high-end exhibits felt that the Show, including the consumer day, had been an overall
success. Thanks to the efforts of the Electronic Industries Association (which organizes CES) in publicizing the exhibits at the
Hilton and providing convenient shuttle service from McCormick Place, the consumer
turnout on the last day was brisk. (The official figure of 37,694 consumers was down
from 1992's 98,720, but very many more of
them found their way to the Hilton.) And on
the trade days, not only did domestic manufacturers see most of their foreign distributors, but they had also seen the most important US dealers. It was not the smash hit or
the exciting launching pad for new product
that Las Vegas has become, but not many
domestic high-end companies were moaning
that the trip to Chicago had been awaste.
Things were different for the US distributors of foreign high-end products, however,
who were not interested in overseas visitors. They were in Chicago to see domestic
dealers, but they didn't see many, despite the
official 1993 trade attendance being almost
identical to that in '92 (50,792 vs 51,850).
In addition to the manufacturers' exhibits
at the Hilton, three rooms were set aside there
on the consumer day for use by the Academy
for the Advancement of High End Audio,
who in turn asked Stereophile to choose and
help demonstrate three typical high-end
systems at the entry-level, medium., and
cost-no-object price points.' A fourth room,
sponsored by Audio/Video Interiors magazine,
featured aHome Theater system set up by
Cello and featuring Cello equipment.
All four rooms proved popular. Stereophiles
editors and writers were heavily involved
in manning the three audio-only rooms—
playing exhibitors for achange. Ispent two
hours in the entry-level room and two in the
1You might well ask how Serophile got to choose the systems
for all three rooms. In actual fact, the Academy's plan was to
ask Audio, The Abso!ute Sound, and Stetrophile each to put
together asystem. The other two magazines, however, wiser
than we by far, decided not to get involved.
—JA
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price-no-object room. The main thrill for me
was getting the opportunity to play music
of my choosing for the public. Special thanks
for helping to set up these rooms goes to
Kathy Gornik of Thiel, Steve McCormack
of McCormack, and our own Larry Archibald, Mark Fisher, and John Atkinson, who
selected the equipment and coordinated with
Kathy and Steve for its acquisition? And not
to forget Brooks Berdan of Brooks Berdan
Audio, who did an excellent job of handling
the setup (and much less exciting tear-down)
chores. Or Gary Shapiro and Sam Lippman,
the EIA's CES honcho and high-end honcho, respectively, who provided the needed
publicity.
But did the relative success of the high-end
audio portion of this year's Summer CES
spell salvation for the Show? Hardly. Its
future will be predicated not on high-end

Tom Norton in the

-Affordable

High End - room

Brooks Berdan, seen here in the "Cost-NoObject" high-end room, did an excellent job of
setting up all three high-end demonstration
rooms.
2And to Tom Norton, who both set up the inexpensive system in Santa Fe so that Stetrophile's non-audiophile staff could
hear what kind of sound quality could be achieved for the
price of amaximum-bells'n'whisdes rack system (see Larry
Archibald's "Final Word" in July, p.226) and dubbed anumber of great demonstration warhorses onto CD-R for us to
use on the SCES's public day.
—JA
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The best word to describe the McCormack
Power Drive DNA-I is 'musical' It
consistently offers an involving, satisfying
musical experience...Further, the DNA-I
represents an extraordinary value; this
combination of musicality and sheer
output-power muscle are unprecedented
at the price, in my experience."

Contact us for the name of your local McCormack
Dealer and for reprints from Stereophile or
The Absolute Sound.

Robert Harley
Stereophile
Vol. 15, No.4, April 1992

Audition this remarkable amplifier with our exciting new preamplifier, the
Active Line Drive ALD-1. Another "unprecedented" combination.

,McCORMACK
The First Name in Sonic Excellence

Handcrafted by The Mod Squad. In,
542 North Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
619-436-7666

opinion that
specifications are not
the key to real life
musical reproduction.
Our speakers breathe
real life and space into
any reproduced music.
Totem "Model one"
speakers will bring you
superior spatial
representation, timbre,
rhythm, ambiance,
coherence, tonality and
musicality.
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audio, but on what goes on at the main exhibit center, the "zoo" at McCormick Place.
Iwas not encouraged by my visit there on
the first day of the Show. Attendance did not
appear to be unusually low for afirst day
(though unconfirmed reports from later days
indicated aslow turnout at best), but the
absence of most of the major manufacturers

dropped the "class" level of the Show by several notches. (Philips, Panasonic/Tecluics, and
RCA/Thomson were present, but not Pioneer, Sharp, Hitachi, Sony, Mitsubishi, or any
number of others.)
Ican remember when both levels of McCormick were packed to the gills with exhibitors. This year, the lower level was far less

THE SHOW WITHIN THE SHOW
LA, MF, and JA were under some pretty
severe constraints in selecting equipment
for the three public-day special-demonstration rooms (cloyingly dubbed "Hi-Fi
Heaven"). The manufacturers whose
equipment was selected had also to be
exhibitors who were open to the public
that day—a stricture which eliminated,
among others, Krell, Audio Research,
Rowland, Wadia, and PSB, all of which
were showing on the non-public top
floors. LA and JA also had to spread the
exposure around, avoiding the excessive
representation of asingle manufacturer.
But even with the unavoidable politics
involved, the selections worked out very
well. In the entry-level room, the setup
consisted of aFtotel '965BX CD player,
PS Audio 6.1 preamplifier, B8d1 ST-202
power amp, Definitive Technologies
DR-7 loudspeakers, and AudioQuest
cables. Total cost: ca $2600. A pair of
Snell Ellis were to have shared loudspeaker duties, but Snell pulled out of the
Show at the last minute.I
In the intermediate room were the
Sonographe SD22 CD player, Sonic
Frontiers SFL-1 line stage, McCormack
DNA-1 amplifier, Vandersteen 2Ce
loudspeakers, and Kimber Kable cables—
adding up to about $7000.
And in the big room (all three rooms
were actually quite large) the system
included an Oracle Premier turntable,
Oracle SME arm, Benz Ruby pickup
with Benz MC step-up, C.E.C. TL-1
transport, VTL vacuum-tube D/A converter, Counterpoint SA-5000 preamp,
1Due, in part, to illness in Chief Engineer Kevin Voecks's
family. The same misfortune also struck Richard Shahinian of Shahinian Acoustics, who also was absent. Both
individuals and their companies were sorely missed.

—TIN
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and Counterpoint Natural Progression
monoblock amplifiers. Four of the latter
were used to (passively) bi-amp apair of
Martin-Logan Monoliths. The bottom
end was supplemented by apair of Muse
18 subwoofers, and the cabling was by
MIT AC conditioning was by Audio
Power Industries Power Wedges. Total
cost of this system was in excess of
$35,000, though, as Ipointed out to any
number of Show-goers, abig chunk of
that involved the extra pair of power
amps, plus the subwoofers and the highticket digital playback setup.
Each visitor received awell-written
blue pamphlet that explained many facets
of high-end audio? Manufacturers of
front-ends and electronics will likely
cringe, but the question most often asked
seemed to be, "What loudspeakers are
those?" And if they asked, "What am I
listening to?" further prodding revealed
that they were actually asking the first
question. The public has been thoroughly
indoctrinated by the mass media as to
the overwhelming significance of loudspeakers in the performance of audio systems. Or perhaps they have too often been
reminded by the same sources that, at the
end of the day, all CD players and amplifiers are essentially the same—as long as
the power is adequate and the frequency
response is flat!
—Thomas J. Norton

2The booklet was wry clearly written in question-andanswer format. Topics included: "What is high-end
audio?"; "Should !choose CDs or LPs?"; "What is the
difference between analog and digital?"; "Why do
recordings sound different?"; "Why are there different
kinds of speakers?"; "Why are cables important?"; "How
do Ishop for high-end"? (a five-step program is suggested); and "Where can Ilearn more about high-end
audio? Perhaps our editor can be persuaded to publish
this informative pamphlet in Stereophile.
—LG
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than half full. Even given the fact that an additional hall, McCormick North, has taken
over most of the computer and video-games
exhibits, this is still adismal turnout. Some
of the big manufacturers were hiding out in
smaller, less expensive hotel suites outside
of official CES sponsorship—and thus free
of official CES overhead. This "outboarding" has been athorn in the EIA's side for
years, but, up to now, has been the province
of mostly smaller companies. When the megabuck boys start doing it, the Show's sponsors have aproblem. Perhaps the best measure of the Summer Show's decline is in the
size of the Show directory. The Winter CES
directory had 596 numbered pages, while the
Summer's had only 354?
So is Summer CES "dead, dead, DEAD," as
CG writes elsewhere in this issue? While the
time may be at hand for asingle yearly CES
blowout, probably in Las Vegas and perhaps

running an extra day, the EIA will likely
make aconcerted attempt to keep some form
of Summer Show alive. The contract with
Chicago has another year to run. A move to
another city after that is not out of the question. While Iwould be sorry to see the Show
leave Chicago (a much classier place than Las
Vegas—at least those parts of town that CES
attendees get to see daily 4), the Windy City
may be pricing itself out of the market.
Exhibitors are groaning about the added
costs of exhibiting in Chicago vs Las Vegas.
A smaller Summer CES in asmaller city—St.
Louis or Kansas City, perhaps—might be
aviable option. In any event, the Summer
Show will not summarily capsize and sink
beneath the waves of Lake Michigan like
some modern-day Atlantis. It will likely rattle
on for at least afew more years and either
revive with a(let us hope) reviving economy,
or die the death ola thousand cuts.

J
ACK ENGLISH AUDITIONS ANALOG

H

ow appropriate. The number of
exhibitors was way down, the
weather was lousy, most who did
exhibit were predicting that 1993 would be
the last CES in Chicago, and Igot to cover
analog. Well, at least Ididn't expect any problems staying under JA's 1000-word showreport limit!
The negative surprises started early, with
the smaller-than-before Show Directory, a
review of which confirmed my worst fears.
Missing were such analog stalwarts as SME,
Eminent Technology, VPI, Well-Tempered,
Rockport, Graham, Wheaton, Basis, Rega,
Airtangent, and Immedia. It appeared that
the gloom-and-doom people were finally
going to be proven correct.
But, not willing to judge abook by its
cover—or ashow by its directory—I tried
to remain optimistic as Iset about my appointed task. As Iroamed the halls of the Hilton, Isaw not only aroom tag for Goldmund (not listed in the directory), but acolor
photograph of the Goldmund Reference
hung prominently at the door. My optimism
was quickly dashed, however; inside, there
3 While the 1993 SCES Official Directory page count
dropped 22%, the listing of high-end exhibitors in the
Chicago Hilton and Towers showed only an 11% decrease—
from 153 to 137.
—LG
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wasn't a'table to be found.
Had everyone abandoned analog?
Fortunately, no. Leading the way were jack
and Helen Shafton's complete turntable
lineup from SOTA. The reallygood news was
asatin-black finish that dropped the price on
each of the new Series IV models. The Comet
(including dustcover and LMT-II tonearm)
is now $50 less expensive, at $500, and the
Cosmos, formerly $5000, is now $4400 in
Fountainhead finished in high-gloss "piano"
black.
Oracle was another full-line turntable
manufacturer at the Show, presenting models
ranging from the $995 Paris to the $5195
Limited Edition Premier. In addition to
exhibiting its complete line of speakers, Oracle introduced its "built by Oracle" Beta Plus
tonearm at $450. The company also introduced two Japanese-sourced moving-coil
cartridges: the Oracle Cartridge at $695 and
the Oracle Reference at $2000. These were
the only new phono cartridges Ifound being
introduced at the Show; although not new
4Don't count me among the group ready to slam Las Vegas,
however. Having settled there for nearly five years at Uncle
Sam's behest (it certainly made CES attendance in those days
easy and cheap!), Ifound it to be apretty good place to live—
once you get away from the tacky, carnival-like façade of the
Strip and downtown's Glitter Gulch. Unfortunately, most
show-goers and tourists never do.
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HSU Research HRSWIO

Here's what the experts are saying:
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improve your stereo system dramatically for $750 as the
Hsu Research HRSW10"
Pete Aczel, The Audio Critic, Issue No, 19, Spring 1993
1guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass.
you'll be hooked for life. Highly Recommended"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 3, March 1993
-Truly awesome room shaking bass... +0, -3 dB 14.3 to 40Hz"
Don Keele, Audio 11,92
Most effective subwoofer we have tested ... Best Buy"
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review 9,92
'Bass extension was truly remarkable
Robert Deutsch. Slereophile Vol. 15 No. 4, April 1992
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David Moran, Speaker Builder 3,92
Some of the most impressive subwoofer systems I've heard"
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3, March 1991
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quality and high construction standards. Primary design goals al Rogers
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low colouration, transparency and
extended bandwidth. The result is
a smooth, effortless sound that
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per se, both the AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx
and the Cardas Heart cartridges were used
by anumber of exhibitors.
While neither the Verdier from France nor
the VP! TNT Series 3from the US were
introduced at this Show (see Bob Deutsch's
Show report in Vol.16 No.6, p.85 and Tom
Norton's WCES report in Vol.16 No.4, p.85,
respectively), both were new to many of the
attendees. The buzz over the Verdier (used
in the Melos room) focused on its unique
opposed-ring-magnet bearing assembly. It
performed very musically with aMorch
DP-6 transcription arm, Koetsu Rosewood
Signature cartridge, Melos Gold Series 333
preamp, and M-400 amps powered via Audio
Power's new Power Wedge/Power Enhancer
combos into Wilson WATT Ills/Puppy Ils
through Discovery cables.
The most obvious change in the new TNT
(used by Nobis Technologies) was the further decoupling of the motor from the platter.
The motor is now connected via abelt to one
of the three idler pulleys. A second belt connects the three idler pulleys to the platter.
Other changes had obviously been made to
the suspension towers.
While again not new, other notable turntable appearances were made by: the Forsell

Air Force One Signature with its linear arm
and external flywheel; the Voyd Reference
with its three motors and massive outboard
power supply; the candy-apple red Symphonic-Line RG 6; Dick Olsher's fave
Symphonic-Line RG 8Gold cartridge (see
Vol.16 No.2, p.164); and the Pierre Lurné
Audiomeca lineup, from the Romance
'table/arm for $1795 to the J4 'table/SL5 linear
tonearm package for $6600.
One positive note was that most of the
audiophile recording mainstays were at the
Show with new offerings, including Sheffield, Reference, Chesky, AudioQuest
(with special congratulations to producer Joe
Harley for the work he is doing), Wilson,
VTL/ViTaL (including the fonè classical
catalog), Delos, and May Audio Marketing
(with its ever-growing distribution catalog).
The surprises for me were: the increasing
number of releases from the London repertoire by Super Analogue Disc (being distributed by Cisco Music); the ambitious plans
for reissues from Analogue Productions
(Acoustic Sounds); and the growing catalogs
of titles from both Clarity and M•A Recordings. Iwill leave it to our astute music
reviewers to comment upon this recording
cornucopia.

ROBERT DEUTSCH LISTENS TO LOUDSPEAKERS

F

,or those whose devotion to audio has
no financial bounds, the 1993 Summer CES, aka "The Incredible Shrinking CES," featured two important debuts.
First, Genesis Technologies caused astir
with their $55,000 Genesis I, which represents Arnie Nudell's and Paul McGowan's

Robert Deutsch in the "Advanced Level" high-end
room.
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1993

assault on the state of the loudspeaker art.
Bearing amarked resemblance to the Infinity
IRS (some wag dubbed it the GRS), the Genesis Iconsists of two woofer towers, each
with 12 servo-controlled woofers driven by
12 amplifiers, and two midrange/tweeter
towers, each with aline-source ribbon midrange and 26 circular ribbon tweeters.5The
system weighs more than aton.
How did it sound? Absolutely effortless,
with far better coherence than Iwould have
thought, given the multiplicity of drivers.
The low bass did tend toward the overly
generous, but this effect could have been due
to the room. The new Genesis Stealth B-200
amplifier ($7000) looks very interesting—I
thought the Genesis Isounded better driven
by this amp than by the Jadis 500.
Wilson Audio demonstrated (for its
5Arnie Nudell says that the resemblance to the IRS is in fonts
only. He says the drivers and other aspects of design are quite
different.
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Clean Power 'Round
the World

"It brings to the music
an air of authority...
....authority which will appeal to those who
demand vigorous performance from an audio
system and wish to be thrust into the presence
of the music by afirm hand. At the same time,
the Gryphon possesses asilky touch, bringing
to mind the old cliché

'an iron fist in avelvet glove."
—"Audio Review." Italy
Bebo Moroni on the Gryphon Preamp

Imagine N
OISETRAPPER
performance in a
user-configurable package
good for use around the world. Our newest

NOISE T
RAPPER features the highly regarded
sonic benefits of our PLusCD along with
your choice of any of 25 input/output

THE
GRYPHON

voltage combinations--clean AC without
rewiring or replacing transformers.
Call for the name of the nearest dealer or for
information on the Export, the

NOISETRAPPER2 000
It's What You've Been Waiting For
Gryphon U.S.A
(216)791-9400

or the

NoiseTrapper
Power Line Products

Fax (216) 791-3131

The most effective, economical way
to improve your sound.

PiuSCD, the

NT PowerStrip.

512 9900255
512-990-0256
P
OB 142451
Austin TX 78714

fax:

Straight Talk....
Don't Just Clean Connections
Deoxidize, Seal &Protect Them!

For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices!

106 Brands Available!

• Improves Conductivity
•Maintains Optimum
Sound Quality

Acuus Adcom -ADS -Audio
Prism -B&W -Boston -CWD Denon -Esoteric Audio Fineline -Forte -Kef Kirnber
Kable Klipsch Martin-Logan Mitsubishi -Monster Cable -NAD
Nakamichl Onkyo -Paradigm Parsec -Phase Technology Phillips -Revox -Sanus
Sennheiser
Shure -Signet -SME -Snell -Sony Sony ES -Stax Sunico -Target Threshold -Velodyne -Yamaha /6 66 Mae -CaN for units not listed

•Seals &ProtectsSuriaces
•Reduces Wear 8. Abrasion
•Forms Protective
Anti-tarnishing Layer
•Reduces RFI and
Intermittent Connections
Works on Stationary &Moving Surfaces with Similar or Dissimi1eMete
Even the finest equipment cannot guarantee noise-free
operation. One 'dirty' connection anywhere in the signal
path can cause unwanted noise or signal foss. ProGold
is aone-step treatment that will improve and maintain
the performance of all audio and video connections.
CA1G %ducts ... used by those who demand best!
Cob/ Lessloin
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16744 W
San Diego,
Phone:
FAX

Bernardo Drive
CA 92127-1904
(619) 451-1799
(6191 451-2799

Phone: 913 -842 -1811 Ext-6
24th & Iowa, Lawrence, KS 66044
Mon-Thu: l
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000 Display of World Class Audio

12

Sound Pooms - 25 000+ CDs
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From left to right: ProAc's new flagship, the Response 4; Genesis Technologies' Genesis I. an all-out
assault on the state of the speaker art for $55,000/pair; and Wilson Audio's "more affordable"
alternative to the WAMM. the $58,950/pair Grand SLAMME.

dealers and selected members of the press)
the prototype of anew speaker that's going
to be called either X-1 or Grand SLAM1V1U
At $58,950/pair, it's presented as a"more
affordable" alternative to the $125,000
WAMM (or perhaps astep up from the
WATT/Puppy/WHOW). While certainly an
impressive-sounding speaker, it seemed to
overpower the small demo room.
At a somewhat less exalted price of
$18.000/pair—still making it, in my book,
a very expensive speaker—was the new
ProAc flagship, the Response Four. Featuring
two 9" woofers, two 3" midrange drivers,
and a1" soft-dome tweeter, the Response
Four had the quickness that characterizes the
other speakers in this series. However, it
proved to be ultimately disappointing, with
arather forward quality and abass response
not commensurate with the price. Of course,
all this could be attributable to the room
and/or associated equipment—I leave it to
Jack English, who has apair of Response
Fours for review, to get the best out of these
speakers.
That aspeaker's less-than-sterling performance at ashow should not be taken as an
indication of its intrinsic worth is illustrated
by the case of the Apogee Studio Grand. At
6Idon't care for either of these names. To maintain stylistic continuity with the WAMM, I
suggest Better Audio Monitor (BAM).
—RD
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

the Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi Show in San
Francisco, these appeared to have some major
room-interface problems. In my Show report
in June, Icommented that Ilooked forward
to listening to the Studio Grand under more
favorable conditions. Well, at SCES, the Studio Grand sounded like adifferent speaker:
musical, dynamic, with good integration
between the woofer and the midrange/
tweeter panel. JE will get to review these,
too—the lucky dog.
MARK II. SIGNATURE SERIES
B/IMPROVED: THE SEQUEL
Scientific Fidelity's Joule has metamorphosed into the Crown Joule ($1590/pair),
which is said to have improved amplitude and
phase response. It sounded really good when
driven by the delicious VAC 300B-based
amp, the Renaissance Seventy/Seventy
($11,000). The Crown Joule also has an
accompanying subwoofer/stand (Substrate,
$4980), but Ipreferred the sound without
the sub.
Sound-Lab's Pristine full-range electrostatic has undergone further development
and is now the Pristine II. Those considering
the Martin-Logan CLS should check this
one out.
Celestion unveiled upgrades of the popular 3, 5, and 7models; these Mk.II versions
are now vented, with consequently higher
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Let us deal you our latest
release for afull house!
./.1aleize
_epoducti»tbs

,

New! Art Pepper/Meet the Rhythm Section
Art Pepper, alto sax; Red (iarland, piano; Paul
challenge: he taped up his dried -out cork, arrived lor the
Chambers, bass; PhiIly Joe Jones, drums. Album notes
date, and proceeded to record an album widely considered
don't always tell the whole story. Contemporary president
the most important of his career. This is an all tube recordLes Koenig who rightly felt that Art had yet to record with ing from the microphones to the tape machine and the
musicians who were his equal, wanted to take advantage of mastering was by Doug Sax. Also present at the mastering
Miles Davis's quintet being in L.A. But Pepper hadn't been was John Koenig (the son of Lester Koenig) to help insure
playing for several months, and his horn was in astate of
the transfer true to the original master tape. (LP is 180
disrepair. To minimize anxiety, the session was kept secret
gram vinyl pressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)
from Art until the last minute. But Pepper always rose to a
LP=AAPJ 010 $30.00 CD=CAPJ 010 $30.00
•Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
(LP is ISO gram vinyl pressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)
LP=AAPJ 008 $30.00
CD=CAPJ 008 $30.00
•Ravel: Works for Orchestra /Skrowaczewski, conducting the Minneapolis Orchestra
I' is ISO grain \in\ Imessing.)
LP=AAPC 007 $30.00 CD=APCD 007 $16.0(
•Rachmaninoif: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise. Donald Johonos, Dallas Symphony Orchestra
CD=CAPC 006 $16.00
Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963
Pis nos, on 180 gram \in\ Ipressing.) (CD is agold limited edition)
LP=AAPFLE 5$30.00 CD=CAPF 005 $30.00
•Copland: Fanfare for the Common Mon /Rodeo: Ives the Fourth of July /
Thanksgiving. Donald Johanos, conducting the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
LP=AAPC 004 $25.00 CD=CAPC 004 $16.00
•Gould: Latin American Symphonette /Gottschalk: ANight in the Tropics.
Abravanel, conducting the Utah Symphony Orchestra
LP=AAPC 003 $25.00
•(anteloube: Songs of the Auvergne. Netania Davrath -Soprano.
Conducted by Pierre De La Roche
LP=AAPC 002 $25.00
•
Virgil Thomson: The Plow That Broke the Plains it, The Suite from
'The River."Conducted by Stokowski
LP=AAPC 001 $25.00
•Massenet: Le Cid /Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra.
LP=AKLA 522 $25.00
Conducted by Fremaux ,1.1' 180 gram vinyl pressing)
LP=AKLALE 522 $30.00 (180 gram)
•Ray Brown /Super Boss (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing)
I.P=ACPR 74018 $25.00
SHIPPING: Continental U.S. $3.00 for the tot item; $.30 for each
add aional item. Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S
Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere
refundable coupon with catalog
°
L;ATZ..4
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

e

Sheffield Lab -Mobile Fidelity -Wilson -Reference Recording -Chesky
-AudioQuest -Harmonia Mundi -DMP -Proprius -RCA Living Stereo
PO. BOX 2043 •SALINA. KS 67402-2043 •'SA
-Klavier -Mercury Uvula Presence -Opus 3 Del,. THAI •Ion,1491
TELEPHONE: 913-825•8609 •FAX: 913.52.10,
Blue Backs -AND M 's Y OTHERS.
We also buy mint and sealed Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, CBS Mastersound, Japanese
WorldRadioHistory
Pressings, RCA LSC, Mercury Living Presence and other Audiophile labels.

Scientific Fidelity's Crown Joule, seen here sitting on the Substrate subwoofer , stand, sounded excellent
when driven by VACs 300B-based amp, the Renaissance Seventy/Seventy.

sensitivity, and there are some driver and
crossover changes. For some reason, the
models on display were conspicuously labeled
as being "analog- and digital-compatible!'
Does this imply that other speakers aren't?
The Paradigm Studio Monitor was given
agenerally favorable review by TJN in June
'92 (Vol.15 No.6). His main reservation concerned the bass, which he thought was too
full. Well, guess what—the Studio Monitor
has been revised, with the area around 80Hz
reduced by about 2dB. This was the first time
Ispent asignificant amount of time listening to this speaker, and Icame away impressed with its open and notably fa-range
sound.
Unity Audio's $15,000 PAR/v1 is another
speaker that has undergone some changes.
Driven by the $25,000 Symphonic-Line
subwoofer-look-alike amps, the sound was
extraordinarily clean and dynamic.
It seems that no show can go by without
introduction of anew speaker from Acarian Systems. This time, it was the Alón V
($4800), which has bottom-end extension
similar to the IV, but with asmaller footprint,
an ultra-dead enclosure, and a different
tweeter. It sounded very promising.

ISAY IT'S HOME AUDIO/VIDEO
THEATER TELEVISION
That abroadly based company like Celestion has announced production of anew
series of magnetically shielded speakers for
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

Home Theater does not seem particularly
surprising, but the "there goes the neighborhood" pure-audio crowd will be shaking
their heads over news that audiophile stalwart Vandersteen has introduced acenterchannel speaker (VCC-1, $495), and Acarian
Systems has no fewer than three centerchannel speakers ($600 C-1, $1200 C-2, and
$2500 state-of-the-art C-2S). Acarian also
has apassive subwoofer (SW-1, $990) intended for Home Theater applications.
Definitive Technology's $999 Powerfield
and PSB's $799 Subsonic II are powered
subwoofers, the latter sure to be on the shopping lists of all those PSB Alpha owners.

THEY'RE BAA-AACK!

Joseph Audio was handing out "Infinite
Slope Is Back" buttons to those who wandered into its demo room. They were playing
the $2000/pair RIV120 speakers, which actually sounded very nice, with a notable
absence of boxy colorations.
Fried hasn't really left, but the company
is under new ownership and has abunch
of new/revised models. I.M. "Bud" Fried
remains as aconsultant, and was in rare form,
telling all and sundry about how different his
speakers are from "box" speakers. Idid like
the sound of the latest Beta, even though it
looks suspiciously like awooden box.

EUREKA!
Ialmost missed this. Colorado-based Dun-
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IF ONLY ....

•

Mark Levinson and Tom Colangelo of Cello, Ltd.
analog audio electronics, speakers, and cables
Bruce Jackson of Apogee Electronics
digital audio converters
Yves Faroudja of Faroudja Laboratories
video enhancement technology
Ampro Corporation
graphics grade video projectors
COULD WORK TOGETHER TO BUILD THE
ULTIMATE MUSIC AND FILM SYSTEM FOR ME,
I WOULD

HAVE

SOMETHING

WORTH

PLAYING BALL FOR.

STEP UP TO THE PLATE
Cello Music & Film systems LA

Cello Music & Film System NY

9080 Shoreham Drive, Suite 5
Los Angeles, CA 90069
Tel: (310) 273-2203
Fax: (310) 275-2279

112 East 71st Street
New York, NY 10021
Tel: (212) 472-5016
Fax: (212) 879-1434
WorldRadioHistory

lavy Audio Labs was exhibiting at an unofficial location, and it was not until late on the
last day of the Show that Imanaged to find
the time to visit. Designer/CEO John Dunlavy (the "Dun" of the original Duntech) had
already left, and two of the four speaker
models had been packed up, but Sales Manager Geoff Poor graciously demonstrated the
remaining SC-I and the SC-IV. Iwas astounded! Iheard tonal neutrality, stunning
imaging/focus, soundstage extending 'way
outside the speakers, and asound of startling
immediacy. All this in speakers selling for
$995 (SC-I) and $4995 (SC-IV)! (They were
driven by Krell KSA-300s, with Wadia
source.)
The major difference between the compact
SC-I and the large floorstanding SC-IV
seemed to be in bass extension and high-level
dynamics, the SC-IV being predictably
superior. In my opinion, Dunlavy's speakers
provided the best sound at the Show. By the
time this appears, Ishould have apair of SCIVs for review. Jack English, eat your heart
out!

The Joseph Audio speakers reintroduce the
"Infinite Slope" crossover technology.

ROBERT HARLEY DOES DIGITAL

M

any new digital products shown
at this CES were described in my
Winter CES report in April. I'll
therefore concentrate on new products or
previously announced products that are now
realities.
Sonic Frontiers showed aprototype of
its much anticipated SFD-2 digital processor,
the first to use two new devices, the UltraAnalog AES 20 input receiver module and
D20400A 20-bit DACs. The modular unit
uses fully balanced DACs (two dual-channel
D20400As) and abalanced tubed output
stage. The power supply has three transformers and cascades discrete regulation. As
would be expected from Sonic Frontiers,
parts quality is very high, including MIT
MultiCaps, Vishay resistors, Kimber RCA
jacks, and Gold Aero tubes (in ceramic/
silver sockets). The SFD-2 comes standard
with ST-Type optical, RCA, BNC, and AES/
EBU data inputs—all front-panel switchable
The price is asurprisingly low $4695. I'll
have afull review shortly after Sonic Frontiers begins shipping the SFD-2 this summer.
This CES marked Wadia Digital's fifth
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

anniversary as an audio manufacturer (the
company had previously worked in optical
telecommunications). Wadia showed its
entire new line (described in my Winter CES
report in Vol.16 No.4, p.117), unveiling a
product that may shake up the affordable
D/A converter market. It's the Wadia 12, a
$1500 converter with balanced and singleended outputs and all four digital inputs standard (ST-Type optical, coax, AES/EBU, and
TosLink). Unlike all other Wadia processors,
the 12 uses acommercially available digital
filter chip rather than DSPs running custom
software.

Wadia Digital celebrated its fifth anniversary by
launching the $1500 Wadia 12 D/A converter.
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AudioQuest Total Centers stock, demonstrate and loan virtually the entire AO range.
These dealers have made atotal commitment to satisfy your cable and accessory needs.
/
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Progressive Audio
(614)299-0565

AZ, Phoenix
Sounds Like Music
(602) 993-3351

FL, lampa
Audio Visions
(813) 871-2989

MI, Dearborn
Almas Stereo
(3 13) 584-1860

NY, Hamlet
Stereo Exchange
(914) 623-3333

NY, New York
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600

OH, Dayton
Audio Etc.
(513) 4294434

L

FL, Gainesville
Sound Ideas
(904) 378-0192

KS, Overland Park
Auchoport Lid.
(913) 341-2222

NE, Omaha
Sound Environment
(402) 391-3842

NY, New York
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111

NY, Rockaway Park
Hi -Fi Classics
(7181 318-9618

PA, Willow Grove
Soundex Electronics
(215) 659-8815

K

AudioQuest Key Centers stock, demonstrate and loan AO cables up through Cobalt
sc. Columbia
Upstairs Audio
speaker cable and Emerald interconnect. Key Centers also offer other AQ products.
i (803) 256-3277

A

E

y

B

CA, Beverly Hills
Systems Design Group
(310) 205-0166

CT, Rocky Hill
The Audio Store
(203) 257-3232

LA, Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988

MI, Rochester
Almas Stereo
(313) 650-1700

NY, Flushing
Lodestar Audio
(718) 321-1500

TN, Knoxville
Statement Audio
(615) 693-0084

CA, Monterey
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303

FL, Winter Park
Absolute Sound
(407) 499-0145

MA, Arlington
Audio Vision
(617) 648-4434

MI, Royal Oak
Almas Stereo
(313) 549-8090

NY, Rochester
Sound Works
(716) 264-0410

TN, Memphis
Opus 2
(901) 684-5461

CA, Oakland
Pro Audio Electronics
(510) 654-6630

GA, Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145

MD, Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600

MO, St. Louis
Flips Stereo
(314) 842-1600

NY, Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558

TN, Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

CA, Redondo Beach
Systems Design Group
(310) 370-8575

IA, Des Moines
Audio Logic
(515) 254-0265

ME, Scarborough
New England Music
(207) 883-4173

NC, Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

PA, Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
(717) 737-7775

TX, El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

CA, San Francisco
Performance Audio
(415) 441-8412

IL, Chicago
Supenor Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848

MI, Farmington Hills
Almas Stereo
(313) 553-4360

NJ, Lawrenceville
Hal's Stereo
(609) 883-6339

PA, Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 455-6228

WA, Bellevue
Magnolia Hi -Fi
(206) 747-0850

CA, Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
(310) 393-4434

IL, Palatine
Sound Labs
(708) 776-8888

MI, Grand Rapids
Classic Stereo Ltd
(6 16) 957-2130

NM, Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
(505) 293-9092

PA, Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500

WA, Seattle
Magnolia Hi -Fi
(206) 525-0080

CO, Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778.0780

KS, Lawrence
Kiefs Audio Video
(913) 842.1811

MI, Kalamazoo
Classic Stereo Ltd.
(616) 324.0665

NY, Buffalo
Speaker Shop
(716) 837.1557

PA, Wexford
Better Sound Concepts
(412) 935-5800

WV, Wheeling
Sterling Sound
(304) 243-1033

AudioQuest Basic Centers stock, demonstrate and loan AO cables up through Crystal\
speaker cable and Ruby interconnects. Basic Centers also offer other AG products.
I

A

S

AL, Birmingham
Audio Video Specialist
(205) 871-2219

CA, Vallejo
Stereo Showcase
(707) 552-1515

IL, Normal
Sundown Audio
(309) 452-4215

MI, Ann Arbor
Audio Video Showcase
(313) 665-8653

OR, Beaverton
Magnolia Hi -Fi
(503) 643.4164

VA, Manassas
Audio Buys
(703) 968-7514

AZ, Tucson
Tucson Stereo
(602) 795-5405

CO, Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479

IL, Orland Park
Simply Stereo
(708) 403-2500

MI, Flint
The Stereo Center, Inc.
(313) 239-9474

OR, Clackamas
Magnolia Hi -Fi
(503) 643-1280

VA, Richmond
Audio Exchange
(804) 282-0438

CA, Culver City
Audio Video City
(310) 838-8889

CO, Colorado Springs
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600

IL, Villa Park
Simply Stereo
(708) 629-0464

MI, Lansing
Stereo Shoppe
(517) 394-4370

RI, Warwick
Tweeter Etc.
(401) 821.7600

VA, Roanoke
Sound Decision
(703) 772-3873

CA, El Toro
Genesis Audio
(714) 830-5000

CT, New London
Roberts Audio /Video
(203) 442-3590

IN, Lafayette
Sound Lab. Ltd
(317) 449-4211

MO, Columbia
Columbia Photo& Video
(314) 443-0503

TX, Austin
Music by Design
(512) 458-1667

VT, So. Burlington
Audio Den
(802) 863-4398

CA, Sacramento
Paradyme
(916) 481-3900

FL, Clearwater
Sounds Terrific
(813) 538-2266

KY, Lexington
Stereo Shoppe
(606) 272-8020

MO, St. Louis
Best Sound Co
(314) 997.7644

TX, Bryan
Soundwaves
(409) 779-0065

WA, Lynnwood
Magnolia Hi -Fi
(206) 775-7288

CA, San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735

IA, Des Moines
Stereo Sound Studios
(515) 225-8369

MA, Boston
Tweeter Etc.
(617) 738-4411

MS, Starkville
Ideal Acoustics
(601) 324-1020

TX, Dallas
Accurate Audio Video
(214) 692-6597

WA, Seattle
Magnolia Hi -Fi
(206) 575.0851

CA, Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575

IA, Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

MA, Cambridge
Tweeter Elc.
(617) 492-4411

NV, Las Vegas
Don Galley Services
(702) 876-3401

TX, Dallas
Audio Insight
(214) 437-4167

WA, Tacoma
Advanced Audio
(206) 472-3133

CA, Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355

IL, Hoffman Estates
Simply Stereo
(708) 882-2885

MA, Framingham
Tweeter Etc.
(508) 879-1500

NY, Manhasset
Audio Breakthroughs
(516) 627-7333

TX, Houston
All Star Audio
(713) 464-8203

WA, Tacoma
Magnolia Hi -Fi
(206) 475-2330

CA, Tustin
Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903

IL, Kankakee
The Shoppe
(815) 939-4014

MA, Worcester
O'Coins
(508) 791-3411

OH, Cincinnati
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-0112

VA, Mlles X-Roads
Audio Buys
(703) 578-3033

WI, Appleton
Sound World
(4U) 733-8539

1
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products are also available at hundreds of other quality audio stores who will be pleased to help you)
,
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On the transport side, Counterpoint
introduced its DA-11, aslim-line unit featuring the new Philips CDM-12 mechanism.
The DA-11 has amachined-aluminum drawer
and an innovative circuit topology that
replaces the decoding chip's integral data
buffer with an external unit powered by a
dedicated supply. The DA-11 will sell for a
competitive $1295, and shipping is scheduled to begin this month.

Counterpoint's new $1295 DA-I Itransport
features the Philips CDM-I 2mechanism. The DA10 (top) processor features interchangeable DAC
modules, seen here in front of the preamp.

Other interesting transports were the
Audiomeca Mephisto, alarge top-loading
design with aunique clamping mechanism.
The visually stunning Mephisto is made
from metacrylate and has many interesting
anti-vibration features Considering its technical sophistication and gorgeous appearance,
Iwas surprised by its low price of $2850.
Sumo introduced its $895 Axiom transport, the companion to the company's Theorem D/A converter. The Axiom outputs a
separate clock signal to which the Theorem
will lock, reducing clock jitter.
Meridian unveiled anew line of products
called the 500 series. The digital products in
the line are the 563 D/A converter ($1195, and
adifferential version of the 263), the 500
transport ($1695), the 506 CD player, and
a"Multimedia Controller" ($899). This last
product accepts seven digital inputs, eight
analog inputs (which feed an /VD converter),
digital and analog tape loops, and switching
for eight video inputs. The products feature
elegant new styling and some interesting
technical refinements. Meridian also produced excellent sound with its D5000 "digital" loudspeakers, asmaller and less expensive version of its highly regarded D6000.
Audio Alchemy demonstrated its DSP
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

loudspeaker and room-correction system,
the $1995 DDP (Digital Domain Processor).
Although the company's demonstration at
the Winter CES was disappointing, the intervening six months have apparently produced
significant refinements in the software. In
an "in/out" comparison, the DDP radically
shifted the Snell B Minor loudspeaker's tonal
balance toward less bass and an uptilted midrange and treble. This removed the thickness
and congestion of the room and produced
an apparent increase in clarity, but the result
was alittle too bright. Image focus was significantly better with the unit operating,
however, and there was agreater sense of
transparency. Most loudspeakers, however,
are designed with the in-room balance in
mind. By removing the room's effects, the
DDP may skew aspeaker's sound from what
was intended by its designer. Although this
was the best demonstration I've heard of this
potentially revolutionary technology, afull
assessment must await an extended audition
in my own listening room.
Another player in the DSP loudspeaker/
room-correction game is SigTech, which
demonstrated its $4900 TimeField Acoustic
Correction system. Unfortunately, the sound
in the room was so bad and so loud (on two
separate visits) that Ifound it impossible to
form any sensible impressions of the product.
Just as in previous Shows, Krell Digital
introduced several new products. The CDStudio CD player ($4500) combines astriking top-loading transport mechanism with
aDSP-based filter and Burr-Brown PCM63
DACs. The company also introduced two
new drawer-loading transports, the $2500
ST-1 and $7900 DT-10. Both feature aseparate clock input that works with later Krell
processors.
Newcomer Timbre Technology showed

Krell Digital's new $7900 transport, the DT-I0.
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COMPROMISES
NOT
INCLUDED

When compromise is not
a consideration, consider
Mark Levinson

From the look ... to the finish ...
to the feel of the controls,
Mark Levinson stands alone.
And when it comes to sound,
no written reviews or specifications can do
justice. You have to hear it to believe it!
Mark Levinson's new designs feature groundbreaking technology. You experience an
extraordinary level of musicality ... and
actually sense the emotions of the performer
through this exceptional equipment.
Audition the award-winning No. 30 DAC
with the long-awaited No. 31 Transport, or the
affordable No. 35 DAC. Pre-Amps include
the No. 28, No. 26 and ultra high resolution
No. 26S. Amplifiers begin with the No. 29,
followed by the all-new No. 27.5, No. 23.5 and,
of course, the legendary 20.6 Mono Amps.
Call Soundex today for details on the Mark
Levinson seminar coming December 2nd.
Or just stop by and listen to the sweet sound
of uncompromising quality.
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HIGH-END AUDIO/VIDEO
Custom Design & Installation.
747 Berwyn Avenue
Berwyn, PA 19312
(215) 640-4433
1100 Easton Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090
(215)659-8815

Expert Maintenance.
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Trade-Ins Accepted.

1800 444-2040
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its TT-1 digital processor. The $3150 unit is
beautifully built, with arounded front panel
and chassis. The TT-1 is based on the Crystal
low-bit CS4328 DAC (a part rapidly gaining
popularity), and should be in production by
the time you read this.
Micromega, now distributed in the US
by Golden String, demonstrated anew line
of digital products that ranges from the $850
Logic CD player and $500 Microdac to the
$7500 Trio transport/processor combination.
Although not an official exhibitor, Adcom
representatives brought along a prototype of their new digital processor, the $750
GDA-750. It features AES/EBU input, Crystal input receiver, seven power-supply regulation stages, and Burr-Brown PCM63
DACs. The GDA-750 is scheduled for shipment in early fall.
Not to be outdone, Parasound showed its
$895 DAC-1000XL. The unit features true
balanced operation (in the digital domain),
four Burr-Brown PCM63 DACs, amassive
power supply, and ST-Type optical input as
standard. The affordable-DAC wars are heating up.
A new company called Camelot Technology showed its $1195 Arthur converter.
The unit's claim to fame is that it can be
powered by apair of internal rechargeable
lead-acid batteries. The Arthur uses the
Philips 7323 Bitstream chip and Philips input
receiver.
Conrad-Johnson showed its $3495 tubed
Premier Nine DAC and asolid-state (FET)
version of it that sells for $1695.
British manufacturer Arcana introduced
the all-new Alpha 5series of components.
The Alpha 5CD player features the Philips
CDM9 mechanism with magnetic disc
clamp, Philips TDA1541 DAC, and seven
separately regulated supplies. Suggested retail

price is $899. Arcam also presented its Delta
270 CD player, the first product to use the
new Burr-Brown PCM69 hybrid DAC (a
newer version of the PCM67).
French designer Yves-Bernard André
showed his YBA CD 1, CD 2, and CD 3
CD players. They all use acustom discrete
18-bit DAC, designed by YBA, and abeltdriven laser. The beautifully constructed
players have so much power-supply filter
capacitance that they will continue playing
for about five minutes after the AC cord has
been removed! The YBA 2, which Iheard
driving YBA electronics and Martin-Logan
Quests, sells for $3400.
Among the most impressive products I
heard was Genesis's $55,000/pair Genesis
Iloudspeaker, driven by the Genesis Stealth
amplifier. Although the sound from Arnie
Nudell's creation was spectacular, Isuspect
that this was only ahint at what the system
could do in abetter room. Iwas also impressed by Apogee's ribbon/hybrid Studio
Grand, driven by Krell electronics.
As good as these systems were, however,
they didn't compare to hearing the extraordinary Joe Pass live at the Blackstone on the
Show's first night. We've still got along way
to go in the electronic reproduction of music.

YBA's CD 2CD player has alid which can be
opened during play—to the demonstrable
detriment of the sound.

LARRY GREENHILL EXAMINES ELECTRONICS

/

CC

twas the best of times and the
worst of times," wrote Dickens in
A Tale of Two Cities, and that dichotomy applied all too well to the 1993 SCES.
One burning question seemed central for
audio press and industry people alike: Was
this year's Show apoorly attended disaster
or aspecial success for high-end audio? Two
factors support amore positive assessment:
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

aspecial high-end demonstration on the final
trade/consumer day (see Tom Norton's sidebar on p.87); and great-sounding high-end
rooms (Sound-Lab, May Audio, Golden
String, Apogee, ProAc, Genesis, Madison
Fielding, Unity Audio, Sutherland, VAC,
Melos Audio, Scientific Fidelity, and
others).
Five new tube amplifiers stirred interest
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CALL TO ORDER STEREOPHILE'S RECORDING OF THE MONTH

The Ultimate CD,
Tape &Video Catalog
FREE MUSIC
UPDATES
for active subscribers featuring
bestsellers,
new releases,
recommendations
and more.

VIRTUALLY
EVERY TITLE
IN PRINT!
288-pages of Rock,
Classical, Jazz, Blues,
Nashville, Opera and
more from major
labels plus thousands
of independents
including:
Acoustic Disc,
Analog Productions,
Audioquest, Rounder,
Hyperion, Nimbus,
Paraclete, Mapleshade, Red,
Proprius, ViTal,
Delos, Wilson and
many, many more.

ONLY $6 —
completely
refunded with
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from catalog.
COMPETITIVE
PRICES And
special sales. Save
on future orders with
our catalog coupons.

1-800-451-BOSE
Outside U.S. call:

D
D

1- (508) 879-1916 x2008

There are two ways to subscribe
Trial Offer: Send me the current catalog for $6.00. #CAT93
Regular Subscription (includes FREE CD Sampler): Send me the current catalog and each
new edition (approx. every 9mos.) —all with aFREE CD —for $6.00 per edition. Enclosed is $6;
please bill me for future renewal charges. I
can cancel at any time without obligation. #AUTOCAT
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in this longstanding technology. Fred
Abram's KSS Audio Engineering Model
100/100 ($4995), a50-lb, 60Wpc OTL amplifier, did amagnificent job driving Roger
West's new Sound-Lab Pristine II electrostatic planar speakers. DO called this combination "a match made in heaven" (Vol.16
No.4, p.109), and Iagree. The amp has two
chassis, is direct-coupled input to output, has
no capacitors or transformers in the signal
path, and features self-biasing of its nine-perside 6DJ7 output tubes.
Kevin Hayes introduced aflagship tube
amplifier for Valve Amplification Company, the VAC Renaissance Seventy/Seventy
amplifier (70Wpc triode), afeedbacldess dual
monoblock (separate power cords) featuring 10 transformers, 16 power supplies, and
8Western Electric 300B self-biasing (each
tube has its own heater supply and self-bias
network) direct-heated power triode output
tubes. This costly product ($11,000 retail) was
driving Scientific Fidelity Crown Joule
loudspeakers and Strata subwoofers at high
levels with clean, detailed, lush sound.
Melos Audio's new Triode Mono 400
($6895/pair), using 6KG6A (EL519) pushpull output stages, drove Wilson Audio
WATTs/Puppies to produce awonderful
soundstage and good harmonic structure.
Convergent Audio Technology's new JL1
monoblock tube amps delivered tight bass
via Merlin International loudspeakers. The
build quality on these $12,800/pair amplifiers was superb. AudioPrism's Debut, a
35Wpc tube (EL34s) stereo amplifier ($1350),
sounded rich and detailed while driving
Totem Acoustic Model Is.

200W A-1000 monoblock MOSFET amplifiers ($18,000/pair) feature low voltage gain
(only 12dB) and high current. These amplifiers require 15V of drive from apreamplifier
to reach full power! Ron Sutherland played
an Ella Fitzgerald mono recording over the
Thiel CS5s, which sounded effortless and
harmonically correct. The unusual miking
approach on Willie Nelson's version of
"Graceland" was highlighted. More listening
to electronics from Sutherland is definitely
indicated!

HUGE SOLID—STATE AMPLIFIERS
In the seventh-floor hallway Iran into energetic, upbeat Klaus Bunge, President of German Acoustics. Klaus imported the largest
amplifier at the Show, the $25,000 German
Acoustics Krafft 250 Reference Amplifier,
which weighs in at 275 lbs per monoblock!
These produced ahuge soundstage and
deep soundfield while driving Unity Audio
PAR/vls. Iwas pleased to hear how natural
Willie Nelson's voice sounded on my test
CD. Rhonda Kalis of mbl showed the company's huge (10.2" H by 21.2" W by 34.4"
D) 154-1b, 470W solid-state monoblock 9010
amplifiers ($23,000/pair), were driving mbl's
Radialstrahler 101 omnidirectional "watermelon" speakers ($29,000).
"

SOLID—STATE AMPLIFIERS
MOSFET outputs seemed popular at the
Show among anumber of American solidstate amplifier designers. Arnold Nudell's allout Genesis I, an IRS-like loudspeaker system, was driven by the company's new
remote-control amplifier, the Stealth B-200,
a160-lb, 200Wpc MOSFET design in alustrous black chassis ($7000). Paul McGowan
walked me through his design. Its elaborate
power supply has three toroidal transformers,
and bias current is selected by the listener, not
by the amp. Peter McGrath played one of his
own orchestral recordings Saturday afternoon, and the resulting wall of sound was
spacious and dynamic. Sutherland's 90-lb,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

Unity Audio's PARM sounded extraordinarily
clean and dynamic. The subwoofer-like box in the
corner of the room is the latest Symphonic-Line
monoblock amplifier.

SMALL AMPLIFIERS

Good sound at this SCES was not limited to
Jurassic amps. Winston Ma's Golden String
exhibit put together akiller sound, combining the tight, fast sonics and superb imaging of aHarbeth Acoustics HL P3 ($1200)
two-way loudspeaker (successor to the
LS3/5A) with French-designed and -built
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Forty-Nine Reasons to Make
Peter McGrath's Sound Components
your Next Destination.

AudioResearch LS2B Pre-Amp
Audioquest Dragon Speaker Gables
Championship Golf Courses
B&W Silver Signature Speakers
Bryston 4B NRB
CWD Furniture
Everglades National Park
Goldmund Mimesis 12D to AConverter
Grado Signature Headphones
Halls of Shopping Malls
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Cartridge
Lexicon CP 3Surround Sound Processor
The Florida Philharmonic Orchestra*
Linn Karik/Numerik CD Player
Fabulous Sport Fishing
Madrigal Library 100 CD Player/Computer
Magnum Dynalab Etude Tuner
Magnepan MG 20 Speakers
Marantz AX 1000 Digital Audio Computer
Miles of Sandy Beaches
Mark Levinson No. 31 CD1i-ansport
Luxury Hotels
Meridian D6000 Speakers
MIT Shotgun Terminator Wire
NAD #2400 TED( Amp
I_1,2 le

Nakamichi Music Bank 1000 CD Transport
Proton VT 335 TV
New World Symphony*
Quad ESL 63/Gradient Woofers
Rotel RCD 965 BX CD Player
Runco Super ID Video Projection System
Sailing in Biscayne Bay
Snell Type BMinor Speakers
Spica TC 50 Speakers
Stax Signature Headphone System
Stewart Motorized Screens
Sony 75 ES DAT
Sound Anchor Stands
Superb Restaurants
Sunsets in Key West
Thiel CS 3.6 Speakers
Transparent Audio Wires
Wadia#6 CD Player
Watt Puppy/Whow Speakers
Five Soundrooms
Full Selection of Master Tapes Analogue/Digital
Home THX® Audio System Showroom**
Full Service Dept.
Full Installation Staff
*Call Peter to arrange for tickets
`*Registered trademark of Lucas Arts Entertainment Company

(

SOUND
COMPONENTS

NEW LOCATION:
1533 MADRUGA AVENUE,CORAL GABLES,FLORIDA 33146
TEL:(305) 665-4299 •FAX:(305) 663-4138
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Micromega electronics. Set up in along,
large room backed by seven Tube Traps, the
$1200 top-loading Microdrive CD transport, the $1000 remote-control preamp and
bitstream Variodac converter, and the tiny
$1000 30Wpc Microamp, the HL P3s created
the most realistic central image of Willie Nelson and Odetta that Iheard at the show.

Seen here cradled in the hands of distributor
Garth Leerer, the Micromega Microamp produced
some of the best sounds in Chicago via Harbeth
HL P3 speakers.

BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW
Madison Fielding's M1 monoblock MOSFET amplifiers ($8500/pair), rated at 100W
class-A into 8and 4ohms, garnered my vote
for best sound. These amps feature aswitch
to optimize performance into high- or lowimpedance loudspeakers, and use asingle
6DJ8 in the second stage. Driving Wilson
WATTs/Puppies through Purist Audio
Design cables and resting on Microscan
amplifier supports, the Madison Fielding
amplifiers sounded superb, with tight, bottomless bass, effortless dynamics, and spacious soundstage. Ihave never heard the
WATTs/Puppies sound so good.
Lars Fredell, Art Powers, and Jim And had
worked long hours with aspectrum analyzer,
setting Tube Traps and carefully placing
sound panels to achieve this sound quality.
Idiscovered that the amplifiers are manufactured in Portchester, New York, which meant
that I'd come 1200 miles to discover aproduct manufactured only five miles from my
home! The M1 amplifiers were one of the
winners of the SCES's "Innovation '93"
award. The designer, Vladimir Shushurin,
recently arrived from the former Soviet
Union, is an "American" success story.

LOWER-COST ELECTRONICS

Several high-end manufacturers are bowing
to recessionary forces and offering slightly
less costly versions of their flagship products.
Joe Sammut, Chief of Operations for Krell
Industries, pointed out the new 200W Krell
Audio Standard-2 monoblock ($18,000/pair),
asingle-chassis version of the company's
$32,500 flagship. Conrad-Johnson's Tor
Sivertsen took me through astatic exhibit of
the company's new mid-priced FET amps,
including: the MF-2100, a100Wpc MOSFET amp ($1495); the 200Wpc MF-2200
($1995); and the 250Wpc MF-2300 ($2795).
Spectral Audio's Richard Fryer unveiled the
new DMA-150, aKeith Johnson-designed
MOSFET stereo amplifier (150Wpc) that
incorporates the same high-speed and highcurrent design (60A peaks at 5MHz!), but at
$4995 is less pricey than the $6995 flagship
DMSA-180. Although the DMA-150 was
not playing (Fryer said it will be available this
month), the DMSA-180 was driving Dunlevy SC-4s and producing transparent, natural sound with excellent imaging.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

One of Larry Greenhill's best sounds at the show
was apair of Madison Fielding hybrid monoblocks
driving VVATTs/Puppies, seen here with Lars
Fredell, afamiliar name to followers of Sam Tellig's
column.
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GREEN CHAMELEON'S INVADE
THE APPLE! PO
ONE ON ONE WITH MICHAEL GREEN
HEAR THE CHAMELEON AND OTHER
EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS ONLY AT
ULTRA SYSTEMS APPLE SITE.

Ultra

1
-3305
....-SYSTEMS 80072/
••••

MATCHED SYSTEMS, QUALITY DEMOS, UNBELIEVABLE SERVICE.
Music Sites in Ni. PA. NY. OH. WY. Tel-215-297-0227/Fax-8661

Limited Edition
24 Karat
Gold CD's

,Inaloyae
Art Pepper /Meet the Rhythm

Section

(gold limited edition)
CD=CA'11 010 $30.00

Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
(gold limited edition)
CD=CAP.1 008 $30.00

Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963
(gold limited edition)
CD=CAIT 005 $30.00

[Also Available on Aluminum CD:
Ravel: Works for Orchestra /Skrowoczewski
conducting the Minneapolis Orchestra
('D=CAPC 007 $16.00

Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise.
Donald Johanos conducting the D.S.O.
(.1) CAP( ow; swot}
Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man /Rodeo: Ives the Fourth
of July /Thanksgiving. Donald Johonos conducting the D.S.O.

Al Tube

Recording
and Mastering

CD=CAPC 004 $16.00

"'If 1-800-525-1630

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere
refundable coupon with catalog

PA) BOX 2043 •SALINA. KS 67402-2043. USA
TELEPHONE: 913-015-8609 •FAX: 913-825-0156
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SHIPPING: Continental U.S. 13.00 for the 1st item; $30 for each

item. Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
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HOTTEST AUDIO PRODUCT
The Sutherland C-1000 Stereo Preamplifier,
built in Kansas, is atwo-chassis, dual-mono
preamplifier with the most sophisticated
construction and remote-control system I've
seen. Build quality surpassing anything I've
seen in an audio product is reflected in the
price ($15,000). The separate power supply
features 16 isolated, high-impedance, constant-current sources feeding power to the
preamp stage by stage. The ground system
and power network are kept floating. Sutherland has re-conceptualized the physical layout
and control functions oían audio preamplifier. Unlike aconventional preamp, with its
controls on the front panel and cable-input
jacks in the back, the C-1000 has aflat Ushaped chassis with asingle control on top.
The 12 balanced cable inputs per channel
plug into the inside of each arm of the "Ur
making it easy for the user to see the input
jacks when plugging in new cables. No more
mirrors for trying to read back-panel lettering!
When cable plug-in is finished, an inchthick aluminum cover can be placed over the
connector/cable bay. Control functions,
managed by aMotorola 68HC11 microprocessor, reside in the bottom part of the

"U." A single 80-position, precision-stepped
volume-control knob, or a dual-button
remote, operates the C-1000. Preamplifier
selection status appears on alarge display,
with 1"-high LED readout letters and symbols that are easily seen 15' away.
Only one control? Yes, the C-1000's
Motorola chip uses alogical selection process,
and does not require a cluttered multiposition switch. It allows the user to cycle
through acomplex menu by pressing asingle
button. There are many choices: channel balance, digital signal routing, separate phase
reversal of each channel, video signal routing,
and selection among 11 operation modules.
The remote can also adjust the display brightness and customize the logical input selector to skip over unused modules. All these
audio adjustments are made within the module, as directed by the control-data signals.
When the owner finishes using the preamp's
control adjustments, the Motorola chip is
programmed to stop. It shuts down all digital
activity (including its own clock and display
multiplexing), and is incapable of intruding
into the analog-signal path. Ifeel its advanced
ergonomic design makes the Sutherland C1000 preamplifier the real "news" of the 1993
SCES.

J
ACK ENGLISH ON WIRE &ACCESSORIES

0

nce again, cable appeared to be the
growth sector of high-end audio.
Icounted more than 30 companies
exhibiting cable or doing public relations
work for their products. Interestingly, many
were making significant efforts to explain just
what their products were doing and how. For
example, Esoteric Audio ran aseries of
seminars. MIT demonstrated its own measurement approach, comparing its cables
with those of other companies. AudioQuest
freely distributed copies of its white paper
on cable construction and performance.
'Eransparent Audio Marketing invited
everyone to a"power lunch," where the floor
was opened for any and all questions. Ray
Kimber kept apiece of his ;15,000 Kirnber
speaker cable in his pocket, proudly displaying it at every opportunity. And van den
Hid provided extensive literature and loads
of sliced-open cable in describing what it was
up to with carbon fiber.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

Some other highlights included the announcement of an entirely new lineup of
cables by Purist Audio, some very promising, inexpensive cables from Vampire, aline
of new, relatively low-priced silver interconnects from Sound Connections, enhanced
US distribution for Siltech products through
SOTA, abroadened lineup of reasonably
priced cables from Apex Audio, and an
intriguing line of cables with embedded networks (radio-frequency couplers) from
HighWire. The designer of the latter, Don
Palmer, has spent acareer working on satellite communications, and has patented
many of the unique things he has done.
While Inever got around to visiting the
Straight Wire room, Iwouldn't have found
Steven Hill there anyway. Steven was tireless in his efforts as Membership Director for
the Academy for the Advancement of High
End Audio, and making sure everything went
well in the final day's three public-demon-
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Audio Cables

Lyric Hi -Fi —New York, NY (212) 439-1900 (914) 949-7500
Audio Classics—Oklahoma City, OK (405) 842-3033
Audio Perfection— Minneapolis, MN (612) 866-0083
Audio By Gil Morrison — Plymouth, MI (313) 459-5454
Front Row Center —Boca Raton, FL (407) 241-1767
Nuts About Hi -Fi —Silverdale, WA (206) 698-1348
Precision Audio— Moorpark, CA (805) 523-3005
International Distribution:
Golden String &Company, Hong Kong
WorldRadioHistory
Opus Audio— Montreal, Quebec Canada (514) 481-0363)

stration rooms. For all of us, Iwould like to
extend thank-yous to Hill, Steve McCormack, Brooks Berdan, and Stereophilès Larry
Archibald and Mark Fisher for their dedication in making the three high-end audio
demonstration rooms asuccess.
Ken Kessler pointed me to an Italian cable
company that intrigued me—Audio Reference Technology (ART)—which proudly
introduced cables and arather extensive line
of accessory products. The line is being imported and distributed by Joe Cohen ofVirtual Audio. One of the more fascinating
aspects of the cable was the use of multiple
layers of all sorts of things in its construction.
(There's full copper shielding, but I'm not
sure what else, since the literature was in Italian.) The ART accessories included graphite
dampers in the form of turntable mats, headshell spacers, blocks with indented-brass
faceplates to be placed under spikes/cones,
ferrite rings, and shark oil-based CD treatments. Iexpect we'll be hearing much more
of ART
Another Italian product was the complete
line of equipment, speaker, and amp stands
from Solidsteel (imported by Golden String
and offered in either black or silver). In addition to being some of the most attractive
stands I've seen, their sonic attributes have
been carefully monitored. They have three
or four legs, solid-steel frames, adjustable
spiked feet, Duralumin cones under each
high-density MDF shelf, and the capacity
to be filled/loaded with the material of your
choice.
My favorite accessory at the Show was the
Small Signal Tube Checker ($500) from Kaye

Audio Labs. With either asmall external
speaker or headphones, the device allows the
user to hear both noise levels and microphonics in small tubes such as 6DJ8s and
12AX7s. An audio cassette explains how to
use the device. A larger power-tube version
will follow.
The Exorcist, asystem-wide fluxbuster
from Gryphon, was another fascinating
accessory. The unit is connected to preamp
inputs (other than phono), with the volume
all the way down. The gain is then set to the
highest normal listening level, and the unit
generates atone for about ten seconds. When
the tone &des out, the "exorcism" is complete
Versalab introduced both the Red Rollers
and the Wood Blocks. The Rollers were large
ferrite rings intended to filter RFI on signalcarrying interconnects, while the Blocks
were RFI filters specifically designed for
power cords. Both Audio Power and AudioPrism introduced new power-line filters/
conditioners. And, dealing with avery different type of spurious noise, Microscan introduced changes in its line of cabinet resonancedamping devices that Ireview elsewhere in
this issue.
Probably the new accessories that have the
greatest chance of making abig splash came
from Dynaclear. Some of the company's
clever and inexpensive products included
downright cheap ferrite bead clamps,
various-sized nylon bristle brushes to clean
the insides of tube sockets, self-stick damping
sheets, and The Postman—which looks like
the handle of ascrewdriver, with asocket
opening for tightening binding posts on
amplifiers or speakers.

J. GORDON HOLT HAULS OFF ON HOME THEATER

A

sbefits the lousiest CES Ihave ever
attended, this was also the least
interesting for Home Theater products. Like, there weren't many of 'em.
You've probably heard that "everyone's
getting into Home Theater these days." Well,
maybe If you take it to mean "everyone's selling Home Theater loudspeakers:' then it's
probably true. But if you take it to mean that
everyone is designing Home Theater systems
from scratch and according to the needs of
movie soundtracks, then it's not true. Very
few firms have actually done this. Most of
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

those "everybodies" are just starting to build
asubwoofer and acenter-channel speaker so
they can sell their existing audiophile-type
speakers to Home Theater enthusiasts. This
brings us back to the question of whether any
loudspeaker system designed to deliver the
best sound from audio-only recordings can
do equal justice to soundtracks. The jury's
still out on that.
JBL introduced two new designed-fromthe-ground-up systems, all costing less than
its Synthesis Two Home-THX system. Like
JBI:s larger Home Theater systems, the Syn-
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DIGITAL

Pioneer PO-65
With Legato Link
Counterpoint DA -10 Dto A
User tnmmable DAC
Audio Alchemy D.T.I.
Reduce that Merl
Audio Alchemy X.D.P.
Uses Phillips DAC 7VAC
JVC
1050TN
Best buy!
Allis Lii Bit
ALEI Bit better...Call for other brands

ANALOG

NEW —Mares Designs Phono Preamp
Anew reference
Lyra Lydian. Claus and Parnassus
In stock and the best
Sumiko Blue Point Special
Naked out of tire box
Sumiko Transfiguration AFI
Anew reference in M.C. Cartridges
Eminent Technology ET II
The affordable air-bearing tonearm
Graham 1.5T
Best tonearm in the world! IN STOCK
Rega RB300 Tonearm
The single best buy in audio
Nitty Gritty Record Cleaners and Fluid
The Cleaning Machine

914-666-0550
Call for all your high-end audio needs!

Announcement:
Audio Outlet
long -awaited
newsletter is
now available.
Call for your
free copy.

SPEAKERS

Artemis EOS ONE
A WATT killer
Genesis Genre II
Affordable High End
Call for other brands

MEEKS FOR TWEEKS

Combak Dots, Belts, and Feet
Removes colorations from equipment
Kontak Contact Cleaner
Why have expensive cables
with dirty connectors?
McCullough Wood Products
Nice solid oak CO racks
Audioquest DM1000
Phono cartridge demagnetizer
Standwiches Speaker Interface Mats
A must for any mini-monitor owner!
Socket Saver
Precision tube socket cleaning brush
Laser Illusions Spatial Filter
Optical aperature to reduce jitter
Roomtunes
All shapes, sizes and colors
Sonex
Wall treatment that works
Sound Anchor,
Target. Arcici. Standesign
Supports and stores equipment

Frank Huang, President
Audio Outlet, I
nc.

SUB WOOFERS

Muse Model Eighteen
Tailor ato your speakers' personality
Muse Model Eighteen "B"
The best, now balanced

11.1131re

XLO ELECTRIC SILTECH
MAGNAN VI8. 1111

POWER CONDITIONERS

NEW -Tice Audio MBF 3d 4
Affordable line conditioning from TICE
API Power Wedge —NEW PRODUCTS HERE
Isolates gear from wall and each other

HEADPHONES

Grado Signature and Prestige Series
Great headphones from amaster
Beyerdynamics
Ultralight and comfortable
Grado Signature CPA-1
The portable headphone amplifer
Memos SHA
The best tube headphone entailer

MOD SQUAD

OCOS

COGAN HALL

KIMBER KABLE 8TC & AG SERIES
STRAIGHPNIRE MAESTRO RHAPSODY
LINDSAY GEYER

GROUND LOOP ELIMINATORS

AURAL SYMPHONICS

M.A G.I.0
Eliminates cable TV-induced
audio hum and video noise

CARDAS TWINLINK QUADLINK & HEXLINK
AUDIOQUEST

PRISMA

ELECTRONICS

Acürus DIA 100
100w direct input amplifier
Magnum Dynalab FTIOIA
The Classic Analog Tuner
Counterpoint SA3000
A best buy for the phono lover
MUSE MODEL/60
Series llampo have arrived
Jadis Defy 7Mk II
Stiff the best!
Call for other brands

PURIST AUDIO DESIGN

TUBES

Golden Dragon
Replaces tired
onginal-equipment tubes

TARA LABS RECTANGULAR SOLID CORE QUANTUM SERIES
van den Hu! "The First"-IN STOCK

FEATURED AT AUDIO OUTLET

BROWN ELECTRONIC LABS 1001 MK II AMPLIFIER
sbiK14.4:44:erre.,..XW,

"World's best

04

amplifier ..
for $2495?"

Y
UDIED
UULE7

Inc.

P0 BOX 673 •BEDFORD HILLS NY 10507-0673
1-914-666-0550 • 24-HR. FAX 1-914-666-0544
MONDAY-FRIDAY • 10AM 7PM ET
MC •VISA •AMEX • DISCOVER
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* ACCESSORIES TO COMPONENTS *

Sound Advice without the Price
Call for pre-owned equipment specials

thesis Three is THX-approved, but since it
is targeted for use in moderate-sized rooms
that are more likely to have arear projector
or large-screen monitor than afront projector, it offers achoice of center-speaker configurations: vertical (THX), for use where
space above or below the video screen is
readily available, and horizontal (non-THX),
for where it isn't. The subwoofers each contain two 12" drivers. Like the larger Synthesis
One and Two speakers, the Three also uses
direct radiators for music and horns for film
sound.
The Synthesis Three includes THXapproved power amps that provide up to a
total of 900W, plus achoice of two surround
decoders: aTHX one and asmaller, less
expensive, non-THX one. System7 prices
range from $19,000 for everything to $8000
for the cinema speakers only, less amps and
decoder.8
JBL also demonstrated its new HT series,
a THX-approved seven-piece speaker
ensemble (which, at $3000 list, may well be
the least expensive home-THX system
money can buy), and aunique "SoundEffects" compact system that can use small
RF transceivers for wireless operation.
Vandersteen demoed aHome Theater
system consisting of aset of its mid-sized
audiophile speakers and anew, magnetically
shielded center-channel speaker, the VCC-1
($495). The sound—from alaserdisc of alive
orchestra—was impressive, but the literature
for the VCC-1 raised some questions that I
hope to discuss with Richard V. at some later
date.
Cerwin Vega, the company that found
fame and fortune as the maker of "Sensurround" subwoofers for the disaster flick
Earthquake, was showing what it calls a
"Compact Sensurround Home Theater Systern." (If that sounds like an oxymoron, it
is. The low end extends to 38Hz, hardly
earthquake-deep.) The six-piece system
includes ashielded, horizontal center channel
and achoice of a10" or 12" woofer, and sells
for $1155 with the 10" sub and $1270 with
7Unshielded loudspeakers placed near adirect-view monitor
will cause onscreen color pollution. Lack of shielding (which
is never necessary in audio-only loudspeakers) is one reason
conventional loudspeakers are ill-suited for Home Theater
use.
—JGH
8A fully implemented home-THX speaker lineup includes
identical left, front, and right satellites, two bipolar surrounds,
and apair of subwoofers.
—JGH
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

the 12".
For me, the high point of the Summer
Show wasn't an audio display but avideo
one: RCA/Thomson's prototype digital
high-definition television system, which (it
now appears) will be part of the US standard
when the FCC makes adecision about it?
This was the first HDTV I've seen that
looked as good as we've all been told HDTV
is supposed to look. The 1:1.8 widescreen display used a34" -wide (38" diagonal) tube,
two of which were set into awall about 4'
behind aportable rope barrier. This put
viewers far enough away from the screens
that the picture occupied about 40° of visual
field width-10° more than the film-industry
minimum, and more than wide enough to
make even aline-doubled, edge-enhanced
NTSC image look soft. The picture—from
digital tape—looked as sharp and detailed as
real life! So.. .
Iwondered just how big an
image it could deliver before the HDTV
image started to show its limitations.
For the next demo, Iplaced myself at one
end of the barrier, waited until the lights went
out, and furtively moved the barrier post
aside. When aparticularly detail-rich scene
came along, Istepped in front of the barrier
and approached the nearer screen until I
started to see resolution limits. Then Ireached
out straight-armed and touched the wall
below the screen. Later, Imeasured the length
of my arm with fingers bent, and calculated
(from the 34" picture-tube size) that the
image Isaw from that distance was indeed
as wide as it had looked—an astonishing 70°,
roughly what you would see from avery big
theater screen from amid-house seat!
The color was superb. Unlike HDTV
colors I'd seen, which were very cold overall
and had atendency to turn asickly blueviolet in shadow areas, the RCA/Thomson
version looked to my practiced eye like the
best that color film has to offer. Iwas impressed. At last, Ican join the ranks of countless movie buffs who pray every night that,
by the time HDTV actually becomes available, they'll still be around to see it and even
be flush enough to afford it.
For me, the RCA/Thomson demo alone
made up for the rather ho-hum Home Theater audio scene at the Show.
9 See Peter Mitchell's report on HDTV in this month's
"Industry Update."
—JA
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CHANCE-OF-A-LIFETIME
MIT® CABLE SALE.
SAVE 33-66% On MIT Audio & Digital Cables!
Dateline: March 1, 1993. Transparent
Audio, of Hollis, ME, has stopped
distributing and manufacturing MIT
cables created by legendary designer,
Bruce Brisson, and sold their remaining
inventory to Audio Advisor.

"These are new, factory-terminated
cables—not used or demos," reports Karen
Sumner, President of Transparent Audio,
"The prices are low because we needed to
clear our warehouse quickly."

MIT Adjul,tahh.

Can.

SAVE 43% ON MIT PC-Squared.

MIT Digital Cables 59 66% OFF!

MIT PC-Squared interconnect has a
patented design to produce phasecorrect, 3-dimensional sound.
.5M was $70, now $39.95
1.0M was $90, now $49.95
1.5M was $115, now $59.95

Bruce Brisson created his own digital cables
which reduce digital jitter, reflections and
eliminate RF interference.

SAVE 33% on MI-330 Interconnect.

MIT Adjustable Digital Cable—allows
adjustment to precisely match any DIA
processor-1.0M was $375, now $125.

The cable that made MIT world-famous,
MI-330, also called MI-500 & MIT Music
Link, offers phase-correct, harmonically
accurate sound.
.5M was $140, now $89.95
1.0M was $180, now $119.95
1.5M was $225, now $149.95

MI 330E "Extended" Only $209.95.

Standard MIT Digital Cable—with built-in
fixed value network to match most DIA
processors-1.0M was $195, now $79.95.

HURRY! Quantities are limited. Add $4.95
shipping per order in US. Foreign orders
accepted.
VISA, MC, DISCOVER &AMEX ACCEPTED.
CALL TO ORDER:

MI-330E has abuilt-in adapter module
that offers many of the sonic benefits of
MIT's low pass filter Shotgun
Terminator technology—but at a
much lower price.
.5M was $320, now $209.95
1.0M was $375, now $245.00
1.5M was $425, now $279.95
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1-800-669-4434
Audio Advisor, Inc.
225 Oakes S. W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
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COREY GREENBERG RECOMMENDS ROCK'N'ROLL
TO LIZARDS &GOATS

I

just got back from afuneral. Me Summer
Consumer Electronics Show is dead,
dead, DEAD. How can you expect to
find signs of interesting and invigorating hi-fi
when even the poor bastards who paid the
price to come to SCES to show off their gear
had nothing but ashen faces and dead eyes?
There's still one year left on the current
Chicago CES contract, but this stiff was
starting to reek last summer. It's time to put
pennies on its eyelids and face the fact that
dealers and manufacturers all want one show,
and they want that one show in agrimy scumtown of aging hookers and Siegfried & Roy.
R.I.P., Chicago SCES.

THE HIGH END
&NOISE POLLUTION

As always, JA asked me to write about whatever Iheard at the Show that really juiced my
lizard. But to be honest, my lizard hung low.
Three years of covering CESes for Stereophk
and the vast majority of high-end manufacturers still don't get it:
ROCK'N'ROLL AIN'T NOISE POLLUTION!
These old goats turn their noses up at anyone who wants to hear rock/souUr&b in
judging how his favorite music will sound
over the manufacturer's new products. You'd
think that most high-end manufacturers
would have learned by now that not everyone digs only classical music and AudiophileApproved Crap like Sara K. and the !$°/0!$#
Bobs. But, like asimilarly goat-laden group
o' square white guys called the Senate Judiciary Committee, they still don't get it.
One manufacturer had its big, beefy tube
amps driving apair of Wilson WATTs/Puppies, and the system sounded fine—as long
as they fed it astrict diet of happy-time
Audiophile-Approved fluff like the !$°/0!$#
Bobs. But when Iasked them to play my ripsnortin' Masters of Reality Sunrise on the
Sufferbus CD, the system just collapsed into
aconfused-sounding jumble. Someone in the
room muttered to the floor, "It sounds like
abad recording."
It isn't.
Another manufacturer was showing off
abig new planar/dynamic hybrid speaker
with some Audiophile-Approved piano-andSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

chick-singer lounge jazz and some low-key
acoustic guitar ballads. But when he played
"I Ain't Superstitious" off my Jeff Beck Truth
CD, even though /thought the system
sounded terrific, the manufacturer stopped
the track and asked me just what Icould possibly be listening for when using such anonaudiophile recording. Itold him Iwas listening for pitch definition in the bass and overall
rhythmic swing, but he couldn't understand
how any of that could be judged with such
a"raucous" recording.
Nowhere was this Old Goat mentality
more evident than in the Genesis Technologies room, where Arnie Nudell was showing his new $55,000 IRS clone. Driven by a
gaggle ofbig Jadis tube amps, the huge Genesises reproduced the outright heft of fulltilt orchestral sturrn'n'drang quite convincingly, but the rest of the sound was hard,
bloated in the bass, and spatially indistinct.
With all that driver and amplification tonnage sitting there, Iwanted to hear what this
muy, MUY expensivo rig could do with some
butt-bumping soul music. But another highend reviewer sitting next to me whispered
that Iwas barking up the wrong tree:
"Arnie hates rock'n'roll—I'll bet you a
drink he won't play your CD."
Well, them's fightin' words. Ihanded
Nudell the killer new Sony MasterSound

"You say it's only rock'n'roll and you like it?"
Arnie Nudell, seen here with one half of his
Genesis Ispeaker system, was apparently not
impressed with Corey Greenberg's taste in music.
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New Jersey's
Place To Shop For
High End Audio...
Experienced, Knowledgeable and Courteous Service
Our staff has years of experience matching the right equipment
to your listening preference and environment

The Highest Quality Brands for
Every Budget and Taste
Conrad-Johnson, Proac, Kinergetics,
Proceed, Nakamichi, B&K, Rotel, Carver,

Proac Response Series, Including The New
Response 3Signature On Display

Mod Squad, AR, AMC/Weltronics, Audio
Alchemy, VAC, Cary Audio Design, JM
Labs, Sumiko, Unity Audio, Scientific
Fidelity, M&K, Fnergy, Denon, Near, Altec
Lansing, Roksan, Grado, MB Quart, Sound
Anchor, Target Straight Wire, Cardas,
Apex, Power Wedge, Audiophile CDs .. .
and
Many Other Brands.

We Have A Large Selection of Tube
Amplifiers, Preamplifiers and CD Players.

Conrad-Johnson
PV-11 Tube Preamplifier

We're Always Here To Help You—
No Appointment Necessary
Open 7Days A Week
Trade-Ins Accepted

Kinergetics
KCD-55 Ultra Platinum D/A

Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35 Middletown, NJ 07748 (908) 671-1559
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reissue of Sly and the Family Stone's Stand!
and asked him to play track 2, the clfflic R&B
race-relations anthem "Don't Call Me Nigger, Whitey (Don't Call Me Whitey, Nigger)." He looked pained, but bless his Old
Goat heart, he loaded my CD into the transport and hit Play.
So how did Sly sound on the $55,000
Genesis speakers? Not good. It was painfully
obvious that groove-driven electric soul
music was never meant to be heard over the
giant Genesis system, at least as it was set up
in that room—when Sly and the Family
Stone sound as if they don't got no rhythm,
then something is monumentally wrong.
But Ilove this music anyway, and so did
the reviewer sitting next to me. So we tried
to ignore the botched sound as we grooved
along with our memory of what this great
tune sounds like on agood system, when
suddenly...
Silence.
Thirty seconds into the song, Nudell
punched the stop button and handed me back
my disc, muttering about how all the other
people in the room were making "sad faces"
at the music. But when Ilooked around, all
Isaw were abunch of dealers and journalists
who looked as though they had been enjoying agood dose of soulful music for achange.
Arnie Nudell still doesn't get it.
When are manufacturers who exhibit at
CES going to realize that Real People listen
to Real Music? Ihelped host the "Hi-Fi
Heaven" exhibit on Sunday's consumer day
at the Show, where reg'lar folk could come
and listen to high-end systems in separate
rooms at the "Basie "Advanced," and "Luxury" (?!) levels. Of course, Iwas assigned to
the "Basic" room—you think they're going
to let me near the Real Stuff when they know
I've got Sly in my bag o' trix?' °
Anyway, the point is this: While the people
who came to hear the entry-level system I
was demonstrating sat politely through endless Sara K. and other Audiophile-Approved
Pap, the room only really filled up and got
going when Iput on the Sly, or especially the
CD of Pink Floyd's Meddle (which ablessed
10 Actually, Corey volunteered like ashot to man the lowprice room. But that's not needy such agood story! And when
Iput in my turn at manning the room, Ifound that the best
music to bring people in was something Ihate: superbly
recorded but totally soulless fusion jazz from DMP. When
Iwanted people to leave, Iput on Earl Wild or Robert Silverman playing Chopin or Brahms.
—JA
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show-goer requested). When Iput the Floyd
on, even the high-end manufacturers who
were supposed to be manning the "real"
rooms down the hall came slipping in to
stand at the rear with their eyes closed,
mouthing all the words and rocking blissfully back and forth in silence. Iexpected
them all to hold up their lighters at the end
of the song.
That's what this whole stupid High End
Trip is about: rocking back and forth with
your eyes closed, pretending your Brooks
Brothers suit and $200 perm are really an
"I'm With Stupid" T-shirt and ashag 'do. It's
about being teleported into another dimension, even if only for three minutes apop, by
the sheer sonic splendor of great music played
on agreat hi-fi rig.
When is the High End gonna get it?

EMMANUEL Go GETS IT

There was, however, one room at CES that
not only sounded miles ahead of what the
flagship Genesises were doing, but managed
to do so with acollection of components
about as large as aLouis L'Amour paperback.
Having come directly from alousy-sounding
demo of $50k speakers the size of Rush Limbaugh's butt, Iwasn't expecting much of
anything from acouple of rninicomponents
driving apair ofBritish babyspeakers. But
Emmanuel Go of Golden String Imports is
aman who most definitely GETS IT—and
knocked me on my butt to boot!
The tiny system was Micromega's new
Micro Series of really, really small hi-fi gear.
How small? Try apreamp/DAC, 30W stereo

The Golden String room, with Micromega
components driving apair of Harbeth's intended
1.53/SA replacement, the HL P3, in aroom
carefully tuned with ASC's new Studio Traps, got
universal praise from Stereophile's team of
reporters, "old goats" and Corey Greenberg
alike.
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SOUND

TOO

GOOD

TO

BE

TRUE.

Some audiophiles think the Reference processor from

ION

RE,SOLU

AUDIO

sounds too good to be true.
We believe that when the highest ideals are pursued through
arigorous design process, new standards of performance
can be achieved that will challenge
previous assumptions about the state-of-the-art.
The Resolution Audio Reference processor is
an optimal design based on
the celebrated Ultra Analog DAC.
It is built to astandard and performs at alevel
unheard of at this price:
$1195
And that's the truth.
Hear

for

yourself.

Europe
Audiofilo: Valencia, Spain
Asia
Music By Design: Singapore
North America
S. F. Sound 8. Vision: Son Francisco, CA
Audio Atlanta: Marietta, GA
Audio Vision: Arlington, MA
Preston Trail Audio/Video: Addison, TX
Sound Advice: Coral Gables, Boca Raton, Sarasota, Tampa, FL
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amp, and CD transport, each about the size
of two stacked VHS cassettes! The $1000
Variodac remote-controlled preamp/digital
processor, $1000 MicroAmp amplifier, and
$1200 Microdrive CD transport looked
positively puny sitting all alone and scared
on the equipment stand in the Golden String
room, hooked to apair of equally punified
$1200 Harbeth HL P3 rninimonitors.
Now, ultra-mini audio components were
abig fad back in the late '70s, with all the Big
Japanese Brands offering ever-smaller gear
that sounded ever crappier until they finally
gave up and went back to big 500-button
receivers. So Ifigured that Go would try to
stay within the severely limited boundaries
of what his runt-sized Micromega/Harbeth
system could do by demonstrating it with the
same kind of limpid Audiophile-Approved
wimpmusic all the other rooms had been
dishing out at the Show.
Nope. Go asked me if Ihad anything I
wanted to hear.
"Ho! Ho! Ho! Go—are you gonna be sorry
you asked that question!" Ilaughed, handing him Naked City's Naked City CD (Elektra/Nonesuch 79238-2). This was the hardest, loudest, butt-kickin'-est CD I'd brought
to the Show, and it had already left more than
afew of the much larger systems at the Hilton
curled in the fetal position and moaning
softly into the carpet. But Go dropped the
disc into the Microdrive transport, handed
me the Variodac's remote, and stood back to
watch another victim roast.
And roast Idid. Iabsolutely could not
believe what Iwas hearing from this tiny—and
affordable—Micromega/Harbeth rig! Okay,
so the bass was AWOL—that isn't much of
asurprise, is it? But even as Go kept urging
me to nudge the volume up to He-Man
levels, the sound just kept getting louder and
bigger and more YEAH!! Of all the rigs I
heard in Chicago, this li'l affoçclable Micromega system was the only one I'd have been
happy to take home with me. Iheard all kinds
of music being played on that little rig in the
Golden String room, and it never failed to
deliver the goods, no matter the music.
And that, Dear Reader, is what ahigh-end
audio system is supposed to do.
Sure, $4300 systems that can fit in agym
bag aren't supposed to give up the best sound
at aCES, and certainly not when they're right
down the hall from $50k speaker behemoths
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

driven by tube amps that even Middle East
arms dealers can't afford. But Emmanuel Go
and the teensy-weensy MicroMega/Harbeth
system definitely get my vote for best sound
at SCES '93—Go! Go! GO!

ARAGON EXPERIENCED?

As it has the past three years running, Mondial's party/all-star jam was about the only
thing that kept me from walking off my
13th-floor ledge at the Hilton. Once again,
MondiallAcurus/Aragon's Tony Federici and
Paul Rosenberg chose to blow their whole
SCES wad on aparty instead of ademo room
full of mirrors, and this year's blowout was
by far the best one yet."
I'd like to tell you (but Ican't) that the Unified Mondial Band—JA on bass, Allen Perkins (Immedia) on drums, Elliot Kallen (The
Tweak Shop) and Rob Reina (TAS) on keyboards, Rob Sample (Paradigm) and Michael
Fremer (TAS) on vocals, and Frank Doris
(TAS), Steven Stone (then of TAS but now
of Stereophile"), and myself on Fender 'leetrifled gietars—finally gave ashow that was
90% keepers and only 10% clunkers (instead
of the other way around). But Idid have agas,
mainly because Paul'n'Tony hired out the
Chicago nightclub Excalibur for the gig—the
same club that just happened to be hosting
the traveling JIMI HENDRIX EXHIBITION!
Oh man, you had to SEE and HEAR this
holy assemblage oflirni photos, posters, artwork, and film footage to believe it! Three
levels of Jimi surrounded the stage we
jammed on, while endless vintage concert
footage from Woodstock, the Fillmore East,
and other famed venues could be seen on the
video monitors spread throughout the room.
Standing onstage playing "Manic Depression" on apink Stratocaster while the heavily
distorted amp grunted golden spurts and the
High End's best and brightest minds bumped
and ground on the dance floor gave me a
kind of hope for this oft-misguided biz—a
hope that was almost nowhere to be found
back at the Hilton.
Mondial gets it!
11 The Mondial jam sessions, of which this was the tourth,
have all taken place in Chicago, but the writing is on the wall
for the Windy City. The fifth Mondial bash is scheduled to
be held—for the first time—in Las Vegas in January '94.—JA
12 And not to be confused with Sterrophiles Accounts Receivable Manager, Steven Stoner, who also writes the occasional
record review for Sterrophile.
—JA
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

•••
•
••••

••••
a/

We built the
best store:

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.
a/

Krell Reference 64/MD-10

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell Model KAS

1111PWeTo offer
the best service:
us that means doing whatever it takes to
MICRO

REF
.4

ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.

•nz-Reference
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We make
the best sound:

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

An.

.r1111.

Conrad-Johnson Premier 8

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.

\à S()UNI)
Wilson WATT/Puppy

,à
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SINGERD-I`

HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS •Acoustic Energy •Acurus•Adcom •AMC CVT3030 •Apogee
Grand Series •Aragon by Mondial •AR Classic •AR Limited •ASC(Tubetrap) •Audible Illusions •
Audio Access •Audio Quest •Aural Symphonies •Benz-Micro •B+W •Cal-Audio Labs •Cardas
Audio •Conrad Johnson •Convergent Audio Technology •Creek •CWD •Day Sequerra •Denon •
Duntech •Enlightened Audio Designs •Ensemble •Esoteric •Epos •Fosgate •FosgateTHX •Grado •
Graham Tonearms •Hales Audio •JBL Synthesis THX •Koetsu •Krell •Krell Audio Standard •
Krell Digital •Lyra Cartridges(Clavis) •Martin Logan •Marantz •Monitor Audio •Monster Cable •
Muse(Subwoofers and amps) •Muscates •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Ocos •Onix •Pioneer
Elite •API Power Wedge •Proton •PS Audio •Quicksilver •Ram Labs •Rega•Revolver •Rockport •
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GENESIS TECHNOLOGIES
GENESIS III LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Harley
Five-wey dynamic ..fhp.alrer. Driver complement Two 8" metal-cone woofers, two 3" dome midrange units, one 1" planar-ribbon
tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 70Hz, 250Flz, 850Hz, 4.2kHz. Frequency response: 32Hz-34kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 87dBIW/m.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Dimensions: 19.5" W by 51.5" Hby 16.5" D. Weight: 145 lbs each. Serial numbers of samples reviewed: 410551 &2. Price: $6199/pair (piano black), $6399/pair (rosewood). Approximate number of dealers 12. Manufacturer.
Genesis Technologies, 953 S. Frontage Road West, Vail, CO 81657. Tel: (303) 476-3012. Fax: (303) 476-3518.
The loudspeaker designer's art has changed
radically over the past 20 years. Although the
goals are largely the same, today's designer
employs tools and techniques unimaginable
two decades ago. Computer modeling,
powerful and affordable FFT machines, and
sophisticated new driver technologies are just
afew of the advantages enjoyed by the modem designer. The high-tech result is avastly
better loudspeaker—even inexpensive products today are significantly better than those
of even five years ago, never mind 20.
The new Genesis III loudspeaker shows
just how sophisticated the designer's art has
become. The Genesis III is as far removed
from the cones-in-boxes loudspeakers of
yesterday as aFord Taurus is from aPinto.
Combining aradically different cabinet with
unusual custom drive-units, the Genesis III
is aparadigm of how high technology has
transformed loudspeaker design.
This discussion is particularly relevant to
the Genesis III because it was designed by
Arnie Nudell, who quit his job as an aerospace physicist 25 years ago to start aloudspeaker company, Infinity, in his garage.
Arnie has thus witnessed firsthand the radical
transformation of loudspeaker technology,
and, indeed, has been one of the driving
forces behind it.
After leaving Infinity in 1989, Arnie joined
forces with PS Audio founder Paul McGow120

an to form Genesis Technologies. The
Colorado-based company produces aline of
loudspeakers ranging from the $499 Genre
I(which Ithought was the bargain of the
1993 WCES) to the ambitious $50,000 Genesis I, unveiled at the recent Chicago SCES.
The Genesis III is the top-of-the-line model
—not counting the Genesis I.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Genesis III is afive-way design using
two woofers, two dome midranges, and the
Genesis 1" circular planar-ribbon tweeter.
The drivers are mounted in a53"-tall sealed
cabinet that's unlike any previous loudspeaker
enclosure. The Genesis III's unusual cabinet
plays alarge role in the system's design goals.
Rather than comprising an assemblage of flat
panels, the III's endosure is made from wood
fiber wound in thin sheets around aform.
This technique allows Genesis to make the
1"-thick enclosure any shape it wants. The
company has exploited this unique potential to create avery sophisticated enclosure.
The cylindrical cabinet has aflat front baffle and gradually flared sides near the tweeter.
The baffle is 2"-thick MDF. The area on
either side of the baffle is gradually flared,
with the greatest flare near the tweeter at the
top of the enclosure—to reduce diffraction.
The enclosure is tilted back at an optimal
angle for time coherence, and the rounding
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Genesis Technologies Genesis Ill loudspeaker

of the enclosure eliminates standing waves
inside the cabinet that could contribute to
resonances. A layer of damping material lines
the inner walls, further reducing cabinet resonance. Genesis claims that the III's cabinet
is more inert than an enclosure made from
4"-thick concrete walls.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

The long, narrow grille is made from black
fabric stretched over awelded tubular-steel
frame. Despite the low diffraction from this
frame design, Genesis recommends listening
with the grille off. All my auditioning was
performed sans grilles. A layer of neoprene
rubber covers the front baffle to further
reduce diffraction effects.
My review samples were finished in pianoblack lacquer, rosewood is available for $200
more. The Genesis Ill's look, build quality,
and fit'n'finish are all exemplary. The impressive cabinet finish wouldn't look out of place
with fine furniture.
Two pairs of input terminals are provided
for bi-wiring. The terminals are gold-plated
solid brass, and use abrass nut for tightening instead of the plastic-covered nut found
on five-way binding posts. Three level controls appear on the back panel just above the
input posts. These adjust the relative output
levels of the tweeter, upper-midrange, and
lower-midrange drivers, respectively.
The Genesis III's two woofers are wired
in parallel, with the lower woofer rolling off
above 70Hz. The upper woofer is run up to
250Hz, where it crosses over to the lower
midrange unit. The lower-midrange dome
driver reproduces frequencies up to 850Hz,
the upper-midrange dome driver handling
the spectrum to 4.2kHz, where the ribbon
tweeter takes over.
A five-way design is unusual in the High
End, most loudspeaker designers choosing
the classic three-way configuration. Nudell,
however, makes agood case for afive-way
loudspeaker, arguing that it tends to maintain
constant dispersion with frequency. With
each driver used in arelatively narrow frequency range where its diaphragm is smaller
than the wavelengths of sound it produces,
there is no abrupt change in radiation pattern as one driver rolls off and asmaller one
takes over.
As mentioned, the user can adjust the relative levels of the tweeter and the midrange
drivers with three rear-panel knobs. Genesis calls these adjustments "room trim,"
reflecting its belief that loudspeakers should
have some degree of adjustment to match
them to the room and playback system.
Unlike the adjustments on some loudspeakers, the III's controls are sensible and practical. Their range is narrow enough that tonal
balance isn't grossly distorted at the mini-
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mum and maximum settings. This narrow
range also makes fine adjustments easier.
The drivers were all designed from scratch
by NudeII. The woofers are athree-layer,
metal-cone type The inner layer is adamping
material sandwiched between two aluminum
layers. Nude11 says this configuration provides great stiffness and low mass. The
woofer's first break-up mode is said to lie at
7kHz, far above its passband.
The midrange units are unusual in several
respects. First, they are domes rather than
cones, which is claimed to confer several
advantages. Because adome is driven by a
voice-coil surrounding its outer edge, its
operation can be more linear. Applying auniform pressure to the diaphragm's drcumference results in the diaphragm acting more like
aperfect piston. This is contrasted with a
cone driver driven by avoice-coil at the
cone's center, where the diaphragm can tend
to flex more. In addition, for the same sized
diaphragm, adome driver can have alarger
voice-coil than acone unit. This increases
power handling and reduces dynamic compression—the flattening of dynamic peaks
caused by voice-coil heating.
The dome diaphragms are extremely low
mass, being made of titanium silicon carbide,
avery light and rigid material. Moreover, the
diaphragms are very thin, measuring just
0.003" thick, about the same as ahuman hair.
In fact, the Genesis midrange diaphragm is
as light per unit area as that of most titaniumdome tweeters.
As unusual as the woofer and midrange
are, the tweeter is perhaps the most innovative of the Genesis III's drivers. Although the
same size and shape as aconventional dome
tweeter, it is actually asmall ribbon transducer. High-frequency ribbon drivers are
typically long and thin, characteristics that
make unusual demands on the enclosure and
driver arrangement. The most pressing of
these demands is the difficulty of mating a
line source (the long, thin ribbon) with a
point source (the dynamic woofer). Because
the Genesis ribbon is small (1" in diameter)
and round, it has asimilar point-source radiation pattern as the other drivers with which
it must integrate. A round diaphragm also has
the same dispersion pattern in the vertical and
horizontal planes. These qualities greatly simplify using aribbon in adynamic, multi-way
loudspeaker.
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The tweeter's diaphragm is an extraordinarily thin layer of Kapton. The 2.5µmthick diaphragm is so light that, up to 40kHz,
it has less effective mass than the air in front
of it. The diaphragm has aspiral voice-coil
attached to it that is suspended in astrong
magnetic field. The tweeter's structure necessitates placing the voice-coil in aweaker part
of that field, but is still strong enough to provide high sensitivity. Indeed, the tweeter level
is padded down in the Genesis III.
The crossover uses many elements, but
very few of them are in series with the drivers.
As would be expected from afive-way loudspeaker, the crossover is extensive, occupying
two boards. The crossover slopes vary between second-order (12dB/octave) and thirdorder (18dB/octave), with increments in
between. None of the slopes are first- or
fourth-order. All the drivers are capacitively
coupled, making the Genesis III immune to
DC. (A special foil/polypropylene capacitor
was custom-made for the III's tweeter circuit.) The woofer circuit has an LC network
(a series capacitor and ashunt inductor) to
increase the sealed-box enclosure's LF extension and tame the large impedance bump at
the enclosure tuning frequency. Genesis
claims that this technique increases the amplifier's control over the woofer: Cone movement is controlled by the amplifier, not by
the box resonance. The inductor is ahuge 5lb device, and the capacitor's value is awhopping 1000µF. These factors, along with the
five drive-units, suggest that the III has high
power-handling ability.
Clearly, the Genesis III is an innovative and
ambitious design, with virtually every component created from scratch for the project.
The speaker's overall appearance, workmanship, and build quality are outstanding.

LISTENING
The Genesis III provided an interesting contrast to the Thiel CS3.6 loudspeakers I've
been living with for the past few months—
and to the Lynnfield 500L reviewed elsewhere in this issue.
The Ills were auditioned in my dedicated
listening room and with the following equipment: Audio Research LS2B preamp; Mark
Levinson No.23.5, For Model 4, and VTL
225W monoblock power amplifiers; C.E.C.
TL 1and Mark Levinson No31 transports
feeding aMark Levinson No.30 digital pro-
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cessor; and aheavily modified Well-Tempered Turntable fitted with an AudioQuest
AQ700Onsx cartridge amplified by aVendetta Research SCP2B phono preamp. A Tice
Power Block and Titan conditioned power
to the system (except the power amplifiers).
Interconnects were AudioQuest Lapis,
Diamond, and Monster Cable Sigma. Because
the Ills were spaced fairly close together, I
was able to use short bi-wired runs (3') of
AudioQuest Clear/Dragon, with the Clear
driving the tweeter and the Dragon the bass.
The Ills ended up exactly athird of the way
into the 21'-deep and 14.5'-wide listening
room. This produced the best coupling
between the loudspeaker and the room, and
ameliorated the III's tendency toward too
much bass. This placement was farther into
the room than Iam accustomed to. Most
loudspeakers work best about 4-5' from the
rear wall in my room. The Ills were also
placed closer together than usual, just 75"
apart on center. My listening seat was 9' from
the center of the Ills. Listening height was
36", perhaps alittle lower than optimum. The
tonal balance was more uptilted—though
never bright—at ahigher listening axis. Sitting in ahigher chair produced aslightly
more immediate presentation.
After the Ills found their optimal spot in
my room, Igave them aworkout on awide
variety of music. It was immediately obvious
that this was—in many ways—a very special loudspeaker.
I'll start with the III's best qualities. What
struck me first was the total absence of the
ubiquitous dome-tweeter treble sound. After
hearing the Genesis Ill's clean, quick, and
extraordinarily smooth treble, it will be difficult to live with dome tweeters again. The
Genesis III was sweet and smooth in the
upper octaves, yet highly detailed and resolving of musical information. More importantly, the treble never called attention to itself
as existing separately from the music. Many
dome tweeters make the upper octaves sound
somehow detached, so that they ride on top
of the music's harmonic structure rather than
integrating with it. Years of listening to dome
tweeters make one inured to their shortcomings; the Genesis III's spectacular treble performance was arevelation.
Specifically, the midrange and treble were
completely devoid of grain, glare, hardness,
and other unmusical characteristics that give
STEREOPHILE, Amin.1993

reproduced music an unnatural edge. You
know what Imean: violins that sound as
though they are played with hacksaw blades,
cymbals that are rendered as bursts of white
noise, female voice that is wiry, strident, and
sibilant, and piano that is overlaid with a
glassy hardness. The Genesis III's presentation was the antithesis of these characteristics.
Music was sweet, smooth, and natural. The
beautiful instrumental textures captured on
the Harmonia Mundi LP of Handel's Water
Music (HMU 7010) were agood example of
the III's remarkable ability to present natural
timbres. Not only were the strings and woodwinds totally devoid of grain, but the III also
superbly differentiated the tonal colors of the
various instruments. No common signature
overlaid the music that could blur the distinction between instrumental textures. The
natural portrayal of instrumental textures
allowed the III to reveal fine gradations of
tonal color.
The overall balance was toward alaid-back
presentation, particularly in the upper midrange and treble. The III had less energy in
the midrange and treble than the CS3.6, even
with the midrange- and tweeter-level controls turned up. This gave the III amore distant, less immediate perspective that Ienjoyed.
The difference in treble energy between the
Ills and the Lynnfield 500Ls was dramatic:
the 500Ls were forward to the point ofbeing
pushy, while the Ills were relaxed.
Despite the treble smoothness, the upper
octaves were infused with awealth of fine
detail. The Ills resolved inner musical information with finesse. The treble was like a
finely filigreed silk, adorned with intricately
detailed patterns and detail. Cymbals had a
decidedly softer sound than usual, allowing
the instrument's true timbre to emerge. When
Iput on ajazz recording I'd made and heard
the hi-hat and ride cymbals, Iwas struck with
how similar they were to my memory of the
real instruments. My immediate reaction was
that this is how this recording should be
reproduced.
Ifind that the edgy treble of many loudspeakers determines the upper loudness limit.
Not so with the Ills. Icould listen to music
at much higher levels than Iam usually
accustomed to without strain and fatigue. I
also didn't feel asense of relief after long
listening sessions came to an end.
Note that the user can tailor the amount
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of treble energy from the rear-panel control.
Those listeners preferring abrighter balance
can easily make the III more to their liking.
Further, aslight toe-in will produce amore
forward treble balance. The balance described
here was with the control at 11:00, just a
shade under the 12:00 "flat" position, and
with no toe-in.
Transient speed was superb. The razorsharp steepness of transient attack, coupled
with an equally fast decay, provided asense
of life and immediacy. Despite the III's quickness, transients were never unnaturally etched
or brittle. Acoustic guitar is highly revealing of aloudspeaker's speed, because adulling of the attack robs the instrument of its
life and palpability. Conversely, an etched
loudspeaker overemphasizes the attack to the
point that it becomes fatiguing. The LP Friday
Night in San Francisco (Columbia FC 37152),
performed by John McLaughlin, Al DiMeola,
and Paco De Lucia, revealed the Ill's combination of quickness and lack of edge.
Soundstaging was spectacular. The III
opened avast space before me, replacing my
listening room with the recorded acoustic.
Depth was particularly impressive—the III
presented distinct images far to the soundstage rear. It also conveyed the size of asymphony orchestra. The III was the antithesis
of constricted, small, or pinched. In its ability
to present space and depth, the III was better
than even the Thiel CS3.6es.
Despite their ability to sound "big," the
Ms presented realistic image sizes. The
Sheffield direct-to-disc LP Michael Newman,
Classical Guitarist (Lab 10) had an uncanny
sense of realism through the Ills, with asmall,
tightly focused image dead center between
the loudspeakers.'
The III could also play very loudly without
congestion. Orchestral climaxes were the III's
forte. The soundstage remained deep and
focused, and individual instruments didn't
congeal into agiant roar. The Ills retained
their composure during the most demanding
passages—and listening levels. This is aloudspeaker you can play at high levels without
feeling strain during peaks. Moreover, the III
effortlessly reproduced dynamics, keeping
my attention on the music, not the loudspeaker.
1When played at acorrect (very quiet) volume through a
transparent system, this recording can sound strikingly like
the real thing.
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A demanding CD, Trittico (Reference Recordings RR-52CD), contains superb space,
wide dynamics, solid bass-drum impact, and
accurate portrayal of tonal colors, giving
loudspeakers nowhere to hide their deficiencies. The Genesis III's reproduction of this
disc was nothing short of spectacular. Dynamics were unfettered, the soundstage
retained its dimensions, and the instruments'
timbres didn't homogenize, even when played
back at realistic levels. In its ability to play
loudly, the III was clearly better than the
CS3.6?
The midbass was leaner, faster, and more
detailed than that of the Thiel CS3.6 or the
Lynnfield 500L. The Ill's excellent midbass
control made them sound quick and agile.
Acoustic bass lines were well resolved, and
lacked the slowness that can detract from
music's rhythmic energy. The CS3.6, however, had more weight in the midbass, a
characteristic that gave bass guitar more of
a"purring" quality.
Although Ireally liked the Genesis Ills for
the qualities I've just described, they had one
shortcoming that interfered with my enjoyment of some music: There was too much
bass. It wasn't amidbass fatness that is characteristic of an underdamped loudspeaker,
but just too much energy between 30Hz and
about 80Hz. Kick drum acquired abit of a
boom, and the lower registers of some instruments tended to stick out. For example, the
cello in Gary Schocker, Flutist (Chesky CD46)
went low enough afew times in the Bach EMinor Sonata to reach the Ill's region of
excessive bass. Electric bass had more of its
energy concentrated in this region, afactor
that added weight to the instrument's lower
registers. A few recordings whose bottom
two octaves were rolled off were helped by
this characteristic, but many CDs and LPs
become boomy and thick. Imust reiterate
that the midbass was quick, clean, and beautifully articulated. The excessive bass I'm
describing was lower in frequency and not
excited by all program material.
There are two possible explanations for the
excessive bass. The first is that, with two
woofers reproducing the range up to 70Hz
2Six of us at Stereophile just spent four days listening to nine
pairs of $1200-$2200 loudspeakers for our survey in the September issue. The last track of the ten-selection evaluation
program included aparticularly demanding section from Pilaw. Many otherwise well-behaved loudspeakers fell apart
when presented with this complex signal.
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and only one going up to 250Hz, their combined outputs produce 6dB more energy
below 70Hz. The second possibility is that
the Ills might work better in another room,
perhaps one bigger than mine's 21' by 14.5'
dimensions. In any event, prospective purchasers should carefully audition the Ills,
preferably in their own listening room. In
mine, the bass heaviness made placement
even more critical—the hump in the lower
two octaves was worse with the Ills placed
near the rear wall, and somewhat ameliorated
with them athird of the way into the room.
A large room and the ability to position them
away from the front wall may be essential in
achieving the best bass balance.

M EASUREMENTS
Though John Atkinson carried out the following measurements, Isaw the results only
after completing my auditioning. JA experimented with the controls and found the flattest measured on-axis response with the
tweeter control at 9o'clock, the upper-midrange control at maximum, and the lowermidrange control at the flat position. He also
measured the III with the rear-panel level
controls at the positions set by Arnie Nudell
for the Stereophile listening room when he
brought the III to Santa Fe for review. For
auditioning in my listening room, Iused
slightly different settings.
The III had ameasured sensitivity of
86.5dB/W/m (using "B"-weighted noise), an
insignificant half adB lower than the specified 87dB. The III's impedance magnitude
and phase angle are shown in fig.l. This measurement was made with our Audio Precision System One, with the III's mid and treble controls set to their maximum and
minimum settings and the lower-mid set to
12 o'clock. (The cursor, showing avalue of
4ohms at 4.3kHz, is set on the curve with
the controls turned down to their minimums.) The impedance is very low over most
of the audio range, staying below 4ohms
between 17Hz and 700Hz. The minimum
impedance was a very low 1.2 ohms (at
38Hz), this presumably due to the shunt
inductor in the woofer feed. There is also a
second dip to 2ohms (or below, depending
on the control settings) at 300Hz. The
gradual rise in impedance below the 38Hz
minimum is due to the series capacitor in the
woofer circuit. Note that there is no impedSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

ance peak at the sealed-box tuning frequency:
it has been removed by the LC network in
the woofer circuit. Overall, the III's lowish
overall impedance and dip to 1.2 ohms suggest it is ademanding load on apower amplifier. Considering the impedance curve, Iam
surprised that the VTL 225W monoblocks
drove the Ills as well as they did.
Fig.2 is the III's FFT-derived response
averaged over a30° lateral window measured
on the tweeter axis. The woofers' nearfield
response, measured separately, has been
appended to the curve. The top curve is with
the driver level controls set for flattest
response, the lower curve at the position
Nudell set them for auditioning in the Stereophile listening room. The most prominent
feature is the rising bass, likely the result of
the two woofers' outputs combining below
70Hz. This correlated closely with my
impressions of too much bass below 100Hz.

Fig.l Genesis III, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) with tone controls set to
maximum and minimum positions. Cursor at
4.3kHz lies on impedance with controls at
minimum positions (2 ohms/vertical div.).
BIB
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Fig. 2Genesis Ill, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with tone controls set for flat
response (top) and set by Arnie Nudell
(bottom), with overall nearfield loudspeaker
LF rollout below 200Hz (calculated by DRA
Labs MLSSA program by adding the complex
nearfield responses of the woofers).
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The -6dB point is 28Hz, and the rolloff is at
about 24dBioctave, suggesting good subjective bass extension. The two midband suckouts at 400Hz and 700Hz may be due to
interference between the two midrange
drivers on the tweeter axis at the necessarily close (45") measuring distance JA used.
Nevertheless, as we'll see later in the verticalresponse family of curves, these suckouts fill
in above the tweeter axis and below the
lower-midrange axis.
The overall response, however, is quite flat,
with aslight tendency toward arising upper
midrange and treble. Before seeing the
response curves, Ihad guessed that the treble
may have been slightly rolled off. The extremely clean treble provided by the III's 1"
ribbon tweeter no doubt created this impression: When treble hash and grunge are removed, it sounds as though there is less
energy. Moreover, when pointed straight
ahead (no toe-in), the top-octave treble level
will be slightly reduced by the tweeter's
horizontal off-axis rolloff seen in the next
graph.
The Genesis III's horizontal family of
responses on the tweeter axis is shown in
fig3. This plot shows the dfference between
the on-axis response and the off-axis
response, measured at 15° (second trace
down) to 90° off-axis (bottom trace). These
curves indicate how the sound will change
at different horizontal angles. At 15°, the III
had virtually the same response as on-axis—
excellent performance Even when measured
far off-axis, the III had very flat response to
about 7kHz. Again, this is excellent performance. These measurements suggest that
sidewall reflections of the speaker's output
will have asimilar energy distribution to the
direct sound, resulting in low coloration at
the listening position. Note, however, that
the tweeter's dispersion is good to about 30°,
but rolls off rapidly thereafter. The Ill's hightreble balance will therefore be dependent on
the amount of toe-in; the flattest response is
achieved with the listener sitting slightly offaxis (the loudspeakers pointed straight
ahead). Further, rooms with reflective sidewalls will probably not sound overly bright,
as they would with aloudspeaker with aflatter off-axis response in the high treble.
Fig.4 is the Genesis III's vertical family of
response curves. These curves show the ee'rences in response as afunction of vertical axis.
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The two top curves, measured above the
tweeter axis, show big peaks in the upper
midrange and treble; don't listen to the Ins
standing up. The lower traces show fairly
large differences in response with height.
Measuring the five-way III at such aclose
distance (45") may account for these large
balance shifts. Sitting farther away from the
III should produce less change in balance as
afunction of listening axis than shown here.
Note also that the tweeter's HF rolloff in the
vertical plane parallels its rolloff in the
horizontal plane—unusual for aribbon. Rectangular ribbons typically have very limited
vertical dispersion, afactor overcome by the
III's planar transducer being round.
Looking at the response of the individual
drivers as measured in the nearfield (fig.5),
we can see how the two woofers overlap
below 70Hz, with the lower woofer rolling
off sooner than the upper woofer. The two

DM

Fig.3 Genesis I
ll, horizontal response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference response;
differences 15° off-axis, 30° off-axis, 45°
off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis, and 90°
off-axis.

BEz
1881z
Fig.4 Genesis I
ll, vertical response family at 45",
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: response difference 7.5°
above enclosure; difference level with top of
enclosure; reference response; difference on
upper-midrange axis; difference midway
between midrange axes; difference on
lower-midrange axis; difference level with
top of upper woofer.
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woofers reproducing the same range will
combine to produce more energy where they
overlap—exactly what Iheard in the auditioning. The ultimate LF rolloff is about
24dB/octave, aresult of the 12dB/octave rolloff of the sealed enclosure being modified by
the LC network's additional 12dB/octave
rolloff. The two midrange drive-units are
shown separately, and the way the midrange
is shared between them can be easily seen.
JA also measured the III's response in my
listening room at the listening position. Five
measurements, taken at different microphone
positions around my listening chair, were
averaged to produce the plot of fig.6. Note
the excessive bass below 100Hz, peaking inroom at 65Hz. There is also aslight treble
race seen as the gently sloping trace above
7kHz. Although not areliable guide in how
aloudspeaker sounds, these in-room measurements do correlate with my listening
impressions.
The III's impulse response, measured both
on the tweeter axis (43" from the ground)
and my listening axis (37" from the ground),
is shown in figs.7 & 8. The slightly slow rise
time in the latter graph is due to the midrange
drivers being time-coincident with the
tweeter on this axis. This can be more clearly

seen in the step responses calculated from the
impulse responses (figs.9 & 10, respectively).
The initial spike in fig.9 is the tweeter, followed by the midranges and woofers. (A perfect step response—which doesn't exist in
loudspeakers—would produce aright-triangle-shaped plot.) There is better time
coherence between the upper midrange
dome and the tweeter in fig.10. Note also that
there is none of the typical metal-dome
tweeter ringing seen in most impulse
responses in any of the Genesis's time plots.
The individual impulse responses show that,
like the tweeter, the two woofers and two
midrange drivers are all connected with positive polarity.
Fig.11 is the III's cumulative spectralI
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Fig.7 Genesis Ill, impulse response on tweeter axis
43" from floor at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.8 Genesis Ill, impulse response on listening axis
37" from floor at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.5 Genesis III, individual nearfield responses of
lower woofer, upper woofer, lower
midrange unit, and upper midrange unit.

Fig.9 Genesis III, step response on tweeter axis at
45" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.6 Genesis Ill, spatially averaged, '/3-octave
response in RH's listening room, centered on
the listening seat.
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Fig.I0 Genesis Ill, step response on listening axis at
45" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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decay, or "waterfall," plot made with the
rear-panel level controls set for flattest
response and measured on the tweeter axis.
The decay is quick and clean, particularly
above 7kHz. A few resonant modes are visible, but these are well down in level. The uptilted treble balance will flatten out when the
listener sits between the Ills with no toe-in.
Finally, driving the III with asinewave
oscillator revealed that the enclosure was very
inert. There were two frequencies at which
Icould feel the cabinet vibrating (65 Hz and
160Hz), but not severely. The resonance
modes tended to be well-damped and evenly
distributed. The Listening Room Diagnostic
Recording (LEDR) on the first Chesky Test
CD was only moderately well-reproduced.
The "Up" test didn't produce much impression of height, and the "Over" test had some
discontinuities.

CONCLUSION
The Genesis III loudspeaker has many superb
qualities that make listening to them ajoy.
Its smooth yet highly detailed treble, spectacular soundstaging, and natural portrayal
of instrumental timbre all suggest that the
III is aworld-class loudspeaker. Moreover,
the III's dynamic abilities are nothing short
of stunning. It combines the finesse of aplanar
loudspeaker with the dynamics of movingcoil design.
Ifeel, however, that in absolute terms the
III has too much bass. Although the midbass
is quick and articulate, the range below
128

100Hz is overemphasized. On fill-scale classical music this is manifested as greater impact
and power, but on music with bass guitar and
kick drum the excess bass can add adistracting thumpiness and thickness to some
recordings. Note that this tendency will be
greatly affected by the listening room—a
larger space will ameliorate this characteristic.
Ifound the Genesis III an interesting contrast with another superb—but very different
—loudspeaker, the $3900 Thiel CS3.6 reviewed in Vol.16 No.5, p.94. The Thiel has
amore forward balance, afatter midbass, less
low bass, and greater vividness. The III is
much more laid-back, has asofter treble balance, adeeper and more three-dimensional
soundstage, and amore refined midrange and
treble. In addition, the III can play much
louder than the CS3.6 without congestion
or strain, asignificant advantage when reproducing orchestral climaxes. Ihold both loudspeakers in very high regard; both should be
on your "must audition" list, particularly
since the CS3.6 costs more than $2000 less.
Imust reiterate my praise of the level controls on the III's rear panel. Unlike many controls, those on the III provide just the right
level of adjustment to match the III to the
listening room and system. Final system
tweaking can be made with these controls
rather than with loudspeaker cables.
With acaution about the excess bass and
the accompanying room-matching and
placement requirements, Ican highly recommend the Genesis III.
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COUNTERPOINT CLEARFIELD M ETROPOLITAN
LOUDSPEAKER
Jack English &John Atkinson take aroller-coaster development ride
Three-way, floorstanding loudspeaker system. Drivers: 1" aluminum-dome tweeter, two dual-voice-coil, Kevlar-cone, 6"
midrange units, two long-throw, polypropylene-cone, 8" woofers. Frequency response: 25Hz-25kHz, -3dB. Crossover points:
125Hz, 2kHz. Crossover type: 3rd-order, 18dB/octave. Bass loading: "critically damped, 4th-order tuned air column with
mixed Thiele/Small alignment." Impedance: 4ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Cabinet: "Stressed Monocoque Structure"
using 1"-thick MDF panels and compression-loaded shelf braces. Dimensions: 60" Hby 24" W by 9" D(excluding base).
Base: 27" W by 15" D. Weight: 156 lbs each. Serial numbers of samples measured: MI1007UM21016R (dual ports); M11048UM21048R
(single port). Price: $5995/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 31. Manufacturer Clearfield Audio by Counterpoint, 2281
Las Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92009. Tel: (619) 431-5050. Fax: (619) 431-5986.
While Clearfield Audio may be anew name
to many of you, it represents the marriage of
two well-established members of the highend community: Counterpoint and designer
Albert Von Schweikert. Counterpoint had
been working to add speakers to its product
lineup for some time. The partnership with
Von Schweikert, whom Stereophile readers
will remember as the designer of the Vortex
Screens favorably reviewed by RH in July
1989, fills out Counterpoint's high-end
product line from source—the company
showed aCD transport at the June '93 CES
—to speaker.
The developmental history of Vortex
speakers provides ameaningful framework
for the design of the Clearfield offerings,
especially the Metropolitans, or Mets. Like
the Vortex designs, the Mets are three-ways
with transmission-loaded bass. Like the Kevlar Reference Screens (reviewed by Robert
Greene in The Absolute Sound's "double-issue"
83/84, December '92), the Mets use Kevlarconed midrange units from Focal that cover
abroad range from 125Hz to 2kHz. What's
dramatically different is the overall driver layout. While all Vortex speakers use astepped
baffle for time alignment (like the Vandersteens and Thiels), the Mets begin with aflat
front baffle and aD'Appolito—vertical midrange/tweeter/midrange—configuration.
Clearfield believes that time-aligned configurations do not perform as well off-axis,
although they can be outstanding performers
on-axis. To achieve an acceptable range of
off-axis performance, Clearfield opted for
the D'Appolito arrangement, which mimics
apoint source.
The Met also differs from the Vortex designs in having doubled-up woofers, the two
8" woofers having an area equivalent to an
11.5"-diameter driver. Von Schweikert credits
S
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David Wilson and his WAMIV1 for convincing him that you need alot of drivers to move
ameaningful amount of air to realistically recreate sound. The most meaningful (to me)
decision regarding the woofers is the very
low 125Hz crossover point. In many respects,
the Met's bass drivers are configured to operate as asubwoofer. The two woofers are
mounted in atransmission-line enclosure
forming the bottom halfofeach cabinet, with
the three-driver satellite setup in the top half.
The Metropolitan is impressively large, 2'

Counterpoint Clearfield Metropolitan loudspeaker
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wide and standing over 5' tall. The Met's
cabinet is uniquely shaped. Seen from above,
the cabinet looks like the letter V with the
point flattened. This truncated point of the
V becomes the 10"-wide front baffle and is
covered by agrillecloth running the entire
height of the speaker. To the left and right of
the baffle the cabinet slopes toward the rear,
astyling feature intended both to reduce
diffractive effects of the radiated sound and
to cut down standing waves inside the cabinet
by minimizing parallel surfaces. The combination of cabinet shape, driver alignment,
and specifically designed equalization circuitry leads to what Clearfield calls a"controlled directivity response" for improved
soundstaging and off-axis performance.
The back of the cabinet tells agreat deal
more about the speaker. For starters, there
are two circular ports for the transmission
enclosure located near the bottom! Each port
comes with afoam-rubber "Q" cylinder.
While the speakers are intended for placement out in the listening room, Clearfield has
correctly assumed that some small or
problematic listening rooms may simply not
allow such placement. In such cases, the bass
output could be excessive. Inserting the Q
cylinders into the ports modifies the bass output. The very detailed manual provides
numerous suggestions concerning room
placement to deal with this and any number
of other potential problems.
Higher up on the back of each cabinet are
two sets of five-way binding posts, along
with gold-plated brass jumpers. Using the
supplied jumpers, the speakers can be run
with asingle set of speaker wires from asingle stereo amp (or monoblock pair). Since the
speaker's sensitivity is quoted as a high
90dB/W, amplifiers with power ratings as
low as 75W are recommended. My listening tests with the SOW Metaxas Iraldis amp
confirmed this assertion. Iwas able to get a
big sound out of the Mets with very litde
power. With the jumpers removed, the
speakers can be bi-wired or bi-amped. Once
again, the manual provides illustrations and
explanations of each of these alternatives,
including both horizontal and vertical biwiring (the latter, using one stereo amplifier
per speaker, is my preference, as it only puts
1As explained later in the review, current-production
Metropolitans have just one 3" port. The foam ring insert
reduces this diaineter to 1.5'.
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the demanding bass load on one channel of
each identical amplifier). Though Itried them
in every way possible, Iused the Mets in abiwired configuration with various amplifiers
for the majority of my listening.
On the back of each speaker is asecond set
ofjumpers, used to adjust the level of the 1"
aluminum-dome tweeter. Each speaker has
five discrete balances (+2, +1, 0, -1, and
-2dB). Since Clearfield feels the Mets can
sound bright when they are breaking in (and
they did), the manual suggests attenuating
the tweeter levels during this period. The primary purpose of the tweeter-level controls
is the same as that for the Q cylinders. Counterpoint recognizes that all rooms aren't the
same, the various equipment likely to drive
the speakers can vary tremendously, and people often simply have different preferences.
The tonal balance of the speaker can be
adjusted accordingly.
The back plate, where the binding posts and
other controls are located, is made of acombination of two different-thickness aluminum plates sandwiched around an adhesive
damping layer of Imoplex-G. Each cabinet
is bolted to amassive base plate, or plinth
(finished in splattered black), which provides
added stability for the tall, heavy speaker.
Spikes are mounted in the bottom of the plate
The last significant piece of the puzzle can't
be seen from the outside The internal cabinet
is built with astressed monocoque technique
borrowed from the aircraft industry. Rapping anywhere on the box yielded only the
dullest of thuds, attesting to the virtues of this
heavily cross-braced design. The speaker is
available in anumber of finishes, including
light oak (the review pair), natural walnut,
or black oak, with rosewood available for an
extra charge.
The research that has gone into the development of the Clearfield speakers has been
intense, not at all what would be expected
from a"new" speaker manufacturer (though,
as will be seen, the design of the speaker continued to evolve during the review period).
In addition to the excellently written manual,
Albert Von Schweikert sent me a12-page,
single-spaced letter with numerous attachments describing how each element of the
design had been determined. From the
Counterpoint side came extensive experience
with high-quality capacitors, resistors, wire,
and circuit boards, which are made of mil-
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spec fiberglass with 4oz copper traces.

CAREENING DOWN
There was a major change made to the
Metropolitan after production began: To
improve soundstaging and image focus, the
tweeters have been laterally offset from the
center of each cabinet and are no longer symmetrically located (as is shown in the company's extensive advertisements). This turned
the Mets into mirror-imaged, or handed,
pairs. Since my pair arrived with this change
already implemented, Ican't comment upon
its effect on the sound.
A number of pairs of the completed production speakers went out to dealers, as well
as to myself and Tom Norton in Santa Fe.
Since Tom and Ihad the speakers in for review, we commented neither to one another
nor to Clearfield about their sonic performance. Unfortunately, we both found that
performance disappointing. Had those first
Met samples been all that were to be
reviewed, the results would have been very
negative due to the speakers' bass-heavy
character. Counterpoint's dealers, however,
didn't hold back from sharing their frustrations with the company. The assessments
coming back from dealers were identical to
the problems Iwas having with the speakers.
Counterpoint responded promptly to the
dealer feedback and made still further revisions to the Mets. These were reflected in the
second pairs of speakers that I(and JA and
TJN in Santa Fe) received.
The sonic changes included different
damping in both midrange compartments
and both woofer compartments. One of the
rear-firing ports on each speaker was eliminated. The length of the other port, 3" in
diameter, was significantly shortened, and
the crossover was redesigned. The cabinets
and drivers themselves were otherwise
unchanged. The intent of these changes was
to extend the deep-bass response, attenuate
the midbass, and smooth out the overall frequency balance. The base plinth was refinished in gloss black, as was the front baffle.
The cabinets themselves now have more oil
and lacquer, for ahigher-gloss finish. Finally,
the Mets were really ready to ride.

UP&DOWN, 'ROUND &'ROUND

The very first thing to capture my attention
was the placement of the soundstage. As
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

directional cues come from the midrange
drivers and tweeters, the driver arrangement
had me looking up at the performers. Oddly,
the tweeter, and hence the acoustical center,
was 46" off the floor (excluding spikes), placing it well above the height of my ears while
seated at the listening position. The woofers
and rear-firing ports were located much
closer to the floor. If Isat too close to the
speakers, sounds were clearly coming from
different places. An excellent illustration of
this lack of coherency was on "The Stone,"
from Andreas Vollenweider's White Winds
(CBS FM 39963). Various high-frequency
sounds were located in and around the left
speaker, well up off the floor, while the
majority (though not all) of lower-frequency
sounds appeared to come from the right
speaker down near the floor.
As Imoved farther away, this anomaly was
minimized and the soundfield became much
better integrated and more realistic. At areasonable distance from the speakers, the recreated soundstage was located well up off
the floor, much as it would be if you were in
aseat looking up into an elevated stage.
Overall coherence, as well as tor al balance,
was further enhanced by tilting the speakers
toward the listening position by screwing the
front spike well into the speaker and leaving
the two rear spikes extended. After both of
these changes, the perspective became much
more realistic, albeit unusual.
Adding further to the overall presentation
from the Mets was asatisfying mid-hall or
slightly closer seat (as heard from my normal listening position). The perspective was
always relatively intimate with the performers.
Sitting farther back, the presentation was
less intimate but more coherent. When Iset
the speakers up where Inormally locate other
speakers—a third of the way out from the
rear wall and far from each sidewall—the
soundstage was too narrow. It sounded as
though the members of the Royal Philharmonic were sitting three to achair (on The
Power of the Orchestra, Chesky RC30).
After extensive experimentation, Imoved
the Mets farther apart and quite close to the
sidewalls. The width of the stage was now
much more satisfying, each artist having his
or her own seat. While Iwas doing this, Iwas
concerned that the center image would lose
focus. It didn't. For example, the wonderful
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mono recordings of The Fireballs (The Ongmal Norman Petty Masters, Ace CDHCD 418)
were precisely placed between the speakers, and as wonderfully satisfying as Ihad
ever heard.
With my listening seat farther back than
usual and the cabinets closer to each sidewall
(approximately 26" from the wall to the center of the drivers), the soundstage was very
wide (drivers to drivers), slightly close, and
very big. Performers were placed upon the
stage with precision and no loss of focus or
wander. Depth was slightly foreshortened in
any of the various positions that Itried (again,
from my normal listening position). Recordings with spectacular depth re-creation, such
as Pauline Oliveros's Deep Listening (New
Albion NA 022), were still captivating, but
somewhat less so. While Iwas able to alter
the width of the stage by moving the speakers
farther apart, Ifound no placement that dramatically improved the lack of re-created
depth.
As aresult of the speaker's frequency
extension in both the bass and trebles, there
were ample ambient cues and ageneral sense
of openness and spaciousness. However,
these characteristics, while good, were not
at the cutting edge of the speaker art. With
different recordings, the speakers were quite
capable of re-creating different spaces, ranging from the cavernous church environment
on Veljo Tormis's Forgotten Peoples (ECM
1459/60, 434 275-2) through the in-yourface space of the Red Hot Chili Peppers (Blood
Sugar Sex Majik, Warner Bros. 26681-2).
Nevertheless, while different spaces and
depths were proportionately correct, they
were never completely re-created.
My 13' by 24.5' listening room is probably too small for the Mets to perform optimally. The manual suggests placing the
speakers "several feet" out from the rear wall.
Iinterpreted this to mean 3' to 5', but did
most of my listening with the speakers 7' to
9' out from the rear wall (which yielded the
best combination of bass performance and
soundstaging). Von Schweikert suggested
listening from 10' to 15' away. Combining
these suggestions, the distance from the rear
wall to the listening position would be 13'
to 20'. The distance between my listening
position and the wall behind it has to be
added to these figures. My room matched up
well to these length dimensions.

The manual recommends aminimum distance of 6' between the cabinets but suggests
aseparation of 8' to 15' (which, Iassumed,
described center-to-center or driver-todriver distance). The setup instructions suggested leaving, again, "several feet" of space
between the speakers and each sidewall. I
interpreted this to mean 3! For two speakers,
this requires another 6' of width, yielding a
suggested range of 14' to 21! The width of
my room fell below this range, but above the
recommended minimum.
It's very possible, therefore, that the Mets
will perform better in alarger room than they
were able to in mine. In fact, when Isat farther away from the speakers (more than 121,
there was an improved sense of depth and a
more satisfying overall soundstage, as well
as better coherency. Given that result, my
comments on foreshortened depth must be
taken with agrain of salt. In avery large
room, depth re-creation might be fine. In
rooms like mine or smaller, there will be
tradeoffs concerning deep bass extension,
midbass level, soundstaging width, and stage
depth.
As I've said in other reviews, my room is
also problematic in the deep bass. No matter
what Itry, the bottom rolls off significantly,
especially at lower volume levels (as you'd
expect). The one speaker that has been able
to conquer my room has been the Kinergetics
SW-800 Subwoofer System, due to its extended deep-bass capability, separate cabinets
which can be located to specifically optimize
the bass, and dedicated amplifier with avolume control. Prior to the arrival of the Mets,
Ihad assumed that Iwould only be able to
achieve true deep bass with separate subwoofers.
The Mets have changed all that. Their
transmission-line enclosures provided truly
powerful and extended deep bass. While I
couldn't get the same authority at 20Hz as
Ihad with the SW-800s, Igot surprisingly
close. Oddly, Iwas able to achieve the best
bass performance by moving the speakers
back 6" closer to the rear wall (leaving them
just slightly less than athird of the way out
into the room). Second, since the speakers
worked best near the sidewalls for soundstaging, the placement Isettled on worked
well to reinforce the bass in my listening
room. The stronger sidewall reinforcement
was offset by the movement back slightly
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toward the rear wall. The only thing that
octave range up to 2kHz, and the crossover
might have helped even more would have
slopes are 3rd-order. With such aconfigubeen some way to separately control the level
ration, neither the woofers nor the tweeters
of signal fed to the Met's woofers (in addicover much of the midrange. The sonic
tion to the Q cylinders).
character of the dual Kevlar drivers was able
With The Ultimate Test CD from Woodford
to impact the entire area.
Music (WM CD 1112), Iwas able to get a
After spending many months with the
usable 20Hz signal, although it was noticeMets, it was their midrange performance that
ably down in level. With the final placement
Ihad the most difficulty describing. In most
Isettled on, the midbass region remained
regards, the midrange was very revealing. For
elevated in level over areasonably broad
example, on It Ain't Necessarily So, Nadja
range. Although low frequencies were parSalerno-Sonnenberg's "personal selection
ticularly well-defined and tuneful, in my
of encores" (EMI 54576), the timbre of her
room there was apeak centered around 60Hz.
violin communicated many wonderful moThe vast majority of bass information in
ments of beauty, brashness, playfulness, and
the music Ilisten to is in this mid/upper bass
arange of other emotions. Yet it was never
region. Apart from the elevated level, the
difficult to unravel the contributing elements
Mets were excellent here, exhibiting authorfrom the bow, the strings, and the body of
ity, dynamics, tunefulness, and articulation.
the instrument.
An excellent illustration of the speakers' ultiWhenever Ichanged anything in the sysmate bass performance came from Peggy
tem, the sonic differences were immediately
Lee's re-recorded version of "Fever" (There'll
apparent. Needless to say, the Mets were also
& Another Spring, Music Masters 5034-2-C).
very revealing with both analog and digital
With this simply scored music and Peggy's
sources. For example, it was easy to hear an
soft, sensual vocals, the rhythm is built enolder Sarah Vaughan playfully moving
tirely upon the bass line. In addition, key
toward and away from the microphone as she
changes are introduced by the bass. The Mets
finagled her way through the forgotten lyrics
handled both the timing and pitch shifts
of "Willow Weep for Me" on Live In Japan
beautifully. As Peggy might have said to the
(Mobile Fidelity MFCD 2-844-1&2, CD),
Mets, "Ye give fever, yea, Iburn forsooth."
or to appreciate the soft keyboard underpinWith rock, the Met's mid/upper bass
nings on Dire Straits' "You and Your Friend"
strengths were ajoy. For me, this is one area
from On Every Street (Warner Bros. 26680,
where all too many audiophile speakers simLP). My wife and Ieven spent avery enjoyply fall flat on their faces—aah, panels. Rock
able day emulating Robert Benson's Vol.15
bass must be visceral. You have to feel it in
No.12 survey of various interpretations of
your chest as much as hear it. To get this feelHolst's The Planets. With the Mets, we
ing, the speakers simply must be able to move
quickly established ahierarchy from Maaprodigious amounts of air. The doubled-up,
zel to Previn to Dutoit to Boult on the musitransmission-line-loaded Met woofers had
cal involvement scale, with no disagreements.
this ability. Fast little drivers acting simulThe Mets consistently revealed both musical
taneously as midrange and woofers, or most
and sonic differences.
panels, simply can't cut it on rock. You never
The slight nagging problem in the midfeel the music physically.
range was anarrow band of hardness which
The Red Hot Chili Peppers provided an
often manifested itself as excessive sibilance
impressive demonstration of the Met's wonon vocals. The louder and more complex the
drous bass capabilities. Unfortunately, there
music, the more pronounced the sibilance.
was alittle too much of agood thing—the
It could be heard on the complex massed
elevated midbass frequently drew attention
voices from Forgotten Peoples and through the
to itself.
loud and raucous vocals of the re-formed (but
Just as the bottom had been full and clean
clearly not reformed) Stray Cats singing
overall, the mids and top were, too. Once
about "Elvis On Velvet" (Choo Choo Hot Fish,
again, the crossover points may have played
JRS 35812).
amajor role in the overall coherency. The
I've saved the best for last. The Mets were
woofers only cover the range up to 125Hz;
both very sensitive and easy to drive. Almost
the critical midrange drivers cover afourany good amp worked well. Since they could
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993
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be bi-wired or bi-amped, the sound of the
speaker could be tailored in various ways to
suit my needs. In virtually any of these configurations, the Mets were very dynamic.
They could play softly or loudly, and handled any intermediate gain level without difficulty. Dynamic shadings were effectively
conveyed, although I've used other speakers
that were better at resolving the subtlest
changes in level. Nonetheless, the Mets were
equally at home with astring quartet or
heavy metal.
Even more important, the Mets were
always musical. The most effective word I
can think of to describe their overall, longterm performance was "smooth." Music simply flowed effortlessly out of Counterpoint's
flagship speaker. Icould easily live with the
Mets for months, even years.

END OF THE RIDE FROM J
E
The Clearfield Audio Metropolitans are big,
beautiful, full-range loudspeakers. To perform their best, they need to be in alarge
listening room, and the listening position
must be agood distance from the speaker
cabinets. They need to be well out from the
rear wall, reasonably close to the sidewalls,
and toed-in and tilted down toward the listening position. The speaker's built-in capabilities for adjustable bass and tweeter levels,
coupled with the bi-wiring/bi-amping
option and high sensitivity, provide awelcome and unusual amount of flexibility for
typical home use.
The speakers produce abig, wide soundstage that you look up into. Depth is slightly
foreshortened, although the placement of
performers is well-focused within an open
and spacious stage Bass performance is rather
warm in the midbass region, but extends into
the lowest octave, and is tight, powerful,
rhythmic, and tuneful through the critical
upper-bass region.
The midrange is coherent, with no obvious aberrations, being quick, clean, and accurate. There is amild trace of hardness, however, most noticeable during peaks. The
treble, as aresult of the five-position level
controls, can be whatever the listener wants
it to be.
Counterpoint's Clearfield Metropolitan
offers an unusual amount of flexibility in a
large and gorgeous package It is consistently
satisfying musically, with asmooth, easy134

to-listen-to sound. Clearfield Audio by
Counterpoint has made an auspicious entry
into the speaker sweepstakes, one worthy of
very serious consideration. —Jack English

J
ALISTENS FURTHER

Following Jack's auditioning and the submission of his text to Santa Fe, we heard from
Albert Von Schweikert that there was some
doubt as to whether the final version of the
crossover in JE's and the Santa Fe samples of
the Metropolitan was to specification. Apparently, there is anotch filter which has to
be individually tuned in production for each
loudspeaker to eliminate aresidual cone resonance in the midrange units. At the time the
samples were sent for review, Albert had
assumed that anonadjustable notch filter
would suffice, but the midrange units turned
out to be more variable than expected, meaning that the review samples were probably
slightly mistuned? Counterpoint therefore
sent afinal pair of Metropolitans which were
fully to specification, so that Icould compare them with the earlier pair before performing any measurements.
Iset both pairs of speakers up in the same
positions in the magazine's dedicated listening room, driving them with aKrell KSA250 power amplifier which was in turn
driven by my Melos SHA-1 headphone
amplifier. Source was all-digital: the C.E.C.
TL 1CD transport driving aMark Levinson No.35 D/A processor. Speaker cables
were Straight Wire Maestro; interconnects
were Cardas pre-to-power and AudioQuest
Lapis DAC-to-pre. Levels were carefully
maintained throughout the listening sessions
so that each piece of music was auditioned
on both pairs of speakers at the identical level.
The speakers were toed-in to the listening
seat, and the rear cones were adjusted to tip
the speakers forward so that Isat on the
lower-midrange axes of each pair.
The earlier pair were hybrids in that they
had the latest but mistuned crossover, but the
earlier version's twin ports. In addition, the
speakers were marked "U" and "R" so that
the tweeters were on the outside edges of the
asymmetrical baffles. The treble control was
set to Flat.
Throughout the listening session, Ibecame
2Speakers which went out to dealers had the filter correctly
tuned; apparently Swreophile's review samples were the only
Mets affected.
—JA
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more and more dissatisfied with the sound
quality of this earlier pair of Metropolitans.
Even with the foam inserts removed, the low
bass was suppressed, the midbass was both
excessive and poorly defined, and the upper
bass lacked power. The lower-midrange
octaves lacked clarity and had aresonant
overhang that colored piano sound, rendering it too "clanky." This became abit better
with the speaker grilles removed, but was still
annoyingly audible. It also added awarmth
to the speaker's character that made trumpet sound more like flugelhorn.
Worse, there was astridency in the lower
treble that added what can only be described
as a"bark" to the sound of male voice. There
was also some severe emphasis of sibilance
and tape hiss higher in frequency. Yet despite
this emphasis of some treble regions, which
lent voices a"spitchy" quality, the high frequencies overall were alittle too laid-back
compared with the upper midrange.
Iactually did quite alot of listening to this
pair of speakers, but there seems little point
in going into more detail on soundstaging
and dynamics when they were so tonally
unbalanced. Ican only assume that JE's pair
of Metropolitans, which he describes as having similar but much less severe faults, had
crossovers that were less off-tune.
Thankfully, my second pair of Metropolitans, set up in exactly the same positions and
auditioned with the same pieces of music at
exactly the same levels, were considerably
better in every aspect of performance. (One
interesting point to note is that the speakers
were now marked "L" and "R" so that the
tweeters were toward the inside edges of the
baffles.)
Playing aCD-R copy of the master tapes
of Stereophik's new Robert Silverman piano
recital (due to be released in the fall) was a
considerably more satisfying experience than
with the earlier speakers. The low bass seemed
higher in level, even with the foam inserts in
the ports; the upper bass was in better balance, adding more of afeel of power; and
while the midbass was still too high in absolute terms, it offered good definition. Removing the port foam inserts gave the best balance throughout the bass and, indeed, you
could almost overlook the lack of the bottom 10Hz, given the weight the midbass gave
to instrumental fundamentals and especially
to kick drum.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

The "clanky" midrange coloration of the
earlier Mets was significantly reduced in
level, though trumpets still came over as
being atouch too warm and some piano
notes rang on for too long. Some female
voices, too, noticeably lacked clarity when
their fundamentals fell within acertain frequency range. The lower midrange still
lacked clarity, but the "bark" to voices which
had so annoyed me with the earlier Mets was
almost totally gone.
In the treble, though there was less noticeable sibilance, there was still some mid-treble
emphasis which added aslightly shrieky
character to the upper ranges of flute, saxophone, and trumpet and made naturally
recorded cymbals sound too "splashy." Paradoxically, the top HF octave was subdued—
more so than with the earlier samples—
leading to alack of air to the speaker's character. Iset the HF level control to +1, then to
+2, in an effort to minimize this slightly
shut-in quality to the sound, but this made
the mid-treble too prominent, the sound too
bright. Tom Norton also auditioned this final
pair of Metropolitans and found that substituting the Rowland Consummate for the
Melos and TARA Labs RSC for the AudioQuest further tamed the speaker's mid-treble
region, but he, too, was ultimately bothered
by what he described as aresidual "spitchiness" to voices, a"band of brightness" that
was often (but not always) excited, depending
on the program material. Tom also felt this
residual brightness to become accentuated
with high-level, high dynamic range material
such as Robert Harley's drum recording on
the second Stereophile Test CD.
Although Ifound the high image difficult
to adjust to, the Mets' imaging definition was
excellent, sound-source placement being stable with frequency and position. The offstage
image positions on track 10 of the second Stereophile Test CD were reproduced to the outside of the speaker positions—even the image
of the out-of-phase bass guitar was stable and
placed well to the outside of the right-hand
speaker position. There was also excellent
image depth, the bells on the Barenboim Pare! (Teldec 9031-74448-2) being set considerably farther back than they had been via
the earlier Mets. The vertical imaging on the
LEDR test tones on the first Chesky jazz
sampler (JD37), however, was poor, there
being almost no image height developed.
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In the main, this second set of Metropolitans was capable of reproducing the dynamic
sweep of both large-scale orchestral music
and well-recorded rock in asatisfying manner. The lack of lower-midrange clarity got
in the way of solo piano, however, while the
slight sibilance emphasis proved annoying
on closely miked voices.
—John Atkinson
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All of my measurements were performed on
the final, up-to-spec Metropolitan samples.
Where there are differences with our earlier
samples, Ihave indicated this in the text. The
B-weighted sensitivity with the treble control flat appeared to be alittle lower than
specification at around acalculated 86d13/W/m.
(Because of the altitude at Santa Fe, Ican't
take absolute sensitivity measurements; instead, Icompare the B-weighted value
against that of areference speaker which has
been measured at sea level and in Santa Fe.)
This is still quite good, however, and the
Metropolitan will go loud with moderatepower amplifiers.
The plot of impedance magnitude and
phase (fig.1) reveals, as JE found, aspeaker
that is easy to drive—only dropping below
4ohms between 55Hz and 75Hz—and that
has aphase angle that stays moderate in value,
apart from in the low treble. But as is so often
the case, the most extreme phase angle occurs
when the magnitude is high, limiting its
negative impact on the driving amplifier. The
dual plot in the treble shows the effect on the
speaker's impedance of the HF level control.
The upper curve above 51cHz was taken with
the control set to -2dB; the trace with the
cursor positioned on its minimum value of
5ohms at 9.11(1-12 was with the HF level control set to its maximum. In the bass, the magnitude trace resembles that of awell-damped
reflex, with the port tuning revealed by the
valley at 66Hz. This trace was taken with the
annular foam port insert in position. Removing it lowers the peak at 32Hz to 20Hz and
reduces the depth of the trough slightly. For
comparison's sake, fig.2 shows the impedance plot for our original Metropolitan sample before the major upgrade was performed.
(The central trace in the treble of fig.2 is with
the HF control set to Flat.) Though generally
similar in shape, there are anumber of significant differences, confirming that both the
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crossover and the bass alignment were changed
in the revision.
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Fig.l Clearfield Metropolitan, final sample,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Clearfield Metropolitan, early sample,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Clearfield Metropolitan, nearfield responses
of woofers, port, and lower midrange unit
without foam insert in port.

Fig.4 Clearfield Metropolitan, nearfield responses
of woofers, port, and lower midrange unit
with foam insert in port.
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Next, Ilooked at the speaker's low-frequency response and how it was affected by
the foam insert. Fig.3 shows the nearfield
responses of the lower-midrange unit, the
combined woofers, and the port without the
foam, each plotted to its respective absolute
level. For comparison, the nearfield responses
with the foam insert are shown in fig.4. The
foam ring narrows the woofers' passband
slightly, or, to say the same thing in different words, slightly increases the Q of the
driver tuning. It also broadens and brings up
the level of the port's output, though this is
still significantly lower in level than the output of the woofers themselves.
In the time domain, figs.5 & 6show the
nearfield impulse responses of one of the
woofers and the port, respectively. Clearfield
refers to the woofer tuning as being a"critically damped, 4th-order tuned air column
with modified Thiele/Small alignment,"
which Itake to be areflex of some sort, yet
JE refers above to this speaker as being a
transmission line. In atrue reflex, the port
output is out-of-phase with that of the
woofer—a phase angle difference of 1800_
at and below the port tuning frequency.
is clearly implied by figs.7 & 8, the impulse
responses of the woofer and port, respectively, of asmall reflex speaker.) It might, at
first glance, appear as though the port output
of the Met is out of phase with that of the
woofer, but if the fig.5 and fig.6 time
responses are overlaid, it can be seen that the
port's negative-going output is delayed sufficiently by the line so that it more or less coincides with the first negative-going portion
of the woofer's impulse response, both reaching their nadirs at the 7ms mark. Despite the
reflex-like impedance characteristic in the
bass, this is behavior more akin to that of a
transmission line. The Met is not quite apure
transmission line, however, as there is a
residual phase difference in the port's passband between it and the woofer, ranging
between 0° at 100Hz and 60° at 40Hz.
The overall response of the Met's port and
woofers (amplitude and phase summed in the
ratio of the square roots of the respective
radiating areas), with and without the foam
ring, can be seen to the left of fig.9. (Without the foam ring, the bass output peaks
sharply between 55 and 65Hz; with the foam
ring, it peaks slightly less sharply between
70Hz and 90Hz.) The speaker does not
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

extend as low in the bass as might be expected
from its size, its (quasi-anechoic) -6dB points,
referred to the 200Hz level, being 33 and
36Hz, without and with the foam, respectively. But the approximate 4.5dB excess of
midbass energy will still make the speaker
sound "weighty." As JE and Ifound, however, this does lead to apersistent midbass
prominence to the sound.
The top trace to the right of fig.9 shows the
Met's overall response averaged across a30°
horizontal window on the tweeter axis with
the grille off and the HF control set to flat.
A slight lack of upper-midrange energy is
followed by aslight excess in the mid-treble
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Fig.5 Clearfield Metropolitan, nearfield impulse
response of upper woofer (25ms time
window, I
kHz bandwidth).
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0

Fig.6 Clearfield Metropolitan, nearfield impulse
response of port (25ms time window, IkHz
bandwidth).
P.

•::
Fig.7 Small reflex loudspeaker, nearfield impulse
response of woofer (25ms time window.
I
kHz bandwidth).

Fig.8 Small reflex loudspeaker, nearfield impulse
response of port (25ms time window, IkHz
bandwidth).
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and an early top-octave rollout. The sharp
peak at 25kHz is the tweeter's "oil-can" resonance, and should have no audible consequences. The lower trace in fig.9 is the same
measurement taken for the earlier sample of
the Metropolitan, again on the tweeter axis.
The sharp suckout centered at 4.8kHz is due
to the misaligned notch filter on the revised
crossover board. Note, however, that although
the trace is similar below the notch to that of
the more recent speaker, the earlier speaker
had significantly more energy above 8kHz,
something that both Tom Norton and I
noticed during our auditioning.
Isuspect that, with or without the notch,
the measured energy plateau in the on-axis
mid-treble contributes to the hardness and
sibilance noted during Jack's and my auditioning. Unfortunately, the equalization
curves offered by the HF control are not the
optimal shape to alleviate this mid-treble
problem. This can be seen from the top
curves in fig.10, which show the differences
between the on-axis responses with this control set to +2dB and -2dB and with it set to
Flat. As Ifound in my auditioning, setting
the treble to +2, to bring the top octave into
the correct balance, made the speaker too hot
in the mid-treble. Looking at the effect of the
grille (fig.10, bottom curve), however, suggests that this might alleviate the treble excess.
The measurements above were all taken
on the tweeter axis, which is the intended
design axis. This is ahigh 46" from the floor,

however, which is 3" above my ears when
Isit in adirector's chair and 10" above my
ears when Isit in my usual listening chair.
Fig.11 shows that there are only minor
changes in response as the listener moves
down to the lower-midrange axis, but below
that—and for standing listeners—a suckout
progressively develops in the upper midrange. Note, however, that the speaker has
excellent vertical dispersion in the treble,
presumably due to the D'Appolito drive-unit
configuration.
Laterally, the Metropolitan maintains its
response with only minor changes out to 15°
off-axis, as can be seen from figs.12 and 13,
which show the response derences as the listener moves to the speaker's side to the inside
(tweeter) edge of the front baffle and to the
outside, respectively. Beyond that angle,
however, though the inside-edge response
progressively loses high treble, an upperI I1111111
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Fig. I
0Clearfield Metropolitan, differences made
to response on tweeter axis by HF control
set to +2dB and —2dB (top), and by grille
(bottom).
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Fig.9 Clearfield Metropolitan, anechoic response
of final sample (top) and of first sample
(bottom) on tweeter axis at 45" averaged
across 30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with overall
loudspeaker LF rollout of final sample below
200Hz (calculated by DRA Labs MLSSA
program by adding the complex nearfield
responses of the woofers and port in the
ratio of the square roots of their areas),
both with and without foam port insert.
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Fig. I Clearfield Metropolitan, vertical response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: response
difference level with top of enclosure (JA's
standing eye level); difference on uppermidrange axis; reference response; difference
on lower-midrange axis; difference on axis
36" from floor; difference level with top of
upper woofer; difference on upper-woofer
axis, 26" from floor.
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midrange suckout develops to the speaker's
outside edge, meaning that the sidewalls
should probably be well-damped to avoid
this lack of off-axis energy coloring the
1110
Oa

Itill

I

ikliz

J'ill!
11kik

Fig.I 2Clearfield Metropolitan, horizontal
response family on inside edge of baffle at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis,
and 90° off-axis.

speaker's perceived in-room balance.
In the time domain, the speaker's impulse
response (fig.14) is typical of adesign using
high-order crossover slopes and ametaldome tweeter. The step response calculated
from fig.14 is shown in fig.15, and confirms
measurements taken on the individual driveunits that indicate: the tweeter to be connected with positive polarity—the sharp updown spike at 3.4ms; the midrange units to
be connected in inverse polarity—the slower,
negative-going pulse at 4ms; and the woofers
again to have positive polarity—the very
slow rise over the rest of the 5ms window.
(Ignore the wrinldes at 7.5ms in figs.14 & 15,
which are due to reflections of the impulse
from the room boundaries.)
I
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Fig. 14 Clearfield Metropolitan, impulse response
on tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz baidwidth).
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Fig. 13 Clearfield Metropolitan, horizontal
response family on outside edge of baffle at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis,
and 90° off-axis.
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Fig. 15 Clearfield Metropolitan, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig. 16 Clearfield Metropolitan, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45"
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Fig.17 Cleat-field Metropolitan, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to
cabinet side panel level with tweeter. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)

Fig.16, the cumulative spectral-decay, or
"waterfall," plot calculated from fig.14, is
generally very clean, though there is aresidual resonance at the cursor position (5150Hz)
that has not been completely eliminated by
the correctly tuned notch filter. There is also
some slight hash an octave higher up in frequency. Perhaps more importantly, the slight
peak at 31cHz that can be seen in fig.9 is associated with aslight hangover. This, again,
might contribute to some subjective hardness to the speaker's tonal signature.
Finally, despite the large panels used, the
Metropolitan's cabinet seemed fairly dead to
the knuckle-rap test. This was confirmed by
measuring with an accelerometer.3The back
panel was very inert, but there were significant
resonant modes worth noting in the upper
third of the angled side panels. As can be seen
in fig.17, apart from some pumping of the
enclosure wall at the bass tuning frequency
of 66Hz, the modes are relatively high in frequency, confirming that the cabinet is very
well braced. Nevertheless, listening to the
speaker's upper sidewall with astethoscope
revealed the modes between 400Hz and
500Hz to be almost continually excited when
the speaker was playing music. As the panel
areas affected by these modes are both fairly
large and are pointed toward the listener (due
to the Metropolitan's unusual shape), Isuspect that they are acontributing factor to the
3See the Microscan review elsewhere in this issue for details
on how this measurement is performed.
—JA
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speaker's lack of lower-midrange clarity.
—John Atkinson

END OF THE RIDE FROM JA
Even though Ifound the final, fully representative samples of the Clearfield Metropolitan
to be very much better in every way than the
earlier samples that Jack English, Tom Norton, and Iauditioned, Iultimately can't be
as enthusiastic about the speaker as JE. At a
more competitive price, the Metropolitan
could have been acontender. It is impressively engineered, and in anumber of performance areas—dynamic range, loudness
capability, soundstaging accuracy and stability, freedom from distortion, and bass
authority, for example—it does very well. Its
manual is also amodel of what this oftenoverlooked item should be. But at $6000/pair,
what would be minor faults in aless expensive speaker are thrown into sharp relief. I
can't overlook excessive sibilance in aspeaker
at this price level, nor can Iremain unbothered by the Met's lack of lower-midrange
clarity, given my predilection for solo classical piano recordings. Ialso expect something more like true 20Hz extension from
such alarge, heavy speaker (though it is fair
to point out that the WATT/Puppy combination, which is very much more expensive
than the Metropolitan, doesn't go any lower).
Given the conflict between JE's and my
conclusions, therefore, Isuggest that if you
are looking for asatisfying speaker in this
price range, you listen to the Metropolitan
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for yourself with your choice of music. Only
you will be able to determine whether the
many things this speaker does right will be

outweighed by the few things it does wrong.
—John Atkinson

BOSTON ACOUSTICS
LYNNFIELD 500L LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Harley
Three-way, four-piece dynamic loudspeaker system. Driver complement: two 6.5" woofers, one 5.25" aluminum-cone midrange,
one I" aluminum-dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: I25Hz, 2.6kHz. Frequency response: 32Hz-35kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 85dBIW/m. Nominal impedance: 5ohms. Recommended amplifier power up to 350W. Warranty: 5years parts and
labor, limited. Overall dimensions: 9" W by 48" Hby 18.25" D. Bass unit dimensions: 9" W by 36.75" Hby 18.25" D. Overall
weight: 100 lbs each. Finish: rosewood or black ash veneer. Serial numbers of samples reviewed: LD00173A/B. Prices: $4500/pair
(black), S5000/pair (rosewood). Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer Boston Acoustics, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield,
MA 01940. Tel: (617) 592-9000. Fax: (617) 592-6148.

To many audiophiles, the name Boston
Acoustics is synonymous with mass-market
budget loudspeakers. Although many outs
products have offered good value for the
money, Boston Acoustics has never been
known for driving the envelope of highpriced loudspeaker design.' The company has
been content to churn out well-designed,
affordable boxes and let others attempt stateof-the-art loudspeakers. Until now.
In early 1991, Boston Acoustics began
"The Lynnfield Project," an ambitious effort
to develop aline of high-end loudspeakers
that would push the edge of current loudspeaker technology. The man hired to head
the project was Phil Jones, the acclaimed
British designer behind the Acoustic Energy
loudspeakers. Jones is aleading proponent
of metal-cone drive-units, which were used
successfully in the Energy line.
The Lynnfield Project is afrom-scratch
effort with custom-made drive-units. The
products incorporate many new design techniques, one of which is arevolutionary method
of attenuating driver resonances. Clearly, a
high level of engineering effort was expended
on these new loudspeakers. The 500L reviewed here is the flagship of the line. (The
smaller 300L is currently being auditioned
by JA, for areview to appear in the fall.)
A company such as Boston Acoustics, that
is dominant in the mass-market, may have
several reasons for entering the field of highend loudspeakers. First, the company may
see the High End as apotentially profitable
market niche. Second, ahigh-end flagship
1Ionce worked in ahi-fi store that carried the Boston Acoustics line.
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product engenders prestige and better name
recognition for the company. Finally, design
innovations developed for the high-end line
can trickle down into the company's budget
products.
But does an engineering tour deforce necessarily make agreat loudspeaker? We'll find out.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Lynnfield 500L is afloorstanding loudspeaker system comprised of four cabinets.
The tweeter and midrange drivers are
mounted in asmallish sub-enclosure that
rests atop each bass cabinet. No drivers are
visible in the bass cabinet: The two 6.5"
woofers are mounted inside and connected
to the outside through two rear-firing, flared
ports, each 2" in diameter. The 500L is unusual-looking, owing to the new resonanceattenuating device covering the midrange and
tweeter. I'll discuss this in detail later.
The bass enclosure is coupled to the floor
via small spikes that fit into large leveling
knobs. Those with an aversion to spikes can
remove them, allowing the loudspeaker to
rest on the knobs.
A set of rubber plugs fits into holes in the
bass enclosure's top surface. Corresponding
rubber feet are attached to the midrange/
tweeter bottom, providing acompliant interface between the two cabinet portions. This
decouples the bass enclosure from the midrange/tweeter cabinet and also prevents
scratching. The midrange/tweeter enclosures
can be mounted on optional stands, allowing
the bass units to be placed in amore convenient location.
The three-way 500L can be single-wired,
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Boston Acoustics Lynnfield SOOL loudspeaker

bi-wired, or tri-wired. Three inputs are
provided, allowing great flexibility in connection. When single-wired, two pairs of
jumper plates at the bass enclosure bottom
are installed, and four jumper wires connect
terminals at the bass enclosure's top to the
midrange/tweeter module. Internal wiring
connects the bass enclosure's bottom terminals to the top terminals. This wiring can be
bypassed by bi-wiring or tri-wiring.
A black grille can be mounted to cover the
midrange/tweeter enclosure's front. The
owner's manual suggests that the grille's
effect is small but audible. Iauditioned the
500Ls with and without the grilles.
Icame to dislike the 500Ls' input terminals. They have aknurled knob over apost
with alarge hole in the middle for inserting
bare wire. The post is so big that spade lugs
don't fit over it without spreading the spades.
Moreover, the flat contact area between the
knob and post was too small to adequately
hold spades. The many times Iconnected and
disconnected the 500Ls was an exercise in
frustration. Finally, one of the posts came
loose and turned in its mounting.
Apart from that gripe, the 500I.:s build
quality and appearance are outstanding. My
review samples were finished in exquisite
rosewood veneer that would complement
any decor. Imust also comment on the
superb owner's manual. It is clear, complete,
well-written, and highly informative.
The design's most striking aspect is the
large bar across the midrange unit and the
corresponding smaller structure in front of
the tweeter. These are called "AMDs," short
for Amplitude Modulation Devices. These
structures are narrow-band acoustic filters
that attenuate umatited output from the
drivers, particularly driver ringing and cone
resonances. Specifically, the AIVIDs are acollection of tubes placed in front of the driver.
When certain frequencies pass by the tubes,
the amplitude of those frequencies is attenuated. The length of the tubes determines the
absorption frequency. By carefully tuning
the AMD to specific frequencies, driver
anomalies such as cone ringing can be
attenuated.
The midrange AMD is machined from an
aluminum block and uses columns of air
rather than tubes, but the operating principle
is identical. These columns are 1/
4"-wide
troughs that run the AMD's length.
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The tweeter AMD is injection-molded
from high-temperature, glass-filled nylon.
This technique assures the closer tolerances
(±0.001") necessary for accurate tuning of
the tubes to much shorter wavelengths. This
is anovel approach to loudspeaker design—
rather than try to suppress cone ringing, the
AlVlDs simply attenuate it before it can reach
the listener.
While this is aclever idea, Iwas concerned
about diffraction from the large structures
in front of the midrange and so close to the
tweeter. Most designs avoid protrusions from
the baffle, sometimes even flush-mounting
the heads of driver-mounting bolts.
The designed-from-scratch driver complement comprises two 65" woofers, a5.25"
midrange, and a1" aluminum-dome tweeter.
The midrange and tweeter are mounted in
asingle-cast chassis to bring the drivers as
close together as possible. This arrangement
is said to better mimic apoint source. The
midrange/tweeter chassis is amassive unit
with heatsinking fins. A large bolt secures
the midrange/tweeter chassis from the rear,
leaving no exposed hardware on the front
panel.
The 5.25" midrange is made almost entirely from aluminum, including the cone,
chassis, dustcap, and voice-coil former. The
company says this results in better heat-sinking and high power handling. The tweeter
diaphragm is a1" aluminum dome mounted
in aunique magnet structure. The small but
powerful neodymium magnet is inside the
voice-coil. A perforated steel grille and tiny
AMD cover the dome.
The two 6.5" woofers have fiber rather
than aluminum cones. Lyrmfield claims the
fiber cones have asmoother rolloffand less
midband ringing. Unusually, the woofers
each use two spiders.
The bass enclosure is abandpass design,
with the two 6.5" woofers mounted internally. The woofers fire into the ported lower
section, and the enclosure's upper 80% is a
sealed chamber. This dual-chamber approach
reportedly results in the control ola sealed
box but the extension of aported design.
Both the bass unit and midrange/tweeter
cabinets are made of 1" -thick MDF. The
midrange/tweeter enclosure has two internal
braces and is filled with polyester-fiber
damping material. The bass enclosure uses
three figure-of-eight braces in addition to the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

horizontal panel on which the woofers are
mounted.
The crossover features a fourth-order
high-pass slope on the tweeter, asecondorder high-pass and low-pass on the midrange, and asecond-order low-pass in the
woofer network. The tweeter circuit has an
additional capacitor to steepen the conventional fourth-order rollofE Electrolytic capacitors are used in the woofer and midrange
circuits, and Mylar types in the tweeter network. Internal wiring is 14-gauge oxygenfree copper. After assembly, each 500L .is
measured to ensure that its response is within
±0.5dB of the reference.
Incidentally, one of the midrange drivers
started buzzing after being subjected to pink
noise during break-in. Boston Acoustics sent
me another pair of midrange/tweeter modules which worked fine, even after more
strenuous break-in.
Overall, Iwas impressed by the level ofengineering effort and manufacturing execution
in the 500L. This is obviously an innovative,
ambitious, and beautifully executed loudspeaker. Iwas eager to hear how it sounded.

SETUP
My listening room has recently been host to
two loudspeakers priced somewhat near the
Lynnfield 500L's $5000: the $3900 Thiel
CS3.6 and the $6200 Genesis III (reviewed
in Vol.16 No.5, p.94 and this issue, respectively). Ithus had agood basis for judging
the 5001.:s relative merits.
Amplification was provided by aMark
Levinson No.23.5, apair of VTL 225W
monoblocks, and the excellent and reasonably priced 50W class-A Forté Model 4. The
preamp was the usual Audio Research LS2B,
with AudioQuest Lapis (balanced or unbalanced, depending on the power amplifier)
connecting the preamp to the power amplifiers. The digital source included aMark
Levinson No.31 transport driving aMark
Levinson No.30 processor via Madrigal
MDC-1 AES/EBU interface. LP playback
was provided by aheavily modified WellTempered Turntable and Arm fitted with an
AudioQuest AQ700Onsx cartridge and
amplified by aVendetta Research SCP2B
phono stage. Interconnects included AudioQuest Lapis and Diamond, Monster Cable
Sigma, and Straight Wire Maestro. Power to
the system (except the power amps) was con-
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ditioned by aTice Power Block and Titan.
The dedicated listening room was built from
scratch, and has optimal dimension ratios for
room-mode distribution.
Ifound the 500L sounded best when the
internal wiring was bypassed. This requires,
at aminimum, bi-wiring the 500Ls, with
best results obtained by tri-wiring them. I
ended up using 8' tri-wired runs of AudioQuest Midnight and Sterling.
Although the owner's manual suggests
that the 500Ls can be placed very near the
wall behind them (3"), Ifound them to boom
if less than about 2' away. Further, soundstage depth was restricted at this distance. The
best place in my room was with their rear
panels about 52" from the rear wall. A slight
toe-in snapped the center image into tight
focus, but at the expense of abrighter overall
balance. My listening height was 36", just
below the tweeter axis. (I found very little
difference in tonal balance between 30" and
40" listening heights.)
As suggested by the manual, the asymmetric satellites were positioned with the tweeters
to the inside edges. Two ASC Studio Traps
(review forthcoming) were mounted absorptive-side-out between each 500L and the
sidewall, greatly attenuating the primary
sidewall reflection. Finally, Ibroke-in the
500Ls by running pink noise into them for
several days with the loudspeakers facing
each other and wired out of phase.
The supplied spikes are so short (1/2") that
the 500Ls rested mostly on the thick carpet.
Moreover, some of the leveling knobs were
so tight that they were nearly impossible to
turn by hand. These factors, coupled with the
impractical terminal posts, made setting up
the 500Ls difficult at best. Iended up using
longer spikes from another pair of loudspeakers and Monster Cable's X-Terminators
for attaching spade lugs to the posts.

Music

For all the work and dedicated engineering
that went into the 500L, I'm sorry to say that
Ididn't enjoy my time with the speaker. It
did some things well—which I'll describe—
but it was overall just too bright and forwardbalanced for my taste. The treble was aggressive and overly prominent, constantly reminding me that Iwas listening to loudspeakers. Although the Thiel CS3.6 is also
forward and immediate-sounding, it isn't
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aggressive or strident. In addition, the CS3.6's
immediacy covers the entire band—the 500L
sounded forward only in the treble.
The violins in Handel's Water Music (Harmonia Mundi HMU 7010), for example,
were thin and wiry, almost to the point of
sounding screechy. During the passages with
no violins, the 500Ls sounded fine. But violins were accompanied by an irritating stridency that sounded nothing like live instruments. They sounded wiry and thin rather
than rich and full.
Similarly, the cymbals on one of my own
jazz recordings were far too prominent in the
mix. They tended to dominate the sonic
landscape, calling attention to themselves and
distracting from the music.
This aggressiveness also extended down
into the lower treble. When Iput on the Jennifer Warnes track from Rob Wasserman's
Duets CD (MCA MCAD-42131) to set up
the 500Ls, her voice acquired athinness that
emphasized mouth noises and sibilance. It
was the antithesis of the pure, warm, liquid,
sweet, and gorgeous rendering that Iheard
from the Genesis III.
Itried putting asingle layer of aT-shirt
over the midrange and tweeter; this restored
asemblance of anatural lower-treble balance,
but provided too much top-octave rolloff.
Nevertheless, the fact that aT-shirt brought
the lower treble into amore natural balance
demonstrated just how bright the 500Ls
were. It wasn't that the upper mids and treble
were hashy or hard; there was just too much
energy in the low- and mid-treble, coupled
with abit of metallic-sounding coloration.
Despite the bright presentation, the 500Ls
didn't have the sense of openness and air
heard from the decidedly less bright Genesis Ills.
Itried anumber of things to reduce the
500Ls' brightness: the VTL 225 tubed monoblocks were substituted for the Mark Levinson
No.23.5; the softer-sounding AudioQuest
Midnight replaced AudioQuest Sterling to
the tweeter; and Ifaced the 500Ls straight
ahead, rather than toeing them in slightly.
This positioning reduced the brightness
somewhat, but at the expense of image focus.
In addition, Iput the 500Ls back on the pink
noise for another 24 hours to make sure they
were fully broken-in.
Despite these measures, the 500Ls still had
too much treble energy. They were no longer
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excruciatingly bright, but in my view were
still over the edge.
After finishing the auditioning and looking
at JA's measurements of the 500L, Iswitched
the midrange/tweeter modules' positions so
that the drivers were toward the outside edge
of the cabinet rather than the inside edge.
(This is contrary to the manual's instructions.)
The lateral response family of curves shows
that the 500L develops alower-treble peak
off-axis on the side toward the listener. By
switching the modules' positions, Itheorized
that this peakiness would now occur on the
axis away from the listener and toward the
sidewall, where it would be somewhat
attenuated by the ASC Studio Traps instead
of being reflected toward the listener.
This was indeed the case. The excess treble energy was reduced with the modules
switched. The 500Ls were no longer screechy, but the wiry violins, sibilance on voices,
and thin-sounding cymbals were still there,
albeit to alesser degree. Removing the Studio
Traps, however, allowed the peaky off-axis
response to reflect off the sidewalls, further
increasing the amount of mid- and lowertreble energy at the listening seat.
The measurements also indicated that the
grilles would slightly reduce the amount of
treble energy. Ithus put the grilles on and left
them there for the rest of the auditioning.
Ishould also note that my listening room
tends to be kind to bright loudspeakers. The
walls are covered with avery thin, carpetlike material that absorbs high frequencies,
there are two large windows covered with
drapes (these closed during listening), and
the floor is covered by thick carpet. For this
audition, Ialso positioned two pairs of ASC
Studio Traps between the loudspeakers and
the sidewalls to kill the first reflection.
Finally, Ishould point out that my source
components and electronics can't be considered bright. The AQ700Onsx cartridge tends
to be abit analytical, but the Mark Levinson
No30 processor is the antithesis of forward
or bright.
In short, the 500L had every condition in
its favor. Nevertheless, Istill found it too
bright. It was no longer an overt brightness,
but one that still annoyed me over time?
But this isn't the whole story of the speaker's
2Both "UN and Ialso thought the 500Ls sounded too bright
during our auditioning, both in RH's room and in Stetrophile's
dedicated listening room.
—JA
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performance. The 500L had some excellent
characteristics. Soundstaging, for example,
was simply superb. The speakers threw a
deep, well-developed soundstage in my mom.
Image focus, front-to-rear layering, and ability to present asense of size were remarkable.
The 500L had the ability to disappear into
the soundstage. Although their soundstage
wasn't quite as deep as that of the Genesis Ills,
the 500Ls were better than average.
The bass was fairly well-extended, but it
lacked the power and drive of either the Thiel
CS3.6 or Genesis III. The overall tonal balance tended to be somewhat light, perhaps
more aresult of the forward treble than due
to alean bass. The bass was fairly welldefined and well-integrated with the lower
midrange. The 500L somewhat lacked bass
dynamics and punch, something that was
true whether the music was orchestral—the
bass drum on Albeniz's Feast Day in Seville
from the spectacular Reference Recordings
Trittico CD (RR-52CD)—or involved bass
guitar and kick drum. The 500L sounded a
bit constricted, lacking the big bottom end
of the CS3.6 or Genesis III.
Ialso found the 500L generally uninvolving. This was due, Ibelieve, to atrace of
opacity that kept me at arm's distance from
the music. A veil had been placed between
me and the music. Switching back to the
Genesis III after afew weeks with the 500L
threw the 500L's shortcomings into sharp
relief—despite its over-bright balance, the
500L tended to be alittle closed-in in the
extreme top, veiled in the midrange, and
smaller-sounding. The 500L was no match
for the Genesis III in the ability to convey the
essence and meaning of musical performances.

M EASUREMENTS
John Atkinson measured the 500L, and Isaw
the results only after completing my auditioning. First, the 500L had ameasured sensitivity of 86dB/W/m ("B"-weighted, measured with 20kHz-bandwidth noise). This
is slightly higher than the specified 85dB figure, but within the margin of error. Fig.1
shows the 500Es impedance magnitude and
phase angle, measured with our Audio Precision System One. The bass enclosure's
bandpass tuning at 62Hz can be seen in the
impedance minimum at that frequency. The
minimum impedance is 1.98 ohms at 112Hz,
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but the speaker dips below 4ohms between
80Hz and 600Hz. The 50012s nominal 5ohm rating would seem appropriate, but the
minimum specified impedance of 3ohms is
alittle higher than the measured impedance.
The somewhat low impedance, coupled with
the less-than-benign phase angle in the same
region, suggest that the 500L is afairly
demanding load for an amplifier. The VTL
225 monoblocks, however, had no trouble
driving the 500L. (Incidentally, the tweeter's
resonance can be seen as the tiny peak in the
impedance curve at 26.4kHz.)
The measurements of the 500Es time and
FFT-derived frequency-domain performance
were taken with DRA Lab's MLSSA system,
acalibrated B&K 4006 microphone, and an
EAR mike preamplifier. The microphone's
intrinsic on-axis response, measured in an
anechoic chamber, has been subtracted from
the measurement results to yield only the
loudspeaker's behavior. Fig.2 is acomposite
of the 500Es midrange and tweeter anechoic
responses, coupled with the nearfield output of the ports. The midrange unit is very
smooth in its passband, but the tweeter appears to have asignificantly elevated response
between 5kHz and 10kHz. This no doubt
contributes to my criticism of the speaker's
treble.
Fig.2 also shows what appears to be afrequency mismatch between the tweeter's resonance and the AMD tuning: The tweeter
ringing can be seen at 26.4kHz, and avery
narrow notch, presumably due to the AMD,
is apparent just below that frequency. The
AMD appears to be mistuned, attenuating
the band slightly below the tweeter's resonance rather than being positioned exactly
at the tweeter resonance Also in fig.2, we can
see that the midrange driver's resonance
modes, which appear as the two spikes at
about 6kHz and 8kHz, are well down in level
—about 30dB below the primary output.
This suggests that the midrange AMD is
very effective in suppressing narrow-band
resonances.
According to Laurie Fincham's 1979 paper
on bandpass woofer design ,
3 it is hard to
eliminate high-Q resonances afew octaves
above the unit's operating frequency. The
500Es woofer, for example, has aresonance
that can be seen as the small spike at 600Hz.
3"A Bandpass Loudspeaker Enclosure: .presented at the 63rd
AES Convention, 1979.
—JA
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The speaker's bandpass output, centered on
60Hz, rolls off naturally at 12dB/octave. The
woofer's low-pass crossover filter adds an
additional 6dB/octave above 120Hz, resulting
in an 18dB/octave acoustic low-pass function that helps suppress this resonance (If the
woofer is driven alone with pink noise, it can
still be faintly heard as a"whistle') Finally,
the acoustic crossover points can be seen to
be 90Hz and 2.1kHz.
JA modeled the crossover behavior from
aschematic published in the Italian magazine AUDIOReview,4producing the curves
of fig3. (The model necessarily assumes the
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Fig.3 Boston Lynnfield 500L, calculated electrical
responses of crossover filters, modeled
replacing drive-units with 8ohm resistors.
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drive-units are 8-ohm resistors.) The tweeter
appears to be padded down by about 3dB,
and has an extremely steep high-pass rolloff. This steep (approximately 60dB/octave)
rolloff appears to be achieved by overlaying
afourth-order filter with anotch filter centered at 1320Hz. A slight downward slope
can be seen in the midrange, perhaps to compensate for arising drive-unit response onaxis. Both the low-pass and high-pass midrange rolloffs are 12dB/octave.
Fig.4 is the 500L's FFT-derived anechoic
response averaged over a30° lateral window
on the tweeter axis and appended to the complex sum of the woofer ports' and the midrange unit's nearfield responses. Because of
the ports' proximity to the floor, Iexpect the
bandpass woofer's output to be higher than
shown in the nearfield plot, resulting in
excellent level-matching to the midrange's
output. Indeed, my auditioning suggested
that the upper-bass level was very wellbalanced to that of the lower-midrange. The
bass extension was only moderate, however,
the woofer's quasi-anechoic -6dB point
lying at 40Hz, though this will go alittle
lower in frequency in atypical room.
Note, however, the overall rising response
with frequency in fig.4, and the plateau between 5kHz and 10IcHz, correlating with my
impression of abright and forward midtreble and lower treble. The top octave is
more in line with the midrange level, but in
comparison with the exaggerated region
below, this probably ties in with my feeling
of aslightly shut-in high-treble response.
Again, the apparent AIvID mistuning can be
seen by the sharp dip just below the tweeter's
resonance.
The 500Es vertical response family of curves
is shown in fig.5. The plots represent the
differences in response measured at different
vertical positions, revealing just the changes
in response to be expected at different listening heights. (As there is no difference between
the reference response on the tweeter axis and
itself, this appears in this graph as astraight
line. Note that this does not mean the speaker
has aperfectly flat response.) As would be
expected from the 500Es high-order crossovers, there was very little change, particularly between the midrange driver and the
4AUDIOReview, February 1993, p.122. The Italian reviewer
also measured arising response through the low- and midtrebles.
—JA
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top of the woofer cabinet—a typical listeningaxis range. Note the large suckout (top two
curves) at the crossover frequency if you sit
too high. Overall, however, the sound won't
change appreciably within the normal range
of listening heights, as Ifound from my auditioning.
Fig.6 shows how the 500Es response changes
as afunction of lateral position to the inside
edge of the speaker's baffle (the edge nearest
the drive-units). Note how the presence
region becomes more pronounced the farther off-axis. For comparison, fig.7 is asimilar set of difference measurements, taken to
the enclosure's side farthest from the driveunits. The off-axis presence peak is much less
severe on this axis, suggesting that the mid1 1I1
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Fig.5 Boston Lynnfield 500L, vertical response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: response
difference 7.5° above enclosure; difference
level with top of enclosure, difference on
satellite woofer axis; reference response;
difference level with top of subwoofer
enclosure; difference on axis 6" below top
of subwoofer enclosure; difference on axis
12" below top of subwoofer enclosure.
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range/tweeter enclosure should be positioned
so that the drive-units are on the outside
edge, not the inside edge as specified in the
manual. In this position, however, absorptive
material on the sidewalls (or better yet, ASC
Studio Traps) will be essential if the sound
is not to become too bright. Indeed, this was
confirmed during the auditioning. The exaggerated presence-region off-axis suggests
that the problems Iheard in the auditioning
will be exacerbated in rooms with reflective
sidewalk Ihad two ASC Studio Traps, positioned with their absorptive sides out,
between the loudspeakers and the sidewalls.
Although this would tend to mitigate the
presence-region peak, Istill heard too much
treble energy.
The treble rolloff off-axis suggests that the
500L:s high-frequency balance may be more
natural without toe-in. Ifound this to be the
case when setting the speakers up, but Ididn't
get pinpoint image focus unless they were
slightly toed-in. Note the very steep topoctave rolloff at more than 30° off-axis in
figs.6 & 7, aphenomenon that may be due
to interference from the tweeter's AMD.
Incidentally, JA visited my listening room
to remeasure the new midrange/tweeter
modules, which had been replaced after one
of the original samples developed abuzz.
Within the error due to the difficulty in positioning the microphone in three-dimensional
space at precisely the same point, the two
samples measured almost identically, suggesting excellent, tight production matching.
We took the opportunity to measure the
500Es in-room response, averaged over five
microphone positions near the listening seat
(fig.8). The response looks very flat? but has
more upper-midrange and treble energy than
the same measurement performed on the
much less bright Genesis III (see the III's inroom response in this issue's review). The
bass lumpiness is aresult of room modes
rather than the loudspeaker's performance.
Turning to the time domain, fig.9 is the
500I.:s impulse response on the tweeter axis
at 45". The hump after the impulse implies
a high-order crossover. The ultrasonic
tweeter ringing (the high-frequency stuff in
5It doesn't surprise me that aflat measured in-room response
at the listening position sounds bright. Loudspeaker- and
room-correction devices that equalize asystem for flat
response at the listening seat always make the sound too
bright, at least to judge from the demonstrations I've heard.
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Fig.9 Boston Lynnfield 500L, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window.
30kHz bandwidth).
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the hump) is apparent, but is not severe. The
bass unit's impulse response is shown in
fig.10 while fig.11 shows the 5001:s step
response. Ideally, this should look something
like aright triangle (see the Thiel CS3.6's step
response in Vol.16 No.5, p.99). The Lynnfield 500L's tweeter's output is the initial
negative-going spike, implying inverted
polarity, while the midrange output is the
large positive-going hump, implying that the
midrange unit is connected with the same
I

e.•

positive polarity as the bandpass woofer.
The 5001:s cumulative spectral-decay, or
"waterfall," plot is shown in fig.12. The decay
is very clean and quick, but with amild resonant mode noticeable at 2840Hz, revealed
as the low-level vertical ridge at that frequency. As in fig.4, note the overall rising
response with frequency.
Idrove the 500Ls with asinewave oscillator to check for cabinet resonances. The
ports produced significant wind noise at
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Fig.I0 Boston Lynnfield 500L, nearfield impulse
response of bandpass woofer port (100ms
time window. IkHz bandwidth).
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85Hz at fairly high levels, while the woofer
cabinet had some significant vibration accompanied by achange in tone at 130Hz. There
was also aminor resonance noticeable at
480Hz. The satellite cabinet was relatively
well-damped, there being only afew lowlevel modes noticeable between 250Hz and
550Hz. Fig.13 shows the waterfall plot calculated from aPVDF accelerometer's output when fastened to the satellite module's
top panel. Note that, despite the rubber feet,
asignificant amount of vibration centered
on the woofer's bandpass frequency makes
its way through to the module.
Finally, Ilistened to the Listening Environment Diagnostic Recording (LEDR) from the
first Cheslcy Test CD (JD37). The LEDR Test
produced an excellent "lateral" image, with
tight focus and no holes in the middle. The
"up" test was moderately good, with the
image moving above the loudspeaker, then

stopping. The 500L also did well on the
"over" test, with acontinuous image arc produced over and between the loudspeakers.

CONCLUSION
Idon't think that Boston Acoustics' Lynnfield 500L is apoor loudspeaker. It is relatively uncolored through the midband, has
excellent image focus, and reasonably good
bass quality and extension. But when compared to what Ifeel to be the best speakers
near its price—the $3900/pair Thiel CS3.6,
the $5900/pair Hales System Two Signature,
and the $6200/pair Genesis III—the 500L
doesn't do it for me. A talented designer, a
large budget, and sophisticated manufacturing facilities are unfortunately no guarantee
of agreat loudspeaker. Despite the 5001.%
unique and promising technology, it is just
too bright for arecommendation.

M ICRO SCAN ANTI-RESONANCE SYSTEM
Jack English

Microscan D-8
speaker cabinet vibration damper
Accessory to reduce the amplitude of loudspeaker-cabinet resonances. Price: $169.95/pair for D-8 unit with magnetic pads.
Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer Microscan Laboratory Inc., 7761 Bell Road, Windsor, CA 95492. Tel:
(707) 838-3545. Fax: (707) 838-2063.
A sound is nothing more than avibration in
air. It has afrequency, which defines its pitch,
and an amplitude or sound pressure level,
which defines its volume or loudness. The
sounds we want out of our systems are music.
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Unfortunately, they aren't the only sounds
we get. Along with the music we get distortions, electrical noise, ground-loop hums,
ticks, pops, and all sorts of unwanted vibrations from mechanical or airborne resonances.
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Design engineers try to deal effectively with
such spuriae, but have yet to eliminate them
entirely. To deal with unwanted resonances,
for example, intrepid designers have given
us decoupling, bracing, mass-loading, spring
suspensions, spikes, Sorbothane, Navcom,
and all sorts of damping. Yet resonances are
still pervasive, particularly when it comes to
loudspeaker cabinets.
The recorded music we love is produced
by any number of drive-units moving faster
than the pistons in atop-fuel dragster pushing the redline! While these drivers are boogeying to James Brown's "Papa's Got A
Brand New Bag," the speaker cabinet is supposed to have the stability and rigidity of
Pikes Peak.
That just ain't gonna happen. The mechanical coupling of the drivers to the cabinets will
create unwanted vibrations.
As if that weren't problem enough, sound
waves decrease exponentially with distance:
the closer you are to the source, the greater
the sound pressure level. And what is closest
to the source? None other than those same
beleaguered speaker cabinets, literally bombarded from the inside out by airborne pressure waves. All speaker cabinets resonate The
underlying paradox is that the creation of
sound by your speakers becomes the source
of distortion of that same sound. The physical
production of sound by the drivers causes the
cabinet wall to vibrate, disrupting the stability
of the platform on which the drivers sit.
Speaker manufacturers have gone to extraordinary lengths to deal with cabinet-wall
resonances. Most start with various thicknesses of MDF. Veneers are often selected as
much for their physical properties—to further strengthen the cabinets—as for their aesthetics. Other designers have opted for still
more exotic materials like Aerolam honeycomb (Celestion), Fountainhead (Unity),
Conan (NEAR), and even concrete (Rauna).
Inside, most cabinets are braced better than
our homes. Some of the more notable approaches to internal bracing include B&W's
Matrix and Clearfield's stressed monocoque
All of these techniques notwithstanding, the
accelerometer readings published in many
of Stereophile's speaker reviews make it abundantly clear that resonances remain apervasive speaker-cabinet problem.
The folks at Microscan, specifically Leonard
Thomasen, recognized how widespread this
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

problem was. They also assumed (correctly,
Ithink) that most audiophiles didn't want to
try to improve things by getting into their
speaker cabinets (voiding warranties in the
process) or by building external braces like
Michael Green's RoomTune SpeakerClamp.
Microscan's goal was therefore to develop a
non-invasive aftermarket product. The result
is the Microscan Anti-Resonance System.
Each system consists of two pieces. The
first is aself-adhesive, flexible magnetic pad
which fastens directly to the outside of the
speaker cabinet. This thin, flexible, darkbrown pad is removable, unobtrusive, and
non-destructive.' No tools or hardware of
any kind are required for installation, and the
speaker's appearance remains unaltered when
the pad is placed, as intended, on the cabinet rear.
The heart of each system is the Microscan
Anti-Resonant device itself, which—depending on your eating habits—resembles uncooked lasagna, amultiple-layer cookie, or
aNapoleon filled with air. The layers are
actually six plastic plates in three sets of two
each, lead weights mounted to their centers
to selectively tune them to specified frequency bands in the 20Hz-1.5kHz region.
(The inner pair has no lead weights.) A seventh layer is permanently affixed to asteel
mounting plate The device is fastened to the
speaker by placing the mounting-plate side
of the unit against the magnetic pad, which
is adhesively mounted on the cabinet. It is
held firmly in place by magnetism. Due to
the rapidly dissipating strength of the shorted
magnetic field, there is no interference with
the drivers or crossovers of the speakers as
aresult of the magnetic coupling.
The device is intended to act as areactive
mass-spring system. Vibrations introduced
into the cabinet walls will be transferred into
the tuned damping plates and dissipated as
heat. Before you reach for your thermometers, the level of heat generated by the dissipation of these unwanted vibrations is far
too low to be measured by less than laboratory-grade equipment. However, accelerometer testing should be able to measure the
effect of the Microscan devices on cabinet
1There are two versions of the magnetic pads. One (W) is
specifically designed for wood mounting, the other (P) for
mounting onto harder surfaces. Be sure to get the right pad;
the Pversion will damage wood surfaces, while the W version
may not stick to other finishes.
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resonances. (See later.)
The magnetic coupling scheme is wonderful in that it does not damage the cabinets or
introduce such ancillary problems as magnetic interference. However, amore rigid
coupling approach (eg, bolting the devices
to the cabinets) would be superior, especially
at higher frequencies. Microscan opted for
the sonically slightly inferior magnetic approach because it is non-invasive, won't void
warranties, and is safe to the internal parts (as
opposed to the risk of someone driving a
screw through acrossover board). In professional installations, the devices are bolted into
place.

SOUND, PART I

As any of you who regularly read Stereophile
know, I'm abig fan of the ProAc Response
Three—a floorstanding, ported, two-way
loudspeaker with amass-loading compartment. As Ipointed out in my Vol.14 No.9
review, the Three's bass performance is
directly impacted by the amount of sand or
lead in the mass-loading compartment: too
little and the speaker is boomy and resonant,
too much and the bass becomes dry and
overdamped. Like any box, the Response
Three resonates; I've found that loading each
of the Threes with 32 lbs of fine, dry sand
yields the best power/control compromise.
Still, this is acompromise; resonances remain
aproblem.
My familiarity with the Three's resonance
characteristics offered aperfect opportunity
to test the Microscan devices. Following
Microscan's general guidelines, Imounted
one W-version magnetic pad and asingle
Model D-8 device on each speaker. Normally the devices are mounted on the rear of
the speaker cabinet, as close as possible to
dead center. Given the placement of the
Three's binding posts, Ihad to mount the
devices much higher.
Since it was so easy to install and remove
the devices, it was just as easy to evaluate their
effects. The differences were clearly audible.
The most obvious impact of the D-8s was
in the bass range. While they had absolutely
no impact on bass power or extension, they
had asignificant impact on bass clarity. With
the D-8s in place, the articulation of the entire
bass range improved and everything sounded
obviously cleaner. A wonderful example was
the prominent bass information on Sara K:s
152

Closer Than They Appear CD (CheskyJD67).
When Iremoved the Microscans, the bass
was obviously more boomy and less distinct;
with them in place, the entire bass region was
better-defined.
More surprising, the overall sound was
cleaner well up through the entire midrange,
with less sibilance on Sara K:s voice On Dire
Straits' wonderfully musical "You and Your
Friend" (On Every Street, Warner Bros.
26680-1; get the LP if you can), everything
was noticeably cleaner. In particular, the D-8s
brought Mark Knopfler's voice and steel guitar into much finer focus. Another great
example was the refined definition added to
the vibraphone on Herbie Mann's At The Village Gate (Atco 1380). The instrument's vibrato almost became visual with the AntiResonance units mounted on the speakers.
And the throbbing bass line was betterdefined, adding dramatically to this splendid
music's rhythmic integrity.
The improved clarity granted by the D-8s
led directly to an ease in identifying individual musical voices. For example, the strings
on von Suppé's Light Cavalry Overture (William Till & Other Favorite Overtures, Telarc CD80116) now sounded cleaner and clearer,
more clearly agroup of individual players
than an amorphous section. The pure windblown richness of the flute on The Smoke,
from Reference Recordings' marvelous collection of Malcolm Arnold overtures (RR48), was more lifelike It became more obvious that there was aperson playing the flute,
instead ofjust the sound of the flute itself.
This provided an improved sense of realism.
There was one characteristic of the Microscan devices that Ididn't like, though I'm not
sure whether this was their problem or mine
With the D-8s in place, there was an obvious reduction in overall spaciousness. This
was equally true ofbetter and poorer recordings. There was no change in the re-created
dimensionality, but there was areduction in
openness and air, the devices somewhat closing down the presentation. Given the positive
improvements wrought by the Microscans
in other areas, Ididn't know if I'd been hearing some sort of cabinet resonance as enhanced
spaciousness. Nonetheless, the sense of spaciousness was diminished with the Microscans.

SOUND, PART II
Ichallenged the Microscan devices by using
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them on the Clearfield Audio Metropolitan
loudspeakers (which are reviewed elsewhere
in this issue). One of the Metropolitan's
unique features is its "stressed monocoque"
construction, similar to that found in an aircraft wing. The cabinet is impressively dull
and well-built. My assumption was that the
Microscans' effects would be less audible on
such aspeaker. Since the cabinet itself is so
much larger than that of the Response Three,
Iused two D-8 units on the back of each
Metropolitan.
Even with some pretty poorly recorded
material (The Rolling Stones' Singles Collection, Abkco 1218), the Anti-Resonance units
significantly improved bass performance.
With the devices in place, changes ranged
from areduction in boominess ("Lady Jane")
to adecreased sense of sloppiness ("Jumpin'
Jack Flash"). Without the Microscans, the
bass lines on Los Lobos' Kiko (Slash 26786-2)
were woollier throughout.
The more listening Idid, the more convinced Ibecame of the bass improvements
wrought by the Microscans. A wonderful
illustration was There'll Be Another Spring,
Peggy Lee's 1989 rerecording of her greatest
hits (Music Masters 5034-2-C), in particular
the remake of her classic "Fever?' Without
the Microscans, the bass line was big, round,
and clean. Iexpected few changes, but once
again the D-8s improved the bass performance. With the four units in place, the bass
was slightly tighter, had slightly less bloom
(which sounded more natural), and became
more tuneful. Key changes, introduced by
the bass, became more meaningful, as did
pitch differences in various drumstrokes.
The second major change was an overall
improvement in clarity. With the devices in
place, certain sounds were removed. A layer
of noise was banished. Individual performers
became more identifiable and separate. The
result was agreater resolution of inner detail,
primarily through the midrange. This effect
was even audible on such sonically horrible
tracks as Vanilla Fudge's "You Keep Me
Hangin' On" (Ateo A2 90006). The Fudge's
driven-into-distortion instruments, especially the organ, actually sounded cleaner
with the Microscans.
Once again, however, Ihad mixed feelings
about this effect. On "Jumpin' Jack Flash"
the individual players sounded too much like
individual players, the music becoming a
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

series of simultaneous separate events instead
of awhole. It was like seeing all the dots in
aconnect-the-dots picture instead of seeing
the picture itself.
A related effect of the devices was achange
in the sonic backgrounds. With the D-8s, the
backgrounds were always blacker. Without
them, individual sounds or performers blended
together more readily against grayer backdrops. In addition, performances were less
spacious with the Microscans. Music was less
open and slightly less energetic. More specifically, there was an apparent decrease in
treble information. Decaying and reverberating sounds were not as audible, causing the
sound to close down somewhat. The devices
clearly were removing things from the overall
sound in the upper ranges. You'll have to
judge for yourself if it is unwanted distortions
or subtle musical information.

DANGER, WILL ROBINSON!
DANGER!
Drifting off to sleep one evening, Ithought
Iheard athud followed by acouple of small
crashes. The sounds were certainly not coming from my dock radio. Igot up and roamed
the house, but found nothing amiss. It wasn't
until the next evening that Ifound the cause
of the problem: One D-8 unit had decoupled
from its magnetic pad, slid down, and
knocked off asecond D-8, sending both
crashing to the floor. If I'd had anything sitting behind the speakers (eg, uncaged tube
amps), there would have been acatastrophe.
Fortunately Ididn't. The only damage was
to one corner of one of the D-8s.
After that, Ipaid abit more attention. On
occasion the D-8s did actually begin to slip.
Iuncovered at least three probable causes:
First, the coupling itself loses strength if the
units are frequently installed and removed,
as they were during the course of the review.
Second, the coupling was firmer in one direction than the other with some unit/pad contacts, but not all. In these cases, the solution
was to simply remove the pads and put them
back on upside-down. Third, the D-8s' steel
plates had to be kept completely free of dust
and fingerprints.
I'd prefer amore stable coupling arrangement—perhaps stronger magnets, though
this might increase the risk of interfering with
the speaker's workings. Ideally, the units
themselves should be bolted to the speaker
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cabinets, as in professional applications.

M EASUREMENTS FROM PI
To examine the measured effect of the
Microscan D-8, Ichose to use the PSB Stratus Mini as my guinea pig. When Ireviewed
this good-value loudspeaker in June (p.210),
Ifound that it had one major cabinet vibradon mode.2Though severe enough to color
notes in the lower midrange, it was of high
enough Q (for Quality Factor)—ie, was narrow enough in frequency range—that it would
only be excited if hit with asignal of almost
the same frequency for areasonable length
of time. Held notes of the same frequency—
equivalent to amusical pitch of F# on the second space of the treble staff—would therefore
acquire a"hooty" coloration, but the resonance would remain inaudible if the music
didn't feature that particular note. Nevertheless, with such ajuicy measured cabinet resonance, the Mini seemed abetter test subject for measurement than, say, the Clearfield
Metropolitan auditioned by Jack English,
which overall has amore acoustically inert
cabinet construction.
As in Stereophile's loudspeaker reviews, I
looked for the presence of cabinet resonances
with asimple PVDF accelerometer. This is
aflat strip of piezoelectric plastic film which
is stuck to the panel to be investigated while
the loudspeaker is driven with ahigh-level
(7.67V RIV1S), 2kHz-bandwidth MLS signal generated by the DRA Labs MLSSA
hardware.3 Feeding the accelerometer's electrical output into the MLSSNs analysis input
enables the panel's impulse response to be
calculated (though this is in the form of panel
velocity rather than displacement). To test the
Microscan D-8's effect, Iplaced the speaker
on three upturned cones, two at the front
corners, one at the center rear, which allows
cabinet vibrations to develop to their fullest
extent. Ithen fastened the accelerometer first
to the center of the speaker's top panel, then
to the center of the speaker's rear panel just
above the terminal posts, and took two measurements for each position (without disturbing the accelerometer): once with the
speaker alone, once with aD-8 magnetically
2PSB's Paul Barton told me at the recent Summer CES that
achange to the Stratus Mini's internal bracing means that
current-production speakers are much better behaved in this
regard.
3See Stereophile, Vol.15 Nos.6 & 9, June and September 1992,
pp.205 & 162, respectively.
—JA
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fixed to each of the speaker's side panels.
Fig.1 shows the impulse response of the
Stratus Mini's rear panel without any dampers
applied, fig.2 the impulse response with a
damper attached to each sidewall. The difference is dramatic. Not only is the peak amplitude of the vibration reduced, but without
the dampers, the impulse response can be
seen to be adecaying single-frequency sinusoid. With the D-8 dampers applied, the
impulse response looks much less like a
single-frequency decay pattern.
A similar difference can be seen in the
cumulative spectral-decay, or "waterfall,"
plots. Again, the graphs are derived from the
output of the accelerometer fixed to the Stratus Mini's rear panel. Fig.3 shows the rear
panel's waterfall plot with no damper—a single resonant mode at 375Hz, reaching an
amplitude of-6.6dB, can be seen, along with
some minor low-frequency vibration. With
aD-8 damper fixed to both cabinet sidewalls,
the amplitude of this 375Hz mode is knocked
down by more than 14dB, as can be seen
from fig.4, which is plotted to the same vertical scale.
These measurements confirm the effect the
Microscan dampers have on reducing the
amplitude of typical loudspeaker cabinet
vibrations. A brief audition of the Minis, with
04.cmo• - «ate

100.0

Fig.1 PSB Stratus Mini, impulse response of center
of cabinet rear panel above terminal posts.
(100ms time window; MLS driving voltage to
speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth,
2kHz.)
lbesem.•

Fig.2 PSB Stratus Mini, impulse response of center
of cabinet rear panel above terminal posts,
with aMicroscan D-8 damper fastened to
center of each side panel. (100ms time
window; MLS driving voltage to speaker,
7.55V; measurement bandwidth. 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 PSB Stratus Mini, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
cabinet rear panel above terminal posts. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.4 PSB Stratus Mini, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
cabinet rear panel above terminal posts, with aMicroscan D-8 damper fastened to center of each
side panel. (M LS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)

and without the dampers, certainly indicated
that their sound was definitely cleaned up in
the lower mids.
But, as JE notes above, what the Microscan
D-8s do may not always represent a100%
improvement in sound quality. When a
talented loudspeaker designer "voices" his
design, he is taking into account everything
that contributes to the sound, including the
residual cabinet vibrations. If you remove or
reduce those, the speaker will definitely
sound better in some ways, but their removal
will move the speaker's total sound away
from what was considered the optimum by
its designer. It might even unmask other
problems that had hitherto gone unnoticed.
As with all tweaks, it is important to try
the Microscan dampers in your own system.
But with their ingenious magnetic fixing, this
is not nearly as arduous with the Microscan
dampers as it could have been.—Jolui Addrison
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J
ESUMS UP

My experiences with the Clearfield Audio
Metropolitans left me with the same dilemma
I'd had with the ProAc Response Threes.
With the appropriate complement of Microscan Anti-Resonance Systems in place, bass
articulation was unequivocally improved,
with no loss of bass authority. Midrange
detail was also improved, albeit to aslightly
smaller extent. However, individual musical
voices became so much more distinct as to
occasionally detract from the gestalt of aperformance.
There was areal reduction in treble noise
or energy. As aconsequence, there was an
apparent loss of spaciousness. I'm just not
sure if this was good or bad. The Microscans
definitely took something away—probably
alayer of distortion caused by cabinet resonances. Unfortunately, within the context
of my system, this was not always satisfying.
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The well-made, reasonably priced Microscan units are founded upon sound acoustic and mechanical theory. Using them is
nondestructive and reversible In most ways,
they resulted in clear sonic improvements in
the performance of the loudspeakers Itested.
While Icontinue to question just what they
did in the treble range, they are definitely

worthy of serious consideration. If you have
cabinet resonances—and of course you do,
if you have speakers with cabinets—the
Microscans could work wonders to improve
your system's performance If you prefer the
jet-black backgrounds they provide, you
might fall in love with them. They're a
tweaker's dream.
—Jack English IS

COMBAK HARMONIX RFA-78
ROOM TUNING DEVICES
Martin Colloms
Vibration damping devices to be applied to room walls. Price: 16 for $595. Approximate number of dealers: 17. Manufacturer Combak, Jean. US Distributor Fanfare International Inc., 500 East 7/th Street, New York, NY 10021. Tel: (212) 734-1041.
Fax: (212) 734-7735.

Since Ireported in full on the Combak Harmonix Tuning Feet and Bases for Stereophde
in July,' Ihave obtained samples of the Harmonix RFA-78 Room Tuning Devices (RID)
—not to be confused with the similarly
named RoomTunes absorption products. A
box of 16 of these metal discs costs $595. The
outer surface of the disc is covered by aneutral, light-beige felt, with self-adhesive film
on the reverse. If this becomes contaminated
—eg, by frequent trial positionings—it can
be cleaned by acotton ball moistened with
isopropyl alcohol. The discs, each roughly
the size of aquarter, are visually unobtrusive
—1" or 25mm in diameter and 1.2nun deep.
In contrast to other room-acoustic control systems, no airborne sound-absorbing
action is claimed for the RFA-78. Combak
intends the clicrs to be attached to major room
surfaces, particularly the ceiling and the
floor—large-area, relatively unloaded panels.
(The room walls are generally heavier and
tougher, since they are structural and loaded
in compression.) Looking at the ceiling, four
devices should be placed in the corners, close
to the edges, and another four at the median
points midway along each wall. The same
pattern is repeated for the floor. In the case
of my room floor, which is covered with
wall-to-wall carpeting, Icompromised by
placing an RID at the nearest position on the
base boards.
Despite my former positive experience
with Combak tuning devices, Iwas highly
skeptical that these discs could improve my
1Vol.16 No.7, p.131.
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listening room, which is known to have
good, well-balanced acoustics. Evaluating
component or loudspeaker improvements
is my field of expertise, changes in quality
relating directly to the direct sound generated
by the audio system. This direct sound drives
the room, whose more-or-less invariant
acoustics Iam familiar with.
At first, therefore, Irefused to hear any
change due to the RTDs. It slowly dawned
on me, however, that there was indeed a
change, albeit an unfamiliar one.
The RTDs were fascinating in that they
had zero effect on the primary room acoustic,
the room's low-frequency modal resonances,
or the early reverberation pattern. Yet something was significantly different. The room
seemed to allow awider dynamic range,
sounding strangely "quieter" and allowing
for darker, deeper silences between musical
notes. The decay structure of individual notes
was cleaner and clearer, while, in many cases,
the definition of note values was substantially
improved.
A good system can send well-timed note
starting points into aroom, the definition of
those note starts dominating the understanding and perception of musical rhythm. What
is often not appreciated, however, is that each
musical note has an end as well as abeginning.
A rhythmic cascade of notes can be freely
defined by those starts, yet when the endings
are also well-defined, an uplift in subjective
timing accuracy and rhythm occurs.
The RTDs appeared to damp apreviously
unrecognized longer-term decay in the room,
one differentiated from the volume acous-
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tic described in the textbooks. This involves
the energy storage and later reverberation of
the sound by the room surfaces when set into
sympathetic motion by the soundfield. This
phenomenon is not discussed in any depth
in acoustics textbooks, much in the way that
loudspeaker enclosure coloration is discussed
very little in technical works on loudspeaker
analysis and design. Yet, to judge by my experience with RTDs, such secondary factors
can be of comparable importance.
The RTDs' control of the structural decay
modes appears to enhance the definition of
low-level sounds, freeing the end points of
notes from apreviously unsuspected straitjacket of blurring, muddle, and obfuscation.
Moreover, stereo focus and image uniformity
were surprisingly improved. Some stereo
image distortion that Ihad assumed to be due
to reflections from local boundaries was lifted
away, implying that this distortion must
partly have been caused by energy storage
in the main room panels.
Singing voice became more natural and
articulate, with asurprising improvement in
intimacy and presence. Complex material
was definitely clearer, while massed choir
showed better definition and clarity with less
hardness and "clogging up." Even more
remarkably, the music's dynamics, rhythm,
and timing were significantly improved, to
the extent that I
just sat back and ignored the
details, the subjective analysis, and the attempt
to describe how it works. You just relax and
erijoy the greater swing in the music, the flow,

the clarity, the easy dynamics, and the control.
Another fascinating aspect is that RID treatment not only makes the hi-fi sound better, it
also improves the sound of the radio, Tv, piano,
and even your own voice! Conversation in a
treated room is clearer, easier, requiring less
effort to communicate
I'll be moving soon, and will have no hesitation in taking the RTDs down and reinstalling them in my next listening room. The improvement in quality offered by the Room
Tuning Devices came as asurprise It is obvious
that we still have alot to learn about the perception of sound!

CONCLUSION

Ifound the Harmonix Feet and Bases to be
effective and the even more improbable Room
Tuning Devices also turned out to be more than
wishful thinking. Iwould not like to exaggerate
the importance of Combak's development of
RTDs. Like good cables, Room Tuning Devices
are not particularly cheap, and Iam sure that
many of us would like to do without them. On
the other hand, one cannot ignore any of the
many possible routes to the improvement of
reproduced audio.
For some listeners, RTDs will be indispensable, providing that last touch to the listening
room acoustic at arelatively modest cost (when
compared to the overall price of ahighperformance system). For the price of agood
pair of interconnect cables, perhaps you should
try them.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
TURN ON THE RED LIGHT
Corey Greenberg sells his body to the night and listens
to the Roksan Radius turntable and Tabriz tonearrn
Roksan Radius belt-drive turntable and Tabriz toneamt Speeds: 33mm and 45rpm. Dimensions: 18" W by 14" Dtry 5" H(dosed).
Finish: charcoal gray. Price: $1495 (including Tabriz tonearrn). Approimate number of dealers: IS. Manufacturer Rolcsan Engineering
pk, Ddole Industrial Estate, Llandrindod Wells, Povrys LDI 6DF, UK. Tel: (44-597) 824911. Fax: (44-597) 823617. Distributor May
Audio Marketing, P.O. Box 1046, 76 Main Sc., Champlain, NY 12919. Tel: (518) 298-4434. Fax: (518) 298-5314.

If you're like me, and Allah help you if you are,
you find yourself falling through the cracks
when it comes to buying an affordable highend turntable these days. On one hand, the
reviewers all rave over the muy expensivo flagship
analog rigs like the $3500 VPI TNT and the
$6900 Basis Debut Gold Standard, not to
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1993

mention the (. ..
insert your yearly take-home
pay here) Forsell air-bearing turntable that's
even got first-generation digital fan Peter
Mitchell all hot and bothered! And these prices
don't even indude the ann, which at this hi level
of fi can cost anywhere from one to three thou,
depending on how much hospital air-sucking
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Roksan Radius turntable & Tabriz tonearm

gear you add to make it mo' better:
(Audionut's wife: just look at Mother, lying
there with all those machines hooked up to
her.. .
[sob] ...
she doesn't have much time left,
does she, Carl?"
Audionut's first thought: "I wonder if Ican
snag that air-pump hose when she kicks.")
And what do you find if you're looking for
agood mid-priced turntable? You find zero
review ink. You find less than enthusiastic highend salesmen trying to convince you that anything less than aTNT/Basis/Forsell lust doesn't
get all the notes, maaaan." And you find scads
of truly wretched plastic junk that refuses to
die—even as the same companies that make it
do their best to kill off the LP in every comer
of the globe.
Whatever happened to good, affordable
turntable/arm packages? AR made aGREAT
inexpensive 'table for decades until it recently
stopped produc-tion. Thankfully, the AR wasn't
the only distinguished yet affordable 'table on
the market. When Ireviewed the $1195 Linn
Axis and $1195 Well-Tempered Record Player
Cm Vol.14 No.7, p.86), Ifound both mid-priced
'table/arm combos to offer true high-end sound
with aminimum of the OH MY! hassles you
encounter when you try to mate turntables'
n'arms'n'cartridges.
Ireally dig kilobuck overachievers like the
Axis and WTRP. People living in the Real
World can't possibly swing the scratch for the
"in" Class A analog rigs, so it's cool that they
can get great sound with an affordable turnkey
'table—God knows there's enough affordable
turkey 'tables out there!
That's why Iwas eager to give Roksan's own

entry in this cool-man category ago—the
$1495 Radius.

SYNCHRONICITY
From atechnical standpoint, the Roksan Radius
is obviously more akin to the Linn Axis than
to the WTRP. With its extensive quartz-referenced speed-control circuit for the belt-drive—
like the Linn Axis's, the Radius's is so beefy it
requires heatsinkfins to keep it cool—and fixedpivot integral Tabriz tonearm, the Roksan is a
natural Axis rival.
But where the two mid-priced British 'tables
go in opposite directions is in their styling. The
Linn's look is conservative, clean, spare—the
Roksan looks like something out of a"Grey
Flannel" ad from the 21st century!
The Roksan's stylishly shaped plinth is in
two pieces, upper and lower, and both are cut
from this gray-flocked material that appears
to be some kind of nonresonant resin. The two
plinth sections are separated by three bulbous
rubber thingies which offer some degree of
vibration damping but don't approach the kind
of out'n'out isolation of asuspended subchassis.
The Tabriz arm is screwed down tightly to the
top plinth, while the bottom plinth houses the
motor-control circuit and the motor/pulley
assembly.
One interesting design feature of the Radius
is the bandsaw cut that's routed into the upper
plinth around the platter spindle and tonearm
area. Simply aline of space that somewhat decouples the spindle and arm area from the rest
of the plinth, it's an offbeat trick that makes
alot of sense.
Unlike most 'tables, the Roksan's power
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transformer is one of those black, external,
block o' plastic jobs with the AC plug jutting
out, and is linked to the mother ship with athin
6' cable that Roksan says should be positioned
well away from the arm cable The motor is
mounted to the bottom plinth on two pliant
rubber thingies of its own, which cause it to
shudder like the Tasmanian Devil when you
first start it! So even before the Roksan makes
apeep, it's acool show.
The two-piece platter consists of avery small
and light plastic inner platter and aheavier
precision-machined aluminum-alloy outer
platter that fits into place. A black-felt mat is
plonked on top. (When Iknelt to install the belt,
Ifelt the felt smelt like ahigh-quality pelt, or
like fine Celt felt or Delt felt. When Ihelt a
match to it, it didn't melt. Roksan yelt that they
spent some real gelt on this svelte felt, and a
fine felt they delt, Ifelt.')
The Tabriz tonearm comes packaged separately, but installing it on the Radius is EZ-UBET, if you follow the simple instructions and
don't spazz out. The Tabriz is one of those
wide-tube black British jobs, and has what
Roksan calls an "intelligent" counterweight
that, along with the Tabriz's offset vertical arm
bearings, affects the tracking force according
to the cartridge/arm's VTA setting. Roksan
therefore recommends that the tracking force
be set with the stylus tip at the height of the
record groove, which means you need to
remove the felt mat to use the gauge Roksan
provides. The gauge is one of those li'l plastic seesaw deals that have too much friction to
be accurate, so Isuggest that you either have
your dealer set the tracking force, or borrow
something better (like the Technics electronic
unit Iuse).
Ergonomically, the only complaint Ihad
with the Tabriz—and it's abig one—is the lack
of any kind of extended finger lift on the headshell. It's impossible to raise and lower the arm
without resorting to the hydraulic armlift lever
at the arm base, and Ihate those slow-ass things
like green beans to the 10th power!
The speed and on/off controls for the Radius
are located on the inset cut into the front of the
plinth. Two li'l pushbuttons flank asingle LED
that glows yellow-green for 33 1
/
3rpm, red for
45rpm, and yellow for standby. Like Isaid,
starting the Roksan up or changing the speed
will cause the motor to shudder violently on
1Iwrote this after the box fell on my head. It left awelt.
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its rubber cushions until it comes to speed, so
be sure to mount the 'table high enough on
your rack so you can watch the show. (I'm losing it, Iknow.)

OUTLANDISH GEAR D'AMOUR
The lineup in my He-Man rig for this review
induded two cartridges, the Surniko Blue Point
Special high-output MC and Roksan's own
Corus Black MM? They were fed to an Exposure XVII MM phono stage, then taken via the
Exposure's Rec Out jacks to either the Melos
SHA-1 headphone amp or my own buffered
passive preamp. Amplifiers were solid-state,
with Aragon's 4004 Mk.II and Muse's new
Model 160 sharing time driving NHT's new
flagship 33 speakers. Cables were Kimber,
KCAG, and the new PBJ for interconnect,
and 4AG for speaker cable. Everything, induding the Roksan's outboard power transformer,
was plugged into aPower Wedge AC-line
conditioner.
When Ifirst listened to the Radius, Ifelt the
sound was much better when the supplied arm
cable was swapped out for an AudioQuest
Emerald cable assembly. But after Iburned in
the stock cable for afew days with constant
line-level audio ;
3it improved sonically to the
point where Ino longer felt it was significantly inferior to the AQ cable assembly. Ithen
reattached it to the Tabriz and left it there.
Ialso compared the Radius to the two turntables Ihad on hand: the Well-Tempered Record
Player' (fitted with the same cartridges as the
Roksan), and the Linn LP12/Lingortrampolin/
Ekos/Klyde combo (plugged into the Exposure's MC stage). All three 'tables were used
on the topmost shelf of aTarget TT-5 equipment rack and aSound Organisation wallmounted turntable shelf.

SOUND
From the moment the needle hit the first LP
2Reviewed in Vol.16 Nos.4 & 5, respectively.
3Ilearned this trick from the Tweak Shop's Elliot 'Callen: You
take acheap throwaway interconnect like the ores that come with
inacpensive CD players and tape decks and after dipping off the
RCA plugs at one end, you terminate the cable with little alligator dips from Radio Shack, etc Plug one end of this cable into
the outputs of aCD player on infinite repeat (or an FM tuner
set for interstation hiss), carefully hook up the appropriate dips
to the cartridge leads corning out of the arm's headshdl, then plug
the arm's cable into aline-level input on your preamp. After a
few days, the arm cable—and the arm's own internal wiring—
should be fully burned-in and sound smoother and less edgy.
This is what Iheard after burning in the Rolcsan's stock arm cable
4The Well-Tempered Record Player was fitted with tun Sumiko
Arm Wraps, one on the arm and one around the arm-cup.
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groove, Ifound alot to like about the Radius.
With the Blue Point Special mounted in the
Tabriz arm, the tonal balance was abit more
forward and muddled than it was with the
WTRP, but the Radius possessed atighter and
more authoritative bottom end. This is the one
area in which Ifeel the WTRP is weak; while
the WTRP's ability to provide real low-end
slam and definition has been massively
improved with the addition of Well-Tempered
Labs' optional Black Damped Platter, it's still
not quite as tight and well-defined as agood
pivoted-arm 'table like the Roksan.
The Roksan's tighter, more dynamic low end
gave it agood sense of rhythmic vitality. It
didn't approach the Linn 'table in this respect,
but then the Linn is abit pricier at about $5200
vs $1500! Still, hard-driving LP pieces like
Stevie Ray Vaughan's "Scuttlebuttin' "from
Couldn't Stand the Weather, Donny Hathaway's
"Everything Is Everything" from Donny Hathaway Live, and James Blood Ulmer's "Black
Rock" from Black Rock came across as rockingly more gutsy with the Radius. This increased sense of bass slam was the Radius's
most compelling calling card.
But the Radius fell below the standard of the
Well-Tempered Record Player in the areas of
tonal coloration, sheer detail, and space retrieval.
The Roksan consistently sounded more colored
and less transparent overall than the WTRP or
Linn, and had asomewhat overly resonant
midrange that lent a"samey" character to the
sound, even with different cartridges and
records. The highs also sounded consistently
shut-in and less airy.
The WTRP is astonishingly free of colorations, rivaling the Linn's performance in that
respect. But vocals and instruments that
sounded natural and open on the WTRP and
Linn consistently sounded abit pinched and
hollow on the Radius.
Ifelt that the Radius's ability to decode the
maximum amount of 3D space (from LPs that
have it in the first place) was subpar. Familiar
records sounded somewhat smaller and with
less finnt2back depth than with the WTRP and
LP12. Los Lobos' normally huge-sounding
Kileo carne across potent as hell in the bottom
end when played on the Radius, but the soundscape wasn't nearly as room-filling from
front2back and side2side as with the other two
'tables. The Roksan had better rhythmic slam
and definition in the low end than the WellTempered, but Ipreferred the overall sound of
160

the Blue Point Special when it was mounted
on the WTRP.

How THINGS GOT WAY BETTER
Iwas finally able to coax much better performance from the Radius, but it took two additions to achieve this. Isuspected that the noticeable colorations through the midband and
highs were due to the Tabriz's arm-tube not
being quite as dead as the WTRP's or the Linn
Ekos's on the LP12. Iwas right. Tapping the
arm-tube with asmall screwdriver resulted in
an undamped "tock" that kept ringing for a
bit after the initial tap. Iremembered hearing
this same kind of thing from the arm on the
Super Revolver 'table Ireviewed acouple of
years back (Vol.14 No.7, p.86). It also had ahigh
level of detail-obscuring coloration in the mida
and highs.
Enter the Arm Wrap. Part of Sumiko's $50
Analog Survival Kit, it's astretchy length of
high-tension plastic that you wrap tightly
around an arm-tube to deaden its resonances.
Iuse it on the WTRP, and though the arm
never appeared to suffer from significant resonances, the WTRP's sound became noticeably more detailed and transparent after I
installed the Arm Wrap.
Well, if the WTRP was improved, the Radius
was transformed. Man—was Ilistening to the
same turntable?! The Arm Wrap killed most
of the midrange and treble colorations I'd been
hearing with the Radius/Tabriz, bringing its
performance much closer to that of the WTRP.
Istill felt that the WTRP had the smoother and
more coloration-free sound, but the Roksan's
level of midband transparency became dramatically better with the Arm Wrap installed.
Bottom line: the Wrap should be considered
mandatory if you buy the Roksan—you won't
get its best 'til you wrap, old chap.

CURE NUMBER TWO

This one's obvious, which is why it never occurred to me until Icame upon it by accident:
Rolesan's own cartridge works the best on the Roksan turntabk. Maybe the folks at Roksan know
what they're doing after all. Linn's various cartridges and turntables seem to have acertain
synergy that results in the sum sounding much
better than the parts, and the same goes for the
Roksan stuff The Radius sounded okay with
other manufacturers' cartridges, and the Roksan
Corns Black cartridge sounded okay on
another manufacturer's turntable. But the best
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sound byfar was had by mounting the Roksan cartridge on the Roksan 'table.
When the C,orus Black was used, the Radius's sound acquired even greater weight and
definition in the bass, coming far doser to the
LP12's level of rhythm and low-end potency
than the WTRP. And while neither the
Radius/Tabriz nor the Conn Black seemed to
have as low alevel of coloration as the 'WTRP
and Blue Point Special, something definitely
special was happening with the Radius/Tabri7J
Cocus Black combination that kept me pulling
out record after record just to feel the rich,
dynamic, tuneful low-end drive.
In the area of sheer detail retrieval and soundscape rendering, Istill had to rank the Roksan
combo beneath the WTRP/Blue Point Special
rig. Even with the improvements to the sound
wrought by the Sumiko Arm Wrap, the Roksan rig threw up asmaller and less vividly
defined soundscape than the WTRP, whose
effortless sense of focus and image stability
remains the best I've heard so far in akilobudc
turntable.
In sum, the Roksan Radius reminded me of
the $1195 Linn Axis I'd reviewed. Although
Ifelt the overall level of sound quality didn't
quite reach the overachieving Well-Tempered
Record Player's, the Roksan is similar to the
Axis in that it offers both atighter and more
well-defined bottom end and a"smaller," less
open sound than the WTRP. This balance of

strengths and weaknesses is, as always, why
you need to spend some Quality Time with
these three excellent 'tables to discover which
satisfies your True Inner Groove Thang.

CONCLUSION
A natural competitor to the overachieving kilobuck standard-bearing Linn Axis and WellTempered Record Player, the $1495 Roksan
Radius turntable is atrue high-end turntable
and deserves asolid recommendation in Stereophile's "Recommended Componente Class
D. While not quite as focused and free of overall
coloration as the WTRP, the Roksan has a
tighter and better defined bass register, which
is just as important as avast and glorious
soundstage in my book of Vital Sonic Thangs
To Strive For.
My recommendation has two provisos,
however. You MUST install the Sumiko Arm
Wrap before you'll even begin to hear what this
'table can really da And, like the Linn 'tables,
the Roksan seems to work best with its manufacturer's cartridge. So consider the Radius/
Tabriz/Arm Wrap/Corns Black combo as a
ready-made analog rig that will yield true
high-end sound for less than the price of many
separate tonearms. In the best tradition of
British-built turntables that "kick awss," the
Roksan Radius is agood-value turntable at a
time when the notion itself is fast becoming
athing of the past.

SOTA COMET TURNTABLE
Guy Lemcoe
Two-speed (33(/),45rpm) belt-drive analog turntable with fixed LMT-Il tonearrn and dustcover. Wow and flutter less than 0.1%
(DIN 45-507). Rumble: less than -65d8 unweighted (rel. 10cm/s at IkHz). Dimensions: 6/
1
4"Hby 18%," W by 14V," D. Weight:
26 lbs. Price: $599. Options: Reflex Clamp, $150. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer SOTA Industries, 21 West
New Avenue, Unit 2, Lemont, IL 60439. Tel: (800) 772-7682 or (708) 257-81. Fax: (708) 257-81%.

When Tom Norton asked if I'd like to review
an entry-level turntable from SOFA, Iresponded
with aresounding "Yes!" I've long felt that
there's aconspicuous absence of affordable,
good-sounding record players on dealers'
shelves. With the AR ES-1 package deals no
longer available and the Rega 3now selling
for $775,1SOTA's new Comet promised to
be stiff competition for the Basiks, Revolvers,
Duals, and Thorenses of the world. Also, due
1The Rega's price in the most recent "Recommended Cornponents" was incorrect, due to the distributor not responding
to our letters requesting the most recent price
—JA
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

to my tenacious embrace of vinyl, Itry to
encourage as many music lovers as Ican to
experience the satisfaction derived from LPs
and the fun and excitement of collecting
them. If Ican point them in the direction of
acompetent, sanely priced analog rig, I'll
consider agood part of my mission accomplished.
Having said this, Ishould state right upfront that any company which makes it easier
for music lovers to enjoy the LP format will
automatically get apat on the back from me
...just for the effort. Iapplaud SOFA, there-
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Black is among the best MM cartridges I've
heard at any price. At $325, it's strong competition for the revered top-of-the-line Grado
Zs. (Hint—it doesn't sound like aMM!)

I
NAFIT OF MADNESS ...
... Iput the $1700 Roksan Shiraz on

the
LMT arm to see what that combination
would sound like. As Iexpected, the sound
improved—noticeably. There was an increase
in bass extension, heft, and articulation,
accompanied by increased sweetness and
fullness through the mids and an elegantly
pristine, effortless quality to the highs. After
extended listening to this configuration,
however, Iconcluded that the potential for
great sound, which the Shiraz cartridge holds
in spades, was being held back by the limitations of the turntable. Let me put it this
way: The Shiraz did not sound as good, relatively speaking, on the Comet as the Blue
Point Special sounded on the WTT. In other
words, you can put amodest cartridge on a
great-sounding turntable and end up with
sound greater than the sum of the parts. But
you can't put agreat cartridge on amodest
turntable and expect similar results. Lesson
learned, with due apologies to Mr. Ivor
Tiefenbrun for oversimplifying his thesis?

SYSTEM

My reference system is not what I'd expect
the prospective Comet purchaser to own.
Much to its credit, however, the Comet was
not intimidated by the lofty components
with which it shared shelf space. In fact, it
acquitted itself quite well (more about that
later). The phono signal from my reference
turntable—a Well-Tempered Turntable sporting the new Black Damped Platter, with a
Roksan Shiraz MC cartridge strapped to the
arm—is handled by Counterpoint's impressive, two-chassis SA-9 Isolinear Phono
Equalizer. Since the SA-9 has inputs for both
MM and MC cartridges, it was relatively
easy to switch back and forth between the
Comet and the WTT. From the SA-9, the
signal was routed to either Sonic Frontier's
SFL-1 preamplifier or aline-level input on
VTI:s Ultimate preamp, which passed it on
either to apair of Manley Reference 100W/
7This exercise was purely academic anyway, and did not
lessen my respectfor and enjoyment oldie Comet turntable.
After all, how many of your audiophile friends would put a
$1750 cartridge on a$549 turntable?
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200W Triode Switchable Monoblock amplifiers or to Ensemble's Corifeo 100Wpc stereo
amp. The signal ended at the binding posts
of apair of Mirage M-3si loudspeakers. RSC
Master or Discovery Cable interconnect
from TARA Labs was used throughout the
system, with TARA's RSC speaker cable
being the last link.

SOUND
Iwas immediately impressed with the sound
of the Comet/Special combination. When
Tete Montoliu ripped into the changes on
John Coltrane's "Giant Steps" on Montoliu's
1976 album TM (Inner City IC 2029), it was
clear that the Comet could not only keep a
beat, it could easily convey the emotion—all
the fire and passion—in this underrated
musician's performance. The recording is
closed-in and up-front, putting you on stage
with the musicians. That's where the Comet/
Special combo put you. You could hear three
musicians hard at work with all the attendant
extraneous noises. On agood system, you
should be able to visualize the pedal action
and chair movements of the soloist, especially
on his tour deforce version of "Body and Soul."
Idid. The recording is extremely dynamic
and covers awide frequency range. The
Comet held back not one iota of this music,
and faithfully preserved the dimensionality
and visceral impact of the performance Ihad
heard on the WTT. In fact, if Ihadn't heard
this album on my reference turntable, Idoubt
Iwould've found any fault with the Comet's
sound. Even though it lacked the last degree
of bass punch and finesse of the WTT, the
Comet captured the essence of the music.
Another LP, this one featuring some occasionally ferocious solo piano playing, awakened me to even more of the Comet's capabilities and the special synergy achieved when
it's coupled with Sumiko's Blue Point Special
cartridge. The album, Gypsy Dances (Antilles
New Directions 90688-1), is aprogram of
fiery Spanish dances performed impeccably
by pianist Milian Conti. This all-digital
recording is as clean as awhistle, and puts the
piano and soloist in your room just to the
right of dead center, afew feet in front ofyour
nose. From such an intimate listening perspective, you are privy to every nuance of the
performance, and can, without too much
imagination,feel the energy released in the
studio. Due to the often sudden and extreme
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dynamic contrasts demanded by the music,
this album poses athreat to any LP playback
system. The Cornet handled this musical
tempest without asingle complaint. The Blue
Point Special also earned its stripes here,
undaunted by even the roughest groove
modulations. Remember, however, that if the
turntable and tonearm weren't doing their
jobs, the cartridge wouldn't have sounded
as good as it did.
Depth was especially well-rendered. Lateral imaging and focus were also fine, but
not quite as precise as I've heard on much
more costly decks. One of my favorite
albums for getting afix on just how good a
record player performs is Mark Knopfler's
soundtrack to the movie Cal (Vertigo 822
769-1). The album is full of sonic twists and
turns and serves as auseful aid in assessing
asystem's performance!)The music is sublime, heavily laden with melancholy and
conjuring images of lonely Irish glens
blanketed in mist so heavy your hands make
waves as you move them about. The opening
cut defines the huge soundstage in which the
performers are placed, the various instruments emerging. The Comet did an excellent job of conveying this soundscape.
The evenness of response across the spectrum was commendable, with an exceptionally balanced midrange. The bass was, for the
most part, articulate, extended, and surprisingly robust. It only started to get what I'd
call "restless" on the timpani strokes toward
the end of the Cal track. I've listened to these
timpani on every system I've had in my
listening room. They sounded different on
each one. Sometimes they sounded like
amorphous "wodges" of sound coming
from the rear of the soundstage. On other
occasions, they were tightly focused in space
and articulate, with good pitch definition.
The Comet's rendering of this instrument
closely approached the latter description.
What it lacked in absolute control it more
than made up in capturing the personality of
the instrument, aquality Iconsider much
more important than tightfisted domination
of the lower bass.
The sound of Knopfler's sinuous guitar
line on the album's "Irish Love" helped crys8Inever thought id see the day when I'd be referring to music
as akind of sonic litmus test. Just goes to show you what happens when you put on the reviewer's cap. It ain't alot of fun,
but its what Iget paid to do.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

tallize my impressions of this turntable. Each
of the sonic characters of the various guitars
Mark Knopfler used on Cal was captured
with adeftness and honesty Ihadn't thought
possible with such modest source components. After weeks of concentrated yet pleasurable listening, Ifound the Comet's ability to convey the individuality, the "persona"
of instruments—be they made of wood or
metal, blown or bowed, struck or plucked,
plugged or unplugged—rivaling turntables
costing much more. This is arare quality in
any component. Those which have it Iconsider to possess SOUL! The Comet turntable
has it. If turntables were singers, the Comet
would be Solomon Burke. (The WT' would
be James Carr.)

CONCLUSION
Ireferred to the Comet early in this review
as arecord player. It is indeed that. It's also a
music-appreciation tool. Ifound myself playing more records with it than Iusually do with
my reference deck. Idiscovered gems in my
collection, many of them still sealed, which
might have remained that way if the Comet
had not appeared in my system. Icertainly
appreciate the elegant sound of LPs cued-up
on the Well-Tempered Turntable/Shiraz ensemble. The open-window perspective it
gives on amusical performance is quite often
stunning. (On spoken-word recordings, too.)
There's no denying it's better than the Comet
(and at close to five times the price, it'd better
be!). But, Ifind myself relating to the music
differently when Iuse it. You see, as soon as
Iput an LP on the WIT's platter and twirl
the clamp, Iease into amind-set directed
more toward analysis than recreation. If the
WTT is aNikon F4, the Comet is more like
aNikon point-and-shoot. The former may
take sharper pictures and offer more control,
but Ibet more pictures (more spontaneous pictures, anyway) are taken with the latter. Ialso
bet, on astack of Elvis EPs, that there's more
fun involved in the process.
It's that feeling Igot when using the Comet
—fun! Icould shuffle ahandful or two of
records on and off the platter without worrying about getting the "ultimate" sound out
of the system. Icould just listen and have fun
with the music. And alot of it, at that. Music
and fun. When's the last time you've returned
from aday of "slumming" at flea markets or
garage sales with abox full of records for
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which you paid aquarter apiece (or less)? 9
How long did they sit in the box before you
listened to them? Before you cleaned them?
Do you only play LPs which you've
machine-cleaned? Or feel guilty when you
sneak adirty one on the 'table? There's also
the issue of appropriateness. Do you feel right
in cueing up the Fugs' Golden Filth or Merle
Haggard's Songs I'll Always Sing on an analog rig which could cost as much as the
sound system used at the Fillmore East where
the former was recorded? Really right?
Iwanted to like this product as soon as I
opened the box. Iwasn't disappointed. You
won't be, either. If you've been putting off
the purchase of arecord player because of the
apparent costs involved, check out the
Comet. Teamed up with aSumiko Blue
Point Special for atotal cost (including the
Reflex Clamp) of less than agrand, it'll easily
outperform CD players costing five times as
much. Heck, the high-end high-rollers routinely spend this amount just upgrading their
decks. Some well-heeled audiophiles spend
more money re-tipping their 'coils than this
entire outfit costs. It is the most cost-effective
9Need Iremind you that, with alot of the pop music of the
'60s being reissued on CDs, there's lots of it on LP showing
up in such places? As aresult of this format shift, you can now
fill holes in your rock collection (if you still want to) quite cheaply if you take the time to look.

way Iknow to increase your collection of
(and therefore your knowledge and appreciation of) music. On average, you can buy
three to five used LPs for what anew CD
costs (or aused CD, for that matter).
SOTA has succeeded admirably in offering
the music lover and fan an inexpensive way
to capture 80% of the high-end dream. I
never felt deprived of any musical material
when playing records on the Comet. It
always communicated the music's message
with emotion, rhythm, and soul, and did so
without fiiss or noise. The Comet represents
excellent value in aturntable. With aSumiko
Blue Point Special strapped to its arm, the
combination far exceeded my expectations,
and helps define what's meant by "a bargain."
You obviously can't have everything at this
price, but what amazed me was just how
much you could have. It's awinner! After
hearing what it'll do, all those who have spent
much more on analog rigs will be thinking
hard about the law of diminishing returns.
Unequivocally recommended. If you're
eager to find out what pleasures await you
in the vinyl vaults out there, plop those newly
purchased LPs on the platter of aComet and
ease that Blue Point into the grooves. I'd be
surprised if you didn't like what you heard.

AUDIO RESEARCH
LS3 &LS3B LINE PREAMPLIFIER
Martin Colloms

/1•111111111111•11k
she research
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1

Audio Research LS3B line preamplifier
Measured specifications: Frequency response: below 0.5Hz-100kHz, ±0.5dB. Typical distortion: 0.01% at 2V output at IkHz.
Gain: I8dB at 'kHz (unbalanced), 24dB (balanced); internal adjustments allow areduction in gain to 10dB. Input impedance:
50k ohms (Normal), 100k ohms (Direct). Output impedance: 240 ohms (main), lk ohms (tape). Maximum output capability: up to 17.7V driving a100k ohm load. SIN ratio: 88dB (unweighted). Dimensions: 19" W by 51
4" Hby 10%" D(handles
extend 1%" forward of front panel, rear chassis fittings extend %"). Weight: 10 lbs net, 19 lbs shipping. Serial number of
166
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sample reviewed: 02363011. Prices: $1495 (LS3), $1995 (LS3B), $595 (upgrade from 133 to LS3B). Approximate number of
dealers: 62. Manufacturer Audio Research Corporation, 5740 Green Circle Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343-4424. Tel: (612)
939-0600. Fax: (612) 939-0604.
Having been conspicuously successful with
their LS2 and LS2B hybrid line preamplifiers' ($2500 and $2995, respectively), Audio
Research has now broken back into midpriced territory by launching the LS3, which
largely supplants the company's original LS1.
Like the LS2, the '3 is partnered by amore
expensive "B" option, the "B" signifying
balanced output capability. This ties in with
the increased use ofbalanced input circuitry
in power amplifiers, Audio Research's own
"V" series, for example.
The LS3 features the standard, high-quality ARC livery. The front panel may be satin
black or satin silver alloy. The case is always
satin black. A straightforward design devoid
of tone controls or filters, the LS3 has two
distinct operating modes and, hence, two
performance levels. The prime input is allocated to the most critical source. This is the
"direct" input, which has ausefully high
100k ohm input impedance and is routed
directly to the Volume control by the Source/
Direct switch. In this way, the Tape Selector, Input Selector, Mono/Stereo switch, and
Channel Balance control are bypassed. Each
of these switches and controls introduces a
small but quantifiable loss in quality; if not
essential to the prime source, their elimination
from the signal path gives asignificant boost
to sound quality.
The input impedance via the Input Selector
is abit lower at 50k ohms. There are five
selections—CD, Tuner, Video, Aux 1, Tape.
All inputs and outputs, except the balancedoutput option (whose outputs are duplicated
in standard XLR sockets), are high-quality,
heavy-duty, gold-plated phono sockets.
Supply connection is by captive three-core
cable whose ground terminal must be installed
for safety and the best signal/noise ratio.
A line controller must be capable of dealing with inputs of from 500mV to about 3V
from the louder digital sources. Power amplifiers may require up to 2V input to develop
full power, so, allowing for areserve of about
6dB, aline controller needs atotal voltage
gain of 18dB. As again of only 6dB (x2) would
be sufficient for CD, the requirement for an
1Reviewed in Vol.14 No.10 and Vol.16 Nos.1 & 4. For those
who still play LPs, Audio Research's matching PHI phono
preamplifier was reviewed in Vol.15 No.11.
—JA
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overall higher sensitivity tends to drive aline
preamp's volume control down to somewhat
lower settings when used on CD sources.
The nominal gain of the LS3 is precisely
18dB, this increasing by 6dB from the LS3B's
balanced outputs, due to the doubled outputvoltage swing. If lower-level signals are not
involved and/or the power amplifier gain is
high—lower than 1V for full output—then
the LS3 may be re-configured by aboard
resistor change to alower gain of 10dB (x3),
helping to optimize the range over which the
volume control is used. Though Audio
Research dealers can undertake this modification, you should seek advice about possible changes in sound quality. In agiven
amplifier stage, this can vary with the overall
gain and the associated amount of negative
feedback.

TECHNOLOGY

The LS3 is awide-bandwidth design, specified at ±0.5dB to 100kHz with amoderate
output impedance and aspecified output
capability of up to 35V, which gives very
good headroom at normal signal levels. It is
capable of low distortion, typically much
better than -80dB, or 0.01% at 2V output.
All solid-state, it's also all-FET. In the ARC
tradition, the line stage itself comprises a
single-ended, rlasn-A circuit with acapacitorcoupled output, the latter incorporated in the
feedback loop. The limiting aspects of the
capacitor's sonic signature and low-frequency
bandwidth are therefore almost entirely removed from the sonic equation. The input is
DC-coupled with asmall bandwidth-limiting
filter to eliminate radio-frequency interference. A differential stage at the input is fitted
with ahigh-quality, constant-current tail,
while the gain section is atriode-like, commonsource amplifier with acascode, bandwidthenhancing load. This stage is buffered from
the outside world by aMOSFET sourcefollower output, this stage also enhanced by
use of aconstant-current load. The optional
balanced output is achieved by asecond,
inverting FET line amplifier, lacking the
complication of the differential input stage.
The high-270V—main power-supply
rail, comparable with that of atube preamplifier, is regulated/stabilized with abenefi-
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cially low feed-through MOSFET pass
device in source-follower mode. ARC's
patented bandwidth-control reservoir and
decoupling technology are used. This uses
multiple, different-sized capacitors using
different technologies according to the best
sound and technical performance. A second
transformer winding provides the small
negative supply required for the differential
stage's current sources.

SYSTEM

Preamplifiers available for comparison included the LS2B, the Conrad-Johnson PF1,
and the Audio Synthesis Passion passive control unit. Power amplifiers were ARC's V70
and Meridian 605 monoblocks with balanced and true unbalanced inputs, driving
Martin-Logan Aerius speakers along with
the Quad ESL-63 electrostatics and Wilson
WATT 3s/Puppies. Signal sources included
analog disc sourced from aLinn/Aro/Koetsu
RS-11 player and equalized via the PF1, as
well as avariety of digital sources (Theta,
Accuphase DP7O-V, and Micromega Duo
BS). Interconnects were XL0 and van den
Hul's The First. Speaker cables were Siltech
ribbon and van den Hut Revelation.
The LS3 was given aweek to settle in. It
was newly manufactured and had survived
transatlantic shipping with all the attendant
temperature changes.

SOUND QUALITY

From the start, Igot along just fine with the
ARC LS3. It showed real class from the first
note of the first track that Iplayed, the reverberating "slap" on track 2of Laurie Anderson's Strange Angels (Warner Bros. 25900-2).
The shaping, tonal color, transient attack,
pitch, and die-away of this music can tell
much about apiece of audio equipment. (The
LP is even better, if you can get it.)
Icould describe the LS3 in several ways.
Icould take the academic path, describing
how close to neutrality and sonic invisibility
it came; or Icould describe how it sounded
—how the music felt. Ichose the latter route
because atruly great line amplifier can improve on the yardstick of passive volumecontrol performance by virtue of its superior
matching to the power-amplifier interface.
Interconnect cables and input loads do benefit
from areal power buffer.
Ifelt that the LS3 had agood enough
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inherent sound for the intended buffer function to perform to its best advantage. In any
case, the balanced output option provides
balanced drive for appropriate power amplifiers, something no passive pot can do from
an unbalanced source.
So how did the music sound? My first
reactions were positive. The sound was substantially right. The whole complex tapestry
of the stereo image seemed well-drawn, precisely placed, and stable. All elements at all
frequencies and loudnesses were present and
correct, nothing lost, nothing out of place.
Listening ease and confidence built upon
this high level of accuracy. In classic Audio
Research style, the LS3 sounded vital, exciting, informative, and communicative. Dynamics were expressed well, and, unlike
many designs, the LS3 did not dilute the natural dynamic qualities of the signals fed to
it. Superb signal transients should have an
explosive, surprising, and startling quality.
The LS3 had the ability to reproduce such
transients well.
The soundstage was clear, full of detail, and
essentially free from any veil or obstruction.
This quality was evident even at low volume
levels, where some designs appear to lose
transparency. Focus was excellent, both
across the width of the stage and into the
depth plane. At the perceived back of the
soundstage the LS3 still sounded open and
airy, the image narrowing very little.
The unit's presentation was slightly forward and bright, yet good perspectives were
developed. Front-to-back ratios were comparable to the finest in the business. It fully
lived up to the classic ARC "High Definition" slogan. In my opinion, that spacious,
highly dimensional quality had much to do
with its ability to capture fine detail, low-level
ambience, and hall reverberation.
Underlying all this was agreat ability to
carry the music's rhythm and drive. The bass
was excellent, being truly extended yet taut
and highly controlled. It may not be directcoupled, but the LS3 certainly sounded like
it was. In fact, the LS3B bettered anumber
of known DC designs in the bass, probably
due to its superior definition and excellent
ability to retrieve information.
The midrange was very close to absolute
neutrality. Essentially grainless, it carried a
wide range of musical textures and program
types without favor or failure. Violin and
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piano were just as perfectly drawn—in the
case of the deliberately distorted grunge and
heavy metal, perhaps too well!
The midrange was also highly articulate.
Vocalists' lips and throats were synchronized,
and you could hear the singing, not just the
notes. The treble was also of high quality,
open, crisp, with sufficient sparkle and air.
It sounded clean and tidy, if not quite as welltimed as the fundamental midbass region. It
steered an unerring course between tube softness and the "mechanical" quality sometimes
heard with solid-state designs.
Above all, the LS3 spoke with authority.
It reproduced soundstages as wide and deep,
richly detailed, saturated, and well-focused.
You could not ask for more at twice the
price!
For those who follow the scoring system
Ihave developed in the UK magazine HFN/
RR, the LS3B achieved areference 26 marks
"direct:' 24 via "normal."

LAB REPORT

Testing awell-designed line-stage like the
LS3B should be astraightforward task. Areas
to explore include differences between the
auxiliary and direct inputs, plus an investigation of loading and source impedance. It
is also worth establishing the overall technical characteristics, such as channel matching,
accuracy, distortion, and effective bandwidth.
The frequency response was less than
0.1dB down at 10Hz and 20kHz, falling to
-3dB by 150kHz with aperfectly flat midband (fig.1). The squarewave performance
is not shown, but was judged to be virtually
perfect at lkHz and almost so at 10Hz and
10kHz, confirming the preamp's fine phase
response and wide bandwidth.
At rated output into anominal 100k ohm
test loading, the LS3 delivered atotal harmonic distortion level of -86dB or 0.05%,
this essentially invariant over the 20Hz20kHz frequency range. Using narrow-band
analysis (fig.2), we see that the only significant component of the lkHz test frequency
was the second harmonic at -90dB relative
to the fundamental. (The lkHz fundamental
has been notched out by the HP analyzer in
this graph.) For reference, the noise floor for
this 37.5Hz analyzer bandwidth measurement is -116dB relative to the 1.5V RMS
output level.
In an attempt to stretch the distortion perSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993
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Fig.3 Audio Research LS3B, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-25kHz, 19+20kHz at 2V
into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale). The
IkHz difference product at —99dB (0.001%)
is buried beneath the noise.

formance further, 19kHz and 20kHz tones
were applied at alevel equivalent to 2V. The
lkHz difference-tone intermodulation product was buried in noise at -99dB (fig3), an
excellent result. As calculated from the present state of psychoacoustic knowledge, distortion from the LS3B was at the vanishing
point.
The S/N ratio was very satisfactory at
79dB (CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref.). With the volume control set to zero, the unweighted S/N
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ratio was 88dB, including hum components.
A slight hiss might be audible with the highergain power amplifiers used with speakers
rated at 90dB/W or more. In this circumstance, a dealer adjustment to the lineamplifier gain would be worthwhile and
should improve the noise in proportion to
the gain reduction.
DC offsets were close to zero, below my
100µV threshold of reliability. The unit was
graced by arespectably accurate volume control, which held channel balance within +0,
-0.4dB over awide 60dB control range.
Channel separation showed asignificant
improvement over earlier designs—thanks
to the new short-path circuit topology—
and was held at better than 80dB up to several
kHz, declining mildly to 57dB by the upper
test limit of 20kHz.
Via the normal inputs, the input impedance was 50k ohms, anormal value. Via
direct inputs, the impedance was beneficially
higher at 100k ohms, potentially offering a
small increase in dynamic expression for
some source components.
The tape output impedance was 1k ohms,
while the main output impedance was a
moderate 240 ohms. The LS3 was capable
of 17.7V before clipping, indicative of generous operating headroom. In the usual gain
setting, a47mV input resulted in alevel of
0.5V (IHF) with the volume control flat-out,
again of close to 20dB.

The muting and anti-thump circuitry
worked well, and the unit was mechanically
silent, even on the more difficult UK 50Hz
mains supply. From atechnical viewpoint,
this was fully credible performance.

CONCLUSION

Stereophile readers will probably be aware that,
in company with Robert Harley, Iam agreat
fan of the LS2. However, if you thought Iwas
excited about the LS2, then you'll feel Iam
verging on the ecstatic about the LS3, particularly in view of its low price. Make no
mistake, this is an audiophile-quality line
preamplifier, one of the best at close to
budget-price levels. Aside from that missing tube (and, no, Ididn't feel that any
"magic" was missing), the LS3 appeared to
replicate the overall performance of the LS2,
and then some! It measured like adream, was
finely crafted and finished, and should be
very reliable.
In the case of the LS2B via its special
balanced input, Ifelt that some of that Audio
Research high-definition buzz and rhythm
had become diluted. Not so with the balanced outputs of the LS3B, which sounded
like an ARC thoroughbred.
Iwould vote for Class A for this one—
and not just for value. Igive it an enthusiastic
recommendation. It's blazing with audiophile class!

F OLLOW-UP
KINERGETICS SW-800 SUBWOOFER SYSTEM

As reviewed (in Vol.15 No.3, p.103), the
Kinergetics SW-800 Subwoofer System consisted of two SW-800 Tower Subwoofers and
two SW-800 Monaural Subwoofer Amplifier/Crossovers. The price of the complete
system was $4995. Kinergetics received two
consistent criticisms of the system. The first
was price—couldn't something be done to
lower it? The second was more practical—
couldn't existing amps be used instead of customers having to buy the dedicated monoblocks? Kinergetics listened to its dealers and
customers, and has addressed both concerns
with the release ola revised SW-800 Subwoofer System.
170

The new system still uses the two subwoofer towers, each with five 10" longthrow drivers. The monoblock amplifier/
crossovers are gone, replaced by the SW800C Subwoofer Crossover. The difference
is that both crossovers are now in asingle
dual-mono box measuring asvelte 7" high,
19" wide, and 13" deep and weighing only
10 lbs. The new crossover has the usual
attractive look of the Kinergetics line. The
amplification is eliminated, the consumer
now using his own amplifiers. The new
complete-system price is $3995, a$1000
reduction.
The 800C has four user-selectable crossover points at 60, 80, 100, and 120Hz, set by
internal DIP switches. There are three types
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of low-pass filters, including a6dB/octave
buffered RC network offering the smoothest
driver-to-driver transition but with the most
out-of-band signal, an 18dB/octave Butterworth with the flattest response within the
passband but less linear-phase response, and
a12dB/octave overlapping option with a4dB
boost at the crossover point to address room
suckout problems at the selected crossover
frequency. There are three similar switchselectable options for the high-pass: a6dB/
octave passive that requires the installation
ola capacitor by the manufacturer or dealer
specifically selected for the input impedance
of the main amplifiers; a6dB/octave buffered
RC network; and an 18dB/octave Butterworth to relieve the main speakers of the
greatest amount of bass energy due to the
sharper slopes.
There are therefore 36 possible combinations of crossover-point/low-pass/high-pass
arrangements. These are identical to the
options on the original monoblock crossover/amplifiers. That is to be expected, as the
new crossover is identical to that found in the
crossover/amplifiers. Unfortunately, the 800C
is not designed as auniversal crossover, but
is dedicated to the SW-800 System. While it
can be used with other subwoofers, it requires
manufacturer modifications (bypassing some
of the internal Compusound networks).
The differences in the old and new systems
—while assumed identical with respect to the
crossover, and obviously identical concerning
the subwoofer towers—will be afiinction of
the additional interconnect and subwoofer
amplifier supplied by the user. The fact that
the user must supply these pieces can make
the net savings considerably less than the
$1000 reduction in the system's price. The
lower price will therefore be areal advantage
only if you already have an acceptable subwoofer amplifier or can purchase one at an
attractive price. If an inferior amplifier is
selected simply because it is available, the
overall performance of the system will suffer.
Thus, the best performance of the revised
SW-800 is likely to vary radically in different
installations.
For my listening sessions, Iused many different interconnects and amplifiers. Depending upon my choices, Iwas able to get both
better and worse performance out of the
revised system vis-à-vis the earlier version.
Mixing interconnects frequently resulted in
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

poorer performance. When Iused the same
interconnect—Magnan Type Vi, NBS Signature, Cardas Golden SC, and XLO—for
the additional link, the performance was consistently better. With some generally excellent
amplifiers, such as the Jadis Defy 7, the overall
performance of the new system did not reach
the level of the earlier version. With other
amplifiers noted for their performance in the
deep bass—such as the Octave Research OR1—the new system surpassed the overall performance of the earlier version.
With careful selection of the interconnects
and amplifier, the new system can surpass the
earlier version. If you have an excellent bass
amp, or can purchase one at an attractive
price, the revised SW-800 is indeed more
attractive.
The new system may or may not be abetter buy than the earlier version. You can have
more control over the new system's performance, but you will have to carefully select
an additional interconnect and amplifier. If
you dislike making these choices, the earlier
version was more attractive.
But for the audiophile willing to take abit
more time in assembling the system, the
revised SW-800 should be able to outperform the earlier version. —Jack English $
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iat ultimately developed into
Gustav Mahler's "Resurrection"
Symphony began life in 1888 as
asingle-movement tone poem, Totenfeier
("Funeral Rite"), which became the symphony's first movement. The middle movements followed in 1893. Mahler next adapted
his setting of the fourth movement, "Urlicht,"
from the Knaben Wunderhom collection of folk
poetry, envisioning it as abridge to achoral
finale It was not until 1895, however, that he
conceived the idea of basing that finale on
Klopstock's Resurrection Ode, interpolating
additional texts of his own. The Finale's theme
of the Christian belief in the body's physical
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

resurrection fittingly resolves the opening
movement's death struggle. Mahler also unifies the movements by acyclical use of themes.
He employs ahuge orchestra: quadruple
woodwind, ten horns, six trumpets, three
trombones, tuba, alarge array of percussion,
organ, two harps, the usual strings, plus
mixed chorus and soprano and contralto
soloists. Of course, the composer was too
sophisticated an orchestrator merely to pile
on this apparatus for easy titanic effects,
though he builds imposing enough climaxes.
Rather, he uses his expanded instrumental
groups to draw sharper textures—eg, having the reeds play in unison so they stand out
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vividly against the strings. He also employs
agreat variety of unmixed, homogeneous
orchestral colors.
The first movement is cast in abroad sonata-allegro form. Following aseries of spasmodic fragments on low strings, achordal,
funeral-march motif enters on woodwinds,
over ominous staccato basses in C-minor.
The contrasting second subject, arising lyric
line on violins in the distant key ofE, assumes
greater thematic importance in the Finale, as
does achorale, based on the Dies Irae, which
sneaks in on the horns during the development. The music builds to anumber of climaxes, some positive, others distraught, before falling away in pitch and texture into
C-minor gloom.
For his next two movements, Mahler
adapts the Austrian folk-dance form known
as the Lândler. The second movement, in
Mahler's words, represents a"shaft of sunlight" recalling life's fragile moments of happiness. The strings bear the simple, songful
Andante theme over firmly striding basses.
A contrasting, agitated section in staccato
triplets appears twice, working up to aclimax each time before fading into areturn of
the Lândler theme in varied orchestrations.
For the third movement, the Liindler model
is adapted to serve as aScherzo. The writing
here is more linear and altogether busier, with
sinuous chromatic lines for the strings and
reeds providing droll humor with sinister
undertones. Other motifs include an unbuttoned peasant dance for full orchestra, and
anostalgic melody introduced by trumpet
quartet. The movement climaxes wrenchingly with what Mahler termed a"cry of disgust" at the "ever-moving, never-resting,
never-comprehensible bustle of existence'
The contralto soloist rises from the silence
to begin the fourth movement. Introduced
by asolemn brass chorale, the "Urlicht" setting elevates the music's emotional plane. The
key is perhaps the soloist's line, Ich bin von Gott
und will wieder zu Gott ("I am from God and
will return to God"). The song's peaceful
conclusion is forcibly disrupted by areturn
of the "cry of disgust:' which begins the
Finale. Distant horn calls lead to another Dies
/rae-based theme over "walking" pizzicato
strings, followed by hopeful horn fanfares.
A contrasting woodwind motifbased on falling half-steps rises in agitated sequence.
Trombones and tuba solemnly intone the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

"hidden" horn chorale from the first movement, leading to areturn of the horn fanfares.
A long percussion crescendo ushers in the
"death march," ajaunty, grotesque juggernaut which climaxes terrifyingly before dissolving in descending woodwind scales.
The agitated theme returns on trombone,
expanding into ametrically irregular string
melody, counterpointed with gradually
approaching offstage trumpet fanfares. This
culminates in another "cry of disgust" before
subsiding peaceably. The Last Trumpet, from
offstage brass, breaks the silence, counterposed with onstage flute and piccolo. The
chorus and solo soprano, quietly and acappella, introduce the Klopstock text: Aufersteh'n,
ja, aufersteh'n ("Yes, you will arise"). After each
of the chorus appearances, the ensuing orchestral passage becomes more confident.
The agitated theme is transmuted into asolo
setting ofMahler's own words: 0glaube, mein
Herz ("Believe, my heart. ..
you have not
lived in vain"). The first movement's lyrical
theme reappears, first as aflowing, intertwining motif for the two soloists, then as the
subject ofa choral fugato, building inexorably
to the final triumphant choral and orchestral peroration.
The earliest recording of this symphony,
made in 1923 under Mahler's disciple Oskar
Fried, gives some idea of the challenge this
monumental music presented. The Berlin
Opera Orchestra is second-rate, the high
strings wiry, the timpani hollow and illtuned. But through the acoustic recording
and the Pearl transfer's surface noise, we hear
the sort of impulsive performance of which
Mahler apparently approved. The first movement is attacked quickly, almost rashly, and
Fried observes subsequent Vorwârts markings with avengeance, also taking afair number of unmarked ritards and accelerations.
He marks the "hidden" horn chorale, for
example, with aslight acceleration, registering it immediately as arecognizable theme.
Also noteworthy are the broadly flowing,
appropriately ghoulish Scherzo, and the thrilling acceleration during the Finale's agitated
theme (going into 9). Certainly this performance conforms to Mahler's dictum, approvingly quoted in the booklet: "Where music
is, the Demon must ber
Fried's performance is not the only prototype, however. Mahler apparently accepted
any sincerely felt interpretation, which
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explains how conductors as diverse as Bruno
Walter and Otto Klemperer numbered themselves among his followers. Both conductors
made stereo recordings of this work (obviously at some distance from their personal
contact with the composer!). Both their performances are marked by Fried-like, spontaneous tempo changes. although the orchestral execution is tidier, in keeping with more
modern taste. Walter's highly esteemed CBS
record has been superseded, both musically
and technically. His first movement is arthritic and enervated; too many passages begin
with weak, mushy downbeats, and momentum often flags within sections. The later
movements are better: Walter gets the Andante's folklike flavor and the Scherzo's grotesquerie just right, and his soloists, especially
the young Maureen Forrester, are excellent.
The early stereo sound is close and harsh.
Conversely, Klemperer's forthright reading remains one of his finest. Contrary to
expectations, his tempi are not slow (his conservative Allegro energko in the Finale excepted).
In fact, his is one of the fastest overall timings, indicative of his strong, sinewy rhythmic sense Klemperer is responsive to stylistic
details: he brings out the whooping horns
after 50 in the Scherzo, atypical Mahlerian
touch, and beautifully phrases the orchestral passage at 37 in the Finale. The Philharmonia, despite asurprising number of coor&nation problems, is in fine fettle, the reeds
especially impressive in intonation and balance. The strings sound more rugged than
cultivated, but Klemperer's lateral division
of the violins produces superior inner-part
clarity.
It was Hermann Scherchen who recorded
the slowest performance of all. The orchestra
is weak, but plays alertly. In the first movement, at 7, arapt stillness pervades the play
of nature sounds, at atrue ppp; and at this
restrained tempo, the Andante's final return
on pizzicato strings is positively eerie Scherchen keeps the Finale flowing firmly; only
the final peroration is unduly dragged out.
The sound, real stereo, is clear but thin.
The real Mahler crusades began in the
1960s, led by Leonard Bernstein's pioneering
work in New York. His first recording of the
"Resurrection," not yet on CD, is typical
young Lenny: rhapsodic and rhetorical, given
to extremes of tempos, with personalized
shaping of the lyric themes and asharp
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

rhythmic sense (listen to the strings' dotted
figures). Some of the slow tempos, especially
in the opening movement, seem mannered,
but the playing is always richly colored and
persuasive.
Bemstein's 1974 remake in England benefits from his stronger orchestral control, and
his rhythmic alertness again pays dividends.
The passage at 7in the opening is calmer,
capturing some of Scherchen's ethereal stillness, and the soloists' duet in the Finale moves
flowingly. However, the Andante, deliberate
to begin with, has become really stiff and
stilted, and the final statement is thick and
sodden. If the broad outlines of the interpretation are otherwise the same, the sound is
significantly worse Quad or not, there is no
excuse for the vaguely unsettled acoustic of
the Finale's soft passages, the oddly bodiless
reproduction of much of the reed playing,
or the exaggerated distancing of Sheila Armstrong, apparently to another planet. Bernstein's DG recording, though even slower
and more indulgent, is preferable. The New
York Philharmonic is at its best, and the concert recording, perhaps lacking in sheer panache is vivid enough.
Maurice Abravand, the lesser-known Mahler crusader, delivers the more satisfying performance. The Utah Symphony may lack
something in sheer orchestral horsepower,
but it shapes every phrase convincingly, with
excellent discipline. Kopleff and the young
Sills are apt soloists, and the sound is wideranging and without gimmicks. It is the best
of the single-CD versions, and at mid-price
besides.
Georg Solti, long identified with Mahler,
has recorded this symphony twice. His LSO
recording boasts splendid rhythmic poise.
Every phrase is precisely inflected, and the
dotted rhythms are distinctively sprung. Sold
always keeps the textures light, pointing up
sharply contrasted colors from various orchestral choirs. The Andante is abit stately,
but well-manicured and flowing. The briskly
paced Scherzo is spaciously executed. "Urlicht,"
sensitively sung by Watts, moves smoothly,
while the Finale displays the necessary brighteyed attack and gossamer pianos.
Solti's Chicago remake is less convincing,
despite his long tenure as director there True,
the digital sound registers the final choral
climax—a glorious affirmation in Solti's
hands—without the conspicuous monitoring
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of the earlier version. But for all their fullthroated virtuosity, the Chicagoans' rhythms
are earthbound, and the violins could use
more vibrancy and warmth. The chorus is
trained to afare-thee-well, but Iprefer amore
transparent, less dark sound. The brasses, of
course, are impressive, but they show to better effect in Claudio Abbado's account. Their
brazen, incisive tones in the death march are
expected. The surprise is the variety of lyric
colors Abbado elicits: the soft-edged but precise horn lines in the opening. and the sundrenched. unsentimentalized playing in the
Scherzo's trumpet passage. Otherwise, his
performance is direct and thrusting, and
Neblett and Horne are well-matched.
Gilbert Kaplan, the professional publisher
who has made an avocation of the study of
the "Resurrection," shapes this music with
freshness and commitment. The LSO plays
with power, polish, and character: Listen to
the balance and color in the Andante's first
return (at 5), the trenchant reeds in the
Scherzo, and the sad dignity of the "Urlicht"
brass chorale. Kaplan slights anumber of
details, but he also nails some tricky effects.
The "hidden" horn chorale of the opening
Label
Number

Sym. 2
Total
Time

DG 427 262-2

80:47

Vanguard
OVC 4004

77:21

Bernstein, NYP &Collegiate
Ch.: Venora, Tourel

CBS M4X 31432

84:45

Bernstein, LSO &Edinburgh
Fest Ch.: Armstrong.
Baker

CBS M2K 42195
Sony SM2K 47573

89:20
89:20

DG 423 395-2

emerges without obscuring other motifs,
and, after the racket of the Finale's death
march, the contrast at 21 is breathtaking. The
sound is among the best of the digitals.
Bernard Haitink's "Resurrection," too, is
aspecial performance. He seems hardly to
set afoot wrong from beginning to end: The
essential "rightness" of everything is striking.
Nor is this self-eft:icing. anonymous musicmaking. The dynamic variety and the incisive
attacks and articulations attest to ahigh level
of involvement. Haitink always keeps the
music's symphonic logic in mind while responding to its wide variety of moods. The
Concertgebouw acoustic is faithfully caught.
Details such as the Luftpause at 8in the Andante make sense—you can hear the ambience
clear before the music continues. The twodisc set generously includes asurvey of the
Wunderhorn songs.
The Vienna Philharmonic has recorded
this music twice. Lorin Maazel leads abroadly
paced reading, punctilious in details of accent,
with gorgeous playing in the brass chorales,
and clear digital sound. Drawbacks are the
strings' weakness in extreme ranges, the
overdone ritards, and the blowsy solo singTotal
CD
Time

Recording
Date

SPARS
Code

80:47

1976

ADD

77:21

1967

ADD

1963

AAA

op

Symphony 3

117:36
2:22:20

1974
1974

ADD
ADD

F
M

Kindertotenheo'er
Symphony 1

93:28

93:28

1987

DOD

EMI CDCB 54384

82:33

82:33

1991

ODD

Casadesus, Lille Nat'l. Orch.,
Stuttgart Oral. Ch.:
Zylis-Gara, Podles

Forlane 16654

83:14

97 22

1986

DOD

M

2Songs

Fried, Berlin St. Opera Orch.
&Berlin Cathedral Ch.:
Bindernagel, Leisner

Pearl GEMM COS 9929

84:05

2:00:01

1923

MD

F

2Songs
Kindertotenheder

Haitink, Royal Concertgebouw,
Netherlands Radio Ch.:
Ameling, Heynis

Phibps 420 234-2

82:13

2:13:40

1968

ADD

F

Knaben
Wunderhorn

lobe Frankfurt RSO &Ch.:
Donath, Soffel

Denon C37-7603/4

85:02

8502

1985

ODD

Chandos CHAN 6595/6

83:37

83:37

1989

DOD

Kaplan, LSO &Ch.: Valente.
Forrester

MCA Classics
MCAD-11011

83:17

8317

1987

ODD

Klemperer. Philharmonia/Ch.:
Schwarzkopf, Rdssl-Majdan

Angel Studio
COM 69662

79:21

79:21

1963

ADD

Conductor!
Orchestra
Abbado, CSO &Ch.:
Neblett, Horne
Abravanel, Utah SO &Ch.:
Sills, Kopleff

Bernstein, NYP &Westminster
Ch.: Hendricks, Ludwig
Bertini, Kenn ASO &Ch.:
Laki, Ouivar

Jansons, Oslo PO &Ch.:
Lott, Hamari
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ing. Zubin Mehta's is abetter option at midprice, richly played and warmly colored by
the Sofiensaal acoustic, despite his laissez-faire
attitude toward ensemble and dynamics.
Leonard Slatkin's was the first digital account, impressive for its clarity and lack of
distortion. But other issues now match these
virtues, and the performance doesn't pick up
steam until the Finale. And for all the character that Simon Rattle brings to the middle
movements, Ican't get past his consistently
flabby attacks and sluggish tempos. The
opening tremolo is soggy, and the ensuing
bass flourishes are entirely lacking in thrust.
Mariss Jansons gets impressive Chandos
engineering: big, robust, and well-defined,
the hall resonance never obscuring detail. But
his orchestra is slightly askew on too many
points of balance, and the "Urlicht" brasses
are put offstage—a serious misreading of the
score, leaving ahole in the texture.
Other recordings require less detailed
comment: Klaus Tennstedt draws lovely lyric
colors from the LPO, but discipline is occasionally scruffy, and the coupled performances in EMI's four-disc box aren't as
good. Eliahu Inbal's clean, natural soundLabel 8.
Number

Sym. 2
Total
Time

Kubelik, Bavarian ASO &Ch.:
Mathis, Proctor

DG 413 149-4

76 18

Maazel, VP0 &Vienna St. Op.
Ch.: Marion, Norman

CBS M2K 38667

Mata, Dallas SO &Ch.:
McNair, ven Nes
Mehta, VPO &Vienna St. Op.
Ch.: Cotrubas, Ludwig

frame is rather low-level. Unfortunately, so
is the intensity. Jean-Claude Casadesus suffers from the attentive but second-rate playing of the Lille orchestra; Eduardo Mata's
Scherzo has anice one-in-a-bar swing, but
elsewhere his mobile tempos undercut the
music's strength. Gary Bertini loses out in
"bleached" digital sound, where only the
heavy brass and percussion have any presence. Seiji Ozawa's Bostonians provide some
graceful moments in the Andante and adistinctive transparency in the tuttis, but the
moderate tempos and lack of stressing often
produce dullness. Conversely, Václav Neumann's speed-through, bracing at first, becomes wearisome, especially under the scrutiny of agarishly spotlit recording.
Two important recordings may still be
available on cassette. Rafael Kubelik phrases
sensitively at no-nonsense tempos, and is
verbally responsive in the choruses. The
close-up acoustic brings out Mahler's wind/
string doublings, but tires the ear over the
work's length. And the irrepressible Leopold
Stokowski provides arichly colored but surprisingly straightforward interpretation, with
plenty of power and impact.
Total
CO
Time

Recording
Date

SPARS
Code

7618

1968

AAA
(cassette)

88:36

88:36

1983

DDD

Pro Arte COD 479

82:38

93:04

1989

DDD

London 414 538-2

80:00

80:00

1975

ADD

Supraphon
11-1971-2011

75:32

75:32

1980

DDD

Ozawa, BSO &TFC:
Te Kanawa, Home

Philips 420 824-2

79:59

79:59

1986

ODD

Rattle, CBSO &Ch.: Augér,
Baker

EMI CDCB 47962

85:44

85:44

1986

ODD

Scherchen, Vienna St. Op.
Orch. &Acad. Ch.:
Coertse, West

MCA MCAD2-99833

93:31

2:23:35

1958

MD

Slatkin, St. Louis SO &Ch.:
Battle, Forrester

Telarc CD-80081/2

81:24

81:24

1982

DDD

Solti, LSO &Ch.: Harper,
Watts

London 425 005-2

81:02

2:15:23

1966

ADD

Solti, CSO &Ch.: Buchanan,
Zakai

London 410 202-2

80:48

80:48

1980

DDD

Stokowski. LSO &Ch.: Price,
Fassbaender

RCA Victrola
ALK2-5392

80:35

80:35

1974

AAA
(cassette)

Tennstedt, LSO &Ch Mathis,
Sotte)

EMI ZDMD 64471

85:13

4:55:28

1983

DDD

Walter, NYP &Westminster
Ch.: Cundan, Forrester

CBS M2K 42032

79:18

79:18

1957/8

ADD

Conductor/
Orchestra

Neumann, CPO &Ch.: BenackovaCapova, Randova
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Beethoven ConsecraDon of the House

Symphony 1

Symphony 1

Symphonies
1, 3, 4
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SALE ENDS SOON
5

•

Ñ1HE

FOR A LIMITED TIME
. ,..
HOTTEST HI END
AUDIO GEAR INCLUDING DIGITAL PROCESSORS, POWER
CONDITIONERS, ROOM TUNING CABLES, RACKS,
...AND MORE!
RECORD CLEANING,

TUINIABLES,

CD CARE, REPAIR &CLEANING ACCESSORIES
SAVE $35 On Signet Wet/Dry
CD Cleaner.

Mob° Priores CD Accessories
CD Stoplight Green point pen for CD edge treotrneom„r.0m

56315 is ofully automatic
motorrod wet/dry CD
cleaning Apolishing
system. Kir
includes CD
droning mochine,
cleaning Iluid, and AC
power adopter. List 585,
while supplies last, 49.95.

reduces loser he wooer, Peat, 100
ho Bearings The best (D isolanon feet ,set of 3
vii.

..."

SurnikoCDpei re,,ontbmhe,:snigsmo,

,
19t
39.5

Disnvosher CD Accessories
CD 2 ED untie remoong system Include Ironing
fluid polishing Fluid took Awipes
';95
(DO
CD loser tens cleaner vo wer/dry tenor
.9 95

11
..„,

Fney1CD treatment
Dime Ka CD treatment edit., reodobildy

49 95

Carom (D Reference Ring,
1111...17.95 1501._ 69.95
Stoats liottio for The Home
Littite lomp has odimmer.controlkd 1
won !Igloo. bulb end aflexible 18'
gooseneck The wme lamp used opro
Cud., mining boards etr
Indite lump Liu 560, now 49 95

19 95

POWER LINE CONDITIONERS & POWER LINE FILTERS
Power Wedge By Audio Power
Power Wedges condnion power uung 3complementary rechnologre, filtering, domprng, ond tronsformer, isolation
Power Wedge 116 vr/ 10 outlet
569 00
Power Wedge 114 w/ 8outlets
..
Power Wedge 113 w/ 7outlets for vtdeo
Power Wedge 111 w/ 6outlet ...

449 00'
569 00'
319 00 -

lrm

Power Wedge 121 vr/ 6outlets for 20 corp (Horn 429 00'
Power Wedge 110 re/ 6hr-current outlet
239 00"
flew Power Wedge Power Enhanrer PE .1
249 95''

Improve Your Power Wedge
During The PE-I Sole
Power, Wedge PE Ipoyslo owe
filonng Acurrent dompog to

Tice Audio Power Conditioners:
lice MIA 3, 3Won't power rOMI111011e1 o, :oo
utlets549 9
5.
Tire hIF8-4. 1branrh power cor stoner w/ 16 outlet. 699.95'
Ede Power Block 0heovy out rondooner,6 outlet 1349.95'

further enhonre the already great
performance of the Wedges Plug
oto rhe Wedge or any nearby well

PAC IDOS Digital Fiher Strip
IDOS 15outlet119 95 1DOS 29outlet,

outlet El Ialso hots ohighly
«orate vohage meter. list 5179,
now 249.95" Sale ends 8/31/93.

Eiholunes Plume (Mimes on the sole wall 1/2 way between
r
t-er Aspeaker. Reduces the snob frire, effect lor it
1
h
eie
more roherent Image Were 539 50/pr. now 2
9 95/PPt
Roomlunes. Amen, panels mourned on wood bow designed
to
'I
ij
re so und reflec
lest ospeakers, null, etc Im mov es
.
imogog, boss hormone or vi. S229/P , non 199 93/111

h..

IHere's o"Tuned" Room
411 Echclunes here or lower

e

,
ti

(merlons In the corners

w- Three Roorn tune parch
behind speakers for optimum
.
j
11

performonie

i
i

i

i

-

1

- , loudspeakers here to,
:
or Rooreune, mulch

'8 .
"•
1«
.,..Suont=
--

Discover the opium= ponder
ploternew for your (Went% room
The Listening Room
Computer Soil wore
Program, Version 4.0.

Sonex "lre 2r x24"
Acoustic Tiles
Easy-to-Unroll. 7thick
«"'ffi'd°m"9 loom
punch lo black or beige.
r
69 95/box of 4iles

,..

48" Acoustic Sheets
he

AUDIO BOOKS &COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Good Sound by bum Dearborn
soft cover, 417 pp
...12 95
The Audio Glossary by IGordon Holt
soh over, 152 pp
1295
The Audio Diction2ary by Glenn White
soft cover, 41 pp
..... 19 95
The Mom Hondbook of Acoustics,
1nd Ed It cover, 366 pp. ..I9 95
H dbook f So d[ e' h d
un'so6ir e s, R9ar
rover
anor
encyclopedn 150 pp ...
95

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

t

SONEX ACOUSTIC TREATMENT

ROOMTUNES ROOM TREATMENT ON SALE!
RoomTunes' Designer Michael Green Woo Created
Simple, Low Price Ways To Improve Room Sound.
(onetime, Place CornerTunes in ceiling rorners to hot high
rectcy'horror's. Improves the highs Asounatoge
Cornerlunes were 079/4 now 69.95/set of 4

-

I
9
4 gt,

amuck
4e

k eo„,„jle
,
ee
',1,71 '.

drdurknesses Choose Wort or bone 169.95/box

NEW ANALOGUE RELEASES
New LP releases from Analogue Productions
-Serial numbered inured edition pressed on HO onyl
t-

-

Len you arrive your roc nt
mouste 8, revools the optimum
speaker ploiement
IBM version 05 00

hwrc

00(003 Gottschalk. ANight In The Tropics. .. 24.95
0001 Copland AIves, Dallas Sonphony........ 24.95
00(001 Weavers Reunion Al Cornegre Hall........ 24.95
I APC005G0 Weavers Reunion on Gold CD
.2995
AP(007 Ravel. Works for Orchestra, 1130gEP ... _29.95
0(008 Sonny Rib's, Way Out Wei, 180g ... .29.95
AP(010 An Pepper dRhythm Section, I
80g.......29.95

ANALOG IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS FOR LPS, ARMS, TURNTABLES &STYLI
LAST Record Treatments
•I Power Cleaner ._1 .95 IASTItl Stylus cleaning kit 12.95
el Preservotive ..._I .95 LAST OS sty'. preservative21.95
.3 Regular (leonerl4R5 LAST 110 Hog tape iron_ I6R5
Turntable Drive Bel
AR ES.1 belt ...........1
CPI 1119.19 beh.......1
Reord trusla Hurd

!
r
el
AUDIO
ADVISOR
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s
.95 Rego Planar 2&3
.95 SOTA Belts
LOA MC 6duolorvion

32 00
'9 95
if 95

Misr Analog Accessories
Alphason WOO, goo lih for mono& 'Durum,
_29.95
Dennison Metal Soundtrador alignment gouge
149.95
DB System Prosier alignment gouge .
29R5
Krisialine Dust (OYU polish dscratch remover ..... ..1W95
Shure
SEG.? stylus pressure gouge
14.95
SOTA
Acrylic Record Mat ----------------------------9991
SOTA
Reflex damp, fits most turntobles
149.95
Surniko Analog Survival Kit ...
49.95

Headsbell Accessed.
Sumiko 115.11 universal type heodshell
19.95
Sumiko 95-29 premium heodshell leads .
11.95
Sumac° Rigid °sedge mounfing le
10.00
SME Liu Premium 33mm silver IM headshell leads ._29.95
New 50mm.long SME silver Mc heodshell leads
_39.95
Cordes Imams Coble Flex 5( cos om mode, shielded,very
Rerible. DIN REA w/Cordas wire &connectors, I216_149.95

For Fast, Friendly Service Call Toll Free:
1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
WorldRadioHistory
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filln GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES, RICE-PAPER RECORD SLEEVES
NOW ON SALE! SALE ENDS AUGUST 31, 1993.
Discwasher
P. Rice
Paper Record
Sleeves On Inlet

Now, More Own Ever, It's Vito' To Vacuum Clean LP,.

linty Gritty Vamum-Powered Cleaning Machine Sale!

IPs ore getting horde, is find-and more voluotrie hs
rnireasingly importons to keep records sale &clean hand
washing-even with tire fanciest solutions 8brushes-doesn't
remove oil the gunk Vacuum powered cleomng mochines mth
the right fluid, hh away dust, dot, grease and grime.

For olimited rime save on high quality romped record cleaning
mochines horn !tiny Sony All modes ore tomplete with flug
and cleaning accessories needed to start cleaning Mode in USA.
230Y export units avoilable

You'll be chocked by how smooth and noise.free '
,
mourn
cleaned LPs sound Record surface none rs reduced by up to
90%! Clean records are more valuable, too
Sore 533.85 On Complete Record Doctor Cleaning flit
Record Doctor ileum like the expensrve machines-with fluid
application &vacuum suction--but costs less because you turn
the records by hand. Recommended by leading mogannes
The Record Doctor 11 Kit includes Record honor cleaning
machine, 31 on of denting fled box MG First extramiength
cleaner, 82appinotor brushes-5233.80 volue-199.95"

New 33/45/78 RPM Record Minter" Cleaner
New manual operation vocuum.powered Piety Gritty cleaner o/
bush in adapter for 33s, 45s. or 78 s. The Record Mager cleans
all sire/types of records with ease List 5259, now 219.95"
Fully Automatic 1.591 Cleaner, Only 5399.95
Niny Gritty ISii is the world slowest prrie machine with both
outo-rotonon &outolhod (mob/anon. lust push the buttons-1.5F1 cleans (Ps In seconds! list 5469, now 399 95"
Clean loth Sides Al the Sense Time-And Sere $1001
Niny Gritty Mini Pro 1is the world sonly vocuum.powered LP
cleaning machine that cleans both sides at the some hotel No
other machine cleans this easy ,list S689. now 589.00"

Every record r
°Rector
should use these ,One
world sbest 3ply ont.
stab/ rice paper leT 9T
9
sleeves from Limon Duo
great for storing Laser
Dan Tat 539 75 far SO,
now SI9 75 lot 50 539 SO
for 100, and 5195 00 lot 500
Highest Grade Clear Plastic Revealable Outer Sleeves
for Ifs ond loser Dom 529 95'100
Nitty Gritty (leonine Mock« Accessories
NG brush
11 95
rover for I061 5 .1791
PIG (opston kit
11 95 HG Vat sweep strip kir.
11 95
Record Cleaning Solutions
Nrtry Gritty Purifier .2 record (leaner
16or...14.95 1gal. .19.91
Nrity Gritty'Fug' extra strength leaner
Roc .1491
Roo .2491
Super0eoner II every doy record cleaner
16ax....12.95 32or......16.95
Igol.....24.95 2.5 gol.,49.95
Toronto gentle every doy record cleaner
16az....14.95 1gal......69.95

..y.u,hern?
•

I

Aire Alchemy Dhglnal Comments Ou Subi
The following romiiLi “rrrim .
with o1.0M C5.I divot' coaxial ruble
-a 579 volue-Free with order.
201st 0Bristreorn D/A processor. 399.00"
001,2.0 20.ba D/A processor .
_499.95"
OTI AntiLitter digitol filter
349.00"
SOP New, advanced Relearn D/A..499.00"

Philips (0(9 31 5-Disc CD Changer
Audio Alchemy's Digital Engine.
Inhoducing the world's first lore price CD changer 0/A processor pockoge. We combine
Philips .new (2(935 S-Disc carousel CD changer with Audro Alchemy's famous -Digital Englne ODEvl 0digitol processor. The combination can ploy up to 5hours without repeating osong,
(Tridounds fontood Philips C11(935 comes vrith easy-land drawer, repeat, shuffle ploy, fuTh.
unction rnfrored remote &coaxial digitol output.
Order Now And Sore 5150. Purchmed separmely the CDC93S. ODE sou 5700 For o
hulled time, the combootron is yours for only 1549 95-you Save SISO. Nutty, supplies ore
limited , Philms CDC935 CD changer r. Audio Akhemy DDEvl .0 processor 549.95'

Sove 5100 On New Audio Alchemy (0 hansports,
001.11 Front load CO transport .
.
List 1699.10w 599.00"
ODSv1.1 Top load, 2-chassa model
Lrst S899 Now 799.00"
.14111101111111
Signet/Audio Technics, Professional Toslink Gloss-Fiber Optic Digital Coble Sabe
High quality gloss/quart: fiber optic cable-model AT6195-now at closeout prices.
3M Was 180, now S29.95 IOM Was S100, now 54991 I
3M Was 5120, now 569.95

INTERCONNECTS, SPEAKER CABLES, VIDEO CABLES, &CABLE CONNECTION TREATMENTS

mimellaken

Auchoplak Speaker Cables
(oil for pries on Cordes DV Labs Hotline, Monster Cable,
Silted, TARA Lobs and Tice Aude speaker cables

Ana. Interconnects (Pairs)
1498 lobs Prism Intet connect 1OM 29 00 I.5M .39.00
Mil/opchord Interconnect
IOM 2995 1.561.9500
TARA labs Quantum (D Coble IOM..49 00 1.96..6500
MIT K.Squored Interconnect 1Ohl .49 95 I94 .59.95
New TARA Quantum (X Cable 1.0.1.98.00 1.514132.00
Cardas 3008 trikromin
1.0MI I
500 1.94145 95
TARA GOMM IV K, Vies 5115/M,
99.95
Mil 330 Interconnect ,
Wm SI 80/M...........novr 119.95
TARA Lobs Pandora '5'1C Woo 5795/M......now 169.95
MIT 330E Interconnect, Won 5375/A1
now 24500
New Toro RS( Reference I( iv/R5( conducted, 11195.00

Modc Digital Noise With
Coble-Clomping Workers.
STOCKERS-Digital noise
blmker. Special design grips
cables better. (pairs)
Regular Blockers _14.95
Extra-Big Dockers 19.95
Signet RCA Cleaning Tool Rit -6 mole 8female RCA
cleaning tools, cleaning fluid &cotton neck 524.95

Speaker Cable Sale (prs Iv/termination)
1ARA lobs Om olió ore 8h .4500 12h 52 00 15h 58 00
New 1ARA Omni II solid core LOt.77.00 12h..9995 15h 118.00
TARA 0.111.Now On Sale 8ft 129.95 11f1 179.95111 215.00
Cardin linnhnle Acable 1111. 205.95 12f1.265.95 151 325.95

Electronic Contort Conditioner/Enbancers
Kontok cleaner &enhancer kit
49 95
Sumiko Tweek contact conditioner ......1495
brumal
conditioner.......I4 95

VIBRATION &ISOLATION ACCESSORIES
Sims Noncom Isolation Feel
Nowom Silencers 14 59 95
Alsop Novrom
Feell4) 29 95
Monster Coble F
TO looter
14 49 95
tlecny Dun looser .14195 00

We Shw to All 50
lroies& World
Wide By A,
Free

AudiaPrism IsoBeorings
Unique round damping globes
rorriti support cup Three-layer
clomping &isolofing
Srandard hre
,11 39 95
New lam s
ii c9 95

Audio Selection "German
Acoustics" Cones IL Discs
Choose black or brass hnish.
Isoloten cones .......14149.95
Support drsks
161 19 95
Lombeation se...14.4)59.95

Sale Ends Soon, Don't Delay Call Today:
1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
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SELECTED TARGET &STANDESIGN EQUIPMENT RACKS
NOW ON SALE. RACK SALE ENDS AUGUST 31, 1993.
Siree S45-55 On Target Rocks
Sole rocks feature a39' tog welded
Weel Sterne with 14'n I
rcomposite
wood shelves. Useable distance
between shelves till'. Black only.

Save $50 On Standesign Rocks

Emmet T1-51, one piece welded steel
home, shipped fully assembled. List
5325, now 269.951
Tories T1-51scr some cgmensions os
TT-51, bus shipped Sot-pocked to
reduce import cost. Some assembly
required; look included. Lisi $2/5,
now 229.951

Siandesion Petro. double side
supports Is olisco easy front or rem
equipment access. Reg 5350, now
299.95f
Slandosign DI shelves stem lo float,
bus ore supposed by acaper strong
4" z1.5' rear sleet beom. Liss 5399.
now 349.001

Sale socks feature o34" toll one.
piece welded steel frame with 14"x
I
rcomposite wood shelves. Useable
dissocie between shelves is 6.75".

,

Stondesign Amp Floor Stand

Tore Amp Floor Stand Sole
Isolate your omp from floor vibrations with
Target's TIF -1 stand. morues origid 4' tall
metal home, If xlf composite wood shell 8
cone point spike feet. Was $05, now 69.95 -

Low level stand for aiming mg or Miser grr near
the floor. Large composite wood shelf hire I
F.
Rigid steel frame is 5.25" roll &handles amps up lo
150 lb, Cone point spike feet. Liss $15, now 65.00"

TRADE-IN SALE ON MONSTER CABLE &SUMIKO PHONO CARTRIDGES
Robson Core Black
"By for the beg moving
mogner cadridge I've eyes
heard ...Recommended."Corey Greenberg, Stereephde,
Val 16, No 4, May, 1993.
Rokson torus Block e5mr
output, list $325, now 249.95

Monster Cable Moving
Coil (.3mv) Cartridges.
Aloha Genesis 1000 II
Was $800
sow 399 95
With tradein now 34995
Sigma Genesis 2000
Wos 51100 now 599.95
With node a. _now 499.95

Surniko Blue Point HighOutput (2.0mv) MCs.
Blue Poins ME
SI50 ........now 119.95
With trode.in......now 99.95
Blue Point Special MC
List S295.........now 259.95
With traddin....now 225.00

Golden [Rogan Preomp Tubes-Now Available With
Gold Pins For Superior Conductivily &Anti-Corrosion,
Golden Damon Tubes were developed by British oudiophiles
ond engineers formerly witube greats MO Valve, Mulard, etc.
MI models hove special features to woke them sound greot.
Tube
Standard oS. tordone 6+ law liaise 6.
1-5 Price Prise 1.5Ne Price w/Gold Orrs Prise

Inueuse Tube Life!
Pean Tube Coolers specially heated
copper fins remove excess heat, at
leost double or triple rube life!
Improves tube sound, too.

We've recently discovered asource for the disionlinued 00840
used in Quicksilver mono omps. They're from Russio, but made
to she originol Brilish specs. Tubes ore predsion-tested rShe
US for reliability. Soviets 5AR4s, 1-3 519.9See, 4+ 516.95

Power Amp Tube Coolers
Fits 11-34, 6550, 8417, 41-90, etc.
1-9 S11 25 each. 10- 9.95 each
Preamp Tube Coolers
Ars 6218, 12AX7, 12AT7, 6907, eic.
1-9 55.50 each; 10. 499 each

Newl Tube Socket Cleaners
Keep rube socket clean vnsh Socket Savers nylon.brisded wise
brushes. Socket Savers remove ontominonts without damaging
the sake Set indudes 1wag 81large brush 51995/set

SAVE THE TUBES!

12AX70
1260/6
121176
6018

14.00
14.00
14.00
2/00

11.95
11.95
11.95
18.95

24.00
24.00
24.00
32.00

19.95
19.95
19.95
26.95

32.00 26.95
3200 26.95
32.00 26.95
3900 34.95

TOP RATED TURNTABLES ON SALE.

Ouicksaver Amp Owners-Rejoicel

SALE ENDS 8/31/93.

SAVE $1754220 Oes VPI 19.IR Turntable Packages
The VT 191R is world's lowest price high end 'toble. 191E is
remorkobly easy to set up, and requires little or no skunking!

SAVE $525-5755 ON SOTA Stor Turntable Packages
SOTA Stor features aunique vocuum-hold.down system to
eliminate record imps, improve Rocking 8seduce LP noise.
SO1A Stor/RB300 Pockoqe: SOTA Slos Iurnloble with the
kgendary Rego R8300 orm. list $2/55, now 1999951
SOTA Star/S/41309 !lockage: Star namable with sop-roled
SME309 ont from England List 53525, now 2999.951

VPI 191R0300 Podcoqe. turntoble w/clussiover &Monism,
choose ors or block finish. List 51025, now 849 951
VPI 191ILRB300/BP Parkas: turntable w/dustcover, asrs, &
Sumiko Blue Point high outpul MC cartridge-prolessionoly
mounted 8aligned. List Si ill, now 949 955

o

VPI TURNTABLE UPGRADES
New Upgrodes For VPI NW-19-Series Turntables
HW-191R m1114.1910 Upgrade Err .
59500'
HW.19111 ro I1W.19 MkIV Upgrode ................749.95'
1191.19 MkIV Upgrade To 16111 Platter
New 1191.19 Stood Alone motor assembly ...........399.95'
API PIC power hne conditioner for turntables ......399.95'
Now I1W-19 'SSuper' armband
99.95'
SPI VTA odds secure WA odiustment to mow cems249.95
NW.191R, 1911, 1911 One -Rece Record tlamp......59.95
New KW-59 Mk IV One.Piece Record Oomp...........59.95
VPI Turntable Replocernent Parts
IIW.19.Series drive belt
19.95
TH1 Series drive belts
29.95
11W.1 Merles regular dustrover w/hinges............99.95'
HinInSeries roil &Mover w/ hinges ...............139.95'
1911, 10, EMAW acrylic mmboard.................49.95

THE ULTIMATE ISOLATION SANDWICH FROM BRIGHT STAR AUDIO
lIiob_otbakition base uses one of
nature's best vibrotion billers, sued, to
rent's. harmful ',Mullions from go. ,
Especially uilurli,, •..rh (Eh, turntables,
Loser Disc players. Size: 21" o19.r
Big Foot Mdark gronite finish 149.00'

little Rock damps vibroNons in the chassis
and shields circuit from air borne RF
inte(iêfentP. *arks moon on t:G Oluierh
D/A processon,weamps 8video gear. Sue
14*4 10' 2.25' and weighs 2E1 lbs.
Little Rock in dork granite finish 99 00'

1**SHIPPING CHARGES

"NOT ASTORE.-MORE"
CALL TOLL-FREE TO ORDER:

1-800-942-0220
CHARGE CARDS ACCEPTED-NO EXTRA CHARGE ,
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Shipping Chorges (UPS Ground, Insured, 48 States)
Accessories: 1st csrni
495 Firm kerns
1.50 each
lumtobles/Stonfis
.12.95
tRacks/Large stonds/Torniable Packages ..........16.95.29.95
•'Eleuronics,amp mks, etc
B.95
01993 Audio Advisor, Inc. Prices are whim to change.
Business Hours, Mon.Fri 900-6:30 EST, Sal 10:00.3:00
Address'. 225 Oakes SW, Grand 'Maids, AU 49503
FAX 616.451-0709 •Prone 610.4513868
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Daniel Lanois's achingly intimate For the Beauty of Wynona celebrates lost love and lost worlds (p.201), while
Garry Dial and Dick Oatts play Cole Porter in DMP's ravishing 20-bit sound (p.I95). And see p.184 for August's
Recording of the Month: Eliahu Inbal's definitive performance of Mahler's Symphony 10.

CLASSICAL
DEBUSSY: Complete Piano Music
Aldo Ciccolini, piano
EMI CDC 7 54447-51 (-2) (5 CDs only, available
separately). Daniel Michel, eng.; Etienne Collard, prod.
DDD. TE 6:16:30

With five discs to audition, Ifelt reasonably
confident that my disappointment with Ciccolini's readings of Estampes, Images, Images oubliees, Ballade, Valse Romantique, and Rêverie on
Vol.! would be dispelled by his performances
on the remaining four. A shortage of real atmosphere on
and atendency to play the
music too dogmatically rather than just let it
happen, soon had me bored and distracted. I
moved on to Vol.II, only to find that the first
book of Preludes confirmed my worst fears—
where was the pianissimo playing asked for in
so many of these pieces, and where the humor
in Ministrels or La Danse de Puck? These faster
pieces also showed amarked tendency to select
slower than normal tempi, making the rhythms
too pointed and thus highlighting them within
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

phrases that are intended to convey amore
general impression.
The second book of Preludes on Vol.III is no
better—too many of the readings are just plain
dull, and, to make matters worse, the recording
lacks the focus of the first two discs. Le petit
Negre and Le plus que lente are well done, but the
Mazurka and Danse bohemienne suffer from the
same sectionalizing rhythmic pointing that
destroyed so many of the Preludes. With no aura
of mystery to enhance the delightful Epigraphes
antiques, they too fall flat.
Unfortunately, dull is, again, the only way
to describe these performances of the Children's
Corner Suite on Vol.IV, while the two books of
Études have more than their fair share of inappropriate tempi. Technical authority is never
in question—it is the ability to lift the notes from
the page that eludes Ciccolini in this music.
Although the Suite bergamasque and Pour le
Piano, which open VolY, have little to commend
them here, the performance of the first Atabesque
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is quite lovely. Lisle joyeuse is enjoyable too, but
Ithink I'm really clutching at straws. There
would be no point in acquiring these performances as acomplete set, unless you have aparticular interest in Ciccolini's recordings. Isuggest you try Gordon Fergus-Thompson on
ASV if you want uniformity. For individual
works, you should sample—the choice in the
current catalog is vast.
—Barbara Jahn
MONK: Facing North
With: Vessel: An Opera Epic and Recent Ruins
Meredith Monk, voice, piano, organ, pitch pipe; Robert
Een, voice, pitch pipe
ECM New Series 1482 (437 439-2, CD only). Jan Erik
Kongshaug, eng.; Manfred Eicher, prod. DDD. rr:
55:31

These delightfully unadorned and intensely
personal works provide ideal frameworks for
Meredith Monk's and Robert Een's unortho-

dox and virtuosic singing. Facing North is,
strictly speaking, program music, evoking as
it does the spare, white, seemingly endless panorama of the frozen tundra. The two singers'
long, sustained, carefully modulated vocal textures meld with intensity and sensitivity, but
the music is never forbidding or cold. Monk's
rhythmic vitality and sense of adventure are
always present (try not to smile while listening to the sparkling and playful "Arctic Bar"),
while the realization of this music is largely
made possible by Een's startling range and
expressiveness.
Consisting of nine short sections, Facing
North is aunique sonic landscape alternately
intensely meditative and bracingly energetic,
and revealing more with each listening—the
sign of real musical substance.
Vessel: An Opera Epic is in four parts, with the
long, introductory "Epic" setting the tone via
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Selected byJA and RL
MAHLER: Symphony 10
First Performing Version by Deryck Cooke
Eliahu lnbal, Frankfurt RSO
Denon CO-75129 (CD only). Yoshiharu Kawaguchi,
Richard Hauck, prods.; Dedev Kittler, eng. DDD.
YE 70:59

The dosing Adagio of Gustav Mahler's Ninth
Symphony, with all its apparent acceptance
of and glowing resignation to death, would
seem to write such aperfect Fin to the composer's musical and physical lives that many
conductors have been loath to even peer into
the magpie's nest of the uncompleted Tenth.
I've found this outlook so seductive over
the years that I've indulged in what Inow
see as the convenient irresponsibility ofconsidering Symphony 10 not much more than
arehash of musical breakthroughs that
Mahler had made more convincingly years
beforc The Tenth seemed to me awork that
Mahler did not actually need to finish, one
that he could afford to leave incomplete at
his death.
But with the recordings of Kurt Sanderling and now, most emphatically, Eliahu
Inbal, 10 at last sounds to me like awork
that, had Mailler lived another two or three
years, would have likely proven abridge
between the fatalistic, death-drenched Das
Lied von der Erde and Symphony 9, and what
might have constituted Symphonies 11 and
even 12. At least one of the latter mythical
works might have been the Mailler master-
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piece that 10, even in its incomplete state,
clearly is not. (After that, of course, World
War Iwould have changed everything.)
Still, only minimal apology need be made
for 10, whether in the through-composed
if half-orchestrated state in which Mahler
left it at his death, or in any of the remarkably responsible "performing versions" the
polishing of which occupied much of the
last 16 years of Deryck Cooke's life. As
Cooke was always at pains to point out,
90% of Symphony 10 is pure, unadulterated Mahler. And, to answer my own caveat
of yesteryear, it's clear that Mahler completed more than enough of his final work
for us to know almost exactly what he was
trying to say.
All that said, Eliahu Inbal has turned in
aperformance of Cooke's First Performing Version (previously recorded only by
brave but hapless Eugene Ortnandy, clearly
out of his depth in his profoundly superficial and out-of-print 1965 Columbia
recording) that seemingly does the impossible in providing whatever had been missing in the work of Mahler and Cooke, and
the recordings of almost all other conductors, without in any way making the work
any less Mahler's. The result is arecording
that sounds more like Mahler than any other.
A caution, though: It sounds more like
Inbal's Mahler. As Imade more than clear
in my reviews of his comprehensive Mahler
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Monk's simple and lovely organ underpinning
adelicately rhythmic vocal of graceful poignance. Monk's flexibility and imagination are
among her most appealing qualities, and Vessel
features plenty of both. As much as Ienjoy Facing North, Ikeep returning to Vessel for its searching intensity, depth of feeling, and emotional
impact. Here is awork of real beauty and originality.
The brief Recent Ruins provides an effective
coda to the disc, with Monk's chant-like, wordless vocals multi-tracked over Een's sinuous,
sonorous long notes.
Certainly the sense of traditional harmony
and the calm, unhurried pace of this music suggest an affinity with new-age approaches, but
Monk's originality and almost visionary combination of vocal intervals and layers set her
music distinctly apart. In ECM's warmly reverberant recording, this collection of Monk coin-

cycle in Vol.10 Nos.7-9 and Vol.11 Nos.1
& 3, Ido love Inbal's way with aMahler
score. Other conductors may be more passionate, more powerful, even more profound, but Inbal is unique in his ability to
invariably bring to these unwieldy, often
weedy, awkward, and top-heavy works a
grace, aballetic lightness without loss of
substance or integrity, adancing sense of
almost Mozartian swing that is absolutely
confident in what it has to say and the delight it takes in saying it.
Mahler was the first composer in the
Western tradition to choose to let all of his
musical seams show, thereby creating anew
musical language of great irony and selfconsciousness, sharing with his contemporary, Charles Ives, the predilection to
write music about music. But in the hands
ola master musician like Inbal, those seemingly ragged seams suddenly take on all the
unpredictable rightness, the burnished patina
of Miles Davis's accidentally-on-purpose
broken tones, or the carefully nurtured randomness of the cracks and hues of ralcu pottery. Suddenly, the seam or "flaw" becomes
the point, the focus, something more than
mere structural underpinning. In this way
did Mahler, in so many other ways Wagner's
careful pupil, become Wagner's opposite,
as much the first post-modern as the last
Romantic composer.
It would thus seem contradictory to
remain true to Mahler while at the same
time "hiding" his seams—especially in
unfinished 10, which is virtually all seams.
Inbal again does the impossible here. There
is all the variety of dynamics, orchestration,
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positions has much to recommend it. At the
very least, it's aunique and completely personal
work. For some, this CD will be unforgettable.
—Carl Baugher
MOZART: Piano Concertos 8& 9
Mitsuko Uchida, piano:Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 432 086-2 (CD only). Wilhelm Hellweg, eng.,
prod. DDD. TT: 54:31
MOZARTIPiano Concertos 15 & 16
Mitsuko Uchida, piano; Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 426 305-2 (CD only). Onno Scholtze, eng.; Wilhelm Hellweg, prod. DDD. TT: 45:58
MOZART: Piano Concertos 21 & 27
Murray Perahia, piano, conductor; Chamber Orchestra
of Europe
Sony Classical SK 46485 (CD only). Kevin R Boutote,
eng.; Steven Epstein, prod. DDD. TT 57:24
MOZART? Piano Concertos 7& 10; Fantasy, K.608;
Variations for Four Hands, K.501
Murray Perahia, Radu Lupu, pianos; English Chamber

and tempo that one could wish for, and in
which Symphony 10's manuscript and completed scores abound. Still, never have I
heard Mahler's many and complexly spliced
(when spliced at all) themes dovetailed with
such perfect sonic joinery. This performance
is in aclass by itself.
There are formidable competitors: Wyn
Morris and James Levine offer expansive
passion, the latter's trademark meticulousness letting us hear every note without get-
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ring in the way of the music (vide his recent
Ring cycle). Simon Rattle's quintessentially
Mahlerian fitfulness is both the appeal and
the problem of his engagingly youthful
1980 recording, not much helped by the
Bournemouth SO's gamely ragged ensemble. Riccardo Chailly's 1986 recording is
overpoweringly "German" àla Solti, force(continued on next page)
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New York's Best High-End
• Dealer... in New Jersey!
CSA Audio proudly introduces the new Dunlaty Audio Labs
Signature Series loudspeakers.
Respected industry-wide for his many patents and technological breakthroughs,
acclaimed engineer John Dunlavy has drawn upon 40 years of experience to produce his crowning achievement.
After 18 months of research in what is considered the world's best-equipped
audio lab, Mr. Dunlavy has developed six new models of Reference Standard speakers designed to satisfy the needs of discriminating audiophiles and recording studios.
Beginning with the SC-1 ($995 pr.) and culminating in the top-of-the-line SC-VI
($17,000 pr.), the new DAL Signature Collection combines aesthetic beauty with
well-documented performance that is simply without peer.
SC-IV
FULL SERVICE AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR :
ARAGON •ACARIAN •ACURUS •ARONOV •ARTEMIS •AUDIO RESEARCH •BASIS •CAL •CARDAS •CWD •DYNACO
DAY-SEOUERRA •DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS •DUNTECH •ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN •ENSEMBLE •FOSGATE •GRAHAM
GRADO •JADIS •KOETSU •KRELL •KRELL DIGITAL •LUXMAN •MARANTZ • MARTIN.LOGAN •MB QUART •NAD •POLK
PROAC •SILTEC •SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY •STRAIGHTWIRE •SUMIKO •TARGET •VIMAK •VPI •WADIA •WELL TEMPERED •XL0
TOP DOLLAR PAID ON TRADEINS •AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE

CSI ADIO

193 BELLE VUE AVE .,
UPPER MONTCLAIR .NJ 07043
201-744-0600

Audio hile Electron Tubes
Premium flualitg Tubes
Matched Power Tubes
P/N

EACH

EROS__ ....... .
...... 10.00
6CA7
25.00
6L6GC-PHILIPS 30.00
6L6GC-CHINA
12.50
ELF6-USA
EL34-GERMAN .15.00
EL34-CHINA
12.00

PAIRS

OuARTEEs

20.00
50.00
60.00
25.00

40.00
100.00
120.00
50.00

30.00
24.00

60.00
48.00

PN

EACH

KT88-CHINA..... ....... 25.00
1(190-YUGO .............3500
300B.....225.00
6550-CHINA
19.00
6550A-GE
30.00
7591A-PHILIPS
25.00

PAIRS

OUARTET

50.00
70.00

100.00
140.00

38.00
60.00
50.00

76.00
120.00

Pre-Amp Tubes

z

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax (81 8) 997-6 158

(818) 997-6279
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5AR4/GZ34
5U4GB
6AN8A
6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
LA4-60.18
12AT7
12AU7A

15.00
12AX7
15.00
LM-12AX7
13.50
12AX7A
12.50
LM12AX7A
6.50
12BH7A
12.00 LOW NOISE 5751
6.50
6922
650
LM-6922

Shipping Information & Terms
COD Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air $12 00 /UPS Reg $10 00
Prepayment:
UPS 2day Ad $8 00 /UPS Reg. $6 00
8.25% Sales Tax in CA
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6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE
6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE
14.00
8.50
12.00
18 00 LOW NOISE
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Orchestra
Sony Classical SK 44915 (CD only). Mike Ross-Trevor,
Bud Graham, Andrew Kazdin, Francis X. Pierce, engs.;
Andrew Kazdin, prod. DDD. TT: 62:08

With these releases Uchida's admirable cycle
of the Mozart concertos nears completion. In
the four works she plays here can be found all
the features that have distinguished her past
efforts: afull, rounded tone that never becomes
too grand for the music; asparing use of the
sustaining pedal that clarifies voicing and texture; subtle applications of rubato and dynamic
frame; and tempos that convey the music's joy,
vigor, grace, and passion.
In the main these performances benefit from
asure grasp of style and astrong flair for drama.
Occasionally one might be surprised by Uchida's
unconventional pacing, especially in the slow
movements of 15 and 16, where—recog(continuedfrom previous page)
ful to the point of sounding forced, larger
than life—Chailly seems to be trying very
hard to impress. Only in Kurt Sanderling's
vital, preternaturally gutsy 1979 Ars Vivendi recording—very much in the style of
Jascha Horenstein, but unfortunately out
of print—does another conductor seem to
refrain from forcing Mahler's hand, however respectfully; none but Inbal and Sanderling seem to trust the work itself. (All
of the earlier recordings are considerably
longer than Inbal's; Levine takes afull 11
minutes more.) And though Idid call this
"Inbal's Mahler," Ihasten to qualify my
qualification with the assurance that Inbal's
Mahler sounds as much to me like Mahler's
Mahler as does Sanderling's—but Inbal's
is aMahler recollecting his inner terrors in
relative tranquility.
The opening Adagio is Inbal's second
recording of the movement; he'd recorded
it for his Mahler cycle six years before, in
the virtually unretouched version published
as Vol.IXa of Mahler's Kritische Gesamtausgabe. Though there is amere six seconds'
difference between the two performances,
Imuch prefer the Cooke version, which,
whether due to Inbal or Cooke or both,
sounds agood bit meatier. Inbal has more
fun with the two Scherzi than anyone has,
to the point of making me laugh out loud
—and that in Scherzo II, which Mahler
called his dance with the devil. Devilishly
good fun, Icall it. The tiny and much-overrated central Putgatorio, though one of Mahler's weakest movements, makes as much
sense here as I've heard since Sanderling's
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nizing that Andante means "walking" in Italian
—she moves things along more quickly than
usual, but very much to the benefit of the music.
Similarly, she is untraditional in her relatively
expansive treatment of the first movement of
8. But her good taste and clear articulation
always justify her choice of tempo. Furthermore, angular yet elegant phrasing, stylish
improvisations in spaces where they are apt,
and accented appoggiaturas that spice melodic
lines contribute to the expressivity of these performances.
Not to be overlooked is Tate's contribution.
His relatively small ensemble permits winds
and brass to be audible, heightening the tension inherent in the solo-tutti conflict typical
of the Classical-concerto style. Philips's sound
—dose and clear but never larger than life—suggests an intimacy that audiences in Mozart's day
must have experienced in hearing these works.
searing but very different version, and the
Finale is simply perfect in its balance of struggle and acceptance, laughter and lament, and
chamber and symphonic orchestral rhetorics.
The FSRO sounds, if anything, better
than it did in Symphonies 1-9/Das Lied, and
Denon's standard-setting minimal miking
of Frankfurt's Alte Oper has as much limpid, liquid clarity and convincing sense of
space and orchestra as the best of that cycle.
Chailly's over-produced London recording
provides atelling contrast: the famous funereal drumbeats that close the fourth and
open the fifth movements are juiced-up,
multimikedly false—they caused my Vandersteen 2Cis' woofers to bottom out,
which has never happened before at this
volume with any recording, including many
speaker-killing "audiophile" discs. On the
Denon CD, this same instrument, whacked
just as soundly, sounds loud and powerful,
moving agood bit of air—but also sounds
perfectly natural, lacking any trace of exaggerated boom. This is also the most exhaustively indexed and annotated recording I
have ever seen—a true boon to musicologists and Mahler scholars. Thanks, Denon.
Like Bernstein, Solti, and Karajan, Inbal
had previously made something of apoint
of keeping his distance from Cooke's tour
of Symphony 10, considering it incomplete
enough to preclude presentation as awork
"by" Mahler. I'm as glad that he's changed
his mind as Inow am that Mahler himself,
on his deathbed, decided not to burn his
sketches of the work after all. Such contradictions are indeed vast. Here they contain multitudes.
—Richard Lehnert
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Meridian 263 D/A & 200
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Over adecade ago. Perahia completed a
Mozart concerto cycle that included adistinguished No.21. This new account disappoints,
mainly because the subtle inflections of that 15year-old effort are here transformed into labored, fussy mannerisms that in the first movement deprive the music of requisite thrust and
pomp. This new 27 fares much better in its
blend of lyric lightness and tough assertiveness, with the chirping trills of the first movement having an apt sardonic wit. In both works
the orchestral contribution is adequate but
without the crispness, care for balances, and
drive needed to complement Perahia's conceptions. The coda of the finale of 27 in particular exposes what can be lost when there is no
guiding hand on the podium.'All in all, then,
this release, many virtues notwithstanding, does
not sustain the kind of distinction expected
from an artist of Perahia's rank.
But the disc featuring Piano Concertos 7and
10 does. Perahia and Lupu are ideally matched
in their precision, buoyancy, sparkle, and elegance, bringing to both works the animation
and vibrancy they require. Particularly noteworthy is the finale of 7(surely one of Mozart's
weaker concerto movements), which gains
from not being treated as the overly expansive
courtly minuet it is often made to be. The editions used for both works are atypical. No.7
is heard in Mozart's arrangement for two pianos
(rather than the customary three), an adaptation
that works perfectly well. More questionable
is the use of arevised orchestration in 10 incorporating clarinets, trumpets, and timpani added
by Mozart for asingle performance in which
he was one of the soloists. In this revision, the
normally intimate character of the music
becomes festive and grandiose. Most reprehensible is Sony's failure to note this departure from
standard practice, an omission that will give
those unfamiliar with the work amisleading
conception of its nature. This said, let it be
added that the revised scoring does work, and
some may find it highly attractive. The two
shorter works without orchestra (K.608 being
an arrangement by Busoni of an organ piece,
here revised by Perahia and Lupu to include sections Busoni omitted from the original) are
beautifully played and comprise awelcome
bonus.
Sony's engineering in these two releases is
variable, close, and intimate in the concertos
for solo piano, but the winds are abit too
recessed; in the two-piano works the sound is
altogether out of balance, the soloists being
miked far too closely and generating more
decibels than does the entire orchestra. But this
flaw cannot erase the undeniable musical worth
of these performances.
—Mortimer H. Frank
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RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 1, Four Etudestablea /IX
Tadaaki Otaka. BBC Welsh Symphony
Nimbus NI 5311 (CD only). DDD. TT: 74:06
RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 2, Vocalise
Sylvia McNair, soprano: David Zinman. Baltimore
Symphony
Telarc CD-80312 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT 68:00

Ftachmaninoff sill-fated Symphony 1did not
receive the best of premieres in 1897. The critics
were so damning that Rachmaninoff withdrew
it, and it was never performed again in his lifetime. Discovery of its orchestral parts in 1945
led to its belated second performance that year.
It could never be considered one of Rachmaninoffs greatest works, but it deserves recognition. It is afearsomely intense piece, with
demanding melodies and ongoing organic
growth. Otaka seizes upon these strengths and
relays his enthusiasm to the BBC Welsh SO—
not the greatest of orchestras, but one which
here rises to the occasion.
The performance is neat and tight, and is captured by an exceptional recording. There is
wonderful depth and spread to the soundstage,
and focus on instruments going in and out of
the foreground is sensitively handled. The first
and fourth movements are truly exciting, creating amassive sound. But the orchestra handles
the gentler, more persuasively turned melodies of the central movements with as much
empathy, the strings particularly sustaining a
good line.
With four of the Études-Tableaux Op39, originally for piano solo but here in their orchestrated version made by Respighi at Koussevitsky's suggestion, this production is brought
to an altogether satisfying close. With arare,
excellent performance of the Sypiphony, and
fine readings of the rarely heard Etudes-Tableaux,
this disc offers aesthetic and financial value.
With so many performances of Symphony
2in the catalog, each new recording must say
something special to avoid premature axing.
Ithink this one does. David Zinman fairly
coaxes this music into life. It is never oversentimental, even though he has encouraged
his orchestra to use the most expressive portatnento. It all sounds so natural, Rachrnaninoffs
unique language being spoken with the greatest
fluency and ease. Phrases sweep and soar
unhindered, with wide-ranging dynamics and
sound rhythms shaping them most subtly. This
is alovely performance, and the recording is
quite stunning.
We have become so used to Vocalise in its orchestral guise—or arranged for almost every
solo instrument—that the original, for wordless
voice, is awelcome change. Sylvia McNair has
ahauntingly beautiful, light, floating voice that
captures the tranquility and timelessness of this
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piece with breathtaking sensibility. It's another
wonderful disc of RachmaninofFs music. Don't
try to choose between Symphonies 1and 2
here. ..
buy them both!
—Barbara Jahn
RESPIGHI: Setnirama
Eva Marten.
), Semirama; Veronika Kinces, Susiana; Lando
Bartolini, Merodach; Lajos Miller, Falasar: others; Hungarian Radio & Television Chorus, Hungarian State
Orchestra, Lamberto Gardelli
Hungaroton HCD 31197-98 (2 CDs only). Jeno Simon,
prod. DDD. TE 2:22:39

This 1910 Respighi opera has the same plot as
Rossini's Semiramide, and the exotic, Babylonian
setting is used by the 20th-century composer
to exhibit some nice orchestral touches. We get
harps, glockenspiel, trumpets announcing
important arrivals, strings oozing atmosphere.
We get ahint of slimy decadence, but Respighi
didn't have half the nerve of, say, Strauss in
Salome to carry it through to any really evil end.
But the work seems stageworthy, and this performance is pretty good.
Eva Martéen, as we all know by now, tends
to yell above the staff and above mezzo-forte,
and there's just so much of that we can take But
she also gets her hooks into the nasty character
of the Babylonian top-gun floozy, and her
wretchedness and lust are clearly drawn. Lando
Bartolini, as her son (the role taken by amezzo
in Rossini), has abig, beefy tenor which he uses
like asledgehammer—like mother, like son,
Iguess. Kinces is lovely, especially in her big
third-act scene, where she doesn't go for adramatic sound and simply sings. Lajos Miller's
portrayal of the self-righteous Falasar is almost
too well sung.
Gardelli leads the piece as if it were great
music, and comes close to convincing us; only
occasionally does the orchestra sound provindal, the chorus never. The recording is true and
good without being of showpiece quality. Ilike
this and recommend it; you may not play it
often, but it's good entertainment.
—Robert Levine
SAINT-SAENS: Samson et Dalila
Plácido Domingo, Samson; Waltraud Meier, Dalila; Alain
Fondary, High Priest; Jean-Philippe Courtis, Abimelech; Samuel Barney, An Old Hebrew; others; Chorus
Orchestra of the Opéra-Bastille, Myung-Whun Chung
EMI CDS 754470-2 (2 CDs only). Etienne Collard, prod.
DDD. TE 2:03:31

This brings the number of available recordings
of this opera to five. Colin Davis (on Philips)
leads an exciting performance that's marred,
at times, by the strain in José Carreras's voice.
Georges Prêtre (EMI) has amarvelous cast
which includes Rita Gorr and Jon Vickers, but
the recording is severely cramped. Daniel
Barenboim (DG) has astrong Domingo and
an almost stupendously bad Elena Obratsova,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

while Patané's (Eurodisc) boasts an unidiomatic,
if dynamic, Christa Ludwig and James King.
This new one, under Myung-Whun Chung,
has just about everything, and immediately
becomes the recording of choice.
Plácido Domingo is better in almost every
way than he was in 1978 for Barenboim. The
voice is amazingly free, the top open, and the
text is exclaimed with feeling and nuance.
Waltraud Meier, to my ears, has everything but
abeautiful sound. Her French is very good, she
knows just what asexual/political character
Dalila is, and there's not apart of her voice
which isn't secure. She insinuates, as Dalila
should, but there's no real sensuality in the
sound itself. (I also feel this way about her Kundry, but others disagree, including our esteemed
Music Editor, RL.) Alain Fondary is anasty,
powerful High Priest—just what's needed.
Samuel Ramey is aluxurious-sounding Old
Hebrew, and the rest of the cast is very good.
But the real honor should go to conductor
Myung-Whun Chung, who whips his Bastille
forces into afrenzy for the Bacchanale, coaxes
lush, breezy string playing from them in the
seduction music, and, in general, paces areading which makes the opera cohere better than
I've ever heard it. (Colin Davis runs aclose second.) The recording is excellent, though the
solo voices are sometimes abit more forward
than Iprefer. If you're looking for aSamson,
look no further.
—Robert Levine
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker
Maris Jansons, London Philharmonic, New London Children's Choir (Ronald Corp, dir.)
EMI CDQB 754649 2(2 CDs only). Mark Vigars, eng.;
John Fraser, prod. DDD. rn 87:49
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker*
GLAZUNOV: The Seasons
Vladimir Ashkenazy, Royal Philharmonic, Finchley Children's Music Group* (Ronald Corp, din)
London 433 000-2 (2 CDs only). Simon Eadon,* John
Dunkerley, engs.; Paul Myers, prod. DDD. TE 2:11:24
TCHAIKOVSKY:The NutcrackereSleeping Beauty Suite
Seiji Ozawa, Boston Symphony; American Boychoir*
(James Litton, dlr.); Robert Palmer, Assoc. Conductor
DG 435 619-2 (2 CDs only). Hans-Peter Schwiegmann,
eng.; Christian Gansch, prod. DDD. TT 108:19
TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake
Charles Dutoit, Montréal Symphony
London 436 212-2 (2 CDs only). Colin Moorfoot, eng.;
Ray Minshull, prod. DDD. TE 2:34:01

Christmas 1992 rang in with three new Nutcrackers and one new Swan Lake, but no new
Sleeping Beautys, aside from the Suite offered as
afiller with Ozawa's Nutcracker. We may wonder, midway through 1993, how many new
Nutcrackers the record business can expect us
to absorb next Christmas. Beginning with ballet veteran Antal Doráti's pioneering Mercury
monos of the 1950s, this repertoire has been
recorded many times by other noted ballet vets
such as Ernest Ansermet, Gennadi Rozhdest-
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vensky, and John Lanchbery, not to mention
Doráti's own stereo re-makes. Fritz Reiner casts
along shadow over Nutcracker, even though his
Chicago Symphony recording is of excerpts
only. And let's not forget the sumptuous and
sweeping Richard Bonynge recordings with
London's all-star studio band, the National
Philharmonic.
These are all hard acts to follow. How do the
new guys stack up? The continuing success of
Maris Janssons's complete Tchaikovsky symphony cycle for Chandos with the Oslo Philharmonic made him an obvious choice for
EMI. As an added attraction, EMI has included
an illustrated book for the kiddies which relates
the traditional Nutcracker story to the music and
the instruments of the orchestra. Grownups
could have some quality time with the youngsters on this, except that the book seems awfully
busy. Art direction, illustration, and design (by
Emil T Micha, Robert Sauber, and Marcia Bennett, respectively) add up to failed Sendak.
Moreover, the set comes in an oversized longbox to accommodate the book, the two CDs
in two single jewelboxes instead of adouble.
What's to be done with this package in our brave
new world of no longboxes? Janssons delivers a
solid, though slightly fussy, performance Not
bad, but nothing to get excited about.
If you're still awake by the time Ashkenazy
has finished his incredibly solemn and somnolent Nutcracker, you may enjoy his performance of Glazunov's The Seasons. It's one thing
to recommend aCD for its filler, but adoubledisc set? Your call.
And the winner. ..
Seiji Ozawa. Often criticized for gentrifying the eccentric Boston
Symphony, Ozawa has emerged from his inscrutable pedestrianism to give the kind of
uninhibited performance he used to give as a
youthful conductor starting out as alast-minute
stand-in. The BSO responds in kind, with a
style of playing that seems to draw upon acollective experience going back decades. Add to
this the unmistakable color of Symphony Hall's
acoustics, and it's anew Nutcracker worth having, even if you have others. The Sleeping Beauty
Suite is afrustrating filler in that it, too, is so
well performed that they should have recorded
the full-length ballet. (Maybe they have, and
aren't telling us.)
If London has aTchaikovsky ballet cycle in
mind with Dutoit and the Montréal Symphony, they're off to afine start with this new
Swan Lake. The excellent recordings, recent and
distant, of this music remain as great as they
ever were, but Dutoit/MSO manage to address
this work as anew piece There's not atired note
or aslack movement, not even during some of
the unnecessary repeats. Compared to the
bright and witty Nutcracker, the early Swan Lake
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

seems overdrawn and grotesquely melodramatic. Yet, by approaching it with disarming
honesty and natural instinct. DutoitiMS0 have
given us one of their best recordings. In addition to the MSO's excellent playing, its principals receive considerable exposure, and to
their great credit You won't hear the concertmaster solos played any better than by Chantal
Juillet. With audio production in complete support, this is aSwan Lake to own, even if it means
adding to Swan Lakes already on your shelf.
—Richard Schneider
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BACHIBUSONI: Chorale Prelude. "Nun komni der
Heiden Heiland"
HAYDN: Piano Sonatas in gand e, Hob.XVI:44 & 20
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 31 in A-Flat. Op.110
Alfred Brendel, piano
Philips 432 760-2 (CD only). Martha de Francisco. prod
balance eng.; Willem van Leeuwen. Kees de Visser. engs
DDD. rn 64:11
LISZT: Piano Music
Funérailles; Sonata in b; Trübe Wolken (Nuages Cris).
Klavierstück in F# (S.192 No3); En rêve (Nocturne).
Richard Wagner—Venezia
Alfred Brendel, piano
Philips 434 078-2 (CD only). Volker Straus, prod., balance
eng.; Ceca Heijkoop, eng. DDD. TT 49:22

Brendel's mixed recital features some particularly eloquent playing, as for example in the
contemplative Bach/Busoni Chorale Prelude
or in the slow movements of the Haydn sonatas.
Interestingly, his latest Beethoven Op.110, in
spite of its architectural logic, seems to me less
successful. Everything is beautifully considered, but the result (and this after hearing the
finale of the Beethoven three successive times)
Ifind neither very spontaneous nor affecting.
In the all-Liszt program, structure is also a
prime feature of the large-scale B-minor Sonata, but here the sense of control and intellect
add up to make Brendel's latest recording of
one of the 19th century's monumental pieces
amost imposing and impressive performance
Other recordings have stressed the improvisatory, as well as digital, exploitation, to greater
advantage, but this is without doubt one of the
towering interpretations.
The sparse late Liszt pieces are marvelously
rendered, but my favorite work in this collection is Funérailles, in which Brendel's octave passagework (redolent of the middle section of the
Chopin Op.53 Polonaise) evokes akinetic
excitement that can stand comparison to that
of even the elemental Horowitz. This is just
astounding playing. Both discs have Philips's
typical warm ambience and excellent presence
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SHURA CHERKASSKY: 80th Birthday Recital front
Carnegie Hall
Shur aCherkassky, piano
Bach/Busoni: Chaconne Schumann: Symphonic
Etudes. op 13. Chopin: Nocturne in f. Op.55 No I:
Tarantelle, Op.43. Ives. Three-page Sonata. Hofmann
Kaleidoscope. op 41) No .4 Tchaikovsky/Pabst Paraphrase on Themes from Eq$,N•tie Oneen. Gould. Boogie
Woogte Etude
London 433 654-2 (CD only) Peter Wadland, prod.; Joim
Dunkerley. eng. ODD. TT: 77:58

This 80th-birthday recital at Carnegie Hall on
December 2, 1991, sounds totally individualistic and completely spontaneous. Cherkassky,
perhaps at this point the very last of the lateRomantic pianists, manages to turn dynamics
upside-down. He brings out his own voicings
with inner melodies that are considered almost
athing of the past, and yet, with all his impetuosity. manages to sound convincing. He projects like aton of bricks. His huge range of
dynamics veers from the most delicate pianissimos to gigantic roars of sound, and yet no
matter the level, the tonal qualities are always
handsome. This is arecital that simply must be
heard—whether in the Bach/Busoni Chaconne
or the Schumann Symphonic Etudes, both played
unlike any other pianist Ihave heard, or in the
irresistible momentum of the Chopin Tarantelle, or in that favorite Cherkassky encore,
Morton Gould's pounding, driving 1943 Boogie
Woogie Etude. The piano, for alive pickup, is far
better reproduced than the majority of such
recordings. Very highly recommended.
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SHOW M USIC
LADY, BE GOOD!: 1992 Studio Cast
Eric Stern, cond.; music by George Gershwin; lyrics by
Ira Gershwin.
Elektra Nonesuch 79308-2 (CD only). Shawn Murphy,
eng.; John McClure, Tommy Krasker, prods. DDD.

7o:14

We also sell most hard to find
components as well as many
equipment racks, and accessorie

11124 Sunshine Terrace
Studio City, California 9160-1
818-762-1501 fax 818-752-9709

This CD would seem to have all the ingredients
to please ashow-music freak like me: aGershwin musical full of classic tunes, an authentic
approach having the blessing of the Gershwin
estate, and acast of talented musical-theater
performers. Ican write arave review based just
on the specs.
But wait aminute! If this CD is so wonderful, then why do Ihave to force myself to listen to it more than once, and why do Ikeep putting off writing the review? Am Isuffering
from Show Music Burnout Syndrome?
No, Ithink it's the recording. Unlike the
earlier releases in this series, Lady, Be Good! was
conducted by Eric Stern rather than John Mauceri. Judging by the results, Stern, while an
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experienced Broadway conductor, doesn't have
the "period" feel of aMauceri or aMcGlinn.
It all sounds too modern, and misses the one
ingredient apiece like this needs: charm.' The
cast is generally competent, but John Pizzarelli
is badly miscast. As soon as he starts singing
"Fascinating Rhythm" in his oh-so-laid-back
Kenny Rankin style, we know we're in the '90s
rather than the '20s. Ukelele Ike he ain't!
The field is not exactly inundated with
recordings of Lady, Be Good!, so devotees of '20s
Gershwin musicals will probably want the
release despite its shortcomings. The recording
is near-complete and includes abooklet containing the lyrics, synopsis of the plot, and three
highly informative essays. No complaints about
the sound.
—Robert Deutsch

JAzz
GARRY DIAL 1k DICK OATTS: Dial Ce Oatts Play
Cole Porter
Garry Dial, piano; Dick Oatts, saxes; Jay Anderson, bass;
Jeff Hirschfield, drums
DMP CD-495 (CD only). Tom Jung, eng.; Garry Dial,
Dick Oatts, Tom Jung, prods. DDD. TE 62:38

Garry Dial and Dick Oatts play the one song
on this disc not written by Cole Porter, Dial's
"Too Much is Just Right," with asweet lyri-

"1•1•11

cism that seems to reflect their generally gentle
approach to music. (I note with some trepidation that Dial's song is published by acompany
called "Music as Software.") After Dial's
introduction on piano, Oatts virtually sings
the melody with his soprano sax, which has
apurity of tone that reminds me of Zoot Sims
and few other soprano saxophonists. Dial
accompanies him on piano and with synthesized string sounds, while JeffHirschfield adds
amere shimmer of cymbal sound. Except for
the strings, which add acharacterless wallpaper
of sound, everything in the performance is
played elegantly and effectively.
But this band never exactly lets loose, even
on swingers such as "What is This Thing
Called Love which they begin with ausually
omitted verse. The quartet generates awarmth
on some of their improvisations —eg, on
"Everything ILove"—but mostly their playing
is restrained. That approach brings out the lyricism of Porter at the expense of his wit and elegant sarcasm.
Dial and Oatts play some little-known Porter
tunes. Even on familiar ones, they have gone
back to the original sheet music for Porter's
verses, unearthing asentimental streak in the
1Although incomplete, the Smithsonian Lady, Be Good! release
featuring Fred and Adele Astaire (R-008) demonstrates the
kind of charm the present recording is short of.
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CHESKY RECORDS
STUNNING ADULT
CONTEMPORARY DEBUT
Livingston Taylor's
premier set on
Chesky is asuperb
mix of revealing pop
flavored originals
and eclectic
crossover classics.
His warm timbre.
fluid inflection and
sheer vocal prowess
ignite "Good
Friends" with
enough passion and
J1)97 LIVINGSTON TAYLOR:
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timeless classics as
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I
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ili jog, Somewhere Over The Rainbow, lie
ic\ el .Heart and Soul and somber Bluer Than
Blue. Highly recommended!
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composer that Ididn't know he had. We can
hear melancholy in the melody of "Everything
ILove exquisitely played by bassist Jay Anderson and richly recorded. Iknow of only one
other recording (Ethel Merman's) of "Down
in the Depths (on the Ninetieth Floor)," written
for Merman in a1936 show called Red, Hot and
Blue! In that show, Merman is awealthy woman
who has been abandoned to her penthouse by
afickle lover. Dressed in her favorite "pet pailletted gown," she bemoans her state brassily:
"I'm deserted and depressed in my regal eagle's
nest /Down in the depths of the ninetieth
floor." Dial and Oatts make this song into
another winsome ballad.
This band's polished lyricism has been
recorded by DMP's 20-bit high-resolution system. The result is one of the most ravishing bass
sounds Ihave heard. The rest of the quartet
sounds good, too. Now if Garry Dial would
only leave his synthesizer at home. ..
—Michael Ullman

Davis played?
At the center of the disc is an 18-minute
group improvisation that the trio calls "For
Miles." It begins with DeJohnette playing a
contemplative drum solo, mostly cymbals and
bells at first, that sets the tone for six understated minutes. At that point, Jarrett seems to
be drawing to aclose his improvisation based
on adelicate theme that seems to have come
partly from Peacock and partly from his piano.
Then magic happens: DeJohnette interposes
anew rhythm, amartial-sounding shuffle. Jarrett responds—one can almost see his ears perk
up—and the trio is off for another 12 minutes
of anew kind of playing.
Peacock and DeJohnette remain Jarrett's
perfect partners. They are inventive, daring, and
each has alyrical streak that responds to the
pianist's own. The disc, another triumph for
this trio, ends with afragment of another group
improvisation: "Blackbird, Bye Bye."

KEITH JARRETT. Bye Bye Blackbird
Keith Jarrett, piano; Gary Peacock, bass; Jack DeJohnette,
drums
ECM 1467 (513 074-2, CD only). Manfred Eicher, prod.;
Jay Newland, eng. DDD. TT 67:57

PEGGY LEE: Love Held Lightly: Rare Songs by Harold
Arlen
Peggy Lee, vocals; Keith Ingram, piano, arranger; Glenn
Zottola, trumpet, flügelhom; Ken Peplowski, tenor sax;
Phil Bodner, alto sax, bass flute; George Masso, trombone; John Chiodini, guitar; Jay Leonhart, bass; Grady
Tate, drums; Mark Sherman, vibes, percussion
Angel 54798 2(CD only). Andrew Milano, eng.; Bill
Rudman, Ken Bloom, Keith Ingram, prods. DDD. TE
47:53
PEGGY LEE: Moments Like This
Peggy Lee, vocals; Mike Renzi, piano, arranger; Gerry
Niewood, tenor 8c soprano sax, flute, bass flute; Tony
Monte, synthesizer; Jay Leonhart, Steve LaSpina, bass;
Jay Berliner, guitars; Peter Grant, drums
Chesky JD84 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David 8c Norman Chesky, prods. DDD. TE 54:39

"No matter how much 'noise' there was around
him," Keith Jarrett writes in his notes to Bye Bye
Blackbird, adisc made two weeks after the death
of Miles Davis and dedicated to his memory,
"Miles always came from silence Jarrett thinks
of Miles Davis as the "authentic minimalist:'
In the late '50s and through the '60s, Davis
played spare phrases, bending and worrying
single notes like asculptor in brass. He would
pause while his last phrase aired out, shake his
trumpet, and, with perfect timing, answer his
own remarks and complete his own ideas.
Played with his piercing, warm tone, his theme
statements, whether of "My Funny Valentine,"
"Autumn Leaves," or "Bye Bye Blackbird,"
were startlingly simple yet artful, perhaps even,
at times, mannered.
That's the Davis playing that seems to have
influenced Keith Jarrett, who, as this disc proves,
can state amelody as convincingly as anyone.
He begins "I Thought About You" (which
Davis played often in the early '60s) at atempo
slower than awalk, and proves he has the ballad
player's greatest gift: He creates an aura of restfulness around his phrases without losing the
rhythmic pulse. Jarrett also plays other tunes
associated with Davis: astraightforward, rocking "Straight, No Chaser"; a beautifully
wrought, gently swinging "Bye Bye Blackbird"; and the bouncy "Summer Night:' The
trio also performs two numbers—the ballad
"You Won't Forget Me" and Oliver Nelson's
"Butch and Butch"—which Idon't believe
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

—Michael Ullman

These two discs were recorded 51 years after
Peggy Lee first stood on the stage of the Paramount Theater in New York to sing "This Love
of Mine" with the Benny Goodman band.
Back then, she had asmall voice that she used
subtly—at least once she got over her stage
fright. There was joy in her delivery, even in
the mock-cynical hit of 1942, "Why Don't You
Do Right." She wasn't, it might be said, agreat
jazz singer: She rarely transformed the melodies, and never improvised freely over the
chords. But she was asuperior vocalist who
made even the novelties she recorded her own.
She's as good amusician in her 70s, but don't
expect miracles from the voice. Her limited
range is further constricted on these discs: She
reaches awkwardly for some low notes and
stretches uncomfortably upward. Mostly, she
sounds careful. She's walking on eggshells, and
we can hear why in such places as the first cho2Miles accompanied Shirley Horn on "You Won't Forget
Me" on Horn's album of the same name, reviewed in Vol.14
No.6.
—RL
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rus of "Come On, Midnight" on Love Held
Lightly, where her first "Midnight" sounds
strained.
Her very incapacities result, however, in
some unusual performances. On the Chesky
disc, she remakes "Why Don't You Do Right"
in alazy, low-key performance that substitutes
world-weariness for the cynical spark of her
earlier performances. Conversely, she puts a
bounce into "Wait'll It Happens to You" that
reminds me of her best singing.
"Wait'll It Happens to You" is one of eight
Harold Arlen songs recorded for the first time
on Love Held Lightly. These are of more than
historical interest. "Can You Explain" is adelightful song with lyrics by Truman Capote,
rendered here as aperky bossa nova and featuring
aGetz-like tenor sax solo by Ken Peplowski.
"Happy With the Blues" has fine lyrics by Lee
herself—I'm sure other singers will want to record this song. The saine applies to "Got to Wear
You Off My Mind" and the other song with
lyrics by Capote, "Love's No Stranger to Me."
Lee is blessed on this Angel disc with fine,
swinging arrangements by Keith Ingram that
enliven and are considerate of her voice and
style. The recording is up-front—one can hear
Lee almost lisp—and with added resonance.
Chesky puts the singer and her accompanists
in amore natural space. She sounds farther away
from the microphone, to my ears awelcome
change. The piano sounds weightier and more
natural, and the band smooth and elegant.
Pianist Mike Renzi has written the arrangements, and though they have aflavor different
from Ingram's, they're equally effective. Ftenzi's
accompaniment on "I'm in Love Again" and
elsewhere is exemplary.
The songs on Moments Like This (shouldn't
it be "Moments Like These"?) are mostly familiar. They include aremake of Lee's hit "Maliana," whose racial stereotyping makes me
uncomfortable. Her "I'm in Love Again" falls
flat for the simple reason that her voice fails to
convey any joy. More satisfying are Gershwin's
"S' Wonderful" and arestrained "Our Love is
Here to Stay" with abass flute obligato that is
ahighlight of the disc. She also does better with
the Cole Porter rendering of adecadent English
poem—but then, "Always True in My Fashion" might be Peggy Lee's theme song.
She only has aglimmer of her earlier voice,
but that's enough to light up some of these
songs.
—Michael Ullman
WES MONTGOMERY: The Complete Riverside
Recordings
Riverside 12RCD-4408-2 (12 CDs only). Orrin Keepnews, prod. (original 8c reissue); Jack Higgins, Wally
Heider, Ray Fowler, original engs.; Michael Semanic.k,
Joe Tarentino, remaster engs. ADD. TT: 13:42:00
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Among my very first LP purchases was Wes
Montgomery's Full House, recorded live at a
now-defunct Berkeley, California, coffee house
called Tsubo. While reveling in the nearly 14
hours of Wes Montgomery: The Complete Riverside
Recordings, Iwas struck by several things. For
one, Full House, arguably his best of those
recordings, remains my favorite. Testimony
abounds that Montgomery was not wholly
comfortable in the studio. This record's combination of live setting, Miles Davis's rhythm
section (Wynton Kelly, Paul Chambers, Jimmy
Cobb), and the always incredible Johnny
Griffin, spurred Montgomery to heights that
make Full House stand out like ahuge, glowing emerald offset by diamonds. (Another live
date, Smokin' at the Half Note, remains the best
of his post-Riverside work.)
Iwas lucky to be so early exposed to Montgomery's music. His genius shaped not just my
conception of guitar, but also ofjazz, and, in
many ways, of music in general. It was decades
before Irealized that the way he played guitar
was impossible (fortunately, no one told him).
Playing with his thumb at tempos that defied
pick-users, his adding of octaves and block
chords without slowing down never struck me
as gimmicky, showboating, or as anything
other than anatural extension of his music.
In my innocence Ithought every musician
had Wes's soul, swing, and ability to create and
compose while improvising. It was only years
later that Irealized these talents were not the
norm, that Montgomery was aguitarist among
guitarists, amusician among musicians.
TCRR offers the Montgomery fan more than
atrip down memory lane. Having alternate
takes sequenced back-to-back with those originally released reveals that the compositional
nature of Montgomery's solos was as much a
product of post-recording decisions as of playing style. Almost without exception, the takes
he chose to release offer amore linear approach,
with section leading to section and choruses
that build to aclimax. Alternate takes, no less
brilliant, seem more introspective and exploratory. They are often as interesting, and occasionally more so (at least to modern ears), than
the originals.
Orrin Keepnews's extensive recording notes
(included here in a32-page booklet) speak of
Montgomery's extremely self-critical nature
without delving into his critical criteria. (The
notes are more revealing of Keepnews than of
Montgomery.) One could easily posit, however,
that as an alumnus of Lionel Hampton's band
and the organ lounges—two schools that emphasize crowd-pleasing—Montgomery might
readily gravitate to the more accessible takes.
In addition to the abundance of alternate
takes (46!), there are 17 previously unissued
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takes. There's also nearly an hour and ahalf of
previously unheard material from Montgomery's most creative period. "Born to be Blue"
(take 1), from the live Tsubo session, is almost
worth the price of the collection (at close to
$200, that's abig "almost"). It contains some
of Montgomery's best playing from one of his
best sessions, heretofore consigned to the vault
because of ablown ending.
Add to the outtakes and unissued stuff the
re-editing of five tracks with some choruses
originally cut for time constraints, and you may
want this collection even if you already own
all of the original LPs. Of particular interest to
me was achorus restored to the original take
of "Blue 'N' Boogie," from my fave session.
I've listened to this solo for 30 years, and now
Ifind out the end is not the end! I'm certain that
similar revelations await other long-time fans.
TCRR is organized chronologically by session, not release date. It's bookended by Wes's
first release with his organ-trio homeboys,
Melvin Rhyne on Hammond and Paul Parker
on drums, and by his last Riverside session,
again with Mel Rhyne, but with the more driving drums ofJimmy Cobb, and George Brown.
While he may have played in more challenging situations over the years, Montgomery
obviously felt comfortable in this format; these
sessions contain some of his best studio playing.
Other standouts include abop-blowing session for Harold Land that shows Montgomery
to be one of the few guitarists of his era able to
keep up with the horn players on tunes like
Charlie Parker's "Klactoveedsedstene" There's
also the quintet session with Hank Jones and
Ron Carter that produced So Much Guitar.
Completism is atwo-edged sword. For two
outstanding takes of "Body and Soul" (from
Movin' Along), one must endure Wes Montgomery
with Strings, which, though it contains scattered
gems, mostly makes Creed Taylor's pop sessions seem inspired. (The idea was to back
Montgomery's guitar with strings in the way
that Nelson Riddle backed Sinatra. Well, Jimmy
Jones ain't no Nelson Riddle.) And in exchange
for asecond, equally burning take of "S.O.S."
from Full House, we must sit through the overly
polite George Shearing with the Montgomery Brothers. Shearing is awonderful pianist, but this
session sounds as stiff as ateenager in atuxedo.
There's reason to take exception to calling
this collection "complete" at all. If Icorrectly
understand Keepnews's ramblings, he decided
to leave the originally issued takes of "Lolita,"
"Dangerous," and "Yesterday's Child" out of
1CRR. (A listen to my Portrait of Wes LP bore
this out.) Would that Keepnews had left them
in and spared us some outtakes from Montgomery with Strings. Truth in packaging and
Keepnews's important role in jazz history aside,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

it makes me wonder what other kind of hindsight editing he indulged in.
Montgomery's records show amarked improvement whenever the late Wally Heider was
at the board. TCRR was remastered in its
entirety, but the sound varies from session to
session and even within sessions. Comparisons
with original and reissue LPs and reissue CDs
vary as well. The Portrait of Wes OJC-144 (RLP9492) LP in my collection has atighter low end
than this CD version. On the other hand, comparison with afriend's Bags Meets Wes LP shows
the TCRR CD to have an enhanced low end,
greatly improving the sound of Wes's guitar,
which sounds thin on the LP. Even my Japanese LP of So Much Guitar, not aWally Heider
session, sounds trashy and distorted, albeit
warmer and more natural than this CD.
The sound quality might keep this collection off my "Records To Die For" list, but it's
amust for not only my desert-island collection, but that of any guitar lover, jazz lover, or
great music lover. Wes Montgomery set standards of honesty, passion, and communication
that are hard to find, and harder still to live up
to. He spoiled me for life.
—Michael Ross

ROCK
CHRIS ISAAK: San Francisco Days
Reprise 45116-2 (CD only). Erik Jacobsen, prod.; Mark
Needham, eng. AAD. TE 41:44

Iadmit it: Itook someone else's word for how
much Chris Isaak wasn't worth listening to. A
bunch of someones, to be precise, purists every
one of'em, snorting in disgust every time Iwondered out loud who was this guy? "Poseur!"
they sneered. "Pretty-boy Cal Klein ad fodder!" "Orbison clone!" "Hurl!"
Which is why San Francisco Days was my first
Chris Isaak album. (It's actually his fourth, as
everyone else already knows.) I, too, heard all
those influences: Orbison, sure, but even more
of Fred Neil, Tim Buckley, Bryan Ferry, Marty
Balin, Jim Morrison, the Everlys, Jesse Colin
Young. Ialso remember thinking once upon
atime that Lyle Lovett wasjust recycled Jesse
Winchester, and that John Wesley Harding
Stace was Declan Patrick Aloysius MacManus
Elvis Costello recording under yet another
buncha names.
Idon't think those things no more. Iliked
San Francisco Days so much that Iwent right out
and bought Silvertone, Chris 'soak, and Heart
Shaped World, then ran home to play 'ern back
to back to back. Said Ito myself, "Hmph! That
was some good music, boyo. Think Ibetterjust
play those silver sides again 'fore Igo off halfcocked makin' afool of myself writin' this here
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fanboy-type rave review." So Iplayed 'em again
in completist chronological order, finishing up
with San Francisco Days. Iaddressed myself with
considerable disbelief: "Damn! Why do Ilike
this stuff so much? Better lissen again ..."
This went on for amonth. Ihave now set a
Personal Best for number of times hearing a
record before reviewing it, beating out for sheer
number of spins even my current-and-still champeen Most Important Record In The Universe, PJ Harvey's Rid of Me.
Now, PJ's cool and all, and Rid of Me is a
damn sight more important album than SFD.
Besides, PJ is screwed up in ways Ican relate
to alot better than Ican to Chris Isaak, who,
I'm convinced, had talent scouts lined up outside the maternity ward the day he was born.
But—you can't cuddle up to PJ on acold San
Francisco night; girl's got spikes everywhere.
And Ifinally figgered out why Ilike Chris Isaak
so much: He's good. He's got talent. He's got a
beautiful voice he's not afraid to take chances
with, whether crooning, falsettoing, or raunching. He can write alonely ballad like nobody's
business—and San Francisco Days contains his
best songwriting by far. He's got amoody,
stripped-down, twang-bar sound (mainly due
to whammy-bar maven James Calvin Wilsey)
that drenches virtually every song on all four
albums. Ilike that sound. And Ican't get these
goddamn CDs outa my player. Idrive home,
frowning over the wheel, thinking, "Hmm.
Gotta listen to that Chris Isaak again, just to
be sure. .."
How can you resist asong that starts out
with, "All the good hearts have been taken"?
Hey, aguy this goodlookin' better be lonely,
otherwise I'd hate his guts in impotent, envious
geek rage. But now that I've done all my homework, Ican tell all you longtime Isaak fans that,
yup, guess what, Our Boy actually does get the
girl in "Except the New Girl." It breaks my
heart, it's so sweet—the poor sap deserved a
break. And the album closes with Neil Diamond's "Solitary Man," which here sounds just
like aChris Isaak song.
Sound is smooth, cool, and bluesy, withjust
the right touch of slap-echo (I hear my purist
buddies shouting "Elvis ripoff! The nerve!"),
and some decidedly cool Hammond B3 from
Jimmy Pugh. It all goes down very easy.
My first act as Official Stereophile Chris Isaak
Expert (I know, JE, Iknow—you told me so) is
to declare San Francisco Days Isaak's best-ever
album with his best-ever songs, and by now
I've heard 'em all alot. Forget everything you
ever thought about me as an acid-fried, nogreat-music-after-1972, falling-at-the-feet-ofBob-Dylan, Zappa-addled, nostalgia-cursed
casualty of you-know-which decade. This is
agood, good record, and you should definitely,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1993

definitely buy it. And to all my li'l purist soulbuddies, remember: rock'n'roll was meant to
be ripped off.
—Richard "Oh Wow" Lehnert
DANIEL LANDIS: For the Beauty of Wynona
Warner Bros. 45030-2 (CD only). Mark Howard, eng.:
Daniel Lanois, prod. TE 55:09
BRYAN FERRY: Taxi
Reprise 45246-2 (CD only). Richard T Norris, eng.; Bob
Clearmountain, mix; Bryan Ferry, Robin Tower. prods.
IT 40:00

Like it or not, the history of pop music has been
less about accurate documentation of live performances than about artificially creating new
and exciting sounds. From Sam Phillips's slapecho on Elvis to Phil Spector drenching Tina
in reverb for "River Deep Mountain High,"
from Les Paul multitracking Mary to "Sgt.
Pepper," the recording studio has become less
acamera and more apalette. Colors are laid
onto tracks and the painting is made in the mix.
Brian Eno's atmospherics represent an
extreme of this, but could only be called pop
music by astretch. Two of his former collaborators, however, are state-of-the-art practitioners of pop painting in the studio.
The genius of Daniel Lanois is his ability to
combine high- and low-tech recording techniques to create sonic landscapes that surround
songs without overpowering them. (One must
credit cohort Malcom Burn for his work here
and with Chris Whitley.) Lanois's work with
Peter Gabriel and U2 might lead you to expect
bombast, but For the Beauty of Wynona is an achingly intimate album.
As on Acadie, his underrated debut disc,
Lanois explores his heritage from the French
Canada of his birth to the Cajun French of his
new home, New Orleans. Affectingly sung
French and English lyrics are mixed with funky
drums, electric atmospheres, and acoustic guitars to create images of aculture within a
culture—the French in North America—that
is slipping away but still exists in the bayous
of Louisiana and the Canadian forests.
"The Collection of Marie Claire" could be
atraditional folk song in either of those places,
but there is nothing traditional about the sound
of this recording. Bone-dry vocals are often
mixed with reverberant guitars, drums are muffled and mixed lower than in most recent pop
recordings. Everything seems slightly displaced, which works to make you listen and
draw you in.
Lanois's solo work constitutes areconciliation of technology and humanity, electronics
and intimacy. He has something to say and is
willing to use as much or as little studio wizardry
as it takes to say it.
Brian Ferry, on the other hand, has little to
say but says it brilliantly. On Taxi he has even
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less to say than usual, so he lets others say it for
him. He employs staples of the oldies stations
("Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow," "Rescue Me," "Just One Look"), well-worn blues
("I Put aSpell on You"), along with some interesting choices ("Amazing Grace"?), stripping
them down to the lyrics, changing chords,
messing with the melodies, and rearranging
rhythms until all that's left is pure Ferry.
The theme that unites these tunes is
longing—longing for lost love, unrequited love
Even his happy tunes contain an undertone of
the big "L."
Ferry's brilliance lies in the powerfully personal atmosphere that imbues all his work. On
Taxi he uses acompletely new set of musicians
but still creates the latest version of that sound
that some of us know and love—the sound of
penthouses and yachts, nightclubs and night
people It's adirty job, etc. If Lanois is the backporch techno-poet, then Ferry is the boulevardier studio-sculptor.
Ferry may be limited in his subject matter,
but his skills at rendering it continue to be
refined. It is for music like this that stereo systems costing as much as the GNP of asmall
country exist. In aworld consisting of too many
pale imitations of things not worth imitating,
I'm glad that the utterly unique Brian Ferry
exists.
—Michael Ross
JONI MITCHELL: Court and Spark
Dunill Compact Classics GZS 1025 (CD only). Henry
Lewy, eng.; Steve Hoffinan, remastering eng. AAD. Tr:
37:05
JONI MITCHELL: Wild Things Run Fast
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 570 (CD only). Henry Lewy,
Skip Cottrell, engs. AAD. TT 36:49

The Wild Things LP has been on Harry Pearson's list for awhile now. It certainly deserves
to be: it's one great example of what apop record should be There's areal natural soundstage
(artificially generated, of course) and absolutely
dynamite percussion. Listen to the kick drum
on the title song, or the cymbals and hi-hats
on "Moon at the Window." Joni is very upfront
in the mix, and the voice image is rock-steady,
tonally neutral, and unprocessed-sounding, if
atiny bit rolled-off at the top. Transients pop
right off the vinyl and into your ears, and the
vocal lines of massed Jonis are easy to follow.
A Super Disc indeed, no question.
Joni's Warner Bros. CDs have been uniformly terrible. WTRF was aGeffen original;
they seem to have actually cared about the
remastering, even giving credit to remasterer
Lee Hirschberg. This is better than any of the
WB issues I've heard, but the LP still kicks it.
Cymbals are dulled, and the kick drum wimps
out. My notes say lust not involving"; that sums
it up.
So what has MoFi done about it? Quite abit.
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Their CD is definitely listenable, with Joni
sounding more natural, and cymbals and drums
alot closer to both the LP and the real thing.
Voices have alittle bit of digititis, but Inever
ran for the skip button as Idid with the Geffen.
Imaging in particular is improved—something
digital hasn't done well up to now. But the LP
is just too damn good. Ican't recommend even
the MoFi to anyone who still has aturntable
with agenuine magnetic cartridge But, as Yoda
would have said if he lived in Philadelphia, "Yo!
Dere's annudah one anymore!" 3
The original WB Court and Spark LP was
wonderfully warm, Joni sounding relaxed and
natural ("People's Parties"), and only the percussion falling asmidgen short of the WTRF
level. The Warners CD was gawd-awful as
usual (how'd they manage to find that fourthgeneration Venezuelan master?). Piano and
drums are dead, brushes sounding muffled and
unreal. Dynamics are compressed, and the
whole soundstage collapses. Other than that,
hey, it's great.
But the Dunhill. ..
ah, the Dunhill. This is
everything CD was supposed to be when we
first read about it. The DCC gang got ahold
of the original, unequalized master mixes and
managed to digitize them in away that never
cheats us of the music. The left hand of the
piano is in better balance than on the LP, the
electric guitar on the title track is clearer, and
the drums on "Help Me" better the LP as well!
"Free Man in Paris" (maybe JM's best pop tune)
is altogether more natural and involving, with
more air and natural ambience than I'd thought
possible on apop CD. Bells sound more like
the real thing, and the soundstage is as wide or
wider than on the LP. The LP is abit more
articulate on the lower strings and harp notes,
but the CD never lags far enough to matter. The
CD also succeeds in unraveling the mix better than the LP. No fatigue, no annoying digital
artifacts. And the CD booklet cover is even
embossed just like my early-issue LP jacket. Buy
it! Even for $30 (gold-sputtered, not aluminized, y'know), buy it.
—Les Berkley
RHINO'S DIY SERIES (plus...)
Anarchy in the UK, Rhino R2 71172. Tr: 57:52
Blank Generation, Rhino R2 71176. TT: 61:09
Come Out and Play, Rhino 92 71178. TT: 62:27
Mass. Ave., Rhino R2 71175. TT 59:16
The Modern World, Rhino 122 71177. TT: 55:29
Shake It Up!, Rhino R2 71173. TI': 56:21
Starry Eyes, Rhino 92 71179. TT: 63:31
Teenage Kicks, Rhino R2 71174. TT: 58:56
Were Desperate, Rhino R2 71171. TT: 55:57
Gary Stewart, Bill Inglot, David McLces, prods. AAD.
CDs only.
3In Philadelphia and environs (except the Main Line., Muffy),
"anymore" is used in apositive sense, to mean "now' or, or
more accurately, "nowadays."
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REZILLOS: Can't Stand the &Milos
The (Almost) Complete Rezillos
Sire 26942-2 (CD only). Lee Herschberg, digital remaster:
Joe McEwan, Ira Robbins, prods. AAD. TT 74:29
SEX PISTOLS: The Great Rock 'N' Roll Swindle
Warner Bros. 45083-2 (CD only). Various prods. AAD.
TT 76:37

Now that technology has turned history into
sound bites of digital sampling, what gets archived for future generations depends less on
the perseverance of individual craftsmen (think
the Venerable Bede, think movable type) than
on who's got the best lawyer.
Still, for those of you who dozed through the
'70s to Fleetwood Mac and various incarnations of David Bowie, Rhino's DIY set of "alternative" tunes will be an approximately ninehour earful. It's afairly faithful survey of what
rarely made the playlists in England (at least
until these groups disbanded), and never, with
the exception of The Cars and Cheap Trick,
contemporaneously in the US.
It's not much use bemoaning personal favorites who aren't included—what, no Greg Kihn,
Dwight Twilley, Alex Chilton, or Jonathan
Richman AT ALL? Just celebrate what is: two
CDs of UK pop, two CDs of UK punk, two
CDs of American "power pop," and three CDs
specific to locale: New York (Blank Generation),
the Boston area (Mass. Ave.), and Los Angeles
(We're Desperate). Each release contains acouple
of tracks you'll want to hear, and the guys at
Rhino have done yeoman work remastering the
sound (though, believe me, some of these performers are not well served by fidelity).
Of the bunch, the three strongest compilations are probably Starry Eyes (UK Pop II),
which roams from The Records to the Rezillos;
Anarchy in the UK (UK Punk I), featuring an
extremely prepubescent Billy Idol, Sex Pistols,
eight bands starting with "The" (Adverts
through Stranglers), plus what seems like arandom decision to include the lyrical and highly
musically competent group Wire; and Blank
Generation ("The New York Scene," '75-'78):
Television, Blondie, Mink Deville, Ramones,
Richard Hell—yep, it's Avenue A.
"I Hate the Rich" by The Dils and other concepts of one syllable pretty much sum up the
LA set, while it took eight years (as opposed
to three each) to find enough material to make
up Mass. Ave. If you've got anything by Mission of Burma, you won't need this one. The
only must-avoid here is Come Out and Play
(American Power Pop I). If the Pezband and
The Paley Brothers were the best they could
do, you're better off with Stevie Nicks.
For those who like their pleasure raw, try the
reissue of the third and last Sex Pistols stomp,
The Great Rock'N'Roll Swindle. Here's the culmination of impresario-of-attitude Malcolm
MacLaren's philosophy that you can sell anyone
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almost anything if you mix in safety pins and
call it fashion. Better, or more tuneful, anyhow,
is Can't Stand the Rezillos (The (Almost) Complete
Rezillos). Shmooshing together the studio
album Can't Stand the Rezillos and the live breakup LP (Mission Accomplished. ..
But the Beat Goes
On; cfRezillos), the reissue, co-produced by Joe
McEwan and Ira Robbins—plus an endorsement from God JMascis)—proves that "(My
Baby Does) Good Sculptures" is terrific as a
studio take or live at the Glasgow Apollo. The
Pistols CD carries aparental advisory sticker,
and these days is mainly notable for Sid
Vicious's interpretation of "My Way."
—Beth Jacques
ROGER WATERS: Amused to Death
Columbia CK 47127 (CD only). Patrick Leonard, Roger
Waters, prods. AAD. TT: 72:38

It's too bad All Quiet on the Western Front has
already been written, leaving one-time Pink
Floyd bassist Roger Waters only the option of
turning Full MetalJacket into music. More Miss
Saigon than Apocalypse Now, Amused to Death is
a mélange of musical composition (Pink
Floyd-like guitar work and arias which try, and
fail, to attract the interest of Peter Sellars). It also
has objets concrète: thunder, explosions, crickets,
barking dogs, spoken segments, and Waters
himself borrowing heavily from the Lou Reed/
John Cale songbook of style ("If you can't make
the note, mumble").
Concept-wise, Rog blames it all on TV, the
absent Deity, and the perverting of the Romantic Primitive into today's young slacker. A 14part tone poem, the thematic device takes the
premise of 2001 and trashes it: "Preacher or
poet who was it who wrote/ Give any one species too much rope /and they'll fuck it up."
The reason this CD is interesting—and it is
—is that it was recorded in QSound, the
Canadian-developed digital signal-processing
system generally applied at the mix stage to
place sounds outside the physical stereo speaker
soundfield. Used incorrectly, image loss occurs;
used symmetrically and with restraint, the
result is said to turn one's listening area into
something like Cinerama. You don't need decoding equipment or extra speakers, and the
effect is more "horizontal" than "surround,"
but—surprise—the overall result really does put
more there there.
The best way to describe it, says an engineer
who uses it on TV commercials, is to imagine
what happens when astereo soundfield collapses and you're back to mono; QSound is the
way it sounded first. God knows what it would
do on an operatic solo, but the pan on the thunderclap was entirely satisfactory: The cat went
through the roof. This is one swell effects
release.
—Beth Jacques
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THE 70% SOLUTION*
Seven out of ten rooms (*the rest of us will have
to work alittle harder!) can be acoustically
transformed with anew, unobtrusive
resonance control package we call,

"TunePak 01"
S

4x cornertunes
2x echotunes
4x tuning strips

$269
Take the guesswork out of effective room treatment.
Call for free consultation,
Only from The Cable Company.
WORLD'S LARGEST CABLE-MATCHING DATABASE. CABLE & COMPONENT LENDING SERVICE.

cR 800FA

THE CABLE CO.

PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 TEL .215-297-8824• FAX -8661
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CALL TOLL FREE FROM
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(800) 221-0906
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Dept. SI, 00x 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
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OUR FREE CATALOG.
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
COUNTERPOINT CLEARF IELD
METROPOLITAN
Editor:
First of all, Iwould like to thank Jack English
and John Atkinson for their illuminating review
of the early and current versions of the Clearfield Metropolitan.
Iwould also like to explain the listening disparity between Jack's and John's pairs:
In the middle of moving into anew 42,000ft 2
building and setting up the factory, Iwas notified that Jack had finished the listening portion of his review and measurements were to
be taken by John.
Believing that the listening phase ofJack's
review was complete, Iquickly built apair for
measurement purposes only, and hurriedly
shipped them to Santa Fe in order not to hold
up publication. For this reason, no break-in was
done, and no long-term listening was possible. Jack's pair, on the other hand, had extensive
break-in here at the factory, and had passed the
individual listening tests Inormally do on each
pair.
John proceeded to review the raw speakers
without break-in time or component-matching
experiments. Amplifiers and cables have profound effects on the sound of the Metros—
indeed, on any high-end speaker. It is wise to
audition several amplifier/cable combinations
in order to elicit the best sound possible. Whatever amp and cables you are presently using
may or may not work as well as another. Imention this as Ipersonally would not go on record
as saying aspeaker is "hard and sibilant" without trying many combinations of source and
driving equipments. Iwould also make sure the
speakers were completely broken-in, and I
would verify with the factory whether there
were any unusual setup problems or component interactions.
For those readers not familiar with Focal
Kevlar-coned drivers, Iwould like to stress that
abreak-in period of 200 to 300 hours is mandatory before the slight hardness and sibilance
dissipates. This is due to the extremely stiff suspension (rubber edge and phenolic-impregnated cloth "spider") that Focal uses. As the
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patented triple-layer Kevlar cone is 40% lighter
and seven times stiffer than polypropylene, far
greater clarity and transparency are achieved,
on par with the best planar transducers. However, the tradeoff is in the very long break-in
time, and complicated circuitry needed to roll
out the midrange driver where it overlaps with
the tweeter.
Highly regarded systems such as the Wilson WATT, B&W 800 and 801, and the Thiel
CS5 use Kevlar drivers with great success; as
the current Metropolitan with finalized circuitry is constructed with components of this
quality, it is therefore abargain at the $6000/pair
price. Iencourage prospective purchasers to
make these comparisons!
Iwould like to end this "developmental"
story on ahappy note. Don B. Keele, famous
for his Audio Engineering Society papers on
loudspeaker design and measurement, has just
tested acurrent, broken-in pair of Metropolitans for the July 1993 issue of Audio, and has
found no evidence of hardness, sibilance, or coloration whatsoever—much as you would
expect from afinished design from acompany
of the caliber of Counterpoint. His impressions
of the system are even better than Jack English's,
having used alive choral recording to verify
the "reality simulation" that aproperly set-up
Metropolitan system can evoke.
Happily, our dealers and customers agree
with Jack's concluding statement: that the
Metros are "consistently satisfying musically,
with asmooth, easy-to-listen-to sound ...
prior to the arrival of the Mets, Ihad assumed
that Iwould only be able to achieve true deep
bass with separate subwoofers.. .
whenever I
changed anything in [my] system, the sonic
differences were immediately apparent ...just
as the bottom overall had been full and clean,
the mids and top were, too. ..
Icould easily live
with the Mets for months, even years." Sounds
like aworld-class speaker in his words, doesn't
it? Iam sure you will agree after apersonal
audition.
ALBERT VON SCHWEIKERT
Chief Design Engineer
Clearfield Audio (Counterpoint)
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Ithought Ihad made it clear to Clearfield that 1intended to audition what Iunderstood to be thefinal,
representative pair ofMetropolitatu. Regarding breakin, both pairs ofMetropolitans that Iauditioned had
had some run-in. The earlier, worst-sounding pair
had around 30 hours' use and break-in on pink noise,
in addition to the break-in performed by Clearfield.
The later, much better-sounding pair had somewhere
between 20 and 50 hours' worth of break-in using
high-level noise before myformal listening sessions
took plizce (While 300 hours is not practical, Tom Norton's policy is to put as many hours of break-in as possible on all speakers sent to Santa Fe before any serious
listening takes place.) My limited choice of amplification was due to the need to change asfew variables
as possible during the listening sessions. Yes, it's always
true that there might exist components which make
amore synergistic match with the one being auditioned,
but it is unwise of areviewer to start introducing components into the mix with which he is totally unfamiliar. That way lies confusion.
—JA
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
LYNNFIELD 500L
Editor:
The sonic balance that Robert Harley objects
to in the 500Ls is, we contend, amatter of taste.
He found it objectionable, but others may not.
Indeed, the cited review and analysis by AUDI°Review (2/93) is enthusiastically positive. It
states that the 500Ls have "good tone color plus
total absence of any roughness and coloration,"
and they "revealed excellent balance and neutrality." A translation of the review is available
by writing us.
To date, we have reviews of the Lynnfield
500L from France, Germany, Italy, and Japan
that call them everything from "splendid" to
"superb," proving once again that the richness
of the review process stems from the preferences of the reviewer.
I
RA FRIEDMAN
Boston Acoustics

SUM COMET & LMT-II
Editor:
Iwould first like to extend my thanks to Guy
Lemcoe and Stereophile for their thorough
review of the SOTA Comet turntable package.
Guy has done an excellent job of correctly identifying SOTA's goals, as well as the advantages
and economics of analog in today's digital audio
environment. As Iam sure is obvious to Stereophile readers, SOTA, with seven models of
turntables ranging in price from $500 to $5000,
is firmly committed to keeping analog alive and
well.
As Guy points out in his review, the Comet
provides an economical path to analog musical
enjoyment, able to sonically outperform CD
players costing five times (perhaps ten times?)
its price. Looking further into these economies,
206

the cost of replacing arecord collection of only
100 LPs with CDs (fthey were available at all)
would cost about the same as aComet package with agood cartridge, and provide more
musical enjoyment to boot. With the Comet,
it is easier than ever for music lovers to enjoy
and appreciate the LP format. And for those
audiophiles who have always wanted to own
aSOTA turntable, the price to do so is now well
within reach.
Ftegarding the Comet feet and their isolation
pads, these pads are made of aspecial visco elastic polymer called Axidyne,' aproduct
patented by Polymer Dynamics, Inc This innovative material is lighter than similar vibrationcontrol products, but is far less prone to residual
effects of energy storage and has far better
compression-recovery characteristics. In current-production Comet turntables we now use
afoot with alarger base, so that alarger Axidyne pad can be utilized, thereby further enhancing isolation. However, as Guy quickly
found out, there is no replacement for afirm,
rigid turntable stand.
Please note that the price of the Comet in
Glass Black Acrylic finish was increased to
$599 as ofJuly 1. However, the Comet is now
also available in alower-cost Satin Black textured spray finish, with asuggested retail of
only $499.
Once again, Iwould like to thank Guy Lemcoe and Stereophile for reviewing SOTA's latest
"music appreciation tool," and for helping to
keep analog the important product category
it deserves to be.
JACK SHAFTON
CEO/Director of Sales & Marketing, SOTA
KINERGETICS SW-800
Editor:
Our thanks to Jack English for his "FollowUp" review on our SW-800 Subwoofer System. Since making the change to an amp-less
SW-800, we have seen the popularity of this
system grow tremendously.
Jack makes an excellent point about the
different performance levels that the SW-800
will achieve with different amps. We were aware
of these potential variations when we made the
decision to go to anon-powered sub system
and tested numerous amplifiers with the 800s.
As aservice to people who want to own the
best subwoofer ever, we do recommend amplifiers (even non-Kinergetics ones) for use with
this system. The amps that we recommend
range in price from below $1000 to well above
$5000. Of course, we believe our KBA-75 classA amp to be the best of the bunch.
Thanks again for the insightful "FollowUp."
RAFAEL A. NEVARES
VP Marketing, Kinergetics Research
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DYNACO SURROUND-SOUND
ADS
Editor:
Thank you for your letter of June 15, 1993
enclosing acopy of your report on Dynaco's
Surround-Sound product. Ihave examined the
criticisms set forth by Mr. Holt and wish to
offer the following comments:
1) Concerning time delay: The author's definition of "reverb" is correct. Iwill see to it that
this be corrected immediately.
2) As regards Mr. Holt's declaration that the
Dynaco Matrix System needs time delay, we
believe the genuine reproduction of the music
in the movie and exact spatial reproduction
from the rear channels take precedence over
invoking, or applying, an enhanced effect.
Iam puzzled, however, by the denunciatory
nature of Mr. Holt's writing. While his review
appears to be an onslaught on the writing substance of Dynaco's QD sales sheet, Ibelieve
readers and audio enthusiasts would like to be
entertained by Stereophile's communicating abilities in describing in as accurate amanner as
possible the performance of various supplier
products, Dynaco included. In this respect, a
serious listening test of the QD-2 is conspicuously absent.
CHARLES L.SASSOON
President, Panor Corp.
C.E.C. & SME
Editor:
Bob Harley's rave review of the C.E.C. TL 1
in the July issue contains one error of fact.
C.E.C. does not supply tonearm bearings to
SME. However, it is true that C.E.C. produces
the rather astonishing drive motor, control circuit board, and outboard power supply for the
SME 30- and 20-series turntables.
Also, our dealer roster has grown from nine
at the time of Tom Norton's inquiry in May to
nearly two dozen as ofJune 22. We are adding
new dealers each week, so it will be more convenient for serious music lovers to audition and
purchase C.E.C. TL Is.
Thanks for the opportunity to set the record straight.
RICHARD SCHRAM
President, Parasound Products

We at Acarian are gratified that the Alón IV
was chosen twice at two different exhibits, in
the "Best Sound at the Show" listings.
CARL1 M ARCHISOITO
President, Acarian Systems
My apologies, Carl. Ican only assume that, after
analyzing thefirst 500 ballots, my brain suffered an
irreversible decline in acuity.
—JA
GENESIS GENESIS III
Editor:
First, we would like to thank Robert Harley for
amost comprehensive and complimentary review. Our design goal has always been to close
the gap between dynamic and planar speakers.
Thus, we are truly gratified that RH perceives
that the Genesis III ". ..
combines the finesse
of aplanar loudspeaker with the dynamics of
moving-coil design."
There is no doubt that the Genesis III was
designed with aslightly rising bass characteristic. We have found that loudspeakers placed well
away from the back wall have no bass reinforcement and therefore will need additional bass
lift. As the speaker is moved back toward the
wall, the bass level in the room will increase,
and in smaller rooms might be excessive. RH
indicates that the placing the Genesis Ills one
third of the way into the room ameliorates the
problem.
We have offered this speaker for one year and,
as customers know, we offer akit which in five
minutes can lower the amount of bass energy.
We can be phoned directly at our offices in Vail,
Colorado at (303) 476-3012 to obtain akit. Had
we heard this problem with RH's setup, we
would have applied the kit.
Many thanks to Stereophile and Robert Harley
for the excellent words about our Genesis IH.
ARNOLD NUDELL
Genesis Technologies

ALÓN, NOT AVALON
Editor:
We would like to point out amisprint on p.113
of the June Stereophile. Under "Best Sound at
the Show," you list the exhibitor Stereo Unlimited using Audio Research, Music by Design, and Avalon. In fact, the loudspeakers used
by Stereo Unlimited were not Avalon (this
would be strange, as they are not an Avalon
dealer), but instead were abrand new pair of
Alón IV loudspeakers, with no break-in time
on them. Please print acorrection.
S
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W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836. Stereophile is also available
at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Austin News
Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
Imaginary Records
332 N. Dean Rd
ALASKA
Anchorage
Alaska News Agency
(Wholesaler)
325 W. Potter Dr at CSt
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi-Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Sounds Like Music
Real HiFi Systems
2734 W. Bell Rd #1306
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Audiophile Selections
8111 E. Oak Ridge Circle
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717B University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills Audio
8950 W. Olympic Blvd #902
Christopher Hansen
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Carlsbad
Sound Waves
6965 El Camino Real #103
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Stereo One
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd
Concord
Stereo Unlimited
2151 Sabio #G
Culver City
Armadillo &Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave

Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fremont
The AN Room
710F Mowry Ave
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave

Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
San Francisco Sound
8. Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo
Plus
Hollywood
2201 Market St
World Book and News
Ultimate Sound
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
141 Kearny St
Los Angeles
San Jose
Robertson Magazine
Books.
Inc.
8. Bookstore
420 Town 8. Country Village
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
San Luis Obispo
Menlo Park
Kepler's Books &Magazines Cheap Thrills Records
553 Higuera St
1010 El Camino Real
Monrovia
Brooks Bordan
110 W. Olive Ave
Moorpark
Pat's CD &Stereo
104 E. High St
Monterey Park
Xponent Audio
2560 Corporate Pl #0108
LA Corporate Center
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Pacific Coast Audio Video
2816 E. Coast Hwy
North Hollywood
Levity Distributors
6850 Vineland Ave
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
Rancho Cucamonga
Audio Videophile
7930 Haven Ave #5
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
Speaker Craft
1650 Seventh St
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
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West Sacramento
Mts Inc./Tower Magazines
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Whittler
Kolb News Agency
(Wholesaler)
7044 Elmer Ave
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
Boulder
A0Systems Ltd.
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
Eads News 8. Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
Santa Barbara
Listen Up
AudioVision #1
612 N. Milpas St
2034 E. Arapahoe
SoundTrack
Lenz Arts
1685 28th St
142 River St
Colorado Springs
Mission Audio
Listen Up #3
215 W. Mission St
230 N. Tejon
Santa Monica
Sound Shop
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt. 528 S Tejon
SoundTrack
eey's Stereo
1230 N. Academy Blvd
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Denver
Santa Rosa
Listen
Up #2
Sawyer's News
999 S. Logan St
733 Fourth St
Second
Sound
Studio City
1875 S. Broadway
Dave's Video,
Sound Hounds
The Laser Place
1575 S. Pearl
12144 Ventura Blvd
SoundTrack
Sausalito
1298 W. Alameda Ave
Music by Design
SoundTrack
107 Caledonia St
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Torrance
Englewood
Stereo Hi Fi Center
Gold Sound
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
4285 S. Broadway
Tustin
Fort Collins
The Digital Ear
Ovation
13011 Newport Ave #100
236 S. College
Van Nuys
SoundTrack
Audio Den
4606 S. Mason St
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Grand Junction
The Audiophile Network
The Sound Co.
14155 Kittndge St
2513 Belford
Venice
Highlands Ranch
J.W. Griffin
SoundTrack
728 Lincoln Blvd
2680 E. County Line Rd
Ventura
Littleton
Billy Bags
SoundTrack
4147-A Transport St
9350 W. Cross Dr
Vernon
Thornton
Kinergetics
SoundTrack
4260 Charter St
930 E. 104th Ave
Walnut Creek
Westminster
Sound Distinction
Westminster Newsstand
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Westminster
Wheat Ridge
Drown News Agency
SoundTrack,
(Wholesaler)
Pearce Electronics
15172 Golden West Circle
9901 W. 50th Ave
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CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
Middleton
Madrigal Audio Lab
2081 S. Main St
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Westport
The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E.

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #0-8
Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N.
Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Disctronics Corp.
2315 NW 107th Ave
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Orlando
Anderson News (Wholesaler)
3840 Vineland Rd
Pensacola
Invisible Audio
318 Beverly Pkwy
Sarasota
Gulf Coast Distributing
Division (Wholesaler)
2001 Limbus Ave
Stuart
World of Sound Stuart II
3373 SE Federal Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
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THE FIRST NAME IN POWER CONDITIONERS
ANNOUNCES ANOTHER BREAKTHROUGH

TICE MBF-3 $550
Tested and proven TPT technology to enhance
clarity & soundstage

reproduction.

includes Tice's best PC 2
adjustable powercord.
TITAN

POWER BLOCK

series

series Il. $1100

II. $1350

WORLD'S LARGEST CABLE-MATCHING DATABASE CABLE & COMPONENT LENDING SERVICE

cTc 800FA

THE CABLE CO.

PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 TEL. 215-297-8824•FAX-8661

•Trade In 's
•Consultations
•Installations

Audipumt,
C6nnection

•Shipping Worldwide

wqc „Add*QQ

uiors

Oieuetclià,
spEAKERs
PSb
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SONIC FRONTIERS

C Ø

Tubes
•Tube Sox
•Cables
Accessories

VANDERSTEEN

FtcrrEL,

alyntaco AMC f•-

xKINI3ERKABLE UnityAudio MICrOfTlEG

* AMC
* Audible Illusions
* Audioquest
* B & KComponents
* Cardas
* Celestion
* Counterpoint
* Creek
* Dynaco

(-

pro Ac (pSE)

•
•

* EPOS
* Kimber Kable
* Klimo
* Magnan
* Magnum Dynalab
* Micromega
* Morch
* Music Reference
* OCM Belles

* Parasound
* Power Wedge
* ProAc
* PSE
* PSB Speakers
* Quicksilver
* Rotel
* Signet
* Sonic Frontiers

...Yr. •• •

* Spendor
* Spica
* Sumiko Ocos
* Sumo
* Target
* Unity Audio
* Valve Amp. Co.
* Vandersteen
* VPI and XL0

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(201) 239-1799
WorldRadioHistory
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GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Analogique
5645 Grove Point Rd
Atlanta
•
Audio Forest
6806 Peachtree Ind, Blvd
Southeastern News
(Wholesaler)
4070 Shirley Dr SW
Dunwoody
AnaLogique
5331 Forest Springs Dr
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400.
Stereo 8Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
Tucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184A Waialae Ave
IDAHO
Boise
Stereo Shoppe #3
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way
Ketchum
Mountunes
dba Magic Mountain
231 Sun Valley Rd
8778 Fairview Ave
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Jazz Record Mart
11 W. Grand Ave
Mills Audio Video
174 N. Michigan Ave
Rock Records
175 W. Washington
Van L. Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Homewood
Record Swap
18061 Dixie Hwy
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
Naperville
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Norridge
Rolling Stones Records
7300 W. Irving Park
Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd

Park Ridge
Or B's AudioNideo
Emporium
2166 N. Home Ave
Peoria
Illinois News Service
(Wholesaler)
1301 SW Washington St
Sound of Peona
105 E. Arcadia
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. Second St
Skokie
Digital Sound
7435 Tripp Ave
Rosine Audio
4525 Clairton St
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
Tinley Park
Digital Record Swap
15954 S. Harlem Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
Richmond
Side 1Music
3753 E. Main St
IOWA
Arnaldo Park
Jam Records
Hwy 71 S.
Bettendorf
Sound Environments
2304 Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Compact Disc Center
7825 E. Harry
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
3636B Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Record Masters
711 W. 40th St
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
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Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
8Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14703-C Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment PI,
Annex Bldg
MAINE
Lewiston
Final Note
256 Lisbon St
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Audio
95 Vassar St
Everett
Everett Music Shop
30 Norwood St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Birmingham
Street Corner Music, Ltd.
17620 W. 13 Mile Rd
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
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Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Niles
Michiana News Service
2232 S 11th St
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
Waterville
The Music Gallery
35 E. On The Concourse
MINNESOTA
Brainerd
ARA Services Mag
(Wholesaler)
1006 Wright St
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
MISSOURI
Blue Springs
Seventh Heaven
600 S Seven Hwy
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
The Sound Room
747 N. New Ballas Rd
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
Kalispell
Audio Visions
136 Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Reno
Alpine Ear Audio
2875 Kietzke Ln
High End Stereo
959 W. Moans Ln
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S. Main St

Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
Peterborough
Old Colony Sound Lab
305 Union St
Ridge Center
DB Systems
Main St
NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
NDS Audio
dba Sassafras Audio
1720 E. Rt 70
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
Howell
Camera Video Showplace
4518 Rt 9, Friendship Plaza
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight 8Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
Nutley
Bernhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre St
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo 8Video
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound FX
10300 Menaul NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galiotes St
Garcia Street Books
376 Garcia St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma #109
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NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Allred
College Suppliers
15 Church St
Amsterdam
The Music Store
RD 4, RI 30 N.
Astoria
Square Company
30-98 21st St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1330 Front St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Glen Cove
Island Audio Video
49 Cedar Swamp Rd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Hudson Falls
Maple Street Video Variety
161 Maple St
Jamaica
RAF HiFi/Stereo
JFK Airport. Bldg 80
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8409-8 Shallow Creek Rd
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
Trading Corp.
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Accent on Music
175 Main St
Fox &Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. At 59
New York
Audio Arts
247 Centre St
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Plattsburgh
Alpha Stereo
11 Smithfield Blvd
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
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Queens
ID. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Rockaway Park
Hi Fi Classics
115-09 Rockaway Beach
Blvd
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
U.S. Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
Yonkers
Cross County Electronics
4Mall Walk
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
At 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S.
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Mr. Audio
601 S. Kings Dr #F
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Cincinnati
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 J. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc.
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Gallipolis
Zenix Video/Audio
544 Jackson Pike
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W. Central
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe

Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St
Westlake
New Image Electronics
31017 Center Ridge Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Stillwater
Cartunes
1302 E. Sixth
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St

Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Mt. Pleasant
Tunes Discs &Tapes
976 Houston Northcutt
Blvd q2
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeria
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Gatlinburg
The Rhythm Section
118 Roaring Fork Rd #2
Jackson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound
Systems
1985 S. Fifth St
Altoona
Greenwood Electronics
Nashville
1635 E. Pleasant Valley Blvd Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Ardmore
Denby Radio
Nicholson's Stereo
15 W. Lancaster Ave
115 19th Ave S.
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Carlisle
Sound Solutions
150 M.J. Mall
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. Third St
Levy United News
(Wholesaler)
850 E. Luzerne St
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Musk's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
State College
Paul &Tony Stereo
121 S. Burrowes St
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. At 220
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TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Sound Systems
2502 Paramount
Arlington
Texas Audio
4211 S. Cooper #111
Austin
Audio Systems
1102 W. Koenig Ln
Austin News Agency
2830 Real St
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Corpus Christi
Audio Innovations
5439 Everhart
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
#G441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #8-104
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail AudioNideo
3953 Beltline Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Gallena #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #1D
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fyn,'
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-8
The Groove Audio Video
2624 VVestheimer

Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
McAllen
Showery Stereo
320 S. Tenth
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
Chessman &Bum
Booksellers
81 Church St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N. Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
&Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
High Technology
Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
The Vikings
15015 Main St
Bellingham
The Landing Discs &Tapes
1307 11th St
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
307 N. Columbia Center Blvd
Seattle
Adams News (Wholesaler)
1555 W. Geier St
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
Spokane
Aspen Sound
7316 N. Division
Recorded Memories
N. 1902 Hamilton
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WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S. University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
W.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Racine
Cook-Gore
312 Sixth St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.
CANADA
National Distributors
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
Alan, Ontario
Disticor
695 Westney Rd S.
ALBERTA
Calgary
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
1074M 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
222 S. Railway St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
The Magic Flute
2100 W. Fourth Ave
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway

Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St
ONTARIO
Chatham
Absolute Sound
725 St. Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Eues
Audio Two
5Frances CI
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
1280 Main St W.
Thompson's Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E.
North Bay
Popular Audio
144 Main St W.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio &Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Sudbury
Total Sight &Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Timmins
Professional Sound
175 Third Ave
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Disticor
155 Gordon Baker Rd #213
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
Likelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
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Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio Video
233 Brock St S.
QUEBEC
Anton
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5181 boul. (Wane
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTA électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio C) Imports
544 Burwood Rd, lot Floor
Pirimai Hi-Fi 8. Video
Westfield Shopping Town
#54
Burwood Rd, Burwood
BELGIUM
Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14
CIS & BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Lerungradskoe
Shosse 18 #212
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1
DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Aps
Viggo Rothes Vet 23
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
KT Radio
M.P. Bruunsgade 36
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Vella
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
HONG KONG
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S. Danrelsson
Skulagata 61
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IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Eslami
Rue Massoud Saud No.21
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
IS
National Distributor
Tel Aviv 61500
The Music Room Ltd
P.O. Box 50087
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound &Music
Via della Formica 496
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
MISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 JIn Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael
MEXICO
National Distributor
Col, MIxcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, OF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez
Mateos 1384
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
3Sydney St
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision
POLAND
National Distributor
Warsaw 02-743
Horn Distribution
UL Bacha 101303

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Jot re, 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
Hifi Art
Grey Turegatan 24
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No.2 141 Ln
Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amans Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM8M3
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Rajprasong
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
WIlstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade.
Friar St
VENEZUELA
National Distributor
Caracas
Ardica
Centro Comercial
Concresa, Piso 1
Local 321 Prados
del Este

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasorn
Praceta Jose Regis NB-A
Damais de Bain
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Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.
SOUND
RESOURCE

IMI Call us for expert advice on custom
home and theater sound systems at
affordable prices. We offer fast,
convenient shipping and provide

Ohio's Exclusive Dealer For:
Air Tangent •Avalon •Basis •Dynaudio
Enlightened Audio •Graham •Gryphon
Hales Audio •ladis •Klyne •MFA
Oracle •ProAc •Quicksilver
left Rowland Model 9's •Wadia Digital

unparalleled service after the sale.

10

REFERENCE
AUDIO.

Also On Display:
Audio Quest •Cardas •Eminent Technology
Genesis •left Rowland Design Group
Koetsu •Lyra •Magnum Dynalab
Mod Squad •PS Audio •OCOS •Rotel
San us Systems •SME •SOTA
Sound Anchors •Sound Lab
Sumiko •Tice •VPI

VIDEO

310 517-1700 •FAX 310 517-1732
18214

DALTON AVENUE, DEPT SP, GARDENA, CA

90248

AU ,
ILE
•
III SUEST AU IIS ALCHEMY
AUDIO CONTROL •
BEYER DYNAMIC •
BOSE •
CAL. AUDIO LABS
CARVER •
CELESTION •
CLEARFIELD •
COUNTERPOINT •
CWD
1,71.ireilizitececiewiireiRle.lizaer./.1. exi tehri eii.i I

1262 ILarchmere Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
216/791-6363 FAX 216/791-3131

... __...

Upstate ,
New York s
Exclusive
Dealer For..

APOSEE •
MARK LEVINSON 7,1
CLASSE •
IHE11 •
THIEL

[

llef Seremidmiky

MU

The Rite
of Spring

NEW Recording with Spectacular
Sound & Extremely Wide Dynamic
Range -(Avoid Damage to Speakers
by playing, initially, at low volume).

030 Digital PrONISSM Now On Dis play
ACURUS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDICAUESI
GRADO
MAGNEPAN
MAGNUM DYNALA
MIRAGE
NAD
NANAMICHI
PROCEED
C AUDIO
VELODYN E

CLARITY RECORDINGS are available
at Selected Audio Dealers or call
415-626-7540 • Fax: 415-641-1734.
Dealer & Distributor inquiries invited.
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, 90e per word, $18 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.75 per word, $110 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT. All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only: Master
Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
STEREOPHILEs ALMOST COMPLETE INDEX
lists every article that has appeared in Stereophile from
Vol3 No.1 through Vol.16 No.8 (1971-1993), and
every component reviewed by Stereophile since Voll
No.1. Currently available only on 51
/"or 31
4
/"floppy
2
disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
LOUDSPEAKER IMPEDANCE DATA (magnitude and
phase) for 145 different loudspeaker samples, measured
from 10Hz to 50kHz with the Audio Precision System
1. Available on 51
/ "(1.2Mb) or 31
4
/ "floppy disks (MS
2
DOS only). Send $19.95 to Impedance Data (Attn. Debbie
Fisher), Stereophik, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Please indicate disk size.
AR LIMITED, AUDIOSTATIC, NEAR, VAC, AR Classic, Enlightened Audio Design, Polyfiision, Scientific
Fidelity, Symphonic-Line, Coda, XLO, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaco, IDOS, Definitive Technology,
Audio Alchemy, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Presence
Audio, Space 8c Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and
turntables, Musical Design, Marantz, Arcici, Bright Star,
Well-Tempered, Transparent cables, Power Wedge, Wheaton, Fosgate THX, many more. Straightforward guidance.
!Crystal Clear Audio, 4433 McKinney Ave, Dallas, TX 75205,
(214) 520-7156.
ADCOM GFP-555 PREAMP, $325; Audio Source SSThree/II Dolby Pro Logic processor, Stereophile Class D,
Vol.16 No.4, brand new, $260; Hughes Sound Retriever,
$145; ADC 10-channel equalizer, $70. Call (718) 897-6073
evenings, NY area.
CARVER SILVER SEVEN-t monoblock amplifier. One
only, $595. (305) 262-7009 evenings.
SUMO THEOREM D/A CONVERTER, Pioneer PD75
CD player. (215) 567-4626, PA.
CUSTOM-MADE FIBER OPTIC CABLES. Quality
hand-built, hand-polished. Microscopically inspected.
High-end 100/140µm cables with ST-connectors. Single and duplex. $30 + $3 per foot. Any length. We test
and include performance measurements. Skilltec Corporation, (203) 431-477a
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STEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INDEX is
now available. Indexes every record review published
in Stereophile, from Vol.10 No.1 through VoL15 No.12
(1987-1992). Also includes indices to "Building A
Library" and musician interviews. Available as hard
copy or on 51
/"or 31
4
/"floppy dicks (MS DOS, raw
2
ASCII only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review
Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate
hard copy or disk and disk size.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Encore, Enlightened Audio, Grado, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab,
NEAR, NHT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight Wire, Target,
Unity Audio, Well-Tempered, WireWorld, J.F. Woodworks. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (pat. pending). Passive design,
uses analog out of CD or D/A. Reduces time-domain
errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity. Awarded
"Product of Merit" by Boundfor Sound. Be "DigititisFree"—send $169.95 to: Tadcko Loudspeaker Ca, 2604 Elmwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Nairn, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Ftega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Surniko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (818) 307-6467.
FORTE F4 AMPLIFIER, $1185; F44 preamp, $950.
Boxes, new warranty. (305) 262-7009 evenings.
STRAIGHT WIRE CABLE CLOSE-OUTS! The new
models are in, and that means savings up to 60% on original Maestro, Rhapsody, Waveguide, LSI, and others!
Don't miss the boat. Call now for complete listing of cable
specials. ..
Also authorized dealer for: Audio Alchemy,
AudioQuest, B&K, Bright Star, Counterpoint, Dahlquist,
Fried, Grado, Haller, Lexicon, Music Reference, Musical
Design, Nitty Gritty, NAD, Nordost Fladine Cable, Parasound, Power Wedge, Reference Line, Signet, SOTA,
&milt°, SUR, TARA Labs, Target stands, VMPS speakers,
XL°. Free "Specials" list. HCM Audio, 1015 Mangrove,
Chico, CA 95926, (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341.
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Start Collecting
CDs NOW!

Serious
Sound
Classé Audio

Martin Logan

Theta Digital

Cal. Audio Labs

Conrad-Johnson

Hales Audio

Searching for the best CDs at
aLOW price?
We specialize in only the best
and with unbeatable prices!
We carry:

B&W

NAD

Adcom

Snell

Audioquest($12.99), Chesky($11.99),

Velodyne

Audio Quest

PSB Speakers

Reference Line

Dorian($12.99), Harmonía Mundi($13.49),
Mercury Living Presence($9.99),

•
New Location!

Ref. Recordings($12.99),

1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd., San Jose, CA 95129
Call Steve or Keith at:

Sheffield($12.99), & Wilson($12.99).

408.255.0735

For more information and FREE catalog:
P.O.Box 17038

Send mail:

BayAreaAudio
ARE YOU COMPLETELY
HAPPY
YOUR SOUND?
KEF, B&W and Thiel Owners...
For A $349 Investment
You Are GUARANTEED Big Returns.
tittre (Soltren 3Duts
Bess Alignment Reefs
As• Custonared For Your Mode To Acesely
16iond Bass Response Of Your Lougspeekers
RAT M L
ow M They 1M11 Go.
Mer Yeius In T
he Business,
100's Of Seffeitied Customers Lose

Iiff (16o2rrn
Ream Cal or For /Meru
For MORI Infornatlon.

(714) 283-2857

or FAX:

udiophile
eledions

z

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

wrni

JPS LABS
CAN MAKE YOU HAPPIER
IN TWO WAYS.

Anaheim, CA 92817-7038

NOW ALL
AUDIOPHILES
CAN EXPERIENCE A
oRAsnc IMPROVEMENT
WIN UPS Latrs
NEW INTERCONNECTS
OCIO, XLR
CUSTOM OMENS
INTRODUCTORY
PRICING
RCA COAXIAL
SHIELD &CENTER
MADE OF SMIEI GEC
MIS WIRE IS LINE
PLUMBING
FOR YOUR SOUND
YOU

REPRESENTING:
AUDIO OUEST •
AUDIO RESEARCH •58K AUDIO •

B & W •BASIS •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •CLASSE •
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRAHAM •
LINN •LYRA •MIT CABLE •
MOD SOUAD •ORACLE •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
STAX •STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
V AC •WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON & MORE •CO sE LA's •
CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY •
SET UP •MON -SAT I1-6

GOTTA
TRY IT

QUALITY
441110e
AUDIO
PRODUCTS
JOE

SKUBINSK1

OWNER

190 DWYER STREET, BUFTALO, NY 14224
PHONE

216

8

FAX

716-822-0159

NEVER ANY
SALES PRESSURE,
JUST
EXPERT ADVICE.

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE. TN 37215
16151 297-4700
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SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources,
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade-in
older Series II and Series II Improved tonearms for significantly updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies
to SME Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper
kits for 3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved,
and Series III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors,
templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,® P.O.
Box 387, Pacifica, CA 94044. Tel: (415) 359-7431.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413, appt.
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution" 13 2 Twin-Balanced" interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology,
549 Centennial Ave., Trenton, NJ 08629, Fax/phone (609)
599-3828.
AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audio Innovations, Audiomeca by Pierre Lurné, Audio Note, Aural Symphonics,
Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chario, Coda, Dynavector, Ensemble, Golden Dragon, Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus, Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Design, Muse, Roksan, RoomTunes,
SOTA, Tice, Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and
more.. .CallJohn Baines, (303)698-0138, or Fax (303) 9220522. 2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
USED AND DEMO SALE: B&W 801 Series 3, 802
Series 2& 3, 803 Series 2, 804, Counterpoint SA-1000,
SA-2000, SA-3000, SA-5000, SA-100, Solid 8, Audio
Research SP-9, D-125, D-70, Proceed Series 2& 3product, Krell 64X, Theta Pro Genii, Pro Basic Pre, Vimak
2000 & 1800, Mark Levinson and Krell. Call Audition,
(801) 467-5918, or Fax: (801) 467-0290
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alón,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, Alt, Counterpoint,
Dynaco,ICimber, Space & Time, XL0. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-2178.
ACCENT ON MUSIC-WESTCHESTER CO., NY.
Linn, Naim, Rotel, Arcam, McCormack, Magnum
Dynalab, Rega, Creek, Epos, QED, JPW, Nitty Gritty,
Goldring, interesting LPs and CDs. Join us for our Friday
musical evenings from 6pm. We care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main St., Mount Kisco, NY 10549,
(914) 242-0747.
THETA PRO-BASIC D/A, $875; Anodyne FET Adapt
D/A, with 20-bit Burr-Brown DACs, $825; EM) DSP7000 D/A, $750; Mod Squad Prism 473 with all upgrades
and Isodrive and IEC connector, $625; NBS King Serpent
II, $675; Purist, lots of ICs and cables-call. Fosteit 3010
patchbay with gold RCAs, $60. Bob, (602) 376-1734, (602)
956-4666 (tel./Fax) evenings, leave message.
VANDERSTEEN MODEL 3s, latest version, 2months
old, $2100 OBO; VAC PA9OCI, recent retube, (new ones
are $5500) $4000 OBO; Cary-modified Philips CD50,
$200; lm pair Discovery interconnects, $125; Dynaco
Mk.IV, $325. (201) 445-8444.
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DUNTECH BLACK KNIGHTS, CUSTOM tops and
bottoms, $6000 retail, as new with factory boxes, $3000;
sound like Sovereigns, more coherent and cheaper. (817)
244-3913.
VALVES/TUBES MADE IN ENGLAND! Limited
stocks of UK-manufactured Mullard, GEC, Brimar:
12AT7, 12AU7, 12AX7, ECC81, ECC82, ECC83, EL34,
EL84, 6L6GC, etc. Also low cost, large volume available
from Russia/F. European factories. One million
valves/tubes in stock, including Cathode Ray Tubes, Tube
Sockets, etc. 3AMPlA CM (for Maranta tuner 10B), $36
each. 200 in stock. Discount for quantity. Send today for
our current catalog. Minimum order, export f100/$150,
UK f50/$75. Billington Export Limited, Unit 1E, Caimans
Industrial Estate, Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ, UK. Tel:
0403 784961, Fax: 0403 783519. Callers strictly by appointment only.
THIEL 3.5 speakers, mint, $1500. (407) 645-3192.
VANDERSTEEN 2Cs with Sound Anchor stands, 20'
of Monster Cable, with boxes and IB, original owner,
absolutely perfect, $650. (804) 355-3335, Virginia.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ES-1 TURNTABLE, Linn
Basik LV-X tonearm, aluminum armboard, Tiptoes, $350.
(408) 971-4964.
COUNTERPOINT SA-12 AMPLIFIER, RAM tubes,
$600; Linaeum LT-1000 loudspeakers, $1000; Luxman
LV-117 integrated amp, $450; Kenwood KT-6500 tuner,
$75. Gary, (407) 658-6213, FL.
AR-ES1 TURNTABLE with ES-1 arm, mint, $300. Ted,
(716) 838-2353 evenings EST
PROAC MINI-TOWER, rosewood, with base, $950;
Energy ESM2 speakers with stand, $200; Apature interconnects, $25/pair. All mint condition. (408) 263-474Z
(408) 433-7002.
N1TTY GRITTY 13Fi Mk.II automatic record-cleaning
machine, unopened in box. (313) 879-8396
DEMOS WITH WARRANTIES. CAT SL-1 Signature
prearnp, $4000; Classé DR-25 amplifier, $3200; Magnum
Dynalab Etude tuner, $800; Merrill Heirloom table with
Wheaton Tri-Planar III arm, $2300, or will separate; various NBS cables. (216) 343-2164, nothing after Ilpm EST
GOLDMUND DIALOG SPEAKERS, white piano lacquer finish, immaculate condition, current list price, $7800;
will sell for $3000 plus shipping. (415) 854-3499, leave
message.
NITTY GRITTY 2.5FI record cleaner, new in the box,
sealed, retail $539, sell $345 plus shipping, firm. (909)
982-2386, 8am-10pm PDT
HIGH-QUALITY USED 1CRELL COMPONENTS
with warranty: CD-1, $1650 ($2850); CD-DSP (custom
cover), $2250 ($3950); MD-10 (newest), $4500 ($6900);
SBP-32X, $1700; SBP-64X, $4700; Studio, $2700
($3900); KRC, $5200 ($6300); KSA-150 (latest), $2900;
KSA-250 (latest), $4000; MDA-300, $6300 ($10,700).
(718) 277-6123, NY.
AFFORDABLE AUDIO IN LEXINGTON, KY.
Sources: Revolver, Creek, Parasound, Audio Alchemy.
Amps: Cambridge (musical integrated and separates built
in the UK, 60Wpc with MM/MC, only $599), Parasound,
others. Speakers: Signet, Harmonic Precision (factorydirect outlet), 6.5" 2-way minimum phase, all metal-film
caps; Echelon, 8.5" 3-way, minimum phase, all metalfilm caps, series crossover, minimum baffle-compares
to the very best. Cables:1Cimber 'Cable, Music Metre. Plus
Sanus, Chesky, others. ..The Music Room, (606) 259-0206
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SOUNDACRKS
•
•
3400 MONROE AVE, ROCHESTER, NY 14618 716.264.0410

Our component rack systems are the result of
serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!"

ifs about musk..

Mr. Bags (Design Department)

Audioquest
AudioAlchemy
B&K
B&W
Cal.Audio Labs
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Grado
The Mod Squad
McCormick
Monitor Audio
Rega
Roksan
Rotel
Scientific Fidelity
Sharpvision
Spica
Snell
Taddeo
Vandersteen
V.P.I.
Wadia Digital

•Tubular Steel Construction
•Tube Flex Kits
•High Pressure Laminated Shelving •AMP Stands
•Cut Corners and Beveled Edges
•Big Screen Pedestak
•TV/Recorder Tables w/ Swivel Tops •Superior Rigidity
•10-day Delivery on Most
•Made in the USA
Pre-design Models in US
BAn.1 P. / BILLY BAGS
•Isolation-Tips, Optional
•Leg Vibration Dampers

CALL Us F
OR
YOUR L
OCAL DEALER
4147 Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003 •(805) 644-2185 Fax 644-0434

Adcom •Audioquest

• IMPORT LP '
S AND CD '
S •
-1

ii

0 /19

•

YOUR ONE STOP SOURCE
FOR AUDIOPHILE LPS,
CD'S & ACCESSORIES
AO. analcgue Prochaobona •ATA •Auclowed •

o

0

Krell •Lexicon •McCormack

0

NAD •Onkyo • Proceed
Proton •Precision Power

ET)
c
-)
cn
•

"Sennheiser •Snell
Vandersteen •VP) •XL0

@AMU U ITO •Carded •Ceriury •0,..4 •Gully
•PAP •Dorian •Ea« Wird •Enwoy •Orrin/ •
emu Oade •Hannon' a Blind •lemear •Lem •
>MX •Meek %bay •Nate
Piety
Oily •Neel, Siee •Odn •Opus 3 •Rupee. •
Rd arena% • 9heMeld Lee • Super analogue •
TeAdo •IBM. Wafer Llly •*New and deny mere/

CALL ,WRITE OR FAX
FOR FREE CATALOG

co
•

The Elusive Disc

0

351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) $84 9547

5346 N. Guiliord
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 255-3446
=
FAX (317) 255-2826
TO ORDER: 1-800-782-3472

Sales, Service & Installation
LP's &CD's for the audiophile

M

•RE CORD CARE PR O DUCT S •

2

Clarion •Denon •JVC
Kenwood • Kicker • Kfipsch

SOUND
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VP! TNT MK.II TURNTABLE, like new with all packing, $2000; Morch DP-6 tonearm with two Armtubes
and packing, $700; Lwunan MB 3045 mono amps. $1000.
LPs, call for list. (908) 359-2485 before lOpm EDT

JSE INFINITE SLOPE SPEAKERS, S950; PS Audio 43
preamp, $300; Analog Research CD player, $450; Systemdek IDC turntable, $300; Electrocompaniet Ampliwire
II, 5425. (708) 291-9222, Rob.

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CD UPGRADE EVER!
Isolated stable clock module measurably reduces transport- and logic-induced jitter. Receive the full benefit of
analog mods. Most players, 5150 plus shipping. Analog
upgrades also available. (C&D Punsforms, (602) 954-0155

TA NDBERG TD20A SE open-reel tape recorder, Stereophile "Recommended Components" (Vol.7 No.7),
$1000. (718) 426-0837.

UNITY PARM SPEAKERS, $7900 OBO; McCormack
CD drive, $1090; Purist Audio cables. Call (601) 872-4310
CST
QUAD SPEAKERS, LATEST, 1year old, A-1 condition,
mods, $2400; Gradient subwoofers for Quark with crossovers, A-1 condition, $1400. All manuals, boxes. (413)
232-4302, (212) 758-2860, Ormond.
PSB STRATUS GOLD speakers, $1000, absolutely flawless; Sony CDP-X779ES, $900 mint in box. Call Peter,
(201) 893-0087 (in NJ).
VP! III, "piano black," as new, "TNT" 1-piece clamp,
new armboard, ($1550) $995. (504) 769-0930 before 10pm
CDT
GRAY UNITY AUDIO FOUNTAINHEAD SIGNATURE, special PARM tweeter, wired with NBS Serpent,
costs $6600, asking $2950 firm. (803) 327-4849 anytime.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.
HI-FI CLASSICS—SELECT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available. Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! Tel: (718) 318-9618 Fax: (718) 318-9623.
B&W 801 MATRIX Series II (white), $4200 OBO. (404)
516-7518, ask for Mike.
ASC TUBE TRAPS, TICE POWER BLOCKS, TITANS
for half price/best offer. Must sell. Excellent condition.
Tube traps in avariety of sizes. Call (510) 284-7264.
VANDERSTEEN 2W, $925; Totem Acoustic I, $1225;
Alón IV, $2750; Unity Signature I, exotic veneer, $2600;
PS Audio Delta 200, $1550; PS Audio UltraLink, $1645;
McCormack CD-Drive, $1625; Prism II, $1545; DNA-1,
$1635; monoblocics, $3750; DAC-1, $800. Also, Meridian
200 transport and 263 DAC. Everything new, factory
sealed. Paul Haines, (601) 362-0474.
CARY CAD 5500 PREAMP (with cathode followers),
$500; CAL Tercet Mk.IV CD player, $925; Maranta PM80 (25Wpc class-A or 100Wpc -NB) integrated amp, $350;
Onkyo ES-600 surround processor/3-channel amp with
remote, $225; MicroScan D-8 resonance absorbers,
$50/pair; B&O 8000 powered speakers, $1500/pair, Magnepan MG-3A (white, new ribbons), $1000/pair. (414)
354-5082.
MICROPHONES: NEUMANN U47, 87, 89, M49,
KM54, 84, SM2; ELAM 251; AKG C12, Cl2A, C24;
Sony C37A; Groove Tube; Schoeps; B&K. (201) 656-3936
MEITNER PA6i preamp, excellent condition, cost $2400,
asking $1000 OBO. (714) 856-9830.

THE AUDIO REVIEW INDEX lets you instantly get
asummary of equipment reviews from 12 top stereo
magazines and journals. Covers the last four years. Over
1400 components listed. Used market value is given. Just
$9.95 plus S/H. To order, call (415) 589-2432.
CARY SLA70B AMP; PDI preamp; Altec 1568A mono
amps. Dallas/FtWorth area. Metro, (214) 434-2820, answer
machine, 4th ring.
B&K M-200 MONOBLOCKS, $990; B&K Sonata preamp, $450; Dynaco MkVI monoblocks, $1000. (315) 5973751 EST
ROOM ACOUSTICS HANDBOOK: "A wider,
deeper, more holographic soundstage," $14.95. 75 ohm
digital interconnect, $99. Vibration isolation feet, 24/$99.
Much more: speakers, amps, and the best DAC under
$2000. Dealer and field rep inquiries invited. MACH 1
Acoustics, RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, NH 03086, (603)
654-9826
KRELL KBL PREAMP, $2350; KSA-150 amp, $2850;
CD-DSP player, $1700; all less than 2years old and under
warranty, mint condition; Velodyne ULD15-11, black oak,
brand new in box, $1400; AudioQuest balanced 3m Lapis
(Silver) with XLR, $600; lm with XLR. $300; lm with
RCA, $260; AudioQuest Clear speaker cable, 5' pair,
$350; Tice Power Block, $650. Call Randy, (313)948-5397
days, (313) 669-6986 evenings.
B&W 801 AND 802 OWNERS: Our complete passive
crossover replacements are the ultimate performance
upgrades. Please call or write for our complimentary literature. North Creek Music Systems, 500B Route 8, Speculator,
NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
MARK LEVINSON AMPLIFIERS: No.23 (200Wpc),
$2300; No.27 (100Wpc), $1800; I'm moving! Original
packing and manuals, excellent condition with warranty.
Call (203) 635-0368 after 7pm EDT
NELSON-REED 804/CM speakers (the pair JGH
reviewed in Vol.15 No.3), as new, $1999. (303) 329-6068
LOUDSPEAKER KITS: Our pre-engineered loudspeaker systems feature SCAN-SPEAK drivers, exceptional cabinetry, and the world's most advanced crossover components. Please call or write for our complimentary catalog. North Creek Music Systems, 500K Route
8, Speculator, NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
FINIAL LASER TURNTABLE, latest ELP version, LTIX model, $16,000. (505) 662-1415 or (505) 667-1330.
REFERENCE LINE PREEMINENCE 1passive preamp, mint, $875; Power Wedge III, $150. (408) 267-2882.
UNITY AUDIO SIGNATURE 3speakers, lacquered
walnut, absolutely mint, $1295. (408) 267-2882.
HIGHLY ACCLAIMED! Classé DR-6L, $1400; Classé
DR-9, $1800. Both mint condition, will listen to reasonable offers. (806) 797-4182 or (806) 794-1859 after 7pm and
weekends, Pat Parrish.

WILSON PUPPY II, $3800; Tandberg TD-20SE, $800;
Mission 776 preamp, $350; Krell Cogelco, black, 23m,
$350; lm, $225; Hill Plasmatronics, $2000; Levinson 20.6,
$9900; Levinson 26S, bal/in, $5500. (718) 692-3926.

EAD DSP-7000, MK.11 DAC, black, mint, $1250; EAD
T-1000 CD transport, black, mint, $775. (408) 267-2882.

CROWN MACRO REFERENCE amplifier, excellent
condition, 2years old, $1500. (219) 674-9452.

SYMPHONIC-LINE RG7 amplifier (latest version),
mint, originally 55k, sell $2.7k. (404) 752-7772.
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Audio Images

Had a rough
time in audio?
We have adifferent outlook
on the audio
biz. We think
you will find our honest, knowledgeable, no pressure approach a
refreshing respite from the fray. Call
me today! Yes, Istill answer all calls
personally. — Galen Carol
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Classé Audio
Nairn Audio
Melos
PS Audio
Sony ES
Eastern Pa's Premier High Elul Denon
Audio Specialists
Thiel
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ProAc
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Velodyne
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Purist Audio
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab

Classe' Audio, Wilson WATT, Convergent Audio, Hales, VAC,
Basis, Acarian/Alon, Wadia, VPI, Eminent Technology, Quad.
Jadis, Sound Lab, Graham, Genesis, Enlightened Audio, Spica.
SOTA, CAL, Quicksilver, Celestion, Meridian, Magnum/Dynalab,
SME, Bitwise, Lyra, Musical Design, Berning, McCormick,
Arcam...and many more! We carry virtually all cable, cartridge, and
accessory lines.

California Audio Labs

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on new,
used, and demo equipment.

VP! • PSE • XL0 • Straighttuire
Cardas •Sumiko •M & K. ..& more!
I
rnr QuaG!,. Aftordability, and Leertue Wah APrrsonal Touch

P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /805-9927

215-391-1200

FAX: 210 I805-9928

Galen Carol Audio

5980 Hamilton Blvd •Allentown, PA 18106

"Audio One To One"
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Marian Systems
Acurus
Apogee
Arcici
Aragon
Audio Alchemy
Bb K
Centaurus
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
E.A.D.
Forte'
Fosgate
Kinergetics
Mordaunt-Short
Parasound
Philips
Premier
RC Audio
Revolver
Room Tunes
Rotel
SME
Siefert Research
Signet
Threshold
VPI
van den Hul
VMPS

Stores

The Cube

306

by Lorentz Design

CDs

or any combination
of CDs. VHS, Cassettes, etc.

•
Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots,
no plastic molds, no wasted space •Full-extension drawer
slides •From high quality oak veneers and hardwood •
23" Hx19 1/2" W x17 yr D•Fully assembled •Stackable •
Available in Light, Medium, Dark Oil Stain (8225) &
Black (S235) -Plus shipping and handling
To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403

Lorentz Design, Inc. •P.O. Box 277
209 Parkway Ave. N. •Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468
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CABLES: OCOS 10' double run with apts, $215; P.A.D.
Acqueous interconnect, 13m, balanced, $150; 1Cimber
KCAG 05m with Cardas RCAs, (2) $75 each. (408)
267-2882.
JADISJPL, $3500; WELL-TEMPERED turntable dust
cover and Monster AG1000, $1000; Duntech Princess
speakers, rosewood, $4800. (201) 743-5454 machine after
4th ring, Russ.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, SCR, Wonder Caps/solder/wire; Vishay, Mills,
Caddock, and Holco resistors, all types audio connectors, chassis wires, BUF-03 preamp kirs, MIT Z-Stabilizer,
tubes, isolation feet, custom cables and terminations,
hospital-grade AC outlets and plugs, tools and accessories,
request catalog! Michael Perry, Box 524 Invemers, CA 94937,
(415) 669-7181, Fax (415) 669-755&
QUAD FACTORY-AUTHORIZED SERVICE and
replacement parts. New/used Quad equipment bought
and sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates and stands available. For
all technical, service, parts, and/or equipment inquiries,
contact: QS&D Inc., 33 McWhin Loop 4108, Fredericksburg,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703) 372-3713. MC/Visa
accepted.
GOLDMUND REFERENCE TURNTABLE with DF
arm, list $40,000, $25,000; Versa Dynamic model 2, black,
(list $15,000) $10,500; Audiostatic ES 300 RS, (list $4000)
$3000; Threshold S300 amp, silver, 165W, mint, (list
$2250) $1395; Peterson Emerald interconnects, one 2m,
$125, and one 6m, $225; Milbert M230 car tube amp,
black, (list $1950) $1450; American Hybrid Technology
phono stage, (list $2500) $2000; Pioneer Elite 45" rearprojection TV, black, (list $4600) $2600; Pioneer laserdisc
player CLD 3070, (list $1200) $650; Apogee Divas, black,
(list $9995) $6995; Audio Logic D/A processor, (list
$3300) $2550; Mirage M-1, bi-wire, black, (list $5000)
$2650; van den Hui Grasshopper Two, (list $2250) $1700;
Benz MC 3, (list $1750) $750. Call (201) 262-9466, 7-9
evenings (NJ), ask for Harvey.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
quick, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, Cary, KEF, Parasound, Philips, Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
IHAVE A 1957 PILOT system for sale. It is aconsole unit
with matching speaker assembly. In addition, Ihave aspare
preamp, amplifier, and Garrard changer. (314) 991-3211.
VANDERSTEEN 2Ces with stands, 2months old, $1100;
Wadia WT-3200, $1500; ARC D-240 Mk.II, $2200. All
mint. Luis, (504) 244-8383, 6-10pm CDST
POWER WEDGE 116, used 10 hours, $460; Accuphase
DP8O/DC81, previous Stereophile Class A (1987-90),
$2450 OBO; LNC2 oak case, $50; mint. (303) 320-3921
evenings, weekends (
MDT).
INFINITY IRS BETA System, mint condition, original
boxes, manual, seldom used, 60% of retail, negotiable.
(515) 288-5980, message.
FOR SALE: 1PAIR Scientific Fidelity Tesla speakers; one
EM) T-7000 and DSP-7000, gold finish, AT&T glass optical; one Camelot D/A, best offer. Call Scott, (803) 842-7987
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AUDIOPHILE POWER ACCESSORIES!!! Hospitalgrade plugs, outlets, and power strips. Shielded Teflon
power cords. EMI/RFI shielding copper braid or tape.
Teflon hook-up wire and 8-gauge grounding wire. Conductive graphite spray and silver or nickel conductive paint
for shielding or grounding purposes. Teflon electrical tape,
cable ties, spacers, tubing. Polarity/grounding checkers,
power probe and monitor, true-power watt meters,
power-factor meters. Sinewave-tracking power filter/surge
suppressors, whole-house or with outlets. Adjustablevoltage transformer power source with meters. Power-line
conditioners, laboratory-grade AC power supplies, and
uninterruptible power supplies. Many more power-related
items. Plugs, wall outlets, and polarity checkers from $10.
Shielded superior-quality power cords in variable lengths
and terminations, from $25. We feature the superior performance of the Absolute Power Series power-line purifiers and also the finest in UPSes and power supplies, in
many sizes to handle all your power-conditioning, regulation, and protection needs. Call (800) 321-6512 nowfor
fire catalog, literature, or to place your order, 24 hours daily! From
the experts in power conditioning, PC Expert Systems Corporation.
LEXICON CP3 WITH UPDATED chip, S2000; JVC
HU-5500 super VHS, brand new with box, $600; Mirage
M3 with Mod Squad Tiptoes, $2000; Mirage M990,
$1000; Adcom GFT-555 tuner, $250; Velodyne Servo
1200, $750. All items immaculate in box. (312) 861-8066,
9-5; (708) 699-8968 after 6pm.
WHITE ADCOM 565 MONO AMPS, Goetz Muriel
amp, Goetz GMSIV speakers, Lazarus preamp, Amber
preamp, Toshiba ST335 tuner, DCM TF250 speakers,
Carver Amazings, Pioneer CD7700, Distech and more
cables, Superior 7.8kVA Variac Autotransformer, AR
remote control, Echomuffs. (304) 843-1761, anytime.
FINALLY VINDICATED! The Cormorant interconnect gets rave review from TAO as truly accurate, musical,
yet moderately low-priced, and Istill pay you $5 to audition it. $124/1m pair, shipping $3. Call, write for reprint
and details. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave, West
Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7314 (800) 484-8271, code
7281.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE-BLOWOUT PRICES!
Audire Crescendo, $350 (D); Focus .7s, $500 (D); Fried
Q-4s, $350 (D); Focus HDM Towers, $1000 (N); Superphon SP100, $270 (D); and more. We represent best-buy
products from B8c1C, Parasound, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR,
Audio Alchemy, Melos, many more! Stereo Consultants,
Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 11-7pm EST
B&Ks: Balanced M-200s, $1250; Pro 10-MC, $499;
Theta Prime, $850; Magnum Dynalab FT11, $299. (209)
583-9752.
VANDERSTEEN 2Ci with stands, $800; REF 102, $500;
Mission Cyrus 782, $600; Mission Cyrus II with PSX
(latest specs), $1200; Cyrus II, $450; Cyrus tuner, $300.
Mike, (412) 262-2580.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Rordiust $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST
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1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Suite C-3
Brea, California 92621
(714) 529-5634

21 N. Markel Sr.. Selinsgrove. PA •717-374-0150

Profflufna

AUDIO IPECIFIL1/11

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
•Adcom
•AKG
•Aragon
•Arcam
•Audio Alchemy
•Audio Research
•Audio Static
•Beyer
•B&K
•Cardas
•Celestion
•Creek
•CWD
•Dynoco
•Energy
•Grado
•H/K
•Janis
•Nairn
•Paradigm

•ProAc
•Quad
•Reference 3A
•Rego
•Roksan
•RoomTune
•Rotel
•JRowland
— —

•Sound Lab
•Spendor
•Spica
•Sumiko
•Target
•Tesla
•Theta
•VIL

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

(please mention Stereophile)

2236 N. CLARK -CHICAGO. IL 60614 •312 883-9500
5701W DEMPSTER •MORTON GROVE •708 581-1900 /

111

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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SELL FOR CASH/TRADE, audio and video Authorized:
Acurus, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Rotel, Sumo, Denon,
H/K, Marantz, Celestion, Energy, Rogers, Signet, AudioQuest, Grado, Monster, Niles, Surniko, Target, et al. Ship
anywhere. Stereo Classics, 75 Church St., New Brunswick,
NJ08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 220-1284.
QUAD ESL-63s, fresh factory service, Arcici stands. B&K
MC-101 preamp. Quicksilver 60W monoblocks. Best
offer. (404) 687-8957.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K
components, Rotel, Onkyo, McCormack, Chicago
Speaker Stands, Kimber !Cable, PS Audio, Scientific Fidelity loudspeakers, Sonographe, AudioQuest, Acurus Electronics, Power Wedge Line Conditioner, Audio Alchemy,
Linn turntables, cartridges, and loudspeakers, Arcici,
Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson,
VPI, Vandersteen, B&W. Three Rivers Audio, (219)
422-5460.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE 1.0 with CS1 digital cable
and PSI, $200; EAD DSP-7000 D/A converter, $650; 1m
Siltech digital coaxial cable, $100; 0.5m Kimber 'Cable
KCAG interconnect, $100; lm Audio Research interconnect, $50; shipping extra. (601) 325-7004, leave message.
BURNED-OUT AUDIOPHILE wants to sell all hardware. Best offers. All or pieces. Call (20 781-4665 (work),
Wednesday-Saturday, for information.
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM
Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K, Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Parasound, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Rega,
Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, OCOS, XL0, Fosgate, Runco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S.
Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO DELTA CD transport, $600.
(800) 227-6121, weekdays, Mr. Willes.
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Kimber, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Matsushita; Alps, Bourns, Noble, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas,
Tiffany, Vampire, WBT, Edison-Price Music Posts, Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable; Teflon wire
(multiple awg/color); Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks;
Curdo Daniel Mk.I and Mk.II preamp kits/Dynaco
rebuild kits; upgrade kits; PEARL Tube Coolers and
Isosockets; Analog Devices (AD827JN, AD847JN), PMI;
tube sockets; component modifications, etc.. .. Discounts
up to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1993 catalog: Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 Pace Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M5, Canada. TeL (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416)847-5471.
WESCOTT AUDIO—The component matchers. We
offer: Timbre Technology, Bruce Moore Audio Design,
Symphonic-Line, Forsell, Enlightened Audio, Valve
Amplification Co., Muse, Legacy, Sound-Lab, Ensemble,
Alan, Sa-Fi, Eminent Technology, Expressive Technology, Edison Price, Cape Cod Power Puppies, Shun Mook,
Mapleshade, The Original Cable Jacket, Chang Lightspeed, Magnan, Mango Labs, RoomTune, Omega Mikro,
Promethean Power Flo, Monarchy, PEARL, XL0, TG
Audio, Walter Clark Crossover, Surniko, Siltech, van den
Hul, Super Contact, Music Metre, Power Wedge,
Maplenoll, OCOS, Discovery, Vampire, Dynavector,
Microscan, German Acoustics, PAC, and more! Expert,
straightforward advice. Call Scott in Central PA, (800)
669-7574.
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CARVER 1.5t amp, S450; 4000t surround preamp, $500;
TX-2 tuner, $150; Terk AM/FM (PI) antenna, S50; TARA
Quantum Ill speaker cable, 12' pair, $150. All in mint condition. (315) 963-8694.
FOR SALE: AUDIOQUEST QUARTZ interconnect,
6m pair and Midnight speaker cable, 7' bi-wire pair, $250
each, almost new; Spectral DMC-10 Delta preamp, just
back from factory tune-up, $1500; modified Acoustat 2+2
speakers, sound great, $1000, you pick up. CallJohn, (901)
767-2125 evenings.

LPs/CDs/TApEs
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO LPs: Mercury SR90212
(Chabrier), RCA LSC 2225 (Witches' Brew). Others
wanted! Randall Goldman, P.O. Box 2806, Rancho Mirage,
CA 92270, (619) 323-2000.
LP WAREHOUSE FIND! Stunning sound and music
from The Golden Age ofJazz on sealed LP! Contemporary, Fantasy, Milestone, Pablo, and Prestige! Evans,
Pepper, Manne, Hawes, Basie, Tyner, Previn, Ellington!
Even more hot jazz on OJC and Blue Note! Find great
rock, jazz, and classical on record ...
from Better Records!
Free catalog, (800) 487-8611, (818)907-3371. Zeppelin Japanese analog series is out of print, call now!
COLLECTORS' RECORDS AND TAPES (no rock),
plus tube-era electronics. (702) 647-2190, JC, 5249 W
Auborn, Las Vegas, NV 89108.
RECORDS: RCAs and Mercurys, selling all as package
only. Will consider trades. Send for list. Jay Dismas, P.O.
Box 171, Sterling, VA 20167.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Discs,
Quielc, American, imports, collectibles, and others. William
Everett, 52 Pumpkin Delight Road, Milford, CT 06460-4238,
(203) 877-3911, 24 hours, 5th ring, machine.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quicc II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N.Guilford Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317) 255-3446.
CLASSICAL RECORD SALE. Our latest classical catalog is available Many audiophile collectibles and import
LPs. Large selection of mono, stereo, and digital. Write
or call for catalog. First Chair Reconis, PO Box 629, Walkersvine, MD 21793. (301) 845-8997.
RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS," Mercury 90000, London
FFSS "Bluebadce Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, Fax (212) 496-0733, Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10023.
WANTED: DISPLACED- (staggered-) head versions
of RCA half-track, open-reel tapes. Randall Goldman, P.O
Box 2806, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, tel/Fax (619) 323-2090
LOVE VINYL, BUT CAN'T AFFORD the $Super
SDisks? The Guide to Buying Used LPs lists 3600+ LPs
recommended by high-end reviewers for above-average
sonics/performance. 3000+ are not $Super $Disks, but
affordable DGG, Columbia. Angel. etc All types of music.
Sorted by composer/group by title, and also by manufacturer's number. Cost is $25 ($30 overseas). Roger Gordon,
312 Highland Ave., Suite D1, El Cajon, CA 92020.
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WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 titles in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rare Records, Ltd., 139 West 72nd St.,
New York, NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212) 595-2941.
SEALED VINYL! Over 10,000 titles available. Imports,
cutouts, and rare out-of-print LPs. All categories accept
classical. Import and cutout CDs also available. Free catalogs. Specify LP or CD. Fax (61 547-283& Harvard Square
Records, Box 381975-SF, Cambridge, MA 02238.
IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, etc.). William Heskr, 8765 Radburn Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 13027, (315) 635-2506 after 6pm EST
The TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog,
including Classical, jazz, rock LPs, is available. Write: Suite
184, 835 Deltona Blvd., Deltona, FL 32725, or call (407)
668-5706.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefontaine, Framingham, MA
01701.
SIMPLY THE BEST RECORDS! Large private collection
Living Stereo, Mercurys, EMI, etc. Call toll-free, (800)
995-8436, Mel Surdin, 23647 Aster Trail, Calabasas, CA
91302.
20 YEARS OF SPECIALIZING in jazz, rock, blues, and
R&B. 25,000 CDs in stock, featuring many imports from
around the world, plus domestic and indic CDs, CD singles, '60s/'70s reissues. Large vinyl selection, even new
releases. No bootlegs/classical. Major credit cards. Third
StreetJazz and Rock, 20 North Third St., Philadelphia, PA
19106, (215) 627-3366. Outside PA/NJ/DE, (800) 48MUSIK

WANTED
WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Marantz,
Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson,
Krell, Bening, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Citation, Fisher,
Rowland, Klyne, Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton,
Sequerra, Cello, Robertson, Tannoy, Linn, Ariston, Quad,
Western Electric, tube and solid-state. (713) 728-4343, Fax
(713) 723-1301, Maury Corb, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX
77035.
WANTED: MOSAIC RECORDS John Coltrane B/W
print. (713) 286-1933.
WANTED: CLASSICAL LPs, Haydn Quartets, Mozart
Violin Sonatas, Tosca, Turandot, Pavarotti, non-budget
labels, private parties. (215) 424-0541.
WANTED: MICROPHONES BY NEUMANN,
Telefunken, AKG, Schoeps, Sony, B&K: tube, condenser,
stereo, etc. (201) 656-3936.
COLLECPOR BUYING (working or not, mono/stereo)
old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC, Goldmund, Apogee. Also
used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Redo, etc.
For trade: Krell MDA-300. Travelirug often, NY-FL. (718)
387-7316 or (718) 384-4667, NY
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Cekstion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Wading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.

PURE SILVER
PURE MUSIC
After years of research
& development, the
culmination of science
and inspired listening
come together to produce
the most musically accurate
and harmonically correct
design on earth ...
$210.00 per meter pair
Money back guarantee
CALL NOW!
'eammirmi

SILVER SEVEN INTERCONNECT
WAVETRACE TECHNOLOGIES INC.
122 S. Clearwater Largo Road
Largo, FL 34640
(813) 587-7868
224
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and arc available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson &Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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ou might be forgiven for concluding
from our various writers that the
Summer CES had one foot (and several toes of the other) in the trade-show grave,
which is what we all expected as we went to
Chicago on June 2. But for exhibitors (the press
has different needs) it was agreat show, with
few exceptions.
Foreign-distributor traffic appeared excellent, despite the state of most of the world's
economies. One exhibitor who keeps careful
track of his visitors reported that this was his
best SCES in five years! Other exhibitors had
varying reports, but CES can justifiably lay
claim to aterrific show for high-end audio.
The Electronic Industries Association
mounted atremendous effort to make certain
that this CES did alot better for the high-end
constituency than did last summer's (see Vol.15
No.8, p.70). SCES 1993 was awatershed in the
relationship between high-end audio and the
EIA, which has had areputation for representing the interests oflarge offshore companies.
This reputation was neither undeserved nor
inadvertent. Most consumer electronics sold
in the US are sold by big offshore (primarily
Far East) companies. They used to constitute
virtually all of the EIA's membership, and
they're the ones who buy the big exhibition
spaces at CES. The revenue from those sales
constitutes most ofEIA's annual income, and
the organization uses it to sponsor research,
produce educational literature, promote consumer electronics, develop industry standards,
and lobby government agencies and legislators.
On whose behalf do they lobby? That of
their members, of course.
During the heydays of the '80s—with consumer electronics arapidly expanding industry
and the High End just beginning to be aworldwide market segment—the EIA appeared to
suffer the High End's presence at CES, but did
little to cultivate aparticipatory relationship.
The High End, for its part, looked at CES as
the Big Bad Wolf. After all, CES featured large,
profitable companies, and most of the High
End wanted nothing to do with that!
Things began to change in 1990. The EIA
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could see that the future of the summer Show
was rocky. The big electronics companies who
build multi-storey structures at the "Zoo" were
finding themselves strapped for profits—and
learning that regional dealer shows were amore
effective and much cheaper means of trade
communication. (The Winter CES in Las Vegas,
which coincides with the actual buying-time
period of the biggest dealer chains, continues
to be an effective trade medium.)
CES set up ahigh-end advisory group to see
if there was aset of companies, ones not so
severely affected by the high value of the yen,
with which to have abetter relationship. Perhaps more importantly, many more high-end
companies decided to join the EIA—a course
Irecommend to any company planning to stay
in business for two years or more—thus becoming an important member constituency.
The government helped, too, with the 1990
luxury-tax law, the consumer-electronics portion of which was defeated by ajoint lobbying effort of the EIA and the nascent Academy
for the Advancement of High End Audio.
This summer's Show bore the latest fruit of
the High End/EIA partnership. The EIA pulled
out all the stops for apre-Show press conference at which it was announced that the High
End was an $850 million to $1 billion business
that in 1992 experienced a27% growth in export sales. As detailed elsewhere in this issue,
the EIA also made sure that mucho consumers
ended up at the Hilton to see high-end products. The Show's "consumer days" really
worked: 1800 people went through the highend demonstration rooms, and (according to
our informal surveys) most of them came from
outside the traditional high-end community.
The latest CES news is that the 1994 Show
will be not only later (June 23-25) but shorter:
three days only, with the High End possibly
adding aday for consumers if exhibitors agree.
This is atransitional period in consumer electronics, with profound changes racking the
manufacturers and dealers of these products.
With high waves all around, the High End is
actually achieving agreater visibility in their
midst.
—Larry Archibald
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LOVE
You took great care, within your range of audio
investment, selecting your CD player and
complimentary components.
With the Wadia 12, you gain superior
performance from your existing CD player
while extending your system capabilities well
into the next century... at amore modest level
of investment than you thought possible.
The future is yours with the Wadia 12...from
the comprehensive array of inputs, ready
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today, even for digital program sources
yet to be developed...through updateable Gate
Array Chips and upgradeable DACs...to singleended and balanced analog outputs.
Shed anew light on the subtleties pent-up in
your audio system at aWadia Dealer today.

Wea DIGITAL
The Leader al Signal Conver.on

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WIWorldRadioHistory
54022
PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

MASTERS AT WORK...

AO 1013 Sasha Matson
Steel Chords. i-5: Works
For Pedal Steel Guitar,
Harp and Strings
Fascinating contemporary
classical music from California
composer Sasha Matson.
"Sasha Matson's music
is sensual, evocative,
challenging, lyrical and
passionate."
Tom Schnable
-KCRW-FM Santa Monica. CA

AO 1014 Jeff Palmer,
John Abercrombie, Adhur Blythe.
Victor Lewis Ease On
Asteaming organ, sax, guitar and
drum romp with New York's finest!
"Palmer pushes the music beyond
Jimmy Smith, bringing an entirely
modern attack to grand-daddy blues.
The result is awildly innovative
program that expands the tradition
rather than replicates it."
Bill Kohlhasse
-Contributing jazz writer-LA Times

AO 1015 Mighty Sam McClain
Give It Up To Love
What ASound! Mighty Sam is a
rhythm and blues legend who comes
out of the classic Otis Redding/Bobby
Bland tradition. Asmoking backing
band. Astunning comeback!
"Today, Mighty Sam McClain is one
of America's greatest deep-soul
vocalists."
Ted Orozdowski
-Boston Phoenix

WORKS
OF ART
VOL. 2

AO 1017 Bennie Wallace
The Old Songs
Tenor sax master Bennie Wallace has
one of the most instantly identifiable
sounds in jazz. This set finds Bennie
at the top of his form putting his
indelible stamp on aprogram of
timeless classics! Bennie is joined
by Lou Levy on piano, Alvin Queen on
drums and Bill Huntington on bass.

AVAILABLE AT ALL

111111ER RECUAUS I
Villa
To order by phone:
Tower Records (800) 648-4844 or
Acoustic Sounds (800) 525-1630

NRD

AO 1018 Ronnie Earl and the
Broadcasters
Still River

AO 1016 Choice selections
from the latest ten (46 1007
to AO 1018) AudioQuest Music
releases.

Ronnie Earl performing at the
absolute peak of contemporary
blues guitar craft. Finally, the all
instrumental showcase of versatility
Ronnie's fans have been waiting for!
Also features keyboard wizard
Bruce Katz.

Distributed by:
Abbey Road (800) 827-7177
Encore (800) 334-3394
North Country (315) 287-2852
Timeless (212) 529-3655
Titus Oaks (800) 388-8889
WorldRadioHistory
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P.O. BOX 6040
San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
(714) 498-1977 FAX (714) 498-5112

